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INTRODUCTION

The key aim of setting out past projects in this compendium is to inspire others to create new, future projects. By giving concrete, detailed information about previous projects it is possible to demonstrate clearly what kind of activities can be carried out in the framework of the Euro-Med YOUTH programme, although the list is by no means exhaustive. The compendium offers an opportunity to discover ideas and stimulate the imagination.

The projects presented in this Compendium were selected for funding under the Euro-Med YOUTH programme at selection rounds for budget year 2004.

Cooperation with the Mediterranean countries, initially launched in 1992, is still one of the priorities of the YOUTH programme aiming to further develop and increase the number of these activities to comprise more diverse partnerships and to improve the quality of projects. The Mediterranean partners participate in the YOUTH programme via the Euro-Med YOUTH programme.1

The objective of youth activities with countries outside the European Union is to promote a better understanding of the young people’s respective environments and to foster a sense of solidarity among them. These activities enable those involved to try out different forms of democratic participation in society. By contributing to the development of the youth sector in the partner countries, the Programme facilitates the acquisition of knowledge and techniques required for the active participation of young people into civil society.

This Compendium presents the projects selected with the Mediterranean partner countries and covers various types of activities under Actions 1, 2 and 5 of the Programme.

So what are Actions 1, 2 and 5?

Action 1 - Youth Exchanges bring together groups of young people aged between 15 and 25 from different backgrounds and from several countries, providing them with an opportunity to meet, and tackle issues under various themes. This leads to a better understanding of the diversity of culture, and to an appreciation of the value of that diversity. Group exchanges aim to combat prejudices and stereotypes, to promote active citizenship and to raise positive awareness of other cultures among the young participants and in local host communities.

Action 2 - European Voluntary Service enables a young person to become a volunteer in another country for a specific period, usually 6-12 months. This provides an informal intercultural learning experience for the young people involved, encouraging their integration into society and active participation, whilst also increasing their employability and giving them an opportunity to show solidarity with other people. Voluntary service projects support the development of local communities, foster the creation of new partnerships and promote the exchange of experience and good practice. These projects are a result of partnerships between sending organisations, host organisations and the volunteers themselves. They do not involve job-substitution and they are non-profit-making and unpaid.

Action 5 - Support Measures are designed to promote the aims of the Euro-Med YOUTH programme in a number of ways. They assist the development of the other Actions of the Programme by increasing the quantity and quality of projects submitted. Alternatively they may contribute to achieving the overall objectives of the Programme and to strengthening European youth policy or they may contribute to the development of the youth sector in the partner countries.

Action 5 activities are carried out in the fields of co-operation and partnerships, training measures and youth information. Cooperation and partnership activities help to establish permanent working relations between partners, or to promote innovation that favours new multilateral youth exchanges and voluntary service. Training activities provide youth workers or youth leaders and other support persons with the necessary skills to organise and manage transnational youth activities based on intercultural learning, or provide them with knowledge and competencies to work with young people with special needs. Youth information projects encourage greater cooperation and the development of new activities or materials to complement activities carried out in the field of non-formal education.

Find out more about all these projects in the following pages, where they are listed by Action.

This document is designed not only to give information on the accepted projects, but to be used as partner search resource as well.

The project references indicating the country first are selected at national level, and further information can be obtained from the respective National Agency (for contact details, please refer to http://europa.eu.int/comm/youth/program/natagge_en.html). for the project references starting with six digits more information can be obtained from the European Commission or from the Technical Assistance Office (for contact details, please refer to the last page of this document).

## COUNTRY ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE DOCUMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Programme countries:</th>
<th>Mediterranean partner countries:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BE – Belgium</td>
<td>DZ – Algeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CZ – Czech Republic</td>
<td>CY – Cyprus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK – Denmark</td>
<td>EG – Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE – Germany</td>
<td>IL – Israel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR – Greece</td>
<td>JO – Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ES – Spain</td>
<td>LB – Lebanon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE – Estonia</td>
<td>MT – Malta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR – France</td>
<td>MA – Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HU – Hungary</td>
<td>SY – Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE – Ireland</td>
<td>TN – Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT – Italy</td>
<td>TR – Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LV – Latvia</td>
<td>PS – Palestinian Authority,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT – Lithuania</td>
<td>West Bank and Gaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LU – Luxembourg</td>
<td>Strip, Jerusalem East</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NL – Netherlands</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AT – Austria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL – Poland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT – Portugal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK – Slovak Republic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI – Slovenia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FI – Finland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE – Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK – United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IS – Iceland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LI – Liechtenstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO – Norway</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG – Bulgaria</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RO – Romania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YOUTH EXCHANGES

Action 1
Beneficiary: EURO-PALESTINE YOUTH

Project Title: Europe-Palestine: Understanding and Solidarity

The goal of this exchange is to give European and Palestinian youth the opportunity to meet each other. Most of the information they receive is based on the media-coverage about Palestine. The exchange will be an occasion for youth to meet, to know, to get friends. This will be achieved by participating together in work-shops, visits, discussions, sport, casual (leisure) activities... It will also be an occasion for the Palestinians to share their testimonies in schools or youth clubs, to visit universities, to create contacts with European organizations and the European Commission, with Europe and its capital, Brussels. By this exchange, the Belgian youth will have to work to prepare it, open themselves to another culture, get responsible of other youth, to come over the "prejudices" such as: Palestinians are Muslims, their life is filled with violence... We are convinced that this project which is concerning youth of the entire Palestinian nation (including people who fled from Palestine) and European youth will reinforce the solidarity and the understanding between the two borders of the Mediterranean Sea.

Grant: 29455 €
Venue: (BE)

Contact Person:
Da Fonseca Joachim
Houzeau de lehaiestraat 20A
1080 Brussel (BE)
Tel: +32/479 21 22 58
Fax: +32/2 414 29 96
E-mail: dirk.deblock@swing.be

Partners:

Euro-Palestine Youth
Houzeau de lehaiestraat 20A
1080-Brussel (BE)
Tel: +32/479 21 22 58
Fax: +32/2 414 29 96
E-mail: dirk.deblock@swing.be

Association Générale des Etudiants de Nanterre
200, Av. de la République- Local F307
92000-Nanterre (FR)
Tel: +33 6 09 04 47 91
E-mail: agenparis10@hotmail.com

The Swedish-Palestinian Youth organization
c/o Schibbye Säggatan 35 g
41458-Gothenburg (SE)
Tel: +46/31 21 96 65
E-mail: martin_schibbye@hotmail.com

Sussex University Friends of Palestine
Sussex University, Falmer House
BN1 9RH-Brighton (GB)
Tel: +44/1273 873350

Al-Mahatta Youth Club
Al Mahatta Refugee Camp
Amman (JO)
Tel: +96265692301

Social Development Center- Palestinian Youth Club in Lebanon
Ain Al-Hilweh Refugee camp- in front of Nidal Hospital
Saïda (LB)
Tel: +961 355 789
Fax: +961 1 309 230
Palestinian Youth Center JAFRA
Yarmouk Street
Damascus (SY)
Tel: +963 94400815
Fax: +963 11 631 41 55
E-mail: jafracenter@coolgoose.com

Palestinian Progressive Youth Union
02-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +97259787607
E-mail: ppyu_web@hotmail.com

The Palestinian progressive youth union
Gaza (PS)
Tel: +972 8 2842388
E-mail: ppyu@ppyu.org

Project Reference: BEFL-1.2-3-2004-R1
Beneficiary: V.I.V.A

Project Title: Islamophobia, prejudice or reality

The main role of the project "Islamophobia" is to discuss the topic and work against prejudices. It is clear that lots of people in the world think of terrorism when they hear about Islam. But it is really wrong to link Islam with terrorism; it is only a minority of people who commit crimes. Almost every Muslim on this world is against this terrorism, but western people don't know this. We want to bring young people closer together and talk about all these issues. Also to create a space filled with open-minded people, Muslims and non-Muslims, to encourage dialogue, respect and understanding.

Grant: 29034 €
Venue: Deurne (BE)

Contact Person:
Ibenhajen Mohamed
Frank Craeybeckxlaan 22
2100 Deurne (BE)
Tel: +32 496/618940
E-mail: viva_vzw@hotmail.com

Partners:
V.I.V.A
Frank Craeybeckxlaan 22
2100-Deurne (BE)
Tel: +32 496/618940
E-mail: viva_vzw@hotmail.com

NGO CISS (Cooperazione Internazionale Sud Sud)
Piazza Bellini 75
80135-Naples (IT)
Tel: +39 081 5571060
Fax: +39 178 2269767
E-mail: cissnapoli@tiscali.it

Swedish yang Muslim, sverges unga muslimer
Polhemsgatan 28
112 30-Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +468 6539862
E-mail: chokri@swipnet.se

Golden Age Club
Jubeiha st Amman
1501-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 6 41625100
E-mail: golden_age_club@mailcity.com

Association chouala de l'education et de la culture
Complexe culturel touraya sakkat
Casablanca (MA)
Tel: +212 22991155
Fax: +212 22991155
E-mail: chouala@menara.com

Club Unesco Alesco la Medina C U A M
19 Rue de l'Ecole Climanta
1000-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +211698381372
Fax: +216712000324
E-mail: mouradbe2003@yahoo.co.uk

Project Reference: BEFL-1.2-4-2004-R3
Beneficiary: EUROPEAN SOCIAL FORUM OF CYPRUS

Project Title: Bridges Through Arts, Interculture Meeting In Cyprus

The present project will take place in two different locations in Cyprus with the participation of 40 young people from Programme and Mediterranean countries (10CY, 10IL, 10IT, 10DE) accompanied by 5 youth leaders. The activities aim to promote intercultural dialogue and allowing the participants to get in contact with each other and with the Cypriot culture. The programme of activities is structured around three main workshops on arts and visits to exhibitions or nearby villages. The project will also involve young people who are still residents of refugee settlements and others with special needs.

Grant: 25163 €
Venue: (CY)

Contact Person:
MICHAELIDOU Marianna
P.O. Box 53364
3302 Lemesos (CY)
Tel: +357/99/53.10.84
Fax: +357/25/57.69.04
E-mail: rizes@logos.cy.net

Partners:
CICSENE-CENTRO ITALIANO DI COLLABORAZIONE PER LO SVILUPPO EDILIZIO DELLE NAZIONI EMERGENTI
Via Borgosesia, 30
10145-Torino (IT)
Tel: +39/011/741.24.35
Fax: +39/011/771.09.64
E-mail: cicsene@teoresi.net

HOLON MUNICIPALITY, PUBLIC COUNCIL FOR THE EXCHANGE OF YOUTH & YOUNG ADULTS
58 Weitzman St.
58373-Holton (IL)
Tel: +972/3/502.73.48
Fax: +972/3/651.18.51
E-mail: Shmulikl@holon.muni.il

LANDESJUGENDPFARRAMT - REFERAT JUGENDMUSIK
CASPAR - DAVID - FRIEDRICH - STR 5
01219-Dresden (DE)
Tel: +49/34/19.12.0976
Fax: +49/34/19.12.0976
E-mail: t.feist@evjusa.de

Project Reference: 117128-12-CY-01-2004-R0
Beneficiary:  YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING CYPRUS

Project Title: Conflict Resolution: The role of art and sports in dealing with conflicts

Through discussions, presentations, interactive workshops, excursions etc. the participants will inform each other about the different conflicts that occur in their countries. The participants will exchange views and will learn techniques of conflict resolution with special emphasis given to the role on sports and art. Eventually they will exchange ideas on possible actions that they may implement in their countries.

Grant: 19042 €
Venue: Limassol (CY)

Contact Person:
Pougioukkas Christos
P.O.Box 56222
3317 Lemesos (CY)
Tel: +357-22341973
E-mail: yeu_cyprus@yahoo.groups.com

Partners:
Youth for Exchange and Understanding Cyprus
P.O.Box 56222
3317-Lemesos (CY)
Tel: +357-22341973
E-mail: yeu_cyprus@yahoo.groups.com

Youth for Exchange and Unity
Lange Hecke 43
D-41462-Neuss (DE)
Tel: +49 2131 3868926

NAK GREECE
Despere 17
54621-Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +306973376932
E-mail: NAK_GR@HOTMAIL.COM

Yeu Ireland
207 Ardanlee
BT 488RU-Derry (IE)
Tel: +442871358628

Youth For Exchange and Understanding (Malta)
26, Ponoise
BZN 10-aTTARD (MT)
Tel: +35621438155
Fax: +35621438155
E-mail: yeumalta@bigfoot.com

CENC ANLAYIS VE DEGISIM
Mithatpasa cad
06620-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +903124356077
Fax: +903124358801

Youth for exchange and Understanding (Tunisia)
Famex 11, Rue Hedi NOURA Immeuble
00000-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +2169824627
Fax: +2169824627

Project Reference: CY-12-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **UNESCO CLUB OLOMOUC**

**Project Title:** Europe and Mediterranean - the bridge for friendship and co-operation between youth

Equal opportunities, rights of minorities, women rights, tasks of women in society, children rights, legal aspects of environmental protection - all these are key issues about what the young people will write articles and put them together in a publication called "Learn about your rights and be active in their abidance". This publication will be given to other organisations for educational purposes while dealing with youth. The project enables meeting of young people coming from different cultures, different social and ethnic environments. Through the means of various activities (e.g. workshops, discussion clubs, getting to know cultural-historical heritage and protected natural areas) participants will have the possibility of informal education. The "National days" (Czech, Polish, Turkish and Moroccan) enables the participating groups to present their work, the culture of their countries, their folklore, habits and games. The participants will gain intercultural insight and better understanding of necessity of maintenance varieties of cultures and richness of ethnic groups in the process of unification of Europe and world globalisation.

**Grant:** 548 €

**Venue:** Olomouc (CZ)

**Contact Person:**
Tomancakova Marie
Holubova 9
77200 Olomouc (CZ)
Tel: +420 603 553069
Fax: +420 58 5385303
E-mail: Blanka.toman@post.cz

**Partners:**
UNESCO Club Olomouc
Holubova 9
77200-Olomouc (CZ)
Tel: +420 603 553069
Fax: +420 58 5385303
E-mail: Blanka.toman@post.cz

Mlodziedzowy Dom Kultury Fort 49 Krzeslawice
Os. Na Stoku 27b
31704-Krakow (PL)
Tel: +48 12 6453092
Fax: +48 12 3452714
E-mail: Imprezy@mdkfort.krakow.pl

Genc Izmirliler
Yigitler Mah.Gakmak cad. No: 67/3
35150-Izmir (TR)
Tel: +902324877248
E-mail: Fgurhanf@yahoo.com

Moroccan Youth Forum
Avenue My Elhasssan Rabat
22222-Rabat (MA)
Tel: +21263656866
Fax: +21237700737
E-mail: Tkia6@caramail.com

**Project Reference:** CZ-1.2-10-2004-R5
DENMARK

Beneficiary: BROVST KOMMUNALE UNGDOMSSKOLE

Project Title: Prevention and combating of xenophobia/racism

The youth exchange with participants from Jordan, Algeria, Poland and Denmark where the overall theme of the exchange is: Prevention and combating of xenophobia/racism. Each day the participants will discuss: Why racism and xenophobia? - How can one prevent racism? based on presentations by each country. These presentations will be an introduction to a debate, so the young people understand similarities and differences in the participating countries. Different practical activities will be included as a mean to make the young people aware of the fact that cooperation and social activities despite cultural, religious and alike differences are not impossible.

Grant: 45628 €

Contact Person:
Røge Falk Susanne
Skolevej 5
9460 Brovst (DK)
Tel: +45 98233122
E-mail: bku@brovst.dk

Partners:
Brovst Kommunale Ungdomsskole
Skolevej 5
9460-Brovst (DK)
Tel: +45 98233122
E-mail: bku@brovst.dk

International Association of Culture "Crocked Theatre"
Ul. Siedlecka 3a/6
72-010-Police (PL)
Tel: +4891 3131 333
E-mail: izabella@gmnapolice.pl

Association Propreté de l'Environnement Et Promotion du Tourisme (A.P.P.E.P.T.)
09 Rue du Manoir
31000-Oran (DZ)
Tel: +213 41 33 34 65
Fax: +213 41 33 34 65
E-mail: ecooran@yahoo.fr

Young Woman Christian Association
Mithqal Alfayez Str.
5014-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 6 464 11 19
Fax: +962 6 46661681
E-mail: ymca@nets.com.jo

Project Reference: DK-1.2-4-2004-R5
Beneficiary:  STADT KÖLN - AMT FÜR KINDER, JUGEND UND FAMILIE - JUGENDAMT KÖLN  

Project Title:  Destination Europa - Kultur on Tour  

Socially mixed groups of young people from European-Mediterranean areas meet in Germany. They are all actively engaged in cultural activities like dance, music, theatre in their home countries. They all have their own styles with a national orientation. In a multilateral exchange they would like to find new additional interpretation and thus widen their cultural views. The work shops offered during the exchange are to give a background for the intercultural dialogue. During the programme will be enough time and place to exchange ideas, to discover common interests with other youth and to strengthen the belonging to the European area for the Mediterranean groups.

Grant:  28267 €  
Venue:  Bornheim (DE)  

Contact Person:  
Seifert Bernd  
Ottmar-Pohl-Platz 1  
51103 Köln (DE)  
Tel: +49 221-22124079

Partners:  
Stadt Köln - Amt für Kinder, Jugend und Familie - Jugendamt Köln  
Ottmar-Pohl-Platz 1  
51103-Köln (DE)  
Tel: +49 221-22124079

Arixoc  
C/ Badal, 82-84, 2n 1  
08014-Barcelona (ES)

Brouhaha international  
Gostins building, 32-36 Hanover St.  
L1 4 LN-Liverpool (GB)

Ankara Anatolian HS of fine arts  
Hosdere CD 139 Y Ayranci  
06540-Ankara (TR)

Bet-Tammy community center  
16, Merkaz Ba aley Melacha St.  
63823-Tel Aviv-Yafo (IL)

Project Reference: DE-1.2-17-2004-R1
Beneficiary: JUGENDAMT JENA

Project Title: Respect - how to learn to know each other and to respect one another

Multilateral exchange with young people from Italy, France, Palestine, Lebanon and Germany in order to create mutual tolerance for a different way of life and to respect each other.

Grant: 30250 €
Venue: Jena (DE)

Contact Person:
Amend Andreas
Postfach 100338
07743 Jena (DE)
Tel: +493641380206
E-mail: streetworklobeda@arcor.de

Partners:
Jugendamt Jena
Postfach 100338
07743-Jena (DE)
Tel: +493641380206
E-mail: streetworklobeda@arcor.de

Office Municipal de la Jeunesse
(FR)

Sinistra Giovanile de Empoli
(IT)

World Student Christian Federation - Middle East
(LB)

Project Reference: DE-1.2-18-2004-R1
Beneficiary: JUGENDGÄSTEHAUS DACHAU

Project Title: Friedenserziehung

Multilateral youth exchange with young people from France, Israel, Algeria and Germany, aims at education for peace, tolerance and democracy, furthermore tackling right wing extremism and racism in the past and at present. The venue of the exchange is a hostel in Dachau on the grounds of the former concentration camp during World War II.

Grant: 20735 €
Venue: Dachau (DE)

Contact Person:
Dr. Schoßig Bernhard
Roßwachstr. 15
85221 Dachau (DE)
Tel: +4981313229555

Partners:
Jugendgästehaus Dachau
Roßwachstr. 15
85221-Dachau (DE)
Tel: +4981313229555

Federation des OEUVRES Lagigues du Calvados (FR)

Association J. les Louisis (DZ)

Department of Youth and social Activities (IL)

Project Reference: DE-1.2-19-2004-R1
Beneficiary: STADT KÖLN - AMT FÜR KINDER, JUGEND UND FAMILIE - JUGENDAMT KÖLN

Project Title: Europa im Trubel

Groups from three Euromed countries and three EU countries will meet in Cologne during carnival. They are going to participate in two processions during these days and thus represent their own cultures. They will be performing music, dances and wearing special costumes. They plan to show and discover the variety of cultures in the European - Mediterranean areas. Task of the participants will also be to introduce the history of their own countries, who or what has shaped this history and how it is expressed in culture.

Grant: 25531 €
Venue: Köln (DE)

Contact Person:
Seifert Bernd
Ottmar-Pohl-Platz 1
51103 Köln (DE)
Tel: +49 221-22124079

Partners:
Stadt Köln - Amt für Kinder, Jugend und Familie - Jugendamt Köln
Ottmar-Pohl-Platz 1
51103-Köln (DE)
Tel: +49 221-22124079

Hallstahammars Kommun
Box 506
73437-Halstahammar (SE)

Terminal One
9 Logan St.
G72 ONT-Blantyre/Glasgow (GB)

Orouba Youth Center
70 Beirut St.
Cairo (EG)

City of Tel Aviv-Yafo
69 Ibn Gvirol St.
64162-Tel Aviv (IL)

Association Chouala for Education and Culture
16, Merkaz Ba’ aley Melacha St.
63823-Rabat (MA)

Project Reference: DE-1.2-38-2004-R3
Beneficiary: INTERNATIONALER BUND JUGENDHILFE- UND AUSBILDUNGS-EINRICHTUNG BAD LANGENSALZA

Project Title: Grenzerfahrungen - ein Projekt zum Dialog über Grenzen hinweg

Youth Exchange with youngsters from Morocco, Tunisia and France to work on experiences around borders. Learning more about different cultures and fight the prejudices through creative activities followed by an exhibition.

Grant: 27885 €
Venue: Bad Langensalza (DE)

Contact Person:
Anschütz Petra
Badeweg 7a
99947 Bad Langensalza (DE)
Tel: +49 3603 8190

Partners:
Internationaler Bund Jugendhilfe- und Ausbildungseinrichtung Bad Langensalza
Badeweg 7a
99947-Bad Langensalza (DE)
Tel: +49 3603 8190

Centre d’Animation Social et Familial.
(FR)

Association Chouala pour Education et la Culture
(MA)

Association des habitants dél mourouj
(TN)

Project Reference: DE-1.2-45-2004-R5
Beneficiary: STADT HAMM, JUGENDAMT/ JUGENDZENTRUM CASINO

Project Title: Meet the history - understand the present - improve the future

The project is dealing with the origins and the historical development of the cultures and the cultural identity of the participants. The composition of the young people coming from Egypt, Palestine and Israel as well as from Spain and Germany creates the vital soil for such exchange.

Grant: 26546 €
Venue: Hamm (DE)

Contact Person:
Luster-Haggeney Karl
Wielandstr. 6
59077 Hamm (DE)
Tel: +49 2381 992940

Partners:
Stadt Hamm, Jugendamt/ Jugendzentrum Casino
Wielandstr. 6
59077-Hamm (DE)
Tel: +49 2381 992940

Asociacion columbares
Adrian Viudes 9
30570-Benialan Murcia (ES)

International Exchange Division
19 Jaffa Street
94141-Jerusalem (IL)

Wi am center fpr conflict resolution
Dr. Gemnier St.
Bethlehem (PS)

Project Reference: DE-1.2-47-2004-R5
Beneficiary:  ESAI EN ROI, CULTURAL ORGANIZATION OF THESSALONIKI

Project Title:  Folklore meets Progressive

"Folklore meets Progressive" is a youth exchange focusing on art that involves the progressive and evaluative spirit of youth with their national and cultural characteristics. The nations that are involved have many different cultural characteristics. Our youth, deaf and not deaf, is challenged to cooperate and reveal these different cultural characteristics and present the social realities of each country. The themes of their art works shall concern social problems of today such as unemployment, social exclusion and others.

Grant:  37777 €
Venue:  Thessaloniki (GR)

Contact Person:
Kavazidis Irodis
PoBox 21501, Panorama
52120 Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +30 6936 597 378
E-mail: esai@mail.gr

Partners:
Esai en Roi, Cultural Organization of Thessaloniki
PoBox 21501, Panorama
52120-Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +30 6936 597 378
E-mail: esai@mail.gr

Panevezys region NGO information and support centre
Kniaudiskiu 46-8
5305-Panevezys (LT)
Tel: +370 45 420072
E-mail: panoipc@hotmail.com

Akzente Salzburg International
Glockengasse 4c
5020-Salzburg (AT)
Tel: +43 662 849291-36
Fax: +43 662 849291-16
E-mail: international@akzente.net

Miedzynarodowe Stowarzyszenie Kulturalne Krzywy Teatr
Siedlecka 3a/6
72 010-Police (PL)
Tel: +48 91 31 21 333
Fax: +48 91 31 27 665
E-mail: izabella@gminapolice@pl

Viksjöforsbaletten
Idrottsvägen 4
828 95-Viksjöfors (SE)
Tel: +46 271 17512
Fax: +46 271 17512
E-mail: viksjoforsbaletten@telia.com

Junior Egyptian Euromed Partnership Chamber
46 syria st,mohandseen
Giza (EG)
Tel: +20106437333
Fax: +20252922687
E-mail: jeepc@omeldonia.com

United Religions Initiative
Al Bayadar 140693
118814-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962795802005
Fax: +96265922431
E-mail: urimena@uri.org
Orthodox Youth Center In Bloudan
Fares El - Khouri Street
Na-Bloudan (SY)
Tel: +963117127044
Fax: +963117127280
E-mail: fadyakhouri@hotmail.com

Association Des Amis De La Maison Des Jeunes Et De Culture De Metline
Boulevard De L’ Enviroment Metline
7034-Metline (Tn)
Tel: +21672446088
Fax: +21672534122
E-mail: mjc.metline@planet.tn

Youth Development Department
Dahiet Al Barid
P.O Box 54374-Jerusalem (Ps)
Tel: +97222343352
Fax: +97222343354
E-mail: ydd@orienthouse.org

Project Reference: GR-1.2-14-2004-R5
Beneficiary: MEDITERRANEAN INFORMATION OFFICE FOR ENVIRONMENT, CULTURE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (MIO-ECSDE)

Project Title: Cultural Recycling: Re-orienting Cultures towards Sustainability

This youth exchange will involve the participation of young people coming from 10 different Mediterranean countries (5 EU and 5 non-EU). The main aim of the proposed project is to show the central role that young people can play in promoting patterns through their every day habits and their way and culture of living and to provide them with additional stimulus and motivation so to become messengers of sustainability in their region. The participants will be actively involved series of activities (workshops, experimental games, role games, setting up a photo-exhibition on characteristic environmental and cultural elements of the various Mediterranean countries, field visits, multi-cultural activities etc) directed to promote mutual understanding between the young people of the Mediterranean basin and cooperation and solidarity for a sustainable Mediterranean, with people living in peace with each other despite of their differences (cultural, religious, social etc) and in harmony with the environment.

Grant: 34892 €

Contact Person:
Tomassini Barbara
28, Tripodon
10558 Athens (GR)
Tel: +30 210 3247490 / 32
Fax: +30 210 3317127
E-mail: mio-ee-env@ath.forthnet.gr

Partners:
Mediterranean Information Office for Environment, Culture and Sustainable Development (MIO-ECSDE)
28, Tripodon
10558-Athens (GR)
Tel: +30 210 3247490 / 32
Fax: +30 210 3317127
E-mail: mio-ee-env@ath.forthnet.gr

Mediterrania, Centre d’initiatives Ecologiques
C/Francoli 56-58
43006-Tarragona (ES)
Tel: +34977551300
Fax: +34977550928
E-mail: info@mediterrania-cie.org

Association U Marinu
Bp154
20292-Bastia Cedex (FR)
Tel: +33495328783
Fax: +33495313954
E-mail: umarinou

Italia Nostra
Via Nicolo Porpora 22
00198-Rome (IT)
Tel: +390684406326
Fax: +39068844634
E-mail: educazioneambiente@italianostra.org

Society Of Bird Research And Nature Protection
Ptujska C. 91
2327-Race (SI)
Tel: +386027883050
Fax: +386027883051
E-mail: milan.vorgin@guest.arnes.si

Tema Foundation
Cayir Cimen Sok. Emlak Kredi Blokari, A2 D. 10 Levent
34330-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +902122848006
Fax: +902122811132
E-mail: yesime@tema.org.tr
Arab Office For Youth And Environment  
3a Masaken Masr Le Taameer, Zahra El Maadi St., Zahra El- Maadi  
CAIRO (EG)  
Tel: +20122130678  
Fax: +2025162961  
E-mail: aoye@link.net

Amwaj Of The Environment  
Verdum St. Jaber Bldg. 4th Floor  
00961-Beirut (LB)  
Tel: +9611791140  
Fax: +9611791140  
E-mail: amwajenvt@hotmail.com

Moroccan Club For Population And Enviromental Education  
B.P. 1072 Rabat  
Rabat (MA)  
Tel: +21261546594  
Fax: +21237717513  
E-mail: cmepe2000@yahoo.fr

Association For The Protection Of Nature And Enviroment, Kaiouan  
Rue Mongi Bali - Cite Commerciale II - Bp 197  
3100-Kaiouan (TN)  
Tel: +21677229668  
Fax: +21677229668  
E-mail: apnektunisia@yahoo.fr

*Project Reference: GR-1.2-7-2004-R5*
Beneficiary: **ASOCIACIÓN PARA LA INTEGRACIÓN Y PROGRESO DE LAS CULTURAS - PANDORA**

**Project Title:** Jovenes Para El Dialogo En El Mediterraneo

The youth exchange involves young people from Spain, France, Morocco and Tunisia. They will meet in Madrid to take part in common activities and talk about dialogue in general and dialogue between cultures in particular, more specifically, between European and Islamic cultures. The objectives of the programme are: to allow the participants to meet and know one another, carry out activities which make them aware of their common history, the bonds that unite them as well as of the importance of having an open attitude to dialogue between persons and between cultures. Other aims of the project are to encourage exchange and discussions about their knowledge and opinions on the different issues that they have chosen for this proposal such as communication and intercultural communicacion, origin and development of both cultures, characteristics and features of both cultures etc.

**Grant:** 15410 €

**Venue:** Madrid (ES)

**Contact Person:**
Mayer Chantal
Gran Vía, 71
28013 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34917549732
Fax: +349155590679
E-mail: aipc@pandora-aipc.org

**Partners:**
Asociación para la Integración y Progreso de las Culturas - PANDORA
Gran Vía, 71
28013-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34917549732
Fax: +349155590679
E-mail: aipc@pandora-aipc.org

Delegacion a la Formacion Continua
Rue Général Enesco, 12
94025-Cedex (FR)
Tel: +33149816516
Fax: +33149816458
E-mail: francois.cencerrado@ac-creteil.fr

Chantiers Sociaux Marocains
Bp. 456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +21237297184
Fax: +21237698950
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

Association Tunisienne D'action Volontaire
Avenue Mohamed Il-Maison du R.C.D.
1100-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +21671252023
Fax: +21671252102
E-mail: utoj@emailati.th

**Project Reference: ES-1.2-15-2004-R1**
Beneficiary: CENTRE D'ESTUDIS DE L'ESPLAI

Project Title: Meeting Point: The Mediterranean - Cradle of cultura

The promoter decided to organise this youth exchange looking for a common place of everybody. The Mediterranean has represented the history of the cradle of all our cultures. Through art as a tool, they want to work to increase knowledge of the Mediterranean values etc. To discuss these values, they will try to discover through arts, research of common values (fight against racism and xenofobia) and developing creativity skills of the participants. As the target of every group is quite different - this diversity would be very productive and the comparison of each will enrich the final results of the project.

Grant: 34391 €
Venue: Palma de Mallorca (ES)

Contact Person:
Pozo Rodríguez Antonio
Pl. Es Banc de S'Oli, 6 bxs
07002 Palma de Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34 971728903
Fax: +34 971728903
E-mail: centreestudis@telefonica.net

Partners:
Centre d'Estudis de l'Esplai
Pl. Es Banc de S'Oli, 6 bxs
07002-Palma de Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34 971728903
Fax: +34 971728903
E-mail: centreestudis@telefonica.net

Bürgerhaus e.V.
Berliner Str. 24
13127-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49 304720884
Fax: +49 3049852146
E-mail: karla_petsch@hotmail.com

Dutch United
Doddendaal 146
6511 DG-Nijmegen (NL)
Tel: +31 343227307
Fax: +31 135438308
E-mail: United_david@yahoo.com

Semper Avanti
Pl. Sw. Macieja 5 p.11
50-244-Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48 717928679
Fax: +48 717928679
E-mail: avant@indexin.com.pl

Rachel Tweddle Staindrop Youth Group
Learning Links, Canterbury Road, Newton Hall
DH1 5QY-Durham (GB)
Tel: +44 0 1913706402
Fax: +44 0 1913869472
E-mail: Rachel.tweddle@connexions-durham.org

GENCEV-Youth Culture House Association
Bayindir Sokak 45/9 Kizilay
06640-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90 3124189127
Fax: +90 3124258192
E-mail: gencev_youth@hotmail.com
Salama Moussa Association
6 Mostafa Kamel St.
111-Minya (EG)
Tel: +2 086372471
Fax: +2 086372471

Mount Nebo Association
University Street
11180-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 77282723
Fax: +96265337295

Asociación Alamal para el desarrollo cultural y social
12 Avenue de la Resistance 1 Etage nº 5
90000-Tanger (MA)
Tel: +21239340762
E-mail: Aso_alamal@hotmail.com

Project Reference: ES-1.2-34-2004-R3
Beneficiary:  MPDL MOVIMIENTO POR LA PAZ EL DESARME Y LA LIBERTAD

Project Title:  Vive Mi Vida

Youngsters from Spain, Morocco, France and Algeria will participate and have the opportunity to exchange feelings and experiences about their personal identity: "I feel French, I feel Moroccan, Algerian..." or "In Spain I'm the Moroccan one and in Morocco I'm the Spanish one". Activities used will promote the communication, debate, exchange of experiences, interrelation between youngsters, knowledge, diversity and enjoyment. This exchange will be developed at the same time as the intercultural festival of Leganes, where they will present the activities done during the youth exchange.

Grant:  22834 €
Venue:  Leganes (Madrid) (ES)

Contact Person:
Chicharro Esteban Ricardo
C/ Martos, 15
28053 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +915077168
Fax: +915077264

Partners:
MPDL Movimiento por la Paz el Desarme y la Libertad
C/ Martos, 15
28053-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +915077168
Fax: +915077264

Leo Lagrange Lle de France
155 avenue Jean Lolive
93695-Lle de France (FR)
Tel: +33(0)1.48.10.6564
Fax: +33.(0)1.48.106586
E-mail: dispositiparislen@leolagrange.org

Scouts Musulmanos argelinos
25 Bd Zighout Youcef
16000-Argel (DZ)
Tel: +213 70 42 10 37
Fax: +213 21 73 19 29
E-mail: Scoutalgerinter@hotmail.com

Association nif pour la solidarité et le développement
Résidente Assabah Ilot 12 Imm Zerhoune Apt nº 7
10050-Rabat-Salé (MA)
Tel: +212 61203584
Fax: +37793905
E-mail: Benchamach hakim@yahoo.fr

Project Reference:  ES-1.2-43-2004-R5
Beneficiary: ASOCIACIÓN CULTURAL KILIMILIKLIK KULTUR ELKARTEA

Project Title: Societies in Conflict: Borders to Peace II

This international youth exchange is a continuation of the project taking place during this summer in Glencree Center for Reconciliation, Ireland, where young people from Palestine, Israel, England, Ireland, Northerm Ireland and the Basque Country were involved. The aim of this new project is to continue with the important ideas and objectives we were talking about, to bring together youth from around the world in order to facilitate cultural, political and social dialogue. All the countries involved are currently experiencing a political conflict or are in the transition period from a political conflict. By comparing and contrasting areas of conflict throughout the world we hope to manage a further understanding of reconciliation project. Apart from having a space to talk in a free and comfortable atmosphere, we will also be meeting people involved in political parties, people coming from social movements, youth groups and we will have the opportunity of visiting the hosting party and approaching the reality of the conflict they are living.

Grant: 31325 €

Venue: Portugalete (Bizkaia)

Contact Person:
Arruza Marina Zuriñe
Posta Kutxa, 77
48910 Sestao (ES)
Tel: +34605707049
E-mail: kilimiliklik@euskalnet.net

Partners:
Asociación Cultural Kilimiliklik Kultur Elkartea
Posta Kutxa, 77
48910-Sestao (ES)
Tel: +34605707049
E-mail: kilimiliklik@euskalnet.net

Glencree Centre for Reconciliation
Glencree
Co. Wicklow (IE)
Tel: +353 1 282 9711
Fax: +353 1 276 6085
E-mail: education@glencree-cfr.ie

Terry Enright Foundation
49A Rosemary Street
BT 1 1QB-Northern Ireland (GB)
Tel: +442890312831
Fax: +442890312931
E-mail: seamus@terryenrightfoundation.org

The Tim Parry Johnathan Ball Trust (Children for Peace)
Peace Drive
L 15 1HN-Warrington (GB)
Tel: +44 1925 581235
Fax: +44 1925 581233
E-mail: info@childrenforpeace.org

Reut-Sadaka-La movement For Arab-Jewish Coexistens
St. Michael Anjelo 29
Tel-Aviv (IL)
Tel: +972 35182336
Fax: +97235182336
E-mail: reut@inter.net

United Nationa Relief and Works Agency for the Palestine Refugeen in the Near (UNRWA)
Mezzeh Autostrad, Beirut intersection
PO BOX: 4313-Middle East (SY)
Tel: +963-11 613 3035
Fax: +963-11 613 3047
E-mail: pjosar@unrwa.org
Palestinian Diaspora and Refugee Centre, Shami
El-Sahehi Road
Nuddue East (PS)
Tel: +972-2-29 88442
Fax: +972-2-298 6598
E-mail: malmbaid@tamkeen.org

Project Reference: ES-12-44-2004-R5
Beneficiary: ASOCIACIÓN CERVINO

Project Title: Con "P De Paz"

Youth exchange to show to the young inhabitants from the participating countries and people who are around us that it doesn't matter the space, neither the colour of our skin, neither the culture. We try to work together to show the world that coexistence between people from different countries and cultures is possible and through many activities that help to work and to fight for a world in peace and meeting the different cultures. Activities during the exchange: painting a mural for peace, resolution of conflicts debate, olympic game for peace, cultural visits etc.

Grant: 37871 €
Venue: Madrid (ES)

Contact Person:
Esteras Calderon Rocio
Avefria 11
28025 Madrid (ES)
Tel: 678782020
Fax: 91 5081876
E-mail: wontonin@hotmail.com

Partners:
Asociación Cervino
Avefria 11
28025-Madrid (ES)
Tel: 678782020
Fax: 91 5081876
E-mail: wontonin@hotmail.com
Associazione Culturale Residui Teatro
Vía Aquilonia 64
00176-Lazio (IT)
Tel: +39 347 6828699
E-mail: info@residuiteatro.it
BOLU YOUTH CLUB
Karamanlı Mahaliesi Staddyum Yam
14100-Bolu (TR)
Tel: +3742151357
Fax: +3742158742
E-mail: bulouk@rtnet.net
Unión de Jóvenes de Saguia El Hamra y Rio de Oro (UJSARIO)
Campamentos de refugiados saharauis en Tinduf
Tinduf (DZ)

Project Reference: ES-12-45-2004-R5
Beneficiary: ASOCIACION MUCHACHOS-CIUDADESCUELA-CEMU

Project Title: Educarse en la Tolerancia

The youth exchange is to increase and facilitate processes of tolerance and against xenophobia and exchange of experiences as a final objective to build relations with the neighbouring Arabic countries of the Mediterranean and to contribute to democratic processes in these countries.

Grant: 16398 €
Venue: Leganés (ES)

Contact Person:
Medrano Cortés Maria Jesús
Avda. Doctor Fleming, 3
28912 LEGANES (ES)
Tel: +34 91 694 62 77
Fax: +34 91 693 82 34
E-mail: CEMUSECRETARA@ERESMAS.COM

Partners:
Asociacion Muchachos-Ciudadescuela-Cemu
Avda. Doctor Fleming, 3
28912-LEGANES (ES)
Tel: +34 91 694 62 77
Fax: +34 91 693 82 34
E-mail: CEMUSECRETARA@ERESMAS.COM

Comune di S’llario dello Jonio
Corso Umberto 1°
89040-Calabria (IT)
Tel: +39 0964 365006
Fax: +39 0964 365412
E-mail: comunesantilario@tiscali.it

ACT (Amitié, Cooperation, Tolérance)
13, Sidi Hmama Fes Jdid Fes
3000 Fés (MA)
Tel: +2 1261580859
E-mail: Actnaroc@yahoo.fr

Association D’Amitie des Villes Jumelees-Hammamet
8050-Nabeul (TN)
Tel: +216 98209936
Fax: +21672279151
E-mail: Guembri_medali@yahoo.fr

Project Reference: ES-12-46-2004-R5
Beneficiary: **AVRIL**

**Project Title:** Le patrimoine passé et présent du littoral

The exchange is focused on the coastline environment and activities. The young people will have to study the coastline of La Manche and to learn and understand the environment which is composed of dunes, on the town of Gouville sur Mer etc. The youngsters will also have to understand how human activities change the coastline. They will compare the coast of France with the coast of their own country. The youngsters will have responsibilities on the stay (cooking, upkeeping of their campsite etc.). In the evenings there will be discussions about the way of life in their country and evaluation of the exchange.

**Grant:** 16110 €

**Venue:** Gonville sur Mer (FR)

**Contact Person:**
LAPOUGE Anne
L'Asquascole - Le Viquet
50200 Saint Pierre de Coutances (FR)
Tel: +2 33 19 00 35
Fax: +2 33 19 00 36
E-mail: Associationavril@wanadoo.fr

**Partners:**
AVRIL
L'Asquascole - Le Viquet
50200 Saint Pierre de Coutances (FR)
Tel: +2 33 19 00 35
Fax: +2 33 19 00 36
E-mail: Associationavril@wanadoo.fr

**PROGRAME PLAN JOVEN E INTERCAMBIOS JUVENILES**
AVDA del Rocio - SN. Palacio de Deportes
30007-Murcia (ES)
Tel: 34 96 8201 107
Fax: 34 96 8236 663
E-mail: planjoven@ayto-muria.es

**FONDAZIONE CLIFO. SCUELA DI MINOPRIO**
Viale Raimondi 54
22070-Vertemate con Minoprio (IT)
Tel: +31 900 224
Fax: +31 901 223

**ASSOCIATION ETOILE CULTURELLE AKBOU**
BP 30 - Hôpital
06200-Akbour (DZ)
Tel: 213 034 358661
Fax: 213 034 358661
E-mail: aecakbou@yahoo.fr

**ASSOCIATION DES ANCIENS DE BIR EL BEY**
Maison des Jeunes - Avenue Taieb Mhiri
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: 216 98 520249
Fax: 216 73 226620
E-mail: aabb@francite.com

**Project Reference:** FR-12-10-2004-R1
Beneficiary: CENTRE D'ANIMATION SOCIAL ET FAMILIAL - CASF

Project Title: Parle-moi de l'autre, de lui

This European youth meeting is a follow up activity from 2003 in France. Differences can be a positive starting point. With the help of a video camera, we will meet people from the little town of Bischwiller, interview them about their life, desires and question to be a part of a multicultural society, in a European space. Youngsters and adults will try to find common points.

Grant: 12535 €
Venue: Bischwiller (FR)

Contact Person:
BRENNER Patricia
7 rue des Casernes
67160 Bischwiller (FR)
Tel: 03 88 63 57 09
Fax: 03 88 56 87 40
E-mail: casf@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
CENTRE D'ANIMATION SOCIAL ET FAMILIAL - CASF
7 rue des Casernes
67160-Bischwiller (FR)
Tel: 03 88 63 57 09
Fax: 03 88 56 87 40
E-mail: casf@wanadoo.fr

SERVICIO DE JUVENTUD - AYUNTAMIENTO DE CUENCA
Plaza Mayor 1
16001-Cuenca (ES)
Tel: 34 969 240 053
Fax: 34 969 232 795
E-mail: juventud@cuenta.org

ASSOCIATION CHOUALA POUR D'EDUCATION
3530 Takadoum Hay Mohamadi
x-Casablanca (MA)
Tel: 212 22 99 1155
Fax: 212 22 99 1155
E-mail: chouala@IAM.net.ma

ASSOCIATION DES HABITANTS D'ELMOUROUJ
3 rue d'Espagne
x-1001 (TN)
Tel: 2169 734 2157
Fax: 2167 137 9268

Project Reference: FR-12-11-2004-R1
Beneficiary: CENTRE SOCIAL SAINT MAURONT BELLEVUE

Project Title: Découverte des réalités sociales

This meeting is the possibility for the young people to reflect together and to exchange their practice, to work together on the improvement of their professional practice etc. To reach our objectives we shall organise activities as workshops in multinational groups in partnership with the local population for the project (video, radio, exhibition photos, report), linguistic animations and discovery of the Marseille.

Grant: 17470 €
Venue: Marseille (FR)

Contact Person:
MOIUSLI Hamdad
143, rue Félix Pyat - BP 03
13301 Marseille (FR)
Tel: 04 91 98 79 79
Fax: 04 91 21 51 26
E-mail: csbellevue@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
CENTRE SOCIAL SAINT MAURONT BELLEVUE
143, rue Félix Pyat - BP 03
13301-Marseille (FR)
Tel: 04 91 98 79 79
Fax: 04 91 21 51 26
E-mail: csbellevue@wanadoo.fr

BERLIN BRANDENBURGISCHES INSTITUT
Zusammenarbeit in Europa e. V. - Im Schloss
14974-Genshagen (DE)
Tel: 49 33 7880 5931
Fax: 49 33 7887 0013
E-mail: bbi@bbi-genshagen.de

ISTAMBUL YASATAN VE DESTEREN
Atakoy 9/10 A.4 Bloc D.73
34750-Istambul (TR)
Tel: 90212 559 4717
Fax: 90216 578 0400

ASSOCIATION ATTAHADI DES SPORTS
Avenue Pasteur - Maison des jeunes
11000-Rabat (MA)
Tel: 212 37 830 607
Fax: 212 37 702 558
E-mail: m.khalifa1@caramail.com

Project Reference: FR-12-13-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DE SOLIDARITE AVEC LES TRAVAILLEURS IMMIGRES D’APT

Project Title: Construction de l’identité dans l’espace euro-méditerranéen

The exchange will get together 10 associations with different agendas to discuss the topics "Duty and relationship Nord/Sud" and "citizenship education". This exchange consists of two parts: the days of preparation (meetings with associations and members of associations, programme creation, discussion between associations etc.). The meeting continues three days and there are round tables planned, young people debates etc.

Grant: 27620 €
Venue: Apt (FR)

Contact Person:
OSENDA Catherine
Maison des Associations, Rue Cély
84400 Apt (FR)
Tel: 04 90 74 32 75
Fax: 04 90 74 56 62
E-mail: astiaassoc@aol.com

Partners:
ASSOCIATION DE SOLIDARITE AVEC LES TRAVAILLEURS IMMIGRES D’APT
Maison des Associations, Rue Cély
84400-Apt (FR)
Tel: 04 90 74 32 75
Fax: 04 90 74 56 62
E-mail: astiaassoc@aol.com

VERBAND DER INITIATIVGRUPPEN
Kadiner strasse 17
10243-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +30 44 733 795
Fax: +30 44 733 796
E-mail: Via-berlin@snafu.de

ASSOCIACIO SOCIO CULTURAL IBN BATUTA
C/ San Pau 82 Baixos
08001-Barcelone (ES)
Tel: 349 332 93054
E-mail: mchair@ascic.net

AASCO
Rue Salvador Allende
93300-Saint Ouen (FR)
Tel: 0140 111 383
Fax: 0140 111 383

IMAGINE
Via Maggio 64
56024-San Miniato (IT)
Tel: 39 057 148 8570
Fax: 39 062 3321 3573

AUBERGE DE LA JEUNESSE
18 logement n) 7
08300-Beni Abbes (DZ)
Tel: 213 4982 4885
Fax: 213 4982 4321

OFFICE DU TOURISME DE TAGHIT
Centre ville
08230-Taghit (DZ)
Tel: 213 498 248 85
Fax: 213 498 243 21
E-mail: amino250@yahoo.fr
LYCEE EL RACHID MIXTE
Rue El Moutran
Tripoli (LB)
Tel: 625 350 0322 9227

CENTRE AL JAZOULI POUR LA CULTURE
Sidi Ben Slimane 8 - Derb Ben Moussa
Marrakech (MA)
Tel: 212 44 382 607
Fax: 212 44 380 085

CLUB ECHANGES DE LA MAISON DE LA CULTURE
Avenue Habib Bourguiba
6041-Gabes (TN)
Tel: 216 522 8100
Fax: 216 522 8100

Project Reference: FR-12-16-2004-R1
Benificiary: ASSOCIATION L'ATELIER

Project Title: Rencontres de cultures : tissages du futur

Topic - the Medieval culture in Dordogne discovered in cooperation of local groups and professionals from different associations, through visits of abbeys and castles, medieval music, practise of canoeing and climbing. Organisation of an exhibition from five countries, to discover the local patrimony, debates about tolerance and about patrimony for young European and Mediterranean people. Written, recorded and filmed elements will be collected to be used in schools or by the associations.

Grant: 16680 €
Venue: Bergerac (FR)

Contact Person:
CORMIER Hélène
15 rue Neuve d'Argenson
24100 Bergerac (FR)
Tel: 05 53 57 78 26
Fax: 05 53 57 21 66
E-mail: atelier-bergerac@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
ASSOCIATION L'ATELIER
15 rue Neuve d'Argenson
24100-Bergerac (FR)
Tel: 05 53 57 78 26
Fax: 05 53 57 21 66
E-mail: atelier-bergerac@wanadoo.fr

ASSOCIAZIONE GEMELLAGGI
Via Laderchi 3
48018-Faenza (IT)
Tel: 0546 28092
Fax: 0546 28092

ORGANISATION DE VICTIMES DU TERRORISME
Belvédère 448 Thaddaden
06000-Bejaia (DZ)
Tel: +71 1839 87
Fax: 21 334 206930

ASSOCIATION DES ACTIVITES PARASCOLAIRES
40300-Tahanout (MA)
Tel: +44 48 4018

Project Reference: FR-12-7-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION BLANQUEFORTAISE D'ANIMATION CULTURELLE - ABC

Project Title: OSCAR, activités artistiques comme lien interculturel

Intercultural youth participation in urban environment gives the youngsters, the opportunity to share their backgrounds (culture, way of life, artistic practices) and to express themselves in a joint creative performance.

Grant: 29160 €

Venue: Blanquefort (FR)

Contact Person:
ARFI Zohra
8 rue Raymond Valet
33290 Blanquefort (FR)
Tel: 05 57 93 12 93
Fax: 05 57 93 12 90
E-mail: a.b.c@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
ASSOCIATION BLANQUEFORTAISE D'ANIMATION CULTURELLE - ABC
8 rue Raymond Valet
33290-Blanquefort (FR)
Tel: 05 57 93 12 93
Fax: 05 57 93 12 90
E-mail: a.b.c@wanadoo.fr

UNGDOMMENS HUS HOLBAEK UNGDOMSSKOLE
Kasenuevej 6
4300-Holbaek (DK)
Tel: 45 5946 0070
Fax: 45 9543 3877
E-mail: ungdomsskolens@holbkom.dk

APEFFE YOUTH PROJECT
Via Colli 16
10128-Torino (IT)
Tel: 39 011 442 4975
Fax: 39 011 443 4831
E-mail: info@epieffe.org

AKZENTE SALZBURG
Glockengasse 4 c
5020-Salzburg (AT)
Tel: 43 662 849 291
Fax: 43 662
E-mail: office@akzente.net

ASSOCIATION ETOILE CULTURELLE AKBOU
BP 30 - Akbou Hôpital
06200-Akbou (DZ)
Tel: 213 034 358661
Fax: 213 034 358661
E-mail: aecakbou@yahoo.fr

NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH AND CULTURE
103 Sa'ad Zaghloul St. Abdoun
11814-Amman (JO)
Tel: 962 6 5922 430
Fax: 962 6 5922 431
E-mail: info@jordanyouth.org

CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND PEACE
Bliss St. Chahab Bldg 1st floor
11-7427-Beirut (LB)
Tel: 961 1 740 706
Fax: 961 1 740708
E-mail: info@ccrp.org

Project Reference: FR-12-8-2004-R1
Beneficiary: LE GRAND BLEU

Project Title: Jeunes Z’euro méditerranéens en scène

This project with theme "the North / South exchanges" will get together 4 groups of 9 young people, active in artistic activities and coming from North and South. This week will be organized around not only workshops (in what they will exchange their various practice: theatre, dancing, circus), but also around shows, visits, meetings with young people from the region. What seems to be particularly important in this meeting are the exchanges created among all these young people, who will get together around their mutual interests and hobbies.

Grant: 14080 €
Venue: Lille (FR)

Contact Person:
ALLOMBERT Françoise
36 avenue Marx Dormoy
59000 Lille (FR)
Tel: 03 20 09 45 50
Fax: 03 20 09 21 52
E-mail: grandbleu@legrandbleu.com

Partners:
LE GRAND BLEU
36 avenue Marx Dormoy
59000-Lille (FR)
Tel: 03 20 09 45 50
Fax: 03 20 09 21 52
E-mail: grandbleu@legrandbleu.com

VZW PLEK
Voldersstraat 2
1000-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: 32 2503 4940
Fax: 32 2503 4940
E-mail: vzwplek@hotmail.com

HOPE
19 rue Tarik Ibnou Ziad
21000-Casablanca (MA)
Tel: 061 10 60 22
Fax: 212 222 66 163
E-mail: associationhope@hotmail.com

THEATRE DAY PRODUCTIONS
PO. BOX 18669
91184-Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: 972 2585 4513
Fax: 972 2585 4513
E-mail: info@theatreday.org

Project Reference: FR-12-19-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION MIGRATION SOLIDARITE ET ECHANGES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

Project Title: Les nouvelles identités dans l'espace euro-méditerranéen

This project will gather young people from 26 euro-mediterranean countries around the theme "fight against racism and xenophobia". They will exchange their ideas and views in different debates, discussions about current events, subjects like immigration and minorities, diversity and practice of Islam in Europe, the exercises about the citizenship and the right to vote for the foreign people.

Grant: 29840 €
Venue: Strasbourg (FR)

Contact Person:
KABECHE Djilali
17 rue de Boston
67000 Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: 03 88 61 71 67
Fax: 03 88 61 71 67
E-mail: amsed@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
ASSOCIATION MIGRATION SOLIDARITE ET ECHANGES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
17 rue de Boston
67000-Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: 03 88 61 71 67
Fax: 03 88 61 71 67
E-mail: amsed@wanadoo.fr

KJG STUTTGART
Schwabstrasse 70 a
70193-Stuttgart (DE)
Tel: 49 711 633 01111
Fax: 49 711 633 001118

Youth Service Centre in Eksjö
Kaserngatan 16
575 80-Eksjö (SE)
Tel: 0046 381-361 57
Fax: 0046 381-361 59
E-mail: lel@eksjo.se

CLA
Ivedik Organize Sanay 24
06370-Ankara (TR)
Tel: 90 312 430 3238
Fax: 90 312 430 3238

ADPAL
Taourvte Mimoun Beniyenni
15530-Tizi Ouzou (DZ)

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION
Jabal Elarab Street Wata Elmousatbeth
11 2893-Beirut (LB)
Tel: 961 3 830084
Fax: 961 1 30123
E-mail: youth@psp.org.lb

Project Reference: FR-12-26-2004-R5
IRELAND

**Beneficiary:** GLENCREE CENTRE FOR RECONCILIATION

**Project Title:** Societies in Conflict: Borders to Peace

The youth exchange will bring together youth in order to facilitate cultural, political and social dialogue. This project will involve 8 countries, who are currently experiencing or are in transition from political conflict. By comparing and contrasting areas of conflict throughout the world the project hopes to contribute to the further understanding of reconciliation. The theme of the exchange is border and how borders affect people in every way, looking at personal vs. public borders, physical vs. psychological borders and how and why barriers are constructed. The programme reflects the experiential and participative approach of the centre and includes discussion, debate, film and media analysis, drama, guest speakers, political debates, outdoor activities and visits to important historical and cultural sites. A trip to Northern Ireland is seen as an important element to the programme in addition to provide an opportunity for participants to get to know Irish political history. The visit to the Peace Wall and murals in Belfast will be a clear manifestation of Borders and will lead to formal and informal discussions of how borders affect people and provide a more intimate framework for exploring the conflict, particularly through interacting with local youth and prominent politicians.

**Grant:** 33536 €

**Venue:** Glencree (IE)

**Contact Person:** Doyle Hugh
Glencree, Enniskerry
Co Wicklow Enniskerry (IE)
Tel: 1 2829711
Fax: 1 2829711

**Partners:**
Glencree Centre for Reconciliation
Glencree, Enniskerry
Co Wicklow Enniskerry (IE)
Tel: 1 2829711
Fax: 1 2829711

Crossing Borders- Building Bridges
Grote Markt 24
8900-Ieper (BE)
Tel: +32 57 239 214
E-mail: vrede_ontwikkeling@leper.be

Kilmilkik Kultur Elkarte
Posta Kutxa 77
48910-Bilbao (ES)
Tel: +34 605707 049

Border Horizons
2nd Floor, Ebrington Centre, Glendermott Road
BT47 6BG-Londonderry (GB)
Tel: +44 28 71 313 999

The Tim Parry Johnathan Ball Trust
Peace Drive, Great Sankey
L15 1HN-Warrington (GB)
Tel: +44 1925 581235

The Alternative Information Centre
P.O. Box 31417, Jerusalem
91313-Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972 2 6241159

Friends of Culture Jordanian Forum
Gardens Street
2124-11953-Amman (JO)
Tel: 00962 795 825329
E-mail: nisreengoussous@hotmail.com
Palestinian Diaspora and Refugee Centre, Shaml
P.O. Box 2456
N/A-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: 972 2 298 7537
E-mail: info@shaml.org

Project Reference: IE-12-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: CE.S.I.E. ONLUS - CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO

Project Title: Sounds of Friendship

This project wants to be an opportunity to meet different cultures with the aim to fight against racism and xenophobia. We have thought about music as the instrument what can help to reach this aim, because it is a kind of language that allows the communication of ideas and feelings without linguistics barriers. Consequently, music is used as the dialogue tool that gives the chance to people who do not speak the same language to share moments together.

Grant: 51744 €
Venue: Palermo (IT)

Contact Person:
palazzolo anna désirée
Via Corrado Avolio, 2
90100 Palermo (IT)
Tel: 091 6529377
Fax: 091 7023269
E-mail: cesie@inwind.it

Partners:
CE.S.I.E. Onlus - Centro Studi ed Iniziative Europeo
Via Corrado Avolio, 2
90100-Palermo (IT)
Tel: 091 6529377
Fax: 091 7023269
E-mail: cesie@inwind.it

PISTES SOLIDAIRE
Montravail - Chemin des 4 Vents
13770-VENELLES (FR)
Tel: +33607609233
Fax: +33442547240
E-mail: postes-solidaires@club-internet.fr

youth subcommittees bormia local council
2a the resi st margaret sir
Bormia (MT)
Tel: +35621663030
Fax: +35621672222
E-mail: Darleen.zerafa@gov.mi

CIENA- CENTRO DE INICIATIVAS EUROPEIAS DO NORTE ALENTEJANO
Rua 19 de Junho, 54
7300-155-Portalegre (PT)
Tel: +351245399298
Fax: +351245202665
E-mail: cienamed@iol.pt

E2000
The Langdale Centre, Langdale Gardens, Howdon, Wallsend
NE28 0HG-wallsend (GB)
Tel: +441912001559
Fax: +44(0)1912001560
E-mail: info@e2000.org.uk

Yyouth Forum Ashdod - israel
p.o.b. 5206
77100-Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +97254867088
Fax: +97288542031
E-mail: ilanm1@yahoo.com
YOUTH programme

Projects with Mediterranean countries

Association des Jeunes Mediterannees pour les Echanges Culturel
residence jeunesse 21 - la oorniche - sousse
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: +21673213373
Fax: +21673213373
E-mail: ajmec@voila.fr

W'am
karkafeh st. no.231
Bethlehem (PS)
Tel: 022770513
Fax: 022777333
E-mail: alaslah@planet.edu

Project Reference: IT-12-14-2004-R1
Beneficiary: IDEE GHIOTTE ONLUS

Project Title: Art and culture, youth immigrants

This project represents an important step towards cultural truth of the European Mediterranean countries. The project is based on activities that started off in 2002. The topic of this exchange is ‘Art and culture as an instrument of integration of young immigrants’. Every partner will mainly consist of young immigrants coming from the partner countries. The activities of the programme are oriented towards: mutual understanding of the participants; discovery of each other’s cultural patrimony; intercultural learning; deepening the topic of the exchange and developing creative and artistic expression.

Grant: 29706 €
Venue: Volterra (Pisa) (IT)

Contact Person:
Iannone Emiliano
via gozzano 8
10042 Nichelino (IT)
Tel: 0115217017
Fax: 0116275868
E-mail: ideeghiotte@libero.it

Partners:
idee ghiotte onlus
via gozzano 8
10042-nichelino (IT)
Tel: 0115217017
Fax: 0116275868
E-mail: ideeghiotte@libero.it

OCRE
Apartado 80 - Rua da Fonte, nº 33
7320 - 150-Castelo de Vide (PT)
Tel: +351 245 908 157
Fax: +351 245 908 159
E-mail: info@redeocre.com

orouba youth center
70 beirut street
11341-cairo (EG)
Tel: +2022911411
Fax: +2022902588
E-mail: Orouba_yout_center@yahoo.com

land and human to advocate progress
al-madina elmonawarah, hiba center office 303 fourth floor
11134-amman (JO)
Tel: +96277466092
Fax: +96265519756
E-mail: Lhap@index.com.jo

Project Reference: IT-12-22-2004-R1
Beneficiary: IL PENTAGRAMMA S.C.A.R.L.

Project Title: Unplugged on water

This project is about being an intercultural community, creating music together and experimenting a possible meaning of the expression "living together in peace". It involves young Italians, Spanish, Moroccans, Jewish-Israeli and Palestinian-Israeli who will spend three weeks together. Being musicians, they will create their own music. Living and travelling on boats they will be a community in which each of the members will have to care about the others and take over part of the responsibility for the life of the community.

Grant: 27646 €
Venue: Concordia Sulla Secchia (Modena) (IT)

Contact Person:
bergamaschi marco
Via Lenin 40
41033 Concordia sulla Secchia (IT)
Tel: 0535 55085
Fax: 0535 55085
E-mail: ilpentagramma@inwind.it

Partners:
Il Pentagramma s.c.a.r.l.
Via Lenin 40
41033-Concordia sulla Secchia (IT)
Tel: 0535 55085
Fax: 0535 55085
E-mail: ilpentagramma@inwind.it

Centre d'Estudis de l'Esplai
Pl. Es Banc de S'Oli, 6 bxs
07002-Palma de Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34 971728903
Fax: +34 971728903
E-mail: centreestudis@telefonica.net

Elem - for youth in dishess in israel
7th kehilat saloniky st. nest afeka
69513-tel-aviv (IL)
Tel: 97236470049 ext.219
Fax: 97236470319
E-mail: danaw@elem.org.il

maghar cultural center
p.o.b. 765
14930-maghar (IL)
Tel: 97246782416/9724
Fax: 97246780154
E-mail: mrar@matnasim.org.il

Project Reference: IT-12-8-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIAZIONE NOSSID 2000

Project Title: "Sports and heritage....a tool of integration on the Med"

This Euro-Med project involves six countries (Egypt, Turkey, Jordan, Italy, France, UK) to discuss and integrate among each other using sports as a tool of communication. The activities of the project will focus on bringing together some different sports that were played and used in the past in each country, and give the possibility to the young people involved to discuss the effects and differences between sports nowadays and the past. Our project is also a way to promote sport activities, among young generations, that have gone lost or aren't very common. Sports are also part of each person identity, cultural heritage and background.

Grant: 23476 €
Venue: Riace (Calabria) (IT)

Contact Person:
Trichilo Mario
Ctr Colacaruso, 2
89040 Siderno (IT)
Tel: 0964/385088
Fax: 0964/385088
E-mail: Nosside2000@tiscali.it

Partners:
Associazione Nosside 2000
Ctr Colacaruso, 2
89040-Siderno (IT)
Tel: 0964/385088
Fax: 0964/385088
E-mail: Nosside2000@tiscali.it

ATMF: Association des Travailleurs Maghrebilis de France - "section de jeunes"
10, rue affre
75018-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33612772817
Fax: +33142526062
E-mail: atm@atmf.org

Tootinxchange
220-222 upper tooting road, tooting
SW17 7EW-London (GB)
Tel: +447793717424
Fax: +442086823054
E-mail: Tooting-exchange@yahoogroupe.co.uk

AEGEE - Istanbul European Students' Forum
ITU Gomussuyu Erkek Ogrenici Yurdu
80191-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +902122440098
Fax: +902122440098
E-mail: aegee@aegee-istanbul.org

Junior Egyptian Euromed Partnership Chamber
46 syria st, mohandseen, giza, egypt
0-giza (EG)
Tel: +2027498165
Fax: +2025292687
E-mail: jeepc@omeidonia.com

Jordanian Marine Scouts
aghadeer street
77110-Aqaba (JO)
Tel: +962795153603
Fax: +96232012088
E-mail: Shark_aqaba@hotmail.com

Project Reference: IT-12-29-2004-R3
Beneficiary: **ASSOCIAZIONE "ENSEMBLE /GRUPPO &"**

**Project Title:** Educare Le Nuove Generazioni Euromed Alla Pace E Alla Non Violenza - Youth Against Violence

The exchange involves six states and the topic is "peace and non violence education". It aims to make reflect the young people about the current meaning of "peace" and "non violence" in the framework of the Middle Orient crisis and of the religion’s choc riks. The discussion between the young people will aware them about the mission that youth must assume to set up the peace spirit between the humans and in particular between the Mediterranean and European countries. That’s why the participants will be involved in dialogue session and daily activities on dance and music of the different countries involved in the youth exchange. The last activities will aim to show in a concrete way how music and dance should be tools to build a "peace world". The participants will have to produce a video on learning about "peace and non violence culture" using music, dance and text. The results and products of the project will be: kit of good practices in education of "peace and non violence culture", larger awareness on the Middle East world and problematic, knowing on popular dance and music as tools on "peace and non violence education", video on the topic of "peace and non violence education".

**Grant:** 35644 €

**Venue:** Pesaro (IT)

**Contact Person:**
VIALE DEI PARTIGIANI, 22
61100 PESARO (IT)
Tel: 0721/387750
Fax: 0721/387498
E-mail: valiedjo@yahoo.com

**Partners:**
ASSOCIAZIONE "ENSEMBLE /GRUPPO &"
VIALE DEI PARTIGIANI, 22
61100-PESARO (IT)
Tel: 0721/387750
Fax: 0721/387498
E-mail: valiedjo@yahoo.com

CENTRE DE SOUCI INFANTILE POUR FILLES DE IOANNINA
APOLLONIAS , 15
453 32-IOANNINA (GR)
Tel: 30/2651/041489
Fax: 30/2651/041825
E-mail: kpmthi@otenet.gr

MUNICIPALITY OF RANUA - YOUTH AND SPORT AFFAIRS
AAPISKUJA 6B
97700-RANUA (FI)
Tel: 358/16/3559298
Fax: 358/16/3559200
E-mail: anitta.jaakola@ranua.fi

LOCAL AGENDA 21 TRABZON YOUTH COUNCIL ASSOCIATION
KALKINMA MAHALLESİ BELEDİYE GENÇLIK MERKEZİ KALKINMA
TRABZON-TRABZON (TR)
Tel: 904623256811
Fax: 904622302216
E-mail: Tgm061@hotmail.com

KFAR VRADIM LOCAL COUNCIL
P.O. BOX 601
25147-KFAR VRADIM (IL)
Tel: 972/4/9573607
Fax: 972/4/9979131
E-mail: moatza@k-vradim.org.il
THE QUESTED PEACE CC
ABDALI PARLIMENT STREE, P..O. BOX 7693
11118-AMMAN (JO)
Tel: 962/79/5664141
Fax: 962/6/5678121
E-mail: mkhreisat@hbtf.com.jo

Project Reference: IT-12-55-2004-R5
Beneficiary: FORUM DEI GIOVANI

Project Title: Med Days: Behind Culture

The "Med days: behind culture" project was born in the SALTO-Euromed Long Term Training Course - Jump Into Euromed Youth Exchanges, realized in November 2003 in Blanquefort - France. During that course, we (the partners of the project) met each other and found out that we have the same interests and ideas. We decided to write a project in order to discuss the issue of the acceptance of diversity and the active participation of young people.

Grant: 31032 €
Venue: CAVA DE TIRRENI (SA) (IT)

Contact Person:
PALESCANDOLU LUCA
Viale Crispi, 10
84013 Cava de Tirreni (IT)
Tel: 89/345984
Fax: 89/345984
E-mail: forum@xcom.it

Partners:
Forum dei Giovani
Viale Crispi, 10
84013-Cava de Tirreni (IT)
Tel: 89/345984
Fax: 89/345984
E-mail: forum@xcom.it

ASSOCIATION MIGRATION SOLIDARITE ET ECHANGES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
17 rue de Boston
67000-Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: 03 88 61 71 67
Fax: 03 88 61 71 67
E-mail: amsed@wanadoo.fr

Associação Cultural de Animação e Formação
Rua Dr Raul Faria, nº 45 - B. 2 , 1º AC
4490-626-Póvoa do Varzim (PT)
Tel: 91 4489370
E-mail: acf@portugualmail.pt

ATATURK UNIVERSITY
TURGUTLU SK,
06700-ANKARA (TR)
Tel: 90/312/4474861
E-mail: bebluest@yahoo.com

TEL-AVIV JAFFA MUNICIPALITY
69,IBEN GABITOL, ST
64167-TEL-AVIV JAFFA (IL)
Tel: 977/3/5444616
Fax: 977/3/6043617
E-mail: yuval_eg@walla.co.il

PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION
AL-ZAHRAA STREET
1323-RAMALLAH (PS)
Tel: +97/222/981313
Fax: +97/222/981313
E-mail: Pyu2002@hotmail.com

Project Reference: IT-12-60-2004-R5
Beneficiary: ARGONAUTI SOC. COOP.

Project Title: Mettiamoci in gioco

The exchange will propose discussions, workshops and manual activities alternated with games, excursions and free time. All the activities will culminate in the organization of a "play day" around the village hosting the group. This means to disseminate the activities and the work realised during the project through the Youth Programme, make people aware of the issuea dealt in the exchange and show how games, circus activities and work group can be a possible strategy to start relating people, exchanging ideas, meeting other cultures. The target group of youth involved in the exchange are young people coming from difficult context in their city or origin. For most of them the other is only the immigrant, the delinquent, someone external with whom I do not relate myself. One of the aims of the project is to teach that the other comes from another culture as rich as mine, with many common points and other different ones to learn and discover.

Grant: 42560 €
Venue: Palermo (IT)

Contact Person:
GRAFFEO CAROLA
Via Buonriposo 100, int 2
90124 Palermo (IT)
Tel: +39.091.327025
Fax: +39.091.327025
E-mail: international.office@tin.it

Partners:
Argonauti Soc. Coop.
Via Buonriposo 100, int 2
90124-Palermo (IT)
Tel: +39.091.327025
Fax: +39.091.327025
E-mail: international.office@tin.it

OREFEAS ORGANIZATION
VISILIKO CORINTH
20200-VISILIKO (GR)
Tel: +306934293193
Fax: +302742020592
E-mail: orfeas@in.gr

AJA (Asociación Juvenil de Animación)
C/ Doctor Espina 38 bjo.
28019-Madrid (ES)
Tel: 913913221
Fax: 914714946
E-mail: aja@aja.madrid.org

OFFICE OF EU AFFAIRS - MIDDLE EAST TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE 6 FLOOR METU
06531-ANKARA (TR)
Tel: +903122104122
Fax: +903122101348
E-mail: youth@metu.edu.tr

Egyptian Futur Youth Foundation (EFYF)
52nd TAHAA HUSSEIN ST.
61111-EL MINIA (EG)
Tel: + 2 010 66 34 334

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS MAISON JEUNES MAGHREBINE
PARC BOR TARRAZ POE 70
2040-RADES (TN)
Tel: +21671443631
Fax: +21671442677
E-mail: mebarek_chouchene@yahoo.fr

Project Reference: IT-12-64-2004-R5
Latvia

Beneficiary: Sociālā Līdzatbildība

Project Title: Reality and the Media

The underlying concept of this project focuses on discovering and understanding the realities of the everyday life in different participating countries through analyzing the media, comparing it and relating it to facts, realizing prejudices and stereotypes, using different media to express and share the regular daily activities and social, cultural and political lifestyles that the youth live in their respective countries.

Grant: 20580 €
Venue: Engure (LV)

Contact Person:
Krastina Zita
Elizabetes 2
LV-3140 Riga (LV)
Tel: 371 7039665
E-mail: sosl@inbox.lv

Partners:
Sociālā Līdzatbildība
Elizabetes 2
LV-3140-Riga (LV)
Tel: 371 7039665
E-mail: sosl@inbox.lv

Arciragazzi Ferrara
Via Contrada della Rosa, 14
44100-Ferrara (IT)
Tel: 0532/241419
Fax: 0532/249921
E-mail: arciragazziferrara@libero.it

Association des Amis de la maison des Jeunes De Sousse
maison jeunes Sousse Av.Taelb Mhiri
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: +216 73227548
Fax: +218 73 226 620
E-mail: chokri@gmx.net

International Center of Betlehem
109 Paul VI St
P.O.Box 162-Betlehem (PS)
Tel: 972 2 277 0047
Fax: 9 72 2 277 0048
E-mail: tkharroub@annadwa.org

Project Reference: LV-12-4-2004-R5
Beneficiary: PANEVEZYS REGION NGO INFORMATION AND SUPPORT CENTRE

Project Title: My tales country

The main idea of that project is to give an opportunity for youth to discuss what impact in personal and national education have folk tales and tales (in general). Folk tales will be a way to know different culture heritages (Euro-Med countries), to find differences and similarities of humanity of good. Participants will try to find the way how we can use this heritage in nowadays life, how it can adorn Europe and Mediterranean countries. During the project there will be a lot of practical work, participants will try to know local people life visiting them and spreading invitations to the final project presentation. Participants will have a possibility to see a unique "Puppet Cart Theatre". It will come by cart and play one-tale performance not just for participants but also for all local community. During the final presentation for local community and media the common work of participants "My tales country" - sculptures of tales' personages and paintings in local kindergarten yard - will be presented.

Grant: 19000 €
Venue: Panevezys (LT)

Contact Person:
Visockiene Rasa
Kniaudiskiu 46-8
5305 Panevezys (LT)
Tel: + 370 45 420072
E-mail: panoipc@hotmail.com

Partners:
Panevezys region NGO information and support centre
Kniaudiskiu 46-8
5305-Panevezys (LT)
Tel: + 370 45 420072
E-mail: panoipc@hotmail.com

MJA
Sint-Jansstraat 32
1000-Brussel (BE)
Tel: +32 2 515 02 44
Fax: +32 2 511 07 13
E-mail: Nicole.laiacona@mja.be

Dr. Hirshberg Fund
Pinkas 52
62261-Tel-Aviv (IL)
Tel: 97235620563
Fax: 97235620565
E-mail: doron@tpl-law.co.il

Young women's Christian Association of Amman
Mithqal El-fayez
5014-11183-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96264646911
Fax: +96264616891
E-mail: ywca@nets.com.jo

Project Reference: LT-12-7-2004-R1
Beneficiary: PANEVEZYS REGION NGO INFORMATION AND SUPPORT CENTRE

Project Title: Start to know-stop to fear-make a carnival

The main goal of the project is to give an opportunity for young people from different countries and continents to meet and to know each other by discussing, working, sharing, creating, celebrating and communicating. The main themes for discussions and for workshops, project activities are stereotypes impact in their life; how stereotypes can contribute to xenophobia; Euro-Med cultures differences and similarities; active youth participation; involvement of local society. The aim of youth exchange is to raise awareness of young people that everyone has his or her opinion based on national and personal background. To discuss what are the negative and positive sides of stereotypes, to learn to live and to work together (to make Euro-Med carnival). The Euro-Med carnival will be a project presentation to society local government and press and will be organize by participants themselves. Participants will increase youth participation in local community and will involve local young people and members from local community to collaborate. During the project participants will visit local communities(schools) and will involve them in the project(by sharing their opinion, by sending paintings) and will present EU programme "Youth".

Grant: 14424 €
Venue: Panevezys (LT)

Contact Person:
Visockiene Rasa
Kniaudiskiu 46-8
5305 Panevezys (LT)
Tel: +370 45 420072
E-mail: panoipc@hotmail.com

Partners:
Panevezys region NGO information and support centre
Kniaudiskiu 46-8
5305-Panevezys (LT)
Tel: +370 45 420072
E-mail: panoipc@hotmail.com

Cyprus family planning organisation
Bouboulinas 25
1061-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +35722751093
Fax: +35722757495
E-mail: famiplan@cytanet.com.cy

Jonge Socialisten
Herengracht 54
1000BH-Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: 20 5512292
Fax: 20 5512250
E-mail: js@js.nl

Orouba Youth Center
Beirut 70, Heliopolis
011341-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +2022911411
Fax: +2026332969
E-mail: orouba2000@hotmail.com

The Young Israeli Forum for Cooperation
Ha’dishon 17-9
95956-Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +97250554638
Fax: +97249532008
E-mail: contact@yifc.org

Project Reference: LT-12-8-2004-R3
Beneficiary: BABILONAS

Project Title: ...in da jungle, city jungle...

The project "...in da jungle, city jungle..." is about youth participation in city life. Young people will meet and actively explore the possibilities for young people to participate in different areas of city life: sports, culture, environmental etc. The main aim is to understand the possibilities young people have to participate in the activities but as more important to take part in the decisions affecting their life. During 8 days exchange programme young people will meet and know each other better, will explore Vilnius life, reflect on the life of different cities in different countries, will work in mixed groups in order to create vision of their cities and make proposals for better youth participation.

Grant: 24790 €
Venue: (LT)

Contact Person:
Kriauciunas Nerijus
I. Simulionio 8
2050 Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +370 5 2269666
Fax: +370 52269666
E-mail: babilonas@delfi.lt

Partners:
Babilonas
I. Simulionio 8
2050-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +370 5 2269666
Fax: +370 52269666
E-mail: babilonas@delfi.lt

Normandie International
6, rue des Pres
14600-Honfleur (FR)
Tel: +33 231170399
E-mail: olivier.gagin@wanadoo.fr

2 ASPIRE
Enterprise House Manningham Lane
BD8 7JW-Bradford (GB)
Tel: + 44 7879430418
E-mail: nazali1@hotmail.com

Tanmya Bla Hedod "Development No Borders"
2nd El Margushi ST, 6th area
Nasr (EG)
Tel: + 202 01029721
Fax: + 202 6701727
E-mail: hassanomda@yahoo.com

Youth Forum Ashdod - Israel
P.O.Box 5206
77100-Ashdod (IL)
Tel: + 972 544867088
Fax: + 972 88678687
E-mail: yofiorg@walla.co.il

United Religions Initiative - MENA
Al-bayader 140693
11814-Amman (JO)
Tel: + 962 795802005
Fax: + 962 65922431
E-mail: urimena@uri.org

Project Reference: LT-12-16-2004-R5
Beneficiary: ETHNICAL AND NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, BABÓCSA

Project Title: Women's Agenda

32 women (only women involved due to the theme of the project) will participate in the project, all of them representing minority groups or refugees. The main topic is the role of young women in the local community. Their aim is to create an agenda for the year 2005 using some important themes (health, family, education, violence) monthly by monthly.

Grant: 23309 €
Venue: Babocsa (HU)

Contact Person:
Valeria Ostorics
Szabadsag ter 6.
7584 Babocsa (HU)
Tel: +36 82 321 011
Fax: +36 82 321 011
E-mail: babocsai@freemail.hu

Partners:
Ethnical and National Association, Babócsa
Szabadsag ter 6.
7584-Babocsa (HU)
Tel: +36 82 321 011
Fax: +36 82 321 011
E-mail: babocsai@freemail.hu

Youth Board of Cyprus
62 Aglantzia Avenue, PO Box 20282
2150-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: 357 22 402600
Fax: 357 22 402600
E-mail: neolea@cytanet.com.cy

Young Initiative for Human Rights
Abidei Hurriyet Sokagi 3/2
Istanbul (TR)
Tel: + 90 532 4379937
E-mail: yifr@yahoo.com

The National Institution of Social Care and Vocational Training
PO Box Chouran
1102-2060-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +96 13972 384
E-mail: NISCVT@socialcare.org

Project Reference: HU-12-2-2004-R1
Beneficiary: "FEKETE SEREG" IFJÚSÁGI EGYESÜLET

Project Title: Fair play

Fair play "Sport fight the racism and xenophobia" youth exchange is proposing a multinational youth exchange in the field of sport. For our association it will be the first multilateral EuroMed exchange project. The exchange Fair play main aim is to use an exchange in its intercultural experience as an educational tool in the field anti-racism and xenophobia as well as for the work with youngsters with less opportunities and at risk for social exclusion, in order to increase the knowledge and expertise on this subject among the participants.

Grant: 26533 €
Venue: Nagyvázsony (HU)

Contact Person:
Kandikó Rita
Petőfi u. 2.
8291 Nagyvázsony (HU)
Tel: 36-88/264-264
Fax: 36-88/264-228
E-mail: fektes@feketesereg.ngo.hu

Partners:
"Fekete Sereg" Ifjúsági Egyesület
Petőfi u. 2.
8291-Nagyvázsony (HU)
Tel: 36-88/264-264
Fax: 36-88/264-228
E-mail: fektes@feketesereg.ngo.hu

Centre d'Estudis de l'Esplai
Es Banc de S'Oli, 6 bxs
07011-Palma de Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34 971728903
Fax: +34 971728903
E-mail: centreestudis@telefonica.net

Samverkansprojektet Lидköping
De la Gardieskolan Stenportsgatan 21
53150-Lindköping (SE)
Tel: +46-510-771622
Fax: +46-510-771047
E-mail: Magnus.ehn@delagardie.lidkoping.se

ACDEJA
Bp. 88., B. Maurad
16006-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213-21-91-10-56
Fax: +213-21-91-50-44
E-mail: acdeja@yahoo.fr

Youth Forum Ashdod Israel
P. o. b. 5206
77100-Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972-544-867088
Fax: +972-8-8542031
E-mail: ilanm1@yahoo.com

Project Reference: HU-12-9-2004-R3
Beneficiary: YOUTH SUBCOMMITTEE BORMLA LOCAL COUNCIL

Project Title: Art Culture - A reflection on our society

The exchange will use art and culture as communication methods between participants who come from different cultural and social backgrounds and many of them are participants with less opportunities. The youth exchange will also include disabled young people in order to develop skills among all participants and create active participation for all people.

Grant: 26400 €
Venue: (MT)

Contact Person:
DEBONO John M
2A the rest St margaret Str
Bormla (MT)
Tel: +356/21/66.30.30
Fax: +356/21/67.22.22
E-mail: darleen.zerafa@gov.mt

Partners:
EGYPTIAN FUTURE YOUTH FOUNDATION
11 saroffeen street
61111-El Menia (EG)
Tel: +20/12/366.05.56
Fax: +20/2/345.37.87
E-mail: fouadeuromed@yahoo.com

THE YOUNG ISRAELI FORUM FOR COOPERATION
Ha'dishon 17/9
96956-Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972/2/56.37.926
Fax: +972/4/953.20.08
E-mail: contact@yifc.org

ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP OF ARGOSTOLI
Parodos vergoti 40
28100-Argostoli (GR)
Tel: +306/93.241.91.62

CENTRE D'ESTUDIS DE L'ESPLAI
Piç. Es Banc de S'Oli, 6
07002-Palma De Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34/619.73.59.57
Fax: +34/971.72.89.03
E-mail: tonipozo2004@yahoo.es

LUCK
30 Rue Rosa Bonheur
33138-Lanton (FR)
Tel: +33/6/66.14.54.82
E-mail: buijenhuijs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117120-12-MT-01-2004-R0
THE NETHERLANDS

Beneficiary: STICHTING CON-YOUNG-TION

Project Title: Samen in zee (a joint sailing venture)

The Euro-Med youth exchange project "samen in zee - a joint sailing venture" involves youth from 4 different countries: Belgium, Israel, The Netherlands and West Bank (Palestine). The exchange aims at overcoming cultural differences and stereotyping by using sailing as a tool for youth of diverse nationalities and cultures. The young people will learn to work together in a (multicultural) team with learning a new sport, have workshops on identity, stereotyping, communication skills and conflict resolution. The youth exchange will take place in the Netherlands in the last week of August 2004.

Grant: 23880 €
Venue: Uitwellingerga (NL)

Contact Person:
Schaarschmidt Sophie
Oranjesingel 40
6511 NW Nijmegen (NL)
Tel: +31 243296824
Fax: +31 243501219
E-mail: conyoungtion@yahoo.co.uk

Partners:
Stichting Con-Young-Tion
Oranjesingel 40
6511 NW-Nijmegen (NL)
Tel: +31 243296824
Fax: +31 243501219
E-mail: conyoungtion@yahoo.co.uk

Vrede vzw
Filips van Arteveldestraat 35
9000-Gent (BE)
Tel: +32 92334686
Fax: +32 92335678
E-mail: vrede@vrede.be

Association Mofet
Hakfar Hayarok
47800-Ramat Hasharon (IL)
Tel: +97236440493
Fax: +9723 6440488

Salem, Khaled Jaser
Ein Areek St.
00970-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +970 22967930/1
Fax: +970 2 2967930/1
E-mail: khaled@win2win.info

Project Reference: NL-12-5-2004-R1
Beneficiary: JUGENDZENTRUM BIG BANANA

Project Title: The melting pot of co-existence

This project is the start of a long-term project. It will test this theory over a two-year period (2004-2005) bringing together 200 young who will co-exist for periods of time. The aim of the project is to provide an intercultural learning experience for 17-21-year-olds which will allow these participants to challenge and question diversity; to reflect upon the meaning of culture and diversity; to gain a greater understanding of others; to understand personal identity and to encourage change.

Grant: 30621 €
Venue: Zirl (AT)

Contact Person:
Lassnig Winfried
Am Anger 14
6170 Zirl (AT)
Tel: +43-5238-53728
Fax: +43-5238-53728
E-mail: jugendzentrum@zirl.net

Partners:
Jugendzentrum Big Banana
Am Anger 14
6170-Zirl (AT)
Tel: +43-5238-53728
Fax: +43-5238-53728
E-mail: jugendzentrum@zirl.net

Boys' and Girls' clubs of northern Ireland
22 Stockmans way, Musgrave ind Estate
BT 9-Belfast (GB)
Tel: +44-2890603321
Fax: +44-2890663307
E-mail: office@boysandgirlsclubs-ni.oca.uk

Junior Egyptian Euromed Partnership Chamber
46 Syria st, Mohandseen
Giza (EG)
Tel: +2027498165
Fax: +2027498173
E-mail: jeepc@omeldonia.com

New Human Rights
Lebanon. Beirut. Hazmieh. Arcenuel Building 4th Floor
B.P. 16.5848-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961-3-293693
E-mail: ndh@ndhliban.org

Project Reference: AT-12-2-2004-R3
Beneficiary: FUNDACJA "SERCE SERCU" FILIA LOBZIE

Project Title: Let’s discover ourselves, our region and culture - Part I - Poland

During the exchange, project participants will discuss ecological and environmental protection problems as well as cover such subjects as the meaning of cultural heritage in preserving national identity of young people living in various cultural environments. The event will also provide them with the opportunity to meet, understand their differences and discover treasures existing in diversity. The knowledge obtained during presentations, discussions and workshops shall be affirmed by practical observation during study visits in the Woliński National Park and historical places in Szczecin and Kołobrzeg.

Grant: 27835 €
Venue: Mrzezyno (PL)

Contact Person:
Zieba Andrzej
Niepodleglosci 13
73 150 Lobez (PL)
Tel: +48 602 671 159
Fax: +48 91 397 43 73
E-mail: at.zieba@wp.pl

Partners:
Fundacja "Serce Sercu"Filia Lobzie
Niepodleglosci 13
73 150-Lobez (PL)
Tel: +48 602 671 159
Fax: +48 91 397 43 73
E-mail: at.zieba@wp.pl

Bezirksamt Pankow v. Berlin; Kurt Lade Klub
Grabbealle 33
13156-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49 (0) 30 4857227
Fax: +49 (0) 30 48098386
E-mail: info@kurtladeklub.de

WINGS
Plavisko 79
034 01-Ruzomberok (SK)
Tel: +421 44 431 44 49
Fax: +421 44 431 44 69
E-mail: scheer@murk.sk

AEGEE-ISTANBUL
ITU Gelistirme Vakfi Gumussuyu Ogrenci Yurdu Giris Kati, Taksim
80 191-ISTANBUL (TR)
Tel: +90 212 244 00 98
Fax: +90 212 244 00 98
E-mail: aegee@aegee-nistambul.org

Association des chartiers de jeunesse
B.P 171
11005-Sale (MA)
Tel: +212 64 72 16 43
Fax: +212 3786 23 47

Association des Amis de la Maison des jeunes et de Culture de Metline
Boulevard de l’environnement Metline
70 34-Metline (TN)
Tel: +216 72 446 088
Fax: +216 72 534 122
E-mail: Mjc.metline@planet.tn

Project Reference: PL-12-35-2004-R5
Beneficiary:  DOM SPOTKAN IM.ANGELUSA SILESIUSA

Project Title:  What makes my life worth living

Our values are what guide and drive us in life; they represent what we believe, and what we want. Participants will discuss and, then use film and the film-making process to explore the value structures of their own culture, as well as those of five very different other countries, discovering differences as well as similarities.

Grant:  19235 €  
Venue:  Wroclaw (PL)

Contact Person:  
Klekot Anna  
W.Stysia 16a  
53 526 Wroclaw (PL)  
Tel: +48 71 338 07 93  
Fax: +48 71 338 07 93  
E-mail: europa@silesius.org.pl

Partners:  
Dom Spotkan im.Angelusa Silesiusa  
W.Stysia 16a  
53 526-Wroclaw (PL)  
Tel: +48 71 338 07 93  
Fax: +48 71 338 07 93  
E-mail: europa@silesius.org.pl

Tallinn Open Youth Centre  
Pamu mnt 6  
10148-Tallinn (EE)  
Tel: +372 641 2270  
Fax: +372 641 22 72  
E-mail: tan@taninfo.ee

Barcelona Voluntaria  
Pelai 44 2  
08001-Barcelona (ES)  
Tel: +34 934 12 44 93  
Fax: +34 93 412 44 93  
E-mail: info@barcelonavoluntaria.org

Ankara Gencilik Degisim Kulubu  
Necatibey Cad. 26/71 Sihhlye  
06100-Ankara (TR)  
Tel: +90 312 231 41 51  
Fax: +90 312 231 41 51  
E-mail: degisimkulup@yahoo.com

SDA-Sustainable Development Association  
150 Garmal Abd El.Naser Street,first floor,Sidi-bishr Bahary  
21411-Alexandria (EG)  
Tel: +20 10 508 3456  
Fax: +203 555 662  
E-mail: sda@alexandria.cc

Reut Sadaka for Coexistence in Israel  
29 Michaelangelo 6  
68902-Jalta (IL)  
Tel: 03 518 2336  
Fax: 03 518 23 36  
E-mail: Reut.inte@net.il

Project Reference: PL-12-47-2004-R5
Beneficiary: A.D.A.T. - TOCÁ RUFAR ASSOCIATION

Project Title: Toca Rufar International Meeting

This meeting will focus on the development of intercultural activities that combat Racism and Xenophobia. III Toca Rufar International Meeting project will explore, through creative workshops, and celebrate, through performance, a number of themes relating to "Living in a multi-racial, multi-faith society". The project will enable the young participants to explore each others life experiences and cultural expressions and from those starting points develop new collaborative intercultural work.

Grant: 50849 €
Venue: Seixal (PT)

Contact Person:
Guerreiro Sandra
Rua António Macedo, 23 - Casal do Marco
2840-175 Seixal (PT)
Tel: 212269090
E-mail: tocarufar@tocarufar.com

Partners:
A.D.A.T. - Tocá Rufar Association
Rua António Macedo, 23 - Casal do Marco
2840-175-Seixal (PT)
Tel: 212269090
E-mail: tocarufar@tocarufar.com

Percussive ensemble Echodrasi
Dimitrakopoulou
Athens (GR)

Jeunesse Échanges
Antenne Marseille, 108 rue Terre
13005-Marseille (FR)
Tel: +33 662 56 08 69

Artistic Company
Via Asinari Bernezzo, 12
10145-Turin (IT)
Tel: +39 011 569 44 12

The Katambu Sound Factory
73, Alley 3, St. Joseph Street
2 BR 05-Zabbar (MT)
Tel: + 356 99486342

Brouhaha International
4 th Floor , Gostins Building , Hanover St
L1 4 Ln-Liverpool (GB)
Tel: 0151 7083334

GSM - Genclik Servisteri Merkezi (Youth Service Center)
Bayindir Sokak 45/9 Kızıliak
06650-Ankara (TR)
Tel: + 90 312 417 11 24

Groupe Folklorique "Ennawrouz"
Maison de la Culture Avenue Farhat Hached
5100-Mahdia (TN)
Tel: 216 73 680 712

Project Reference: PT-12-11-2004-R1
**Beneficiary:** ASSOCIAÇÃO JUVENIL ROTA JOVEM

**Project Title:** Creative Co-operation: Art and Environment

The concept of the project is the integration of the environment in the art expression, through a multicultural creative co-operation process. The idea is to discover new forms of art, recreate them and show them in different ways, in relation to the nature and in harmony with the environment.

**Grant:** 27231 €

**Venue:** Cascais (PT)

**Contact Person:**
Fernando Cláudia
Largo do Mercado
2750 -431 Cascais (PT)
Tel: +351 21 4862005
Fax: +351 21 4862005
E-mail: rotajovem@hotmail.com

**Partners:**
Associação Juvenil Rota Jovem
Largo do Mercado
2750 -431-Cascais (PT)
Tel: +351 21 4862005
Fax: +351 21 4862005
E-mail: rotajovem@hotmail.com

Mix*Cités
1a, Place des Orphelins
67000-Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: +33 6 22 94 57 14
Fax: +33 3 88 35 01 63
E-mail: mixcites@hotmail.com

Association of students Clubs of Kocaeli University
Ataturk Blv. Merkez Kampus F blok
41100-Izmit (TR)
Tel: +90 262 324 9904
Fax: +90 262 331 3923
E-mail: KOUTIK@KOUTIK.COM

iNTERNATIONAL CENTER OF BETHLEHEM
109 Paul VI St
P.O. Box 162-Bethlehem (PS)
Tel: +972 2 277 0047
Fax: +972 2 277 0048
E-mail: tkharroub@annadwa.org

**Project Reference:** PT-12-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIAÇÃO CULTURAL DE ANIMAÇÃO E FORMAÇÃO

Project Title: MEDWEEK

The Medweek project was born in the Salto-Euromed Long Term Training Course - Jump into Euromed Youth Exchanges, realized in last November 2003 in Blanquefort - France. This project will be made by using cultural activities, music, dance, painting, outdoor games; sports and group dynamics to promote the discussion about the cultural differences. The fact that we are in a Euromed context and that Israel and Palestinian participants are together in this project gives a special flavour to this challenging aim - to put people coming from different cultures to work and learn together.

Grant: 45398 €
Venue: Póvoa do Varzim (PT)

Contact Person:
Rodrigues Clementina
Rua Dr Raul faria , nº 45 - B. 2 , 1º AC
4490-626 Póvoa do Varzim (PT)
Tel: 91 4489370
E-mail: acaf@portugalmail.pt

Partners:
Associação Cultural de Animação e Formação
Rua Dr Raul faria , nº 45 - B. 2 , 1º AC
4490-626-Póvoa do Varzim (PT)
Tel: 91 4489370
E-mail: acaf@portugalmail.pt

Association Migration Solidarite et Echanges pour le Development
Espace Nord-Sud, 17, Rue de Boston
67000-Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: +33 3 88 61 71 67
Fax: +33 3 88 61 71 67
E-mail: amsed@wanadoo.fr

Forum dei giovani
Viale Crispi 10
84013-Cava de Tirreni (IT)
Tel: +39089345984
Fax: +39089345984
E-mail: forum@xcom.it

ATATURK UNIVERSITY
Atatuk Universitesi - Muhendislik Fakultesi, Elektronik ve Haberlesme Bolumu -
25000-Erzurum (TR)
Tel: +90 442 231 4636
Fax: +90 442 236 1129
E-mail: doskkenan@hotmail.com

Tel - Aviv - Jaffa Municiality
69, Iben - Gvirol st.
64162-Tel - Aviv - Jaffo (IL)
Tel: 977 66 222 306
E-mail: tlvgrpex@tel-aviv.gov.il

Palestinian Youth Union
Al - Zahraa Street
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +97222981313
Fax: +97222981313
E-mail: Pyu2002@hotmail.com

Project Reference: PT-12-7-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **KRÍDLA**

**Project Title:** Poznaj seba, náš kraj a kultúru

This multilateral exchange is the second of six parts of project cycle "Let us discover ourselves, our region and culture". Dominating subject of the meeting in Slovakia will be xenophobia and comparison of the status of women in society in every participating country.

**Grant:** 20832 €

**Venue:** Ružomberok (SK)

**Contact Person:**
Gužiaková Denisa
Plavisko 79
03401 Ruzomberok (SK)
Tel: +421 908 384 841
E-mail: scheerj@gymrk.sk

**Partners:**
Kridla
Plavisko 79
03401-Ruzomberok (SK)
Tel: +421 908 384 841
E-mail: scheerj@gymrk.sk

Bezirksamt Pankow v. Berlin;Kurt Lade Group
Grabbealle 33
13156-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49304857227
Fax: +493048098386
E-mail: info@kurtladeklub.de

The Heart to heart Foundation
ul.Niepodledlosci 13
73-150-Lobez (PL)
Tel: +48602671159
Fax: +48913974373
E-mail: at.zieba@wp.pl

AEGEE-İSTANBUL AVRUPA GENCLIÎK FORUMU DERNEGI
ITU GUMUSSUYU ERKEK ÖGRENCİ YURDУ
80191-TAKSIM (TR)
Tel: +90 212 244 00 98
Fax: +90 212 244 00 98
E-mail: aeggee@aeggee-istanbul.org

Association des chantiers de jeunesse
B.P.171
11005-Sale (MA)
Tel: +21264721643
Fax: +21237862347
E-mail: acj.org.maroc@caramail.com

Association des Amis de la maison des Jeunes et de Culture de Metline
Boulevard de I environnement Metline
7034-Metline (TN)
Tel: +21672446088
Fax: +21672534122
E-mail: Mjc.metline@planet.tn

**Project Reference:** SK-12-8-2004-R5
Beneficiary: ATHALAS, LUKÁŠ KENDERA

Project Title: Different Is Not Bad

The basic point of the project is to learn to appreciate cultural and ethnical diversity as one of the means how to enrich our social consciousness. We ought to perceive other cultures as a way how to learn and understand the differencies. We should acknowledge that different does not mean bad or dangerous.

Grant: 15521 €
Venue: Likavka (SK)

Contact Person:
Kendera Lukáš
Školská 508
034 95 Likavka (SK)
Tel: +421 908905517

Partners:
Athalas, Lukáš Kendera
Školská 508
034 95-Likavka (SK)
Tel: +421 908905517

International partnership centre "Eurohouse" in Talsi
K. Valdemara 17A
LV-3201-Talsi (LV)
Tel: +3719188288

AEGEE-ISTANBUL ISTANBUL AVRUPA GENCLIK FORUMU DERNEGI
ITU Gumussuyu Erkek Ogrenci Yurdu Giris Kati
80191-Taksim (TR)
Tel: +90 212 244 00 98
Fax: +90 212 244 00 98
E-mail: aegee@aegee-istanbul.org

SDA
150 gamal abd elnaser st sidi bish bahari
21411-Alexandria (EG)
Tel: +2035556626
Fax: +2035908118
E-mail: sda@alexandria.cc

Project Reference: SK-12-9-2004-R5
Beneficiary: NUORTEN AREENA RY.

Project Title: CIF - Challenge in Finland

The idea of this multilateral exchange is to share experiences, tools and methods of youth work, focusing on intercultural and multicultural education. The meaning of the project is to empower the participants, support their participation and share thoughts about youth work. The project is based on young people's voluntary activities and active participation. The exchange is not going to be carried out just in the ten days when the groups meet in Finland. During the exchange we will have ice breaking and intercultural activities, workshops, discussions, individual and group reflections, simulation or role playing games and field visits. We will organise and carry out a one-day event for the local youth ("The Action Day"). In between the participants will get to know Finnish culture and local environment.

Grant: 36054 €
Venue: Rovaniem (FI)

Contact Person:
Lammassaari Susanna
Rovakatu 26 A 19
96200 Rovaniemi (FI)
Tel: +358 400 733 12
E-mail: sirkka.kinnunen@nuortenareena.fi

Partners:
Nuorten Areena ry.
Rovakatu 26 A 19
96200-Rovaniemi (FI)
Tel: +358 400 733 12
E-mail: sirkka.kinnunen@nuortenareena.fi

Associazione Culturate Marasma
Vía del Ponte 105
61032-Fano (IT)
Tel: +39 0721 359525
E-mail: ass.marasma@libero.it

Portugal group
4490-Povoa de Varzim (PT)
Tel: +351 252 61 3687
E-mail: m.c.dias@portugalmail.pt

Tanmya Bia Hedod Development No Borders
2nd El Margushi Street, 6th area
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +2012 108 4405
E-mail: karemomda@yahoo.com

Jordanian Youth Forum for Culture SHABAB
P.O. Box 540414
11937-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 795240824
E-mail: jyfc_shabab@maktoob.com

Youth Development Association YDA
Al-Maa'hed Street near by Ramallah Secondary Boys School
xx-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972 2 296 3840
E-mail: info@youthda.org

Project Reference: FI-12-2-2004-R3
Beneficiary: YOUTH DEPARTMENT OF THE CITY OF KOKKOLA

Project Title: Meda Euro Tales

The aim of this youth exchange is to gather young people from 8 countries (Austria, Finland, Israel, Italy, Jordan, Sweden, Tunisia and Turkey). During the two-week youth exchange the participants will work together with tales from their countries and build up on the base of these tales a common multicultural performance. The Meda Euro Tales youth exchange will use art (music, dance and theatre) as a tool to handle the morals behind these tales. The anti-racism and xenophobia issues will also be delt with during the different kinds of discussions and workshops.

Grant: 57625 €
Venue: Kokkola (FI)

Contact Person:
Pietilä Mika
Torikatu 13
67100 Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +358 6 831 3264
Fax: +358 6 831 3264
E-mail: mika.pietila@kokkola.fi

Partners:
Youth Department of the City of Kokkola
Torikatu 13
67100-Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +358 6 831 3264
Fax: +358 6 831 3264
E-mail: mika.pietila@kokkola.fi

Vedogiovane
Via Del Frassini 16
28021-Borgomanero (IT)
Tel: +39 0322 836 449
Fax: +39 0322 861504
E-mail: vedogiovane@vedogiovane.it

"aha" - Tipps und Infos für junge Leute
Zollgasse 1
6850-Dornbirn (AT)
Tel: +43-5572-52212
Fax: +43-5572-52212-12
E-mail: aha@aha.or.at

Youth Service Centre in Eksjö
Eksjö Municipality
57580-Eksjö (SE)
Tel: +46 381 361 57
Fax: +46 381 361 59
E-mail: trm@eksjo.se

Gencev - Youth Culture House Association
Bayindir Sokak No. 45/9 Kizilay
06640-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90 312 417 11 24
Fax: +90 312 425 81 92
E-mail: oykum@ylb.gen.tr

Community Development Center
Sweileh
Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 6 533 9721
Fax: +962 6 533 9722
E-mail: rad_hamid@hotmail.com

Association d'amitie des villes jumelee d'Hammamet
Mairie d'Hammamet
8050-Hammamet (TN)
Tel: +216 98209936
E-mail: guembri_medali@yahoo.fr
Palestinian Democratic Youth Union
Al-Thalanty St
Gaza - Al-Ramal (PS)
Tel: +972 8 282 3721
Fax: +972 8 282 3721
E-mail: attafee@hotmail.com

Project Reference: FI-12-4-2004-R5
Beneficiary: BÄCKADALSGYMNASIET, IV-PROGRAMMET - IVIS, HUS 3

Project Title: Gränslöst - interkulturellt samarbete

The aims of the project is to involve youth and to promote equality between the sexes. They also intend to fight racism and xenophobia in order to build bridges between different nationalities and cultures. The co-operation and discussions will help the youth to waken their thoughts and understanding in these matters and to help them to respect and tolerate people with different backgrounds.

Grant: 31999 €
Venue: Jönköping (SE)

Contact Person:
Strömbom Martina
Box 3132
500 03 Jönköping (SE)
Tel: +46 36 106286
Fax: +46 36 106281
E-mail: bd@sbf.jonkoping.se

Partners:
Bäckadalsgymnasiet, IV-programmet - IVIS, Hus 3
Box 3132
500 03-Jönköping (SE)
Tel: +46 36 106286
Fax: +46 36 106281
E-mail: bd@sbf.jonkoping.se

Arbeiterkultur-Bildungsverein
Bahnhofstr. 51
02826-Dresden (DE)

Der Ägyptische Jugenverbund für Umwelt und Entwicklung
54 Magla Elshaik
Kairo (EG)

ATTAHADI
26 rue Mail, appt.16
Rabad (MA)

Project Reference: SE-12-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: PEACE QUEST/SWEDEN

Project Title: Minorities and Democracy

The project is a ten day exchange with participants from Israel, Palestine and Italy visiting Sweden. The programme in Sweden will consist of study visits to different organisations, family visits, workshops and social activities, all with the theme of democracy and minorities and a focus on young people.

Grant: 29943 €
Venue: Stockholm (SE)

Contact Person:
Magnusson Stina
Lundagatan 56
117 27 Stockholm (SE)
Tel: 08-6697520
Fax: 08-849016
E-mail: info@peasequest.se

Partners:
Peace Quest/Sweden
Lundagatan 56
117 27-Stockholm (SE)
Tel: 08-6697520
Fax: 08-849016
E-mail: info@peasequest.se

Cegas
16 BEn Yehuda Street
33046-Haifa (IL)

Project Reference: SE-12-2-2004-R1
Beneficiary: A-NET UNGDOMSFORUM

Project Title: Water-Maya-Vatten-Miyah-Vesi

Young people gather from 4 countries to discuss water in all its sides according to each country’s perspective. The exchange is about “What does the water mean to us and to what extent does it affect our lives?” The issue could be covered in many ways for example talking about water resources, water contamination and water sports.

Grant: 30602 €
Venue: Ånäset (SE)

Contact Person:
Carlsson Tori
Skolgatan 8
91 534 Ånäset (SE)
Tel: +46 934 203 10
Fax: +46 934 27 002
E-mail: anet@youthforum.nu

Partners:
A-net Ungdomsforum
Skolgatan 8
91 534-Anäset (SE)
Tel: +46 934 203 10
Fax: +46 934 27 002
E-mail: anet@youthforum.nu

International Youth Centre Villa Elba
Sannanrannantie 60
67100-Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +358 6 831 3400
Fax: +358 6 831 3448
E-mail: jyc.elba@kokkola.fi

EL-WAFAA
EL-NAbwel El-Mohandes st El-Madrah El-Keblyiah district of El-Montaza
Alexandria (EG)

IOM
61 Boulevrad Bab Bnet, Bp 863
1035-Tunis (TN)

Project Reference: SE-12-4-2004-R3
Beneficiary: UNGT RESURSCENTRA I EKSJÖ

Project Title: QuRR

QuRR intends to engage young people from rural regions both from European & Mediterranean countries in a multilateral youth exchange on opportunities, challenges and priorities, as well as on the role that communities, individuals and young people play in enhancement of the quality of life in rural areas.

Grant: 34883 €
Venue: Eksjö (SE)

Contact Person:
Ledaine Lene
Kasergatan 16
575 80 Eksjö (SE)
Tel: +46 381 361 57
Fax: +46 381 361 59
E-mail: trm@eksjo.se

Partners:
UNGt resurscentra i Eksjö
Kasergatan 16
575 80-Eksjö (SE)
Tel: +46 381 361 57
Fax: +46 381 361 59
E-mail: trm@eksjo.se

Development Agency of Karditsa
19 Allamaní & Blatsouka str PO Box 33
43100-Karditsa (GR)

European Carrefour Lazio
Via S. Camillo de Lellis, snc
01100-Viterbo (IT)
Tel: 0761 357233
Fax: 0761 357296
E-mail: Carrefour.lazio@tin.it

Rural Youth Office, West Sussex Youth Service
Media House, Pound str.
CU28 ODX-Petworth (GB)

Ass. des Activites de jeunes bousserak fatma
Harchaoui salah
15000-Tizi ouzou (DZ)

United Globe Ass. - Jordan Interfaith Action CC
Al-Bayader 140683
11814-Amman (JO)

Progressive Youth Organization
Jabal ElArab str. Wata Elmousatbeh
PO Box 11-2893-Beirut (LB)

Jeunesse des Chantiers Marocains
BP 680 saffit principal
46000-SAfi (MA)

Holy Land Trust
Manger str.
PO Box 127-Bethlehem (PS)

Project Reference: SE-12-5-2004-R3
YOUTH programme

Projects with Mediterranean countries

UNITED KINGDOM

Beneficiary: SILVERDALE YOUTH AND COMMUNITY CENTRE

Project Title: Girls United

The aims of the project are to encourage young women’s participation in sport and healthy lifestyles, to take part in activities and workshops together with the group and feel and discover the opportunities to get to know diversity and share common experiences of other young women.

Grant: 20285 €
Venue: Reading (UK)

Contact Person:
Weallens Elaine
Silverdale Youth And Community Centre
RG6 7HS Reading (GB)
Tel: 01734 669529

Partners:
Silverdale Youth And Community Centre
RG6 7HS-Reading (GB)
Tel: 01734 669529

Klimliklik Kulttur Elkarteak
Postal Kutxa 77
48.910-Sestao (ES)
Tel: +34 605707049
E-mail: klimlik@euskalnet.net

The individual Program at de lagardie upper Secondary school
Stensportsgaten 21
53150-Lidkoping (SE)
Tel: 46510771551
E-mail: lennart.franden@delgardie.lidkoping.se

Amman Centre For human Rights rights Studies
Um AL Sumaq Amman
11821-Amman (JO)
Tel: 962 6 4617764
E-mail: fotouh@yahoo

Progressive Youth organisation
Jabal ElArab Street-Wata Elmosabeth
po box 11 2893-Beruit (LB)
Tel: 0961-12-301231
E-mail: youth@psp.org.lb

UNRWA
Mezzeh Autostrad, Beruit intersection
PO box 4138-Damascus (SY)
Tel: 963-11 613 3035
E-mail: piosar@unrwa.org

Project Reference: GB-12-38-2004-R5
Beneficiary:  **BROUHAHA INTERNATIONAL**

**Project Title:**  Arts Works 2005

This meeting will focus on the development of intercultural activities. ‘Arts Works 2005’ is a project that will explore, through creative workshops, and celebrate, through performance themes relating to the participating groups histories, traditions and cultures. Young people will explore each others life experiences and cultural expressions and from those starting points develop new collaborative intercultural work.

**Grant:**  55772 €

**Venue:**  Liverpool (UK)

**Contact Person:**
Uma Ramanathan
Gostins Building, 32-36 Hanover Street
L1 4LN Liverpool (GB)
Tel: +44 (0)151 709 3334
Fax: +44 (0)151 709 4994
E-mail: info@brouhaha.uk.com

**Partners:**
Brouhaha International
Gostins Building, 32-36 Hanover Street
L1 4LN-Liverpool (GB)
Tel: +44 (0)151 709 3334
Fax: +44 (0)151 709 4994
E-mail: info@brouhaha.uk.com

Percussive Ensemble Echodrasi
Dimitrakopoulou
0-Athens (GR)
Tel: +302109247444
E-mail: touliato@otenet.gr

MD Company (Version Hip-Hop)
28 Chemin Bois-Thibault, Didier
97200-Fort-de-France (FR)
Tel: 0596 649101
Fax: 0596 649101
E-mail: version.hip.hop@wanadoo.fr

Nest - Nobody Expected This
Rua Annonio Adeixo N2 - Charnea de Caparica
2825-000-Charnea de Caparica - Almada (PT)
Tel: +351 966636487
Fax: +351 212746241
E-mail: laracsalves@hotmail.com

Gencev-Youth Culture House Association
Bayindir Sokak No 45/9 Kizilay
06640-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90 312 4171124
Fax: +90 312 4258192
E-mail: gencev_youth@hotmail.com

Jeunesse Musicale Al Assala
Maison de la Culture Avenue Farhat Hached
5100-Mahdia (TN)
Tel: 216 73680712
Fax: 216 73694794
E-mail: jaafaryoussef_17@yahoo.fr
Palestinian Academy for Sport and Show Arts
Omar Al-Mokhtar Street
0-Gaza (PS)
Tel: +972 82833226
Fax: +992 82833226
E-mail: noorm8@hotmail.com

Beneficiary: BROMLEY YOUTH SERVICE PROSPECTS

Project Title: United Together

The project aims to bring together people of different ethnic and national origins with the aim of increasing tolerance and understanding by addressing racist and xenophobic attitudes and empower young people to develop strategies to combat these issues.

Grant: 51661 €

Venue: Bromley (UK)

Contact Person:
pizzuto Joseph
Hawes Lane
BR4 9AE West Wickham (GB)
Tel: +44 (0)208 777 7350
Fax: +44 (0)208 777 1914
E-mail: info@youthaction.org.uk

Partners:
Bromley Youth Service Prospects
Hawes Lane
BR4 9AE West Wickham (GB)
Tel: +44 (0)208 777 7350
Fax: +44 (0)208 777 1914
E-mail: info@youthaction.org.uk

Backadalsgymnasiet
box 3132
55030-Jonkoping (SE)
Tel: 4636106286
E-mail: STROM@EDU.JONKOPING

Beit Ariel Science Center For Youth
Wingeit 39
84428-Beer sheeva (GB)
Tel: +0972544910763
E-mail: etaiofir@hotmail.com

BelVarosi Tando
iRanyi U 19-23
H-1056-Budapest (GB)
Tel: +36166 33 78
E-mail: beltonda@freemail.hu

Xena Centro Scambi e dimiche Interculti
Vlt Citola da perugia 35
35137-Padova (GB)
Tel: 003904987523 22
E-mail: info@xena.it

Oruba cente
70 beruit Youth centre
11341-Cario (EG)
Tel: +03i2428490474
E-mail: Oruba youth centre@yahoo.com

National Forum for Youth culture Jordan
po box 8771
11121-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962795525214
Fax: +962 65152349
E-mail: project@jordanyouth.org
PSO Psychologist and social workers
Alnajah ST-Nablus
Pobox 1034-Nablus (PS)
Tel: +97259766766
E-mail: psorg-palestine@yahoo.co

Project Reference: GB-12-41-2004-R5
Beneficiary: GENCEV-GENCLIK KÜLTÜR EVI DERNEĞI

Project Title: Taste The Different Cultures

The overall theme is the sharing of different cultures through cooking, thus participants will have workshops, discussions and practical activities around food and cooking. Also intercultural learning games and a field trip are included in the programme.

Grant: 22167 €
Venue: Ankara (TR)

Contact Person:
ARSLAN Mehmet
Bayindir Sokak 45/9 Kizilay
06640 Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312/418.91.27
Fax: +90/312/425.81.92
E-mail: gencev_youth@hotmail.com

Partners:
COOPERATIVA ALTRETRADE
Via Bassi N. 30/A
35123-Padova (IT)
Tel: +39/348/707.45.41
Fax: +39/049/877.46.60
E-mail: mussonia@psy.unipd.it

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING - CYPRUS
PO BOX 56 222
3317-Limassol (CY)
Tel: +357/99/33.13.74
Fax: +357/22/31.49.33
E-mail: kymmic@cytanet.com.cy

WORCESTERSHIRE YOUTH SERVICE
Droitwich Youth Centre, Old Coach Road
WR 9 8BD-Droitwich (UK)
Tel: +44/1905/35.73.61
Fax: +44/1905/77.27.00
E-mail: Blazakj@aol.com

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (SDA)
150 Gamal Abd El-Naser st. Sidi Bishr
21411-Alexandrie (EG)
Tel: +216/2/012/256.37.21
E-mail: miro_canada2000@yahoo.com

CENTRE D’ESTUDIS DE L’ESPLAI
Piç. Es Banc de S’Oli, 6 bxs.
07002-Palma De Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34/619/73.59.57
Fax: +34/971/72.89.03
E-mail: tonipozo2004@yahoo.es

Project Reference: 117086-12-TR-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: LOCAL AGENDA 21 BURSA YOUTH COUNCIL

Project Title: Take a Part, Cook a Tart

This youth exchange 'Take a part, cook a tart' will promote cuisine culture among young persons and to protect the cultural heritage. The project also aims to stimulate intercultural and inter-religious dialogue in Bursa, Turkey. The project will be realised with the participation of 4 DE, 5 IT, 4 PT, 5 UK, 6 MA, 5 TO, and 9 TR, in total 38 participants. Through ice-breaking activities, discussions and workshops, field visits, cultural and sports activities as well as practical cooking sessions, the project aims will be reached. A final product is a 'recipes of meals' that participant cooked.

Grant: 44170 €
Venue: Bursa (TR)

Contact Person:
UYSAŁ Kemal
Resat Oyal Kulturparki Cam Karsisi Genc Evi ve Kult Merkezi
16050 Bursa (TR)
Tel: +90/224/233.28.77
Fax: +90/224/234.85.67
E-mail: yg21bgk@yahoo.com

Partners:
CESIE ONLUS-CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO
Via B.Leto N. 1
90040-Trappeto (IT)
Tel: +39/091/58.79.51
Fax: +39/091/611.82.97
E-mail: des_ree782@hotmail.com

ASSOCIAÇÃO DA JUVENTUDE CARREIRENSE
Carreiras
7300-355-Portalegre (PT)
Tel: +351/964/49.00.95
E-mail: RosaJAMimoso@aeiou.pt

E2000
The Langdale Centre, Langdale Gardens, Wallsend, Tyne & Wear
NE28 OHG-Newcastle-Upon-Tyne (UK)
Tel: +44/776/529.21.21
Fax: +44/191/200.15.54
E-mail: paul@globalvoice.org.uk

IMAZIZ
Rue hotel de ville N°8 la ville nouvelle
80000-Agadir (MA)
Tel: +212/67/38.55.90

DON BOSCO CLUB
Tiefentalstr 38
51063-Koeln (DE)
Tel: +49/221/647.08.55
Fax: +49/221/647.08.80

WI‘AM CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Dr Gemnier st. (SOS) Al Karkafh
POB 1039-Bethlehem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/277.73.33
Fax: +972/2/277.05.13
E-mail: alaslah@planet.edu

Project Reference: 117110-12-TR-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: GENÇ ANLAYIS VE DEGISIM DERNEGI (GAD)

Project Title: The Dusty Book On The Shelf - Our Environmental And Cultural Values

This exchange 'The dusty book on the shelf - our environmental and cultural values' is a part of a long-term strategy, and will bring 3-4 participants each from 8 countries. The exchange takes place in Mugla, TR and the countries involved are CY, DE, EG, IT, PT, TN, TR and UK, with a total of 26 participants. The exchange focuses on cultural and environmental heritage in Europe and the Mediterranean basin. Methodologies used are discussions, intercultural learning games, practical work, excursions, planning of follow up activities, sports activities etc. Most participants are youngsters with fewer possibilities.

Grant: 22046 €
Venue: Mugla (TR)

Contact Person:
KOCABASOGLU Baris
Mihatpasa cad. Inal Is Hani 31/1 Kizilay
06620 Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/532/572.69.30
Fax: +90/312/435.88.01
E-mail: ukyo24@yahoo.com

Partners:
CENTRO INTERCULTURALE ASHRAM (MULTIKULTI)
Via Landolina n. 41
95131-Catania (IT)
Tel: +39/032/84.15.28.68
Fax: +39/095/31.34.49
E-mail: info@multikulticatania.it

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING - CYPRUS
PO box 56222
3317-Limassol (CY)
Tel: +357/2/34.19.73
E-mail: mepaminondas@yahoo.com

ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DO ALGARVE
Rua Bombeiros Portugueses nº 4 - 1° Esq
8000-233-Faro (PT)
Tel: +351/966/20.59.69
Fax: +351/289/80.45.07
E-mail: k_fatshary@ackingprod.com

YOUTH VOICE
Langdale Centre, Langdale Gardens
NE28 OHG-Newcastle Upon Tyne (UK)
Tel: +44/0781/622.10.92
E-mail: Monjer.rachid@tb.com

FUTURE YOUTH CLUB
Elborg Street 9 - Elgazira
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/012/376.72.04
E-mail: mohamedashour12@hotmail.com

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNITY E.V.
Lange Hecke 43
41462-Neuss (DE)
Tel: +49/177/333.57.11
Fax: +49/932/12.25.60
E-mail: YEU-mail@t-online.de
YEU TUNISIA
Route GREMDA KM 6 3062 Complexe N° 3 Sfax Tunisia
3062-Sfax (TN)
Tel: +216/98/64.25.55
Fax: +216/71/23.19.51
E-mail: mkacem@famex.org.tn

Project Reference: 117118-12-TR-04-2004-R0
Beneficiary: GÖRECE TURIZM KÜLTÜR YARDIMLASMA VE DAYANISMA DERNEĞİ

Project Title: THE DIALOGUE OF CULTURES

This youth exchange "The dialogue of cultures" brings 46 youngsters to Görece in TR, from BE 8, DE 8, DZ 11, FR 8, TR 11. The exchange includes discussions, role plays, intercultural games etc. where participants will have the chance to explore the situation for immigrants in different communities, but also discuss cultural differences in education, leisure time activities, women's role in society and religion. Participants are from less privileged backgrounds, many are immigrant themselves. The exchange is a follow-up from previous activities among the partners, but this time hosted in TR.

Grant: 43106 €
Venue: Görece Izmir (TR)

Contact Person:
ÖZTÜRK Mustafa
Kackinoglu Cad. N°:1 Görece - Menderes
35470 Izmir (TR)
Tel: +90/312/328.01.05
Fax: +90/535/301.97.01
E-mail: seysen@mynet.com

Partners:
"ROUGE BRIQUE" MAISON DES JEUNES DE LODELINSART
34 rue Ferrer
6042-Lodelinsart (BE)

FEMMES ALGÉRIENNES REVENDIQUANT LEURS DROITS
Cité Grande Terre, Tour 3, n° 391
31000-Oran (DZ)
Tel: +213/41/32.13.35
Fax: +213/41/32.92.94
E-mail: boufenik_fatma@yahoo.fr

PUBLICATA E.V.
Talstrasse 3-6
13189-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/55/49.37.61
Fax: +49/55/49.37.61
E-mail: publicata@t-online.de

BUREAU INFORMATION JEUNESSE
6, Passage Semeziès
82000-Montauban (FR)
Tel: +33/5/63.66.32.12
Fax: +33/5/63.66.32.62
E-mail: bij82@bij82.org

Project Reference: 117125-12-TR-05-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ÇAMOBA GENÇLIK KULUBÜ DERNEĞI

Project Title: Discovering the cultural and historical heritage on the silk road

The main aims of the project is to make young people aware of the importance of the historical and cultural heritage and to give them an opportunity to discuss and share the advantages of their own regional culture and history. Among the activities will be workshops, discussion on topics such as: conflict resolution, environment; history and culture, and visits.

Grant: 24086 €
Venue: (TR)

Contact Person:
BAHADIR Fevzi
Merkez Camoba Koyu, Camoba
61040 Trabzon (TR)
Tel: +90/462/323.23.63
Fax: +90/462/321.81.00
E-mail: camobagenc61@hotmail.com

Partners:
COMUNE DI VICENZA - SETTORE FAMIGLIA E MINORI
Contrà Muse San Rocco 34
36100-Vicenza (IT)
Tel: +39/04/44.22.25.66
Fax: +39/04/44.42.22.574
E-mail: Mattiabertolini@libero.it

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING
6,Elevsions str 2007 Strovolos
Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357/9/946.68.37
E-mail: chgeo25@hotmail.com

NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH
103 Saad Zaghloul St. Abdoun
11110-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/771.542
Fax: +962/53/245.544
E-mail: luckydodi@hotmail.com; info@jordanyouth.org

CULTURAL BRIDGE
- Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +30/6973/88.14.50
Fax: +30/2310/71.61.95
E-mail: manes@tee.gr

RAI - ESPAÑA
C/Calabria, 174
08015-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/934/83.84.34
Fax: +34/934/83.83.59
E-mail: Camps_treball@presidencia.gencat.es

Project Reference: 117894-12-TR-06-2004-R1
Beneficiary: AYVALIK HALK EGITIMI GELISTIRME VE YASATMA DERNEGI

Project Title: Peace for youth, everybody is different, everybody is similar (Come, come, whoever you are. Heal the world-make it a better place)

This project is based on cooperation launched between the town twinning partners and started after racial incidents against a Turkish immigrant family in Germany. The main aims are to raise awareness of cultural differences, women's status in society in different cultures, building up tolerance and fighting growing racism, xenophobia and religious intolerance.

Grant: 50561 €
Venue: Ayvalik (TR)

Contact Person:
VAHIT Çiftçi
Halk Eğitim Müdürlüğü/Sakarya mah./Cumhuriyet cad. 164
10400 Ayvalik (TR)
Tel: +90/2/663.122.159
Fax: +90/2/663.122.159
E-mail: Kurtbasyusuf@hotmail.com

Partners:
COMUNE DI MARSALA
via Garbald, 1
91025-Marsala (IT)

FRITIDEN MARKBACKSGARDEN KULTUR & MEDOGARF
BOX 32571
70135-Orebro (SE)
Tel: +46/19/212.689
E-mail: pia.flodin@orebro.se

ASTLEY COMMUNITY HIGH SCHOOL
Elsdon Ave, Deaton Delaval
NE25 OBP-Northumberland (UK)
Tel: +44/191/237.17.84
Fax: +44/191/237.17.84
E-mail: smorgan@astley.northumberland.sch.uk

MUNICIPALITY OF NESS-ZIONA
Ashiron 1
70450-Nez-Ziona (IL)
Tel: +972/03/941.31.07
Fax: +972/08/910.25.80
E-mail: benny_levy@hotmail.com

JUGENDFORDENUNG
-Solingen (DE)
Tel: +49/702/290.27.60
Fax: +49/212/290.27.64
E-mail: j.ben@solingen.de

ARAB STUDENTS CLUB
Old City
16000-Nazareth (PS)
Tel: +972/4/869.95.87
Fax: +972/4/866.80.63
E-mail: abiikopty@yahoo.com

Project Reference: 117995-12-TR-09-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ARTISTIC PROMOTION AND EXCHANGE ASSOCIATION OF ANKARA ANATOLIAN HIGH SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Project Title: Cross-over boundaries through music

The idea of the project is to use music as a common language, in order to exchange ideas and fight prejudices one may have against other cultures. Young people from 3 different religions (Judaism, Islam and Christianity) will meet, which will enhance interreligious and intercultural exchange through non-formal educational methods.

Grant: 30216 €
Venue: Ankara (TR)

Contact Person:
KARADENIZ Erdal
Hosdere Cad. 139
06540 Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312/441.16.93
Fax: +90/312/441.22.66
E-mail: agsl@ankara-agsl.k12.tr

Partners:
COMMUNE DI CONCORDIA - PUNTO INFORMATIVO PER I GIOVANI (EURODESK)
Piazza della Repubblica 16
41033-Concordia Sulla Secchia (IT)
Tel: +39/05/35.41.29.3
Fax: +39/05/35.41.29.12
E-mail: eurodesk@commune.concordia.mo.it

NEVE ELIEZER CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC - MUNICIPALITY OF TEL-AVIV
6 Sheshet Hayanim Street
67535-Tel-Aviv (IL)
Tel: +972/3/574.27.65
Fax: +972/3/631.06.76
E-mail: eylonly@yahoo.com

STADT KÖLN - RHEINISCHE MUSIKSCHULE
Vogelsanger Str. 28-32
50823-Köln (DE)
Tel: +49/221/221.229.90
Fax: +49/221/221.229.90
E-mail: Reinhilde.biefang@stadt-koeln.de

Project Reference: 118003-12-TR-07-2004-R1
ALGERIA

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION "ETOILE CULTURELLE" D'AKBOU

Project Title: Pour une citoyennete agissante

The youth exchange will gather 40 participants and 9 youth leaders from IT, FR, ES, PT, EG, JO, LB and DZ in Akbou (DZ). The partner organisations want to gather young people from 8 Euro-Med countries with the aim of enhancing mutual understanding and educating young people to a better exercise of their citizenship. The theme of the project is the fight against exclusion. The participants will work in workshops and organise a performance based on different disciplines: visual arts, music, theatre and dance.

Grant: 48711 €
Venue: Akbou, Béjaïa (DZ)

Contact Person:
SALHI Mouloud
BP n° 30  Akbou-Hôpital W. Béjaïa
06200 Akbou (DZ)
Tel: +213/34/35.61.61 +213/71/37.05.38
Fax: +213/34/35.61.61
E-mail: Mosal2dz@yahoo.fr ; aecakbou@yahoo.fr

Partners:
COOPERATIVA SOCIALE KARA BOBOWSKI
Via Fanelli, 2
47015-Modigliana (IT)
Tel: +39/0546/94.02.59
Fax: +39/0546/94.86.68
E-mail: europa@karabobowski.org

ASSOCIAÇÃO CULTURAL ETNIA
Rua da Esperança 103 r/c
1200 - 656-Lisboa (PT)
Tel: +351/21/397.03.14
Fax: +351/21.397.03.14
E-mail: m.alves.etnia@vianw.pt

TANMYA BELA HEDOD "DEVELOPMENT NO BORDERS"
2 El Margushi St, 6th area
11391-Nasr City Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/10/155.92.00
Fax: +20/2/670.17.27
E-mail: Shaaboksha@hotmail.com, Bela7odod@hotmail.com

NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH
103 Saad Zaghloul St. Abdoun
11110-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/771.542
Fax: +962/53/245.544
E-mail: luckydodi@hotmail.com; info@jordanyouth.orG

YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
Delta center, 3rd Floor - Horsh Tabet, Sin el-Fil
11-5520-Beirut (LB)
E-mail: samaroy13@hotmail.com

RAI - (RECURSOS D'ANIMACIÓ INTERCULTURAL)
Carders 12, Ppal
08003-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34932081321
Fax: +34933101358
E-mail: rai@pangea.org
MAISON POUR TOUS LÉO LAGRANGE
Square du Nivernais
50130-Cherbourg-Octeville (FR)
Tel: +33.233.433.163
Fax: +33/233.432.211
E-mail: mpt.provinces@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117127-12-DZ-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: LIGUE DE PRÉVENTION DE SAUVEGARDE DE LA JEUNESSE ET DE L'ENFANCE DE LA WILAYA DE TIZI-OUZOU

Project Title: La toxicomanie ça me concerne et vous?

The theme of the project is: drug addiction within the Euro Mediterranean area. The organisation wants to organise prevention activities with young people, based on socio-cultural animation, thus youth will be inducted to different methods. At the same time, they will discover the Algerian culture.

Grant: 24078 €
Venue: Hotel Belloua Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)

Contact Person:
KEBBAS Ouiza
4 rue Krim Belkacem, Résidence Tikray Bt A N°01
15000 Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/26/21.89.63
Fax: +213/26/21.89.63
E-mail: Lpsje2003@yahoo.fr

Partners:
ASSOCIATION DE CHANTIERS DE JEUNESSE
BP 171-Sale (MA)
Tel: +212/785.53.50
E-mail: acj.ong.maroc@caramail.com

FUNDACIÓN SALUD I COMUNIDAD
C/ Ali Bei 25 3r
08010-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93.244.05.70
Fax: +34/93.244.05.70
E-mail: fsyc@fsyc.org

ALTEA FRANCE
18 Place d'Aine BP 157
87004-Limoges (FR)
Tel: +33/5/55.33.73.12
Fax: +33/5/55.34.67.90
E-mail: ALTEA-FRANCE@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117132-12-DZ-05-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET L'EPANOUISEMENT DE LA JEUNESSE ALGERIENNE (ACDEJA)

Project Title: Les Villes Mediterraneennes "Regards d'artistes"

The project "Les villes méditerranéennes/Regards d'artistes" is presented by the "Association Culturelle pour le développement et l'Epanouissement de la jeunesse algérienne", based in Alger. It organises national & international workcamps, youth exchanges and social and humanitarian aid. The youth exchange will gather 40 participants and 4 youth leaders from FR, IT, TN and DZ in Bejaia (DZ). The project aims to reflect on cultural & artistic diversity in Mediterranean cities. It hopes to encourage young people to detect common points and differences in the Mediterranean civilisation, and thus to exchange experience. The participants will join the following activities: thematic workshops, visits and meetings with the local community, intercultural evenings, games, etc.

Grant: 26831 €
Venue: Bejaia (DZ)

Contact Person:
TADJADIT Omar
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug Villa 12 Ben Aknoun
Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/91.10.56
Fax: +213/21/91.50.44
E-mail: acdeja@yahoo.fr

Partners:
NGO CISS - COOPERAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE SUD SUD
Piazza Bellini 75
80135-Napoli (IT)
Tel: +39/033/363.27.907
E-mail: mpipolo@libero.it

CLUB UNESCO ALECSO EZZOUHOUR
17 Rue 4159 Cité Ezzouhour
2052-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/98/650.585
Fax: +216/71.258.775
E-mail: club_unesco_z@yahoo.fr

JEUNES POUR LE MONDE
MFE/ 10, avenue du Noyer Lambert
91300-Massy (FR)
Tel: +33/1/69.20.25.32
Fax: +33/1/60.11.13.66
E-mail: j.p.monde@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117136-12-DZ-04-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DE VOLONTARIAT "TOUIZA" DE LA WILAYA D'ALGER

Project Title: Dialogue, Paix et Solidarité entre jeunes

The project "Dialogue, Paix et Solidarité entre jeunes" is presented by the "Association de volontariat Touiza de la Wilaya d'Alger". The promoter is a youth organisation that organises environmental protection, educative and cultural activities targeting young people in disadvantaged areas of Alger. The youth exchange will gather 36 participants and 6 youth leaders from FR, PT, DE, MA, TN and DZ in Alger (DZ). The project aims to encourage a spirit of exchange and solidarity among a group of young people coming from Europe and from Mediterranean countries. It wants to fight against stereotypes and prejudices and consolidate relations between the partners. The participants will participate in various sets of activities: thematic workshops, games, visits, meetings with local authorities, etc.

Grant: 29836 €
Venue: Zeralda (DZ)

Contact Person:
KHOUKHI Sofiane
rue Debbih Cherif, n°98
16027 Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/71.60.05.87
Fax: +213/21.71.94.63
E-mail: touiziaalger@yahoo.fr

Partners:
D'ORFEU - ASSOCIAÇÃO CULTURAL
Rua Eng, Julio Portela 6
3750-158-Agueda (PT)
Tel: +351/234/60.31.64
Fax: +351/234/60.46.42
E-mail: dorfeu@dorfeu.com

ASSOCIATION DE CHANTIERS DE JEUNESSE
BP 171
11005-Sale (MA)
Tel: +212/65.72.85.03
Fax: +212/37.86.23.47
E-mail: acj_ong@yahoo.com

FUSION INTERCULTURAL PROJECTS BERLIN E.V.
Projektbüro "Jugendstrasse", Pannierstr. 58
12045-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/62.84.20.24
E-mail: Ute_benzerari@yahoo.de

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE
Boulevard de l’Environnement
7034-Metline (TN)
Tel: +216/98/92.85.97
Fax: +216/72/53.41.22
E-mail: chaabouni_med@yahoo.fr

ASSOCIATION PISTES SOLIDAIRES
Montravail, Chemin des 4 vents
13770-Venelles (FR)
Tel: +33/6/07.50.92.33
Fax: +33/4/42.54.72.40
E-mail: oups-oups@club-internet.fr

Project Reference: 117146-12-DZ-06-2004-R0
Beneficiary: CLUB VERT

Project Title: Enssemble pour un Environment Meilleur

The association Green Club of Tizi Ouzou conducts awareness-raising activities in the field of the environment. This association wishes to organise an exchange of 37 young participants (9 IT, 8 FR, 10 MA et 10 DZ) and 8 activity leaders (2 FR, 2 IT, 2 MA, 2 DZ). This activity will take place in Tizi Ouzou (MA) and its theme, the problems of the environment, will be the link between all participants.

Grant: 21798 €
Venue: Tizi Ouzou (DZ)

Contact Person:
LAKER Latifa
Rue Harchaoui Salah
15000 Tizi Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/73/11.23.00
Fax: +213/26/22.33.73
E-mail: Clubvert2000@yahoo.fr

Partners:
NGO CISS - COOPERAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE SUD SUD
Piazza Bellini 75
80135-Napoli (IT)
Tel: +39/033/363.27.907
E-mail: mpipolo@libero.it

ACTION JEUNESSE
63,Rue El Kadi Ayad
10000-Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/61/706.792
Fax: +212/37/657.406
E-mail: fadova_maroub@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE INTERNATIONALE DE VOLONTAIRE
Espace Argentine - 11,rue du Morvan
6000-Beauvais (FR)
Tel: +33/3/44.05.03.19
Fax: +33/3/44.05.62.46
E-mail: acivbvs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117155-12-DZ-07-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES ACTIVITES DE LOISIRS ET ECHANGES DE JEUNES

Project Title: Pour Un Dialogue Et Une Culture Sans Frontieres

The 'Association of leisure activities and youth exchange' in Draa-Ben-Khedda, Tizi-Ouzou (DZ) organises and promotes cultural and scientific meetings of local, national and international associations. It organises information and awareness-raising days on topical themes that concern young people directly. The association is affiliated to the league of scientific activities and the league of cultural activities of Wilaya in Tizi-Ouzou. The proposed exchange of young people will bring together 40 participants from DZ (10), LB (10), FR (10), IT (10) and 8 activity leaders from LB(2), DZ(2), FR(2), IT(2). The project will take place at the youth and cultural centre of Draa-Ben-Khedda in Tizi-Ouzou.

Grant: 28886 €
Venue: Draa Ben Khedda (DZ)

Contact Person:
HASNAOUI Rachid
Maison de Jeunes de Draa Ben Khedda
15100 Draa Ben Khedda (DZ)
Tel: +213/26.27.35.90 / 39.31
Fax: +213/26.27.22.45
E-mail: ALEJ_DBKDZ@yahoo.fr

Partners:
ASSOCIAZIONE MARASMA
Vía del Ponte 105
61032-Fano (IT)
Tel: +721/359.525
Fax: +721/359.526
E-mail: sve@provincia.ps.it

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO
Jabal El Arab Str. Wata Elmousaitbeh
PO box 14-5287-Watta Elmousaitbeh (LB)
Tel: +961/3/83.00.84
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE INTERNATIONALE DE VOLONTAIRE
Espace Argentine - 11,rue du Morvan
6000-Beauvais (FR)
Tel: +33/3/44.05.03.19
Fax: +33/3/44.05.62.46
E-mail: acivbvs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117159-12-DZ-08-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET L'EPANOUISSEMENT DE LA JEUNESSE ALGERIENNE (ACDEJA)

Project Title: L' Animation Dans Les Quartiers Populaires

The project "L'animation dans les quartiers populaires" is presented by the "Association Culturelle pour le développement et l'Epanouissement de la jeunesse algérienne", based in Alger. It organises national & international workcamps, youth exchanges and social and humanitarian aid. The youth exchange will gather 36 participants & 6 youth leaders from FR, IT, PT, MA, JO & DZ in Alger (DZ). The project aims at involving young people in the 'animation' of disadvantaged areas, and in the fight against social exclusion. The participants will join the following activities: thematic workshops, visits and meetings with the local community, intercultural evenings, games, etc.

Grant: 34701 €
Venue: Alger (DZ)

Contact Person:
TADJADIT Omar
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug Villa 12 Ben Aknoun
Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/91.10.56
Fax: +213/21/91.50.44
E-mail: acdeja@yahoo.fr

Partners:
CENTRO STUDI DI EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE PER L'AREA MEDITERRANEA
Via XXI Agosto 42
89127-Reggio Calabria (IT)
Tel: +39/0965/89.02.04
Fax: +39/0965/89.02.04
E-mail: Cseaam3@libero.it

CIENA - CENTRO DE INICIATIVAS EUROPEIAS DO NORTE ALENTEJANO
Rua 19 de Junho, 54
7300-155-Portalegre (PT)
Tel: +351968223839
E-mail: cienortealentejo@hotmail.com

YOUNG WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION AMMAN / YWCA AMMAN
Mithqal El Fayez Street
5014 11183-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/464.69.11 ; +962/79/508.70.71
Fax: +962/6/553.13.10
E-mail: Samahqk@yahoo.com

ASSO-KARNAVAL POUR L'ANIMATION SOCIO-CULTURELLE
Casablanca (MA)
Tel: +212/6/712.08.70
E-mail: yasaid@2m.tv

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE INTERNATIONALE DE VOLONTAIRE
Espace Argentine - 11,rue du Morvan
6000-Beauvais (FR)
Tel: +33/3/44.05.03.19
Fax: +33/3/44.05.62.46
E-mail: acivbvs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117222-12-DZ-01-2004-R0
Beneficiary: **ECO-ACTION**

**Project Title:** Le jeune écologiste

The environmental association 'ECO-ACTION' in Tizi-Ouzou (DZ) was created by a group of young people. It works in the protection of the environment by promoting awareness-raising campaigns in schools, secondary schools and universities. This action covers the whole Algerian territory and is open to all friends of nature and to those who wish to live in harmony with the environment. The exchange of young people will bring together 40 participants from DZ (10), FR (10), IT (10), TN (10) and 8 activity leaders DZ (2), FR (2), IT (2), TN (2), and aims to improve knowledge of the environment and biodiversity, and this with a view to finding solutions to environmental problems.

**Grant:** 28073 €

**Venue:** Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)

**Contact Person:**
SAAD Slimane
Complexe Bio-Medical
15000 Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +21/3/26.27.12.41
Fax: +21/3/26.21.79.65
E-mail: Sliman55@yahoo.fr

**Partners:**
COMMUNE DI CONCORDIA - PUNTO INFORMATIVO PER I GIOVANI (EURODESK)
Piazza della Repubblica 16
41033-Concordia Sulla Secchia (IT)
Tel: +39/05/35.41.29.33
Fax: +39/05/35.41.29.12
E-mail: eurodesk@commune.concordia.mo.it

ORGANISATION CULTURELLE TUNISO-ALLEMANDE, CLUB DE JUMELAGE MENZEL BOURGUIBA-STUTTGART
Avenue Hedi Chaker, Salle des Fetes municipales 1er etage
7050-Menzel Bourguiba (TN)
Tel: +216/9/7610.900
Fax: +216/72/460.181
E-mail: info@octa.org.tn

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE INTERNATIONALE DE VOLONTAIRE
Espace Argentine - 11,rue du Morvan
6000-Beauvais (FR)
Tel: +33/3/44.05.03.19
Fax: +33/3/44.05.62.46
E-mail: acivbvs@wanadoo.fr

**Project Reference:** 117901-12-DZ-12-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES ACTIVITES DE LOISIRS ET ECHANGES DE JEUNES

Project Title: A la rencontre des cultures et des peuples

The 'Association of leisure activities and youth exchange' in Draa-Ben-Khedda, Tizi-Ouzou (DZ) organises and promotes cultural and scientific meetings of local, national and international associations. It organises information and awareness-raising days on topical themes that concern young people directly. The association is affiliated to the league of scientific activities and the league of cultural activities of Wilaya in Tizi-Ouzou. The proposed exchange of young people will bring together 24 participants from DZ (8), EG(8), FR(8), IT(8) et 6 animateurs DZ(2), EG(1), FR(2), IT(1). The project will be implemented at the youth and cultural centre of Draa-Ben-Khedda in Tizi-Ouzou.

Grant: 21596 €
Venue: Draa-Ben-Khedda (DZ)

Contact Person:
HASNAOUI Rachid
Maison de jeunes de Draa Ben Kheeda
15100 Draa Ben Khedda (DZ)
Tel: +21/3/26.27.35.90/39.31
Fax: +21/3/26.27.49.63
E-mail: alej_dbkdz@yahoo.fr

Partners:
NGO CISS - COOPERAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE SUD SUD
Piazza Bellini 75
80135-Napoli (IT)
Tel: +39/033/363.27.907
E-mail: mpipolo@libero.it

EGYPTIAN YOUTH FOR DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT
104 Iben Sandar
11712-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/12/717.54.25
E-mail: eyde20@hotmail.com

MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE LA CULTURE
10 Bd Sadi Carnot
12100-Millau (FR)
Tel: +33/5/65.60.08.00
Fax: +33/5/65.60.99.70
E-mail: mjcmillausc@libertysurf.fr

Project Reference: 117906-12-DZ-11-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION GRAINES DE PAIX

Project Title: La Non-violence Aux Horizons De La Culture De La Paix

The exchange aims to help young people to gain a clearer vision of the concept of culture and peace and to open dialogue with a view to improving mutual understanding and promoting a more positive perception of other cultures. The project includes visits and meetings with different local associations, discussion groups, cultural evenings and different leisure activities.

Grant: 20856 €
Venue: Annaba (DZ)

Contact Person:
MAHTALI Ouahiba
11, Bd Saouli A.E.K.
23000 Annaba (DZ)
Tel: +213/38/86.74.66
Fax: +213/38/86.74.66
E-mail: gpannaba@yahoo.fr

Partners:
COOPERATIVA TEMPO LIBERO
Via Spalto San Marco 37/bis
25121-Brescia (IT)
Tel: +39/30/280.83.50
Fax: +39/30/280.83.66
E-mail: Europa@cooptempolibero.it

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE
Boulevard de l’environnement Metline
7034-Metline (TN)
Tel: +216/72/446.088 /
Fax: +216/72/446.477
E-mail: Mjc.metline@planet.tn

ASOCIACION JUVENIL EL CONSUL
Aristófanes, 4 - 1º
29010-Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34/669/34.79.44
E-mail: ajconsul@wanadoo.es

Project Reference: 117908-12-DZ-09-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET L'EPANOUISSEMENT DE LA JEUNESSE ALGERIENNE (ACDEJA)

Project Title: L'intégration des jeunes ruraux dans la gestion des ressources naturelles

The youth exchange is focused on raising the awareness of young people in rural areas to learning and managing their natural environment. This project is called 'Integration of rural young people in the management of natural resources' and will bring together 40 participants DZ(10), TN(10), FR(10) and IT(10), as well as 4 activity leaders DZ-TN-FR-IT in Zeralda (DZ). The aim is to foster the participation of rural young people in the decision-taking process and in the protection of the environment.

Grant: 23229 €
Venue: Tipaza (DZ)

Contact Person:
TADJADIT Omar
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug Villa 12 Ben Aknoun
Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/91.10.56
Fax: +213/21/91.50.44
E-mail: acdeja@yahoo.fr

Partners:
NGO CISS - COOPERAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE SUD SUD
Piazza Bellini 75
80135-Napoli (IT)
Tel: +39/033/363.27.907
E-mail: mpipolo@libero.it

ASSO-KARNAVAL POUR L'ANIMATION SOCIO-Culturelle
Casablanca (MA)
Tel: +212/6/712.08.70
E-mail: yasaid@2m.tv

JEUNES POUR LE MONDE
MFE/ 10, avenue du Noyer Lambert
91300-Massy (FR)
Tel: +33/1/69.20.25.32
Fax: +33/1/60.11.13.66
E-mail: j.p.monde@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117910-12-DZ-10-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **LIGUE DE PRÉVENTION DE SAUVEGARDE DE LA JEUNESSE ET DE L'ENFANCE DE LA WILAYA DE TIZI-OUZOU**

**Project Title:** Euromed lutte contre l’insecurité et la delinquance routière

The organisation Ligue de Prévention de Sauvegarde de la Jeunesse et l'enfance de la Wilaya de Tizi-Ouzou is composed of medical staff, educators as well as volunteers. It has different aims: the fight against youth delinquency, protection of physical and mental health of children and youngsters with difficulties, promotion of youth's and children's creativity and activity. The main target groups are young scholars, and youngsters with difficulties (Youngsters and children with psychological and physical problems, academic problems, delinquents, drug addicts, and unemployed). As the traffic accidents have increased in 2003, and because the number of dead, wounded and handicapped people resulting of these accidents has also increased, the organisation decided to run the project "Euromed fights against the insecurity and the delinquency road" which is a gathering of 40 young people from the two banks of the Mediterranean (4 DZ, 4 EG, 4 ES, 4 FR, 4 GR, 4 HU, 4 IT, 4 JO, 4 LB, 4 TN) in search for a new language of prevention from the traffic accidents.

**Grant:** 38096 €

**Venue:** Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)

**Contact Person:**
GUERRIB Nora
4 rue Krim Belkacem, Résidence Tikrsay Bt A N°01
15000 Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/26/21.45.85
Fax: +213/26/21.18.38
E-mail: Lpsje2003@yahoo.fr

**Partners:**
CESIE ONLUS-CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO
Via B. Leto n° 1
90040-Trappeto (IT)
Tel: +39/091/652.93.77
Fax: +39/091/702.32.69
E-mail: vitofata@cecie.it

KIKOTO IFJUSAGI KULTURALIS ES SZOCIALIS EGYESULET
Robert Karoly krt. 22. 5/66
1138-Budapest (HU)
Tel: +363/05/600.517
E-mail: XKIKOTO@FREEMAIL;HU

TANMYA BELA HEDOD “DEVELOPMENT NO BORDERS”
2 El-Margoushi St. off Ibrahim nawaarst.,el tefl, 6th
11391-Nasr Cairo (EG)
Tel: +202/12/386.21.73
Fax: +202/670.17.27
E-mail: Karimmawad3@yahoo.com

ALNAWATEF COOPERATIVE
Alwahdat
66666-Qadesiya, Tafila (JO)
Tel: +962/77/49.98.48
Fax: +962/32/27.04.51
E-mail: Khalid.Khawaldeh@jordan.lafarge.com

ORGANISATION DES HANDICAPÉS PHYSIQUES
Beyrouth Ouest n° 5
-Beyrouth (LB)
Tel: +961/32/53/475
Fax: +961/32/53/475
E-mail: dinafab@yahoo.com

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE
Boulevard de l’Environnement
7034-Metline (TN)
Tel: +216/98/92.85.97
Fax: +216/72/53.41.22
E-mail: chaabouni_med@yahoo.fr
CULTURAL ASSOCIATION OF KIPSELI ARTAS "O AGIOS KOSMAS"
Faidriadon 129
Athina (GR)
Tel: +30/69/773.201.39
E-mail: evikoutsospirou@yahoo.com

ASOCIACION WAFAE
C/ Jordi Girona 1-3
08034-Barcelon (ES)
Tel: +34/934/01.70.96
Fax: +34/934/01.70.96
E-mail: otman@wafae.org

SAVOIE JEUNESSE SANS FRONTIERES
106 Rue du Maroc
73100-Aix Les Bains (FR)
Tel: +33/4/79.88.33.05
Fax: +33/4/79.88.33.05
E-mail: SAVOIEJEUNESSESF@wanadoo

Project Reference: 117911-12-DZ-13-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION PROTECTION DE L' ENVIRONNEMENT ET DU DEVELOPPEMENT DURABLE

Project Title: "Pour une jeunesse sans pollution". "For youth without pollution".

The non-governmental Algerian organization Association Protection de l'Environnement et du Développement Durable was created in 2002 takes care of ecological and environmental issues, it works on the reforestation of green spaces with the implication of youngsters of the region. It is composed by young people, agronomy and ecology engineers, doctors, professional entertainers of youngsters, professors in the university of Earth biology who will show the reality of pollution in Algeria, in general, and the region of Kabylie in particular. The project "For youth without pollution" will be presented in the form of activities of volunteers and partners; it aims to make the populations of the two departments Tizi-Ouzou and Bejaia sensitive to the issue of pollution. The young participants will be involved in the control of pollution by the genetic engineering in the agriculture field as well as pollution due to domestic waste. The participants are: 6 DZ, 6 FR, 6 IT, 6 ES, 6 TN, 6 EG as well as one youth leader for each group.

Grant: 28300 €
Venue: Tizi-Ouzou & Bejaia (DZ)

Contact Person:
HADID Kamel
Galerie ABA 05, rue DOUAR Mohamed
15000 Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +21/3/71.90.72.14
Fax: +21/3/26.21.41.26
E-mail: Environnement durable2001@yahoo.fr

Partners:
COMMUNE DI CONCORDIA - PUNTO INFORMATIVO PER I GIOVANI (EURODESK)
Piazza della Repubblica 16
41033-Concordia Sulla Secchia (IT)
Tel: +39/05/35.41.29.33
Fax: +39/05/35.41.29.12
E-mail: eurodesk@commune.concordia.mo.it

TANMYA BELA HEDOD "DEVELOPMENT NO BORDERS"
2 El-Margoushi St. off Ibrahim nawarst,.el tefl, 6th
11391-Nasr Cairo (EG)
Tel: +202/12/386.21.73
Fax: +202/670.17.27
E-mail: Karimmwad3@yahoo.com

ORGANISATION CULTURELLE TUNISO-ALLEMANDE, CLUB DE JUMELAGE MENZEL BOURGUIBA-STUTTGART
Avenue Hedi Chaker, Salle des Fetes municipales 1er etage
7050-Menzel Bourguiba (TN)
Tel: +216/9/7610.900
Fax: +216/72/460.181
E-mail: info@octa.org.tn

CMU (FEDERACION DE ASOCIACIONES JUVENILES DE OVIEDO)
Plaza del Lago Enol s/n
33010-Oviedo (ES)
Tel: +34/98/511.69.65
Fax: +34/98/528.05.14
E-mail: eurovoluntariado@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE INTERNATIONALE DE VOLONTAIRE
Espace Argentine - 11,rue du Morvan
6000-Beauvais (FR)
Tel: +33/344.05.03.19
Fax: +33/344.05.62.46
E-mail: acivbvs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117913-12-DZ-14-2004-R1
Beneficiary: CLUB VERT

Project Title: Ensemble pour une eau de qualité et un corps sain

The Association Green Club of Tizi Ouzou is active in the field of the environment through awareness-raising activities. It organises voluntary projects and information days. The exchange of young people will bring together 38 participants from FR (8), SE(10), EG (10), DZ (10) and 8 activity leaders (2 FR, 2 SE, 2 EG, 2 DZ). This exchange will take place in Tizi Ouzou and will address the problems of the environment, with the title 'Together for quality water and a healthy body', that will be the link between the different participants.

Grant: 24558 €
Venue: Tizi Ouzou (DZ)

Contact Person:
LAKER Latifa
Rue Harchaoui Salah
15000 Tizi Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/73/11.23.00
Fax: +213/26/22.33.73
E-mail: Clubvert2000@yahoo.fr

Partners:
YOUTH SERVICE CENTER IN EKSJO
Kaserngatan 16
SE 575 80-Eksjo (SE)
Tel: +46/381/361.57
Fax: +46/381/361.59
E-mail: mickan.thor@eksjo.se

EGYPTIAN YOUTH FOR DEVELOPMENT AND ENVIRONMENT
104 Iben Sandar
11712-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/12/717.54.25
E-mail: eyde20@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE INTERNATIONALE DE VOLONTAIRE
Espace Argentine - 11,rue du Morvan
6000-Beauvais (FR)
Tel: +33/3/44.05.03.19
Fax: +33/3/44.05.62.46
E-mail: acivbvs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 118022-12-DZ-15-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION POUR LA PROTECTION DU PATRIMOINE ET PRÉSERVATION DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT

Project Title: Les Routes des Oasis

The project "les Routes des oasis" is presented by the "Association pour la préservation du Patrimoine et Protection de l'Environnement". The promoter organises workcamps, information on heritage protection, and promotes cultural and ecological tourism, among other activities. It will organise a youth exchange, with 37 participants from DZ(7), MA(6), SY(6), IT(6), ES(6) and FR(6), in Ghardaia (DZ). The project aims to raise awareness on the natural heritage protection and to bring young people together for an intercultural exchange. 4 workshops will be organised to this end in order to allow for the active participation of the participants, as follows: 'heritage' workshop, 'report' workshop (video), 'leisure' workshop (organisation of the free time activities) and 'intendancy' workshop (daily tasks).

Grant: 20802 €
Venue: Ghardaia (DZ)

Contact Person:
BOUAMER Abdelmadjid
B.P. : 3091 cl
47000 Ghardaia (DZ)
Tel: +213/29/88.78.61
Fax: +213/29/88.27.03
E-mail: boamerdz@yahoo.fr

Partners:
COOPERATIVA SOCIALE KARA BOBOWSKI
Via Fanelli, 2
47015-Modigliana (IT)
Tel: +39/0546/94.02.59
Fax: +39/0546/94.86.68
E-mail: europa@karabobowski.org

ACT (AMITIE, COOPERATION, TOLERANCE)
13, Sidi, Hmama, Fès Jdid
30000-Fes (MA)
Tel: +212/61/58.08.59
E-mail: actmaroc@yahoo.fr, m.amouri@wafabank.co.ma

DEMOCRATIC YOUTH UNION OF SYRIA
Damascus (SY)
Tel: +963/31/46.10.06
Fax: +963/94/41.89.83
E-mail: baseljbaily@hotmail.com

BARCELONA VOLUNTARIA
C/ Pelai 44, 2°
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/412.53.44
Fax: +34/93/412.07.61
E-mail: xarxamdsamedbacvol@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE INTERNATIONALE DE VOLONTAIRE
Espace Argentine - 11,rue du Morvan
6000-Beauvais (FR)
Tel: +33/3/44.05.03.19
Fax: +33/3/44.05.62.46
E-mail: acivbvs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 120003-12-DZ-16-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES PETITS DEBROUILLARDS "ETOILE POLAIRE"

Project Title: "Vers une Culture et une Paix Sans Frontière"

Toward a culture and peace without borders is the title of the exchange presented by a local Algerian organisation which organises various spare time activities for young people and children. It aims to encourage curiosity and creativity among young people. 48 young people 12DZ, 12FR, 12IT, 12MA will come together and discuss topics related to peace in the world and in the Mediterranean region in particular. The exchange will promote peace, understanding, respect among young people in the region. Through the exchange of ideas and opinions and through different cultural and shared activities included in the programme the participants will learn about each other's culture, about differences and similarities that unifies the different countries in the Mediterranean basin. Cultural visits and meetings with the local people will be an opportunity for the young people to get in touch with Algerian reality.

Grant: 33904 €
Venue: Tizi Ouzou et Bedjaia

Contact Person:
KOUBA Said
Centre Culturel de Draa-Ben-Khedda
15100 Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/62.29.15.16
Fax: +213/26/27.46.21
E-mail: petitsdbrouillardsdbk@yahoo.fr

Partners:
NGO CISS - COOPERAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE SUD SUD
Piazza Bellini 75
80135-Napoli (IT)
Tel: +39/033/363.27.907
E-mail: mpipolo@libero.it

ACT (AMITIE, COOPERATION, TOLERANCE)
13, Sidi, Hmama, Fès Jdid
30000-Fes (MA)
Tel: +212/61/58.08.59
E-mail: actmaroc@yahoo.fr, m.amouri@wafabank.co.ma

RÉSISTER-INSISTER-PERSISTER
16, rue du Père Aubri
94120-Fontenay-Sous-Bois (FR)
Tel: +33/6/11.50.29.95
E-mail: Htama2003@yahoo.fr

Project Reference: 120045-12-DZ-21-2004-R3
Beneficiary: PIONEER FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Project Title: Motiver le rôle de la femme dans la société et dans le processus de développement

The project "Motiver le Role de la Femme dans la Societe et dans le Processus de Developpement" is presented by the Pioneer for Training and Development Association, a non-governmental organisation from Cairo, Egypt. The youth exchange will take place in Alexandria with 40 participants from two Programme and two Mediterranean countries (EG, LB, ES, FR). Each country will send a delegation of 8 young people and 1 team leader. Using a combination of round table discussions, group work and visits, the exchange will discuss the role of women in society and in development, helping participants to acquire knowledge, aptitudes and competences.

Grant: 19857 €
Venue: Alexandrie (EG)

Contact Person:
SOBEIH Abdallah
No 150 Gamal Ad EL-Nasser Road / Sedi-Bashr, Bahari
21411 Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/345.37.87
Fax: +20/2/345.37.87
E-mail: riri_hirondelle@hotmail.com

Partners:
YOUTH ASSOCIATION FOR THE BLIND
Tadmor Street
113-5487-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/82.66.80
Fax: +961/1/36.42.59
E-mail: yab@cyberia.net.lb

RAI - (RECURSOS D'ANIMACIÓ INTERCULTURAL)
C / Carders, 12 ppal
08003-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/932/68.13.21
Fax: +34/933/10.13.58
E-mail: rai@pangea.org

ALTEA FRANCE
18 Place d'Aine BP 157
87004-Limoges (FR)
Tel: +33/5/55.33.73.12
Fax: +33/5/55.34.67.90
E-mail: ALTEA-France@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117215-12-EG-13-2004-R0
Beneficiary: **EGYPTIAN ASSOCIATION FOR SOCIAL REHABILITATION**

Project Title: Let me know you

The project will be held in Cairo, wants to give the participants the possibility to meet with young people from different countries, in order to present their cultural specialities, share ideas and discuss together, in order to fight against prejudices and stereotypes.

Grant: 31619 €
Venue: Cairo (EG)

Contact Person: AYOOB Yehia
Megawra 15 Sades Mayo 15 of May City
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/552.11.37
Fax: +20/2/552.11.37
E-mail: Asr15may@hotmail.com

Partners:
**CESIE ONLUS-CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO**
Via B. Leto n.1
90040-Trapetto-Pa (IT)
Tel: +39/0338/592.81.56
Fax: +39/091/611.82.97
E-mail: vitofata@inwind.it

**LINK- ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE**
Via Silvio Pellico 10
70022-Altamura (IT)
Tel: +39.080.314.80.80
Fax: +39.080.314.80.80
E-mail: luceanz@tin.it

**COUNTY COUNCIL OF JONKOPING**
Husargatan 4
SE 551 11-Jonkoping (SE)
Tel: +46/36/32.40.00,+46/38/36.11.66
E-mail: mickan@juventum.nu;mickan_thor@hotmail.com

**LUDUS DANCE COMPANY**
Assembly rooms, King Street
LA1 5EA-Lancaster (UK)
Tel: +44/15.24.35.93.6
Fax: +44/77.48.98.32.76

**ASA**
Rasimpasa Mahallesı, Recaizade Sikak, No 77/2
81300-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/505/291.04.28
E-mail: volkan_uslu_cem@hotmail.com

**NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH**
103 Saad Zaghloul St. Abdoun
11110-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/771.542
Fax: +962/53/245.544
E-mail: luckydodi@hotmail.com; info@jordanyouth.org

**PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO**
Jabal El Arab Street - Wata Elmousaitbeh
P.O. box 14-5287-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.084
Fax: +961/1/301.12.31
E-mail: nasrzaid@hotmail.com
BOSPORUS KOINOTITA
Dim. Gounari 46
54621-Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +306/94.54.88.697

AYUNTAMIENTO DE RIBADAVIA
Plaza Mayor 1
32400-Ribadavia (Ourense) (ES)
Tel: +34/988/47.71.22
Fax: +34/988/47.71.01
E-mail: adl.ribadavia@terra.es

ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE DES PETITS DEBROUILLARDS
La halle aux Cuirs
75 930-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/66.15.60.426

Project Reference: 117216-12-EG-01-2004-R0
**Beneficiary:** EGYPTIAN ASSOCIATION OR SOCIAL REHABILITATION

**Project Title:** Sport For All

With the title "Sport for All", the project is presented by the Association of Social Rehabilitation, a non-governmental organisation from Cairo which provides support to children with special needs. The organisation is a member of a union of organisations that target people who have less opportunities in Egypt. The youth exchange will take place in Cairo with 54 participants and youth leaders from 3 Programme Countries (IT, ES, UK) and three Mediterranean Partner Countries (EG, JO, TR). Each country will send a delegation of 8 young people and one team leader. Half of the participants will be young people with special needs. Using a combination of sport activities, lectures, workshops and presentations, the exchange will aim to promote understanding between able-bodied young people and those with special needs and build cooperation between the two.

**Grant:** 40618 €

**Venue:** Cairo

**Contact Person:**
AYOOB Yehia
Megawra 15 Sades Mayo 15 of May City
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/552.11.37
Fax: +20/2/552.11.37
E-mail: Asr15may@hotmail.com

**Partners:**
LEGAMBIENTE CIRCOLO VALLE JATO "CHICO MENDES" ONLUS
Via Pave 3
90047-Partinico (IT)
Tel: +39/340.274.56.04
E-mail: realdream08@libero.it

LUDUS DANCE COMPANY
Assembly rooms, King Street
LA1 5EA-Lancaster (UK)
Tel: +44/15.24.35.93.6
Fax: +44/77.48.98.32.76

ASA
Rasimpasa Mahallesi, Reçaizade Sikak, No 77/2
81300-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/505/291.04.28
E-mail: volkan_uslu_cem@hotmail.com

NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH
103 Saad Zaghoul St. Abdoun
11110-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/777.542
Fax: +962/53/245.544
E-mail: luckydodi@hotmail.com; info@jordanyouth.org

AYUNTAMIENTO DE CUENCA
Plaza mayor.s/n
E 16001-Cuenca (ES)
Tel: +34/969.235.607
Fax: +34/969.235.100
E-mail: dhernaiz@ayutocuenca.org

**Project Reference:** 117230-12-EG-12-2004-R0
Beneficiary: OROUBA YOUTH CENTRE

Project Title: Reaching out Across Borders

Orouba Youth Centre, established in 1976, is a youth club aiming to offer support and structures to its young members in sport, social and cultural activities. In 2001 some young members of this organisation decided to create a thematic group, called "Euro-Med group", that wants to promote the idea of volunteering and the participation in youth exchanges. This project, entitled "Reaching out Across Borders", to be held in Dahab (EG), aims to explore and discuss different borders/barriers, linked to political regulations, languages, cultures, and, on the other side, linked to personal attitudes (apathy, demotivation, fear). The 26 participants, (3 respectively from JO, LB, IT, DE, CY, SE, UK and 5 from EG) will have the opportunity to meet together and to spend some time discussing these issues.

Grant: 29152 €
Venue: Dahab (EG)

Contact Person:
EL GENDY Ahmed
70 Beirut St, Heliopolis-Cairo-Egypt
11341 Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/291.14.11
Fax: +20/2/290.88.25
E-mail: Orouba-youth-center@yahoo.com

Partners:
VEDOGIOVANE SC ARL
Via dei Frassini 16
28021-Borgomanero (IT)
Tel: +39/340.37.27.120
Fax: +39/032.228.15.04
E-mail: rosy.sinicropi@libero.it

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING - CYPRUS
PO BOX 56 222
3317-Limassol (CY)
Tel: +357/99.35.02.90
E-mail: decpinaki@yahoo.com

COUNTY COUNCIL OF JONKOPING
Husargatan 4
SE 551 11-Jonkoping (SE)
Tel: +46/381.124.65
Fax: +46/381.124.66
E-mail: liene@juventum@nu

LET'S GET SERIOUS LTD
1 Lund Street, Old Trafford
M16 9 EJ-Manchester (UK)
Tel: +161/868.34.80
Fax: +161/868.34.81
E-mail: richards@letsgetserious.com

NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH
103 Saad Zaghoul St. Abdoun
11110-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/777/771.542
Fax: +962/53/245.544
E-mail: luckydodi@hotmail.com; info@jordanyouth.org

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO
Jabal El Arab Str. Wata Elmousaltbeh
PO box 14-5287-Watta Elmousaitbeh (LB)
Tel: +961/3/83.00.84
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com
Beneficiary: SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (ALTANMIA ALMOSTADAMA)

Project Title: Identity through celebration

The organisation, a national NGO is active in the field of community development through youth skills and promoting youth employment. They organise international events, local volunteering programs, youth campaigns and other activities to achieve their goals. The exchange "Identity through Celebration" brings together 7 participants each from EG, FI, LB, OT, SE and TN, a total of 35 participants. The exchange takes place in Alexandria (city) and Siwa (oasis) in order to provide a framework for the discussions centred on heritage, cultures, traditions and celebrations, and how this affect our identities. The program includes outdoor activities, plenary sessions, work groups, discussions etc, aiming at a greater understanding of our different cultures and identities. Special focus will also be on differences between city-country side as the exchange takes place on two venues in Egypt.

Grant: 32064 €
Venue: Alexandria, Siwa (EG)

Contact Person:
KAMEL Haythem
150 Gamal Abd Elnasser Street-Sidi Bishr
21411 Alexandria (EG)
Tel: +20/12/35.92.95
Fax: +20/3/590.81.18
E-mail: sda@alexandria.cc

Partners:
YOUTH CENTRE VILLA ELBA
C/o Villa Elba, Sannanrannantie 60
67100-Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +358/6/831.34.00
Fax: +358/6/831.34.48
E-mail: catarina.silvander@kokkola.fi

A-NET YOUTHFORUM
Skolgatan 8
91534-Anäset (SE)
Tel: +46/70/346.92.09
E-mail: antel@youthforum.nu, tori@robertsfors.se

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANIZATION
Jabal El Arab Street Wata Elmousietbeth P.O box 14 - 5287
11-2893 PSP bldg-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.084
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasriziad@hotmail.com

BUREAU RÉGIONAL DES ANCIENS ET AMATEURS DES COLONIES DE VACANCES SOUSSE
rue de Sbeitla, n°5
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: +216/98/98.09.43
Fax: +216/73/23.67.87
E-mail: MKAMOUN2003@yahoo.fr

Project Reference: 117980-12-EG-17-2004-R1
Beneficiary: PTDA ALEX

Project Title: Youth Hands For a Green Touch

Pioneers for Training & Developments Association is an NGO active in providing training, resources and solutions mainly for youth and youth workplaces. They also provide a place where similar organisations can share ideas and practices in the training field, voluntary service concepts etc. The project "Youth hands for a green touch" brings to Alexandria (EG) 30 participants from 6 countries. All countries send 5 participants each, from AT, CY, DZ, EG, ES and IT, a total of 30 participants. The project includes workshops on themes related to environment, as well as visits, discussions, games and intercultural evenings, all in mixed groups to facilitate interaction within the group. There will also be sessions discussing human behaviour and urban developments related to the topic.

Grant: 25020 €
Venue: Alexandrie (EG)

Contact Person:
HASSAN SHEHATA Baher
88 Yousef Ghaly St - Sidi Bishr Apartement No.3
21611 Alexandria (EG)
Tel: +2/03/540.12.52
Fax: +2/02/345.37.87
E-mail: postmaster@pioneers.4mg.com

Partners:
LEGAMBIENTE CIRCOLO VALLE JATO "CHICO MENDES" ONLUS
Via Pave 3
90047-Partinico (IT)
Tel: +39/340.274.56.04
E-mail: realdream08@libero.it

YOUNG ECOLOGISTS (NE.OI.)
Athalassa Avenue 169, Office 301, Nicosia
Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357/22/518/787
Fax: +357/22/512/710
E-mail: youth@cyprusgreen.org

GREEN PEACE VIENNA
Wien (AT)

ASSOCIATION SAUVEGARDE JEUNESSE M'DOUKAL
1 rue lakhdar bsis
05430-Mdoukal (DZ)
Tel: +213/62/12.19.58
Fax: +213/33/89.74.95
E-mail: asjbdz@yahoo.fr

COL. LECTIU MIL MANS
Modest Codina Street (Moli d'en Polit without number)
07500-Manacor (ES)
Tel: +34/66/967.89.27
E-mail: juanfons82@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 118005-12-EG-16-2004-R1
**Beneficiary:** EGYPTIAN FUTURE YOUTH FOUNDATION

**Project Title:** Rules of the Games

The project "Rules of the Game" is presented by the Egyptian Future Youth Foundation, a non-governmental organisation, which aims to raise the sense of citizenship and belonging in society through voluntary work in different sectors. The youth exchange will take place in El-Minia (EG) with 35 participants and 7 youth leaders from seven countries (EG, CY, LB, IT, JO, UK, GR). Using workshops on a variety of themes, national presentations and intercultural nights, the project aims to promote better comprehension of how different cultures look at issues that are common to all countries. The project aims at better understand what makes a 'happy life' in different cultures, is life merely a game, which is important to know the rules, or are there other ways to perceive life. The exchange also aims at understanding the global citizenship, the value of freedom etc. The project will produce a "white paper", as well as pamphlets for the different organisations involved in the youth exchange.

**Grant:** 34236 €

**Venue:** El Minia (EG)

**Contact Person:**
ABOU EL-LAYL Mohamed  
11 Saroffeen street  
61111 El Minia (EG)  
Tel: +20/10/663.43.34  
Fax: +20/86/34.39.53  
E-mail: egyptianfyf@yahoo.co.uk

**Partners:**
CESIE ONLUS-CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO  
Via B.Leto N. 1  
90040-Trappeto (IT)  
Tel: +39/091/58.79.51  
Fax: +39/091/611.82.97  
E-mail: des_ree782@hotmail.com

FOLLOW THE WOMEN - WOMEN FOR PEACE  
70 Tous Hane Street, Mavros Court A, Flat 55  
6072-Larnaca (CY)  
Tel: +357/99/876.999  
Fax: +357/24/66.53.68  
E-mail: yiotakam@cytanet.com.cy

TOOTING XCHANGE  
London (UK)  
Tel: +44/77/40.35.53.73  
E-mail: ec31jp@surrey.ac.uk

NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH  
103 Saad Zaghloul St. Abdoun  
11110-Amman (JO)  
Tel: +962/777/771.542  
Fax: +962/53/245.544  
E-mail: luckydodi@hotmail.com; info@jordanyouth.org

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO  
Jabal El Arab Str. Wata Elmouseitbeh  
PO box 14-5287-Watta Elmouseitbeh (LB)  
Tel: +961/3/83.00.84  
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31  
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com

CULTURAL ORGANIZATION "PRAXIS"  
Selefkou 8  
62123-Serres (GR)  
Tel: +30/694/426.36.36  
Fax: +30/232/105.88.02  
E-mail: alevra@otenet.gr
THE DEVELOPMENT AGENCY OF KARDITSA (AN.KA.) S.A.
Allamani & Blatsouka str.
43100-Karditsa (GR)
Tel: +30/24/41.04.23.63
Fax: +30/24/41.07.16.36

Project Reference: 118012-12-EG-15-2004-R1
Beneficiary: HORIZON INTERNATIONAL AGENCY (CAIRO SECTOR)

Project Title: Egyptian cultural heritage and its impact on modern Europe

The youth exchange entitled Egyptian cultural heritage and its impact on modern Europe* is presented by Horizon International Agency which is a non-governmental organisation which aims to improve scientific and cultural services and to build young people's leadership capabilities. The project gathers 48 participants (6DZ, 6BE, 6EG, 6FI, 6HU, 6IE, 6LB, 6SY) and 8 group leaders (1 from each country) in Egypt. The project aims to discuss the cultural heritage of Egyptian culture and its impact on European cultures. The participants will visit several cultural sites in Egypt and discuss themes like concept of cultural heritage, effect of religion on cultures, effect of culture in daily living, Egypt and ancient world, language and culture, etc. The project will promote intercultural learning and improve participants' mutual understanding and awareness of cultural issues.

Grant: 44974 €
Venue: El-Menya (EG) - Luxor (EG) - Hurgada (EG) - Alexandria (EG)

Contact Person:
FOULEY Ahmed
Hasseib Basha St., 57
61111 El-Minya (EG)
Tel: +20/12/24.39.232
Fax: +20/86/23.36.732
E-mail: drFouley@hotmail.com

Partners:
FEDERATION OF YOUNG EUROPEAN GREENS
ASp 8G138 rue Wiertz
1047-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +44/1792/511.597
Fax: +32/2/284.82.73
E-mail: markus@fyed.org

ZLD FIATALOK FROM HUNGARY
Csanady u. 25/b
1132-Budapest (HU)
Tel: +36/70/294.18.92
E-mail: maja.zofi@freemail.hu

TAMPEREEN VIHREÄT NUORET JA OPISKELIJAT - VIRNU RY
Kehrosaari B
33200-Tampere (FI)
Tel: +358/50/327.98.70
E-mail: MJNURMIK@ST.JFU.FI

ANET NOOR
07, Lafayette Street
16000-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/67/86.85
Fax: +213/67/86.85
E-mail: ongnoor@yahoo.fr

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE 'LA MAIN D'ESPOIR'
Cité confort Bt M n°63 EL MADANIA
16000-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/71/23.24.65
Fax: +213/21/278.526
E-mail: Ass_maindespoir@yahoo.fr

ASSOCIATION DE VOLONTARIAT "TOUIZA" DE LA WILAYA D'ALGER
rue Debbih Cherif, n°98
16027-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/71.60.05.87
Fax: +213/21.71.94.63
E-mail: touizaalger@yahoo.fr
ASSOCIATION PROTECTION DE L’ENFANCE "EL
42, Mohamed
16009-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/70/45.56.20
Fax: +213/91/95.09.00
E-mail: belbachim412@yahoo.fr

ASSOCIATION SAUVEGARDE JEUNESSE M’DOUKAL
1 rue lakhdar bsis
05430-Mdoukal (DZ)
Tel: +213/62/12.19.58
Fax: +213/33/89.74.95
E-mail: asjbdz@yahoo.fr

CLUB VERT
Rue Harchaoui Salah
15000-Tizi Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/73/11.23.00
Fax: +213/26/22.33.73
E-mail: l_lakerdz@yahoo.fr

ENVIRONMENTAL FORUM OF UNIVERSITIES IN LEBANON
Lebanon Beirut Tayonieh
961-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/83.09.96
Fax: +961/1/83.46.10
E-mail: Hanan_sleiman@yahoo.com

DEMOCRATIC YOUTH UNION OF SYRIA
-Damascus (SY)
Tel: +963/31/46.10.06
Fax: +963/94/41.89.83
E-mail: baseljbaily@hotmail.com

YOUNG IRISH GREENS
Box 24 University College Dublin Student Centre, Belfield
4-Dublin (IE)
Tel: +353/87/234.22.96
E-mail: s.dunne@campus.ie

Project Reference: 120061-12-EG-20-2004-R3
Beneficiary: MOSSAWA CENTER - ADVOCACY CENTER FOR ARAB CITIZENS OF ISRAEL

Project Title: Youth Promoting Minorities in the Euro-Med Partnership

The project, entitled Youth Promoting Minorities in the Euro-Med Partnership, is presented by the Mossawa Advocacy Centre for Arab Citizens of Israel, a non-governmental organisation that promotes human rights and equality for Arab citizens of Israel. The youth exchange will take place inside Israel and the West Bank and will cooperate with a Bedouin community on a local work project. The exchange involves 44 participants from 2 Programme and 2 Mediterranean countries (IL, TO, ES, IT). The project, via intergroup dialogue with local minority rights leaders will allow youth participants to develop as pro-active members of the global community.

Grant: 25789 €

Venue: Haifa - Acre - Nazareth - Beit Sahour (IL)

Contact Person:
FARAH Jafar
P.O. Box 4471
31043 Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/869.95.87
Fax: +972/4/866.80.63
E-mail: mosawa@rannet.com

Partners:
UNIVERSITÀ DEL TERZO SETTORE
Via Filippo Turati, 6
56125-Pisa (IT)
Tel: +39/06/69.92.44.68
Fax: +39/06/69.78.02.80
E-mail: europa@uniterzosettore.it

SHATIL
POB 5045
84150-Beer Sheva (IL)
Tel: +972/58/65.57.37
E-mail: jamala@shatil.nif.org.il

ALTERNATIVE TOURISM GROUP
P.O. Box 173
-Beit Sahour (PS)
Tel: +970/2/277.21.51
Fax: +970/2/277.22.11
E-mail: atg@p-ol.com

RAI - (RECURSOS D'ANIMACIÓ INTERCULTURAL)
C / Carders, 12 ppal
08003-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/932/68.13.21
Fax: +34/933/10.13.58
E-mail: rai@pangea.org

Project Reference: 117160-12-IL-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: MEDICAL CADETS ORGANIZATION

Project Title: What's up with me...?

The project entitled "What's up with me...?" is presented by the Medical Cadets Organisation, a non-governmental organisation from, Petach-Tikva, Israel. The organisation undertakes various activities to enrich the experiences of medical and science cadets in the different fields of medicine. The project will take place in Salzburg, Austria and will involve 38 participants and youth leaders from three Programme and three Mediterranean countries (JO, IL, TO, ES, AT, SE). It will address the widespread health issues affecting young people in their respective countries and seek to share problems and build solutions to these problems through health awareness and intercultural understanding.

Grant: 25613 €
Venue: Salzburg (AT)

Contact Person:
MONOVICE Kobi
Belinson Hospital
49100 Petach-Tikva (IL)
Tel: +972/3/923.00.56
Fax: +972/3/924.44.57
E-mail: Kobimono@inter.net.il

Partners:
AKZENTE SALZBURG
Glockengasse 4c
5020-Salzburg (AT)
Tel: +43/662/84.92.91-36
Fax: +43/662/84.92.91-16
E-mail: v.sommerauer@akzente.net

HALLSTAHAMMARS KOMMUN, IFO
Box 506
734 27-Hallstahammar (SE)
Tel: +46/220/247.08
Fax: +46/220/245.60
E-mail: bengt.eriksson@hallstahammar.se

CULTURAL SOCIETY FOR YOUTH AND CHILDHOOD
p.o.box 850978
11185-Amman (JO)
Tel: +9626/565.14.68
Fax: +9626/565.14.68
E-mail: csyc@go.com.jo

PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION
Al-Zahraa Street
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/67/42.32.82
Fax: +972/22/98.13.13
E-mail: habboushi25@hotmail.com

TRANS YOUTH ASSOCIATION
Alcade J.M. Corona 8 4°H
29004-Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34/617/95.98.55
Fax: +34/951/09.60.66
E-mail: cexgp@eresmas.com

Project Reference: 117251-12-IL-04-2004-R0
Beneficiary: THE ISRAEL YOUTH AWARD

Project Title: In & Out - Environmental and Intercultural Euro-Med adventure in the desert

In and Out - Environmental and intercultural Euro-Med adventure in the desert is a youth exchange submitted by an Israeli organisation which aims to encourage the self-development of young people through adventure activities. In this exchange 30 participants - 6TR, 6DE, 6BE, 12IL - through different activities in the desert will explore themselves as individuals and as a group, and will also explore the desert life. Looking into themselves and out to the desert, the participants will share their opinions in a framework of mutual respect, will create friendships and will learn about each other culture. The programme includes workshops, out-door activities, field research, art workshops, meetings with local people and an intercultural evening.

Grant: 23004 €
Venue: (IL)

Contact Person:
BEN-RAPHAEL Aviva
Gordon 84
64388 Tel-Aviv (IL)
Tel: +972/3/524.62.01
Fax: +972/9/792.68.57
E-mail: avivabr@walla.co.il

Partners:
JEUGD INTERNATIONAL ZEMST
Guido Gezellelaan 1
1980-Zemst (BE)
Tel: +32/48/549.07.16
Fax: +32/16.62.08.95
E-mail: boutsir@planetinternet.be

YOUTH AWARD ASSOCIATION (GENÇLİK ÖDÜLÜ DERNEGI)
Koza Sokak N° 22 Gazisomanpasa
06700-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312/441.70.87
Fax: +90/312/443.48.23
E-mail: melekm@ugo.org.tr

INTERNATIONALES JUGENDDERGANG IN DEUTSCHLAND
Postfach 1250
74706-Osterburken (DE)
Tel: +49/8291/68040
Fax: +49/8291/68041
E-mail: info@JUGENDPROGRAMM.de

Project Reference: 117896-12-IL-06-2004-R1
Beneficiary: LOCAL COUNCIL OF KFAR VRADIM - EURO MED DESK

Project Title: Connected Vessels

The youth exchange will bring 42 young people and 7 youth leaders on an itinerary along the sites which are considered most important or problematic regarding the water resources in Israel (JO, TR, IT, PT, DE, IL). The activities will include site visits, discussions, hiking and observations, workshops and water related activities such as rafting, sailing, swimming. The aims of the project are to sensitize the young people concerning environmental and water related issues and motivate them further in their local communities. Furthermore, the project aims to tackle other socio-economical and political questions that are often related to water resources and bring the young people closer culturally.

Grant: 38993 €
Venue: K. Vradim (IL)

Contact Person:
MOSKOVITCH Ron
P.O. Box 501, centre Kfar Vradim
25147 Kfar Vradim (IL)
Tel: +972/4/997.71.42/3
Fax: +972/4/997.91.31
E-mail: moatza@k-vradim.org.il

Partners:
AFSAI
Colli Portuensi 345-B2
00151-Rome (IT)
Tel: +39/06/537.03.32
Fax: +39/06/582.01.412
E-mail: maset@afsai.it

COLECTIVIDADE SÓCIO CULTURAL BARRENSE
Rua Luis de Camões, n°6
7570-003-Azinheira De Barros (PT)
Tel: +351/96/635.40.32
E-mail: PEDRORUAS@SAPO.PT

BA CLUB YOUTH TEAM
D.E.U.Tinaztepe Kampusu Isletme Fakultesi
35160-Izmir (TR)
Tel: +90/536/636.06.50
Fax: +90/232/453.50.67
E-mail: b0clubyouth@yahoo.com

UNITED GLOBE ASSOCIATION - JORDAN INTERFAITH ACTION CC
Swafeah, Ali Yahya Sarayrah St 32, 3rd F. Ap.5 PO Box 140693
11814-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/34.84.67
Fax: +962/6/592.24.31
E-mail: Anas again@yahoo.com, Waleid666@yahoo.com

VIA E.V.
Raduhner Str., 49
12355-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/66.46.42.47
Fax: +49/30/66.46.42.51
E-mail: olivewagner@via-ev.org

Project Reference: 119922-12-IL-08-2004-R3
**Beneficiary:** THE ISRAELI YOUTH AWARD

**Project Title:** National Identity in the Euro-Med Puzzle

The activities objective is to promote a sense of solidarity between the young people and show them ways of integrating into social life through leisure activities. The themes of non-formal education and life long learning are among the major interests of all the project partners. The programme contains workshops, panel discussions and activities with the involvement of young people from the local community.

**Grant:** 29205 €
**Venue:** Zichron Yaakov (IL)

**Contact Person:**
BEN RAPHAEL Aviva
2 Rokach Bld. PO BOX 6265
61062 Tel-Aviv (IL)
Tel: +972/3/699.00.37
Fax: +972/3/699.05.73
E-mail: prasnoar@zahav.net.il

**Partners:**
JEF - MALTA
38, C Troisi Street
STJ 13-Ta’L-Lbrag (MT)
Tel: +356/99/43.77.97
Fax: +356/99/58.24.25
E-mail: steve@socratxt.com

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT NETWORK
Vejiby Centervej 53
8240-Risskov (DK)
Tel: +45/606/11.383
Fax: +45/606/11.383
E-mail: Falskeren@hotmail.com

BOGAZIÇİ UNIVERSITY INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND POLITICS CLUB
Bogaziçi Üniversitesi Öğrenci Faaliyetleri Kurulu-Öfkk
34342-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/535/328.41.56
Fax: +90/212/257.50.36
E-mail: gediman@boun.edu.tr

**Project Reference:** 119938-12-IL-10-2004-R3
**Beneficiary:** TAMAR REGIONAL COUNCIL

**Project Title:** Peace and Understanding Through Sport

The regional council of Tamar that has presented this project with the title ‘Peace and Understanding through sport’ provides social services and organises community activities for young people and children. They focus on cultural or sports events and after school programmes for youth with learning difficulties. The youth exchange that will be hosted in this community (IL) will involve 42 young people and 7 youth leaders (6MT, 6PL, 6JO, 6TR, 12IL and 6IT). The purpose of the project would be to promote peace, tolerance and intercultural dialogue through sports. Through activities such as workshops, discussions and visits to local schools, organisations and communities the participants should overcome their prejudices and learn about each other's culture. A CD and a final workbook will be produced after the exchange and distributed among the partners so that the achievements of the project can be disseminated.

**Grant:** 31907 €

**Venue:** Kibutz Eincredi (IL)

**Contact Person:**
AKRISH Yaacov
Mobile Post Dead Sea
86910 Dead Sea (IL)
Tel: +972/8/668.88.22
Fax: +972/8/658.41.50
E-mail: peaceproject@ma-tamar.co.il

**Partners:**
CSEAAM
Via XXI Agosto 42
189127-Reggio Calabria (IT)
Tel: +39/0965/89.02.04
Fax: +39/0965/89.02.04
E-mail: Csecaam3@libero.it

EUROMED MOVEMENT (MALTA)
P.O. BOX 580
-Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356/21/24.99.00
Fax: +356/21/24.42.04
E-mail: joe.mifsud@mlp.org.mt

SEMPER AVANTI (STOWARZYSZENIE)
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-244-Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48/60/457.94.21
Fax: +48/71/79.28.679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

ASA
Rasimpasa Mahallesi, Recaizade Sikak, No 77/2
81300-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/505/291.04.28
E-mail: volkan_uslu_cem@hotmail.com

UNITED GLOBE ASSOCIATION - JORDAN INTERFAITH ACTION CC
Swafeh, Ali Yahya Sarayrah St 32, 3rd F. Ap.5 PO Box 140693
11814-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/79/580.20.05
Fax: +962/6/582.42.07
E-mail: aabadi@uri.org

**Project Reference:** 119941-12-IL-11-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ISRAEL FEDERATION OF COMMUNITY CENTERS

Project Title: Our Lives!

The activity 'Our Lives' is presented by the promoter organisation 'Israel Federation of Community Centers', which encompasses many community centres and organisations, whose purpose is to provide social and communal services to the local population. They have applied for a youth exchange that will gather 36 participants coming from 4 organisations based in IL(12), TR(8), DE(8) and UK(8) in Masada (IL). The project will work with groups of young people from differing social and cultural backgrounds. They will explore their understanding of identity, the positive and negative aspects of their community. After training in photography and video, these ideas will be documented visually, the product of which will form the basis of an intercultural exchange in which participants will explore the culture, background, experiences and identities of each other.

Grant: 32584 €
Venue: Masada (IL)

Contact Person:
BENVENISTI Joseph
Jerusalem Mall, Office Tower, PO Box 2378
91023 Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972/2/675.69.36
Fax: +972/2/675.98.19
E-mail: ifcc@matnasim.org.il

Partners:
WAHDA SHAFFI COMMUNITY
Bradford (UK)
Tel: +77/709.301.91

YOUTH EXCHANGE ANKARA
Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/532.405.64.29

INTERNATIONAL KIFRIE YOUTH COMMITTEE
BDP Kaubstrasse 9-10
10713-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/855.75.04
E-mail: eberhard.schwartz@web.de

Project Reference: 119942-12-IL-12-2004-R3
Beneficiary: MUNICIPALITY OF HOLON

Project Title: Learn to live together, breaking stereotypes & stigmas, by exploring the environment (nature & urban life)

The project is presented by the youth department of the Municipality of Holon. The department organises international exchanges and collaborates with the local youth community centres. They support local youth movements, disadvantaged young people and are involved in developing youth leadership among organisations in the region. The youth exchange will take place in Holon (IL) and will involve 50 young people and 5 youth leaders (10DE, 10DK, 10FR, 10IL and 10TR). The title ‘Learn to live together, breaking stereotypes & stigmas, by exploring the environment’ conveys the aims of this project. The activities will bring together young people and encourage them to discuss issues related to racism, xenophobia and anti-Semitism. The practical part of the exchange includes a survival in the desert exercise that will be used to promote tolerance and the value of collaboration between the groups. The programme also contains home stays with local families, group work and presentations by each partner.

Grant: 29940 €
Venue: Holon (IL)

Contact Person:
LAHAR Shmulik
58 Weitzman
58373 Holon (IL)
Tel: +972/3/50.27.348
Fax: +972/3/65.11.851
E-mail: shmulik1@holon.muni.il

Partners:
EBELTOFT UNGDOMSSKOLE & KLUB
Skolevej 7
8400-Ebeltoft (DK)
Tel: +45/8/634.12.74
Fax: +45/8/634.49.64
E-mail: ebeltoftusk@hotmail.com

YOUTH EXCHANGE CLUB
Necatybey Caddesi 26 / 71
06400-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/532/405.64.29
E-mail: c128043@metu.edu.tr

STADTJUGENDRING MÜNDELEN E.V.
Friedr. - Ludwig-Jahn-Str. 2
34346-Hann Münden (DE)
Tel: +49/55/41.65.26
Fax: +49/55/41.65.26
E-mail: meinult.engelhardt@stadtjugendring-muenden.de

MAIRIE DE SURESNES
rue Carnot, 2
92150-Suresnes (FR)
Tel: +33/1/41.18.15.54
Fax: +33/1/46.97.16.91
E-mail: Jltestud@voilà.fr

Project Reference: 119944-12-IL-09-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION FOR ARAB YOUTH-BALADNA

Project Title: Mediterranean Cultures: Sharing What Is Common - Respecting What Is Different

'Mediterranean cultures: sharing what is common, respecting what is different' is a youth exchange that will take place in the Haifa region in Israel with the participation of 55 young people from three programme and two Mediterranean countries (15IL, 10TO, 10ES, 10PT, 10IT). The promoter Baladna - Association for Arab youth uses informal education in order to empower young people to engage in community activities. Together with other youth organisations they aim to promote tolerance. The exchange will expose the participants to different cultural sub-groups thus helping them to explore cultural differences and similarities. Through discussions on the different forms of cultures such as literature, religion, architecture, music the participants will learn to appreciate the beauty of cultural interaction as this is presented vastly in the host community.

Grant: 33268 €
Venue: Haifa (IL)

Contact Person:
NASHEF Nadem
12, hertzilia street PO Box 99604
31996 Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/48/52.30.35
Fax: +972/48/52.34.27
E-mail: info@baladnayouth.org.

Partners:
NGO CISS - COOPERAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE SUD SUD
Piazza Bellini 75
80135-Napoli (IT)
Tel: +39/033/363.27.907
E-mail: mpipolo@libero.it

ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DO ALGARVE
Rua Bombeiros Portugueses, nº 4 - 1º Esq/POB 953
8001-911-Faro (PT)
Tel: +351/918/42.21.08
E-mail: tisha_me@hotmail.com, tisha@jackingprod.com

LIKA
33, Jerusalem St.
33131-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/52/78.38.00
E-mail: Amitp75@012.net.il

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT DEPARTEMENT
Abu Obeldah St., 10
54374-Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/234.33.52
Fax: +972/2/234.33.54
E-mail: maalaw@yahoo.com

XARXA D'ENLLAC AMB PALESTINA
Pstge. Del Credit, 7 Principal
08002-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/301.01.71
Fax: +34/93/342.48.90
E-mail: info@xarxapalestina.org

Project Reference: 120000-12-IL-14-2004-R3
**Beneficiary:** JORDAN RED CRESCENT

**Project Title:** Environmental Awareness Building

The project "Environmental Awareness Building" is presented by the Jordanian NGO "Jordan Red Crescent", which is a member of the international Red Cross Red Crescent Movement. Among the areas of concern of the JRC are health, disaster preparedness, International Humanitarian Law and social and economic development. The present youth exchange gathers 26 young people (4BE, 6JO, 4SE, 4TN, 4TO4UK) in Sweileh, a disadvantaged community of Amman (JO). The theme is environmental issues affecting Jordanian society in particular and communities world wide in general. The main aims of the project are to promote awareness of environmental issues and activate youth to take initiatives in this field, as well as to enhance intercultural learning among youth. Various activities will be used to achieve these goals, focusing particularly on the balance between theoretical knowledge and practical tools.

**Grant:** 30092 €

**Venue:** Amman (JO)

**Contact Person:**
AL HADID Mohammed
Alashrafieh
11151 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/477.31.41
Fax: +962/6/475.08.15
E-mail: JRC@cyberia.jo

**Partners:**
VIVA - ASSOCIATION DE TOLÉRANCE INTERCULTURELLE ET ANTI-RACISME
Frank Craebeckxlaan 22
2100-Deurme (BE)
Tel: +32/496/61.89.40
E-mail: Ibenhajen@hotmail.com

A-NET YOUTHFORUM
Skolgatan 8
91534-Anäset (SE)
Tel: +46/70/346.92.09
E-mail: antet@youthforum.nu, tori@robertsfors.se

SOUTH WEST YOUTH MINISTRIES
140 Pinhoe Road
EX4 7HJ-Exeter (UK)
Tel: +44/7970/42.09.20
E-mail: colin@swym.org.uk

ASSOCIATION D’AMITIÉ DES VILLES JUMELÉES D’HAMMAMET
Mairie D’Hammamet
8050-Hammamet (TN)
Tel: +216/98/20.99.36
Fax: +216/72/27.91.51
E-mail: Guembi_medali@yahoo.fr

COMMUNITY SERVICE CENTER
Sofyan st. Yaesh Building
Nablus (PS)
Tel: +972/9/237.24.02
Fax: +972/9/237.24.02
E-mail: bilal_hs@yahoo.com

**Project Reference:** 117141-12-JO-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: MOUNT NEBO

Project Title: Breaking Walls

The project "Breaking Walls", is presented by the Jordanian NGO "Mount Nebo Association", which is working to develop young people's skills within various fields and to promote voluntary work in the local community. The organisation has also been involved in Euro-Med activities since 2000. The present project gathers 43 participants (7TO,7IL,7SE,7IT,7FR,8JO) in Irbid (JO) and the main aims are to prevent racism through conflict resolution and by co-operating and building bridges between different cultures.

Grant: 43295 €
Venue: Irbid (JO)

Contact Person:
AL HIARI Hadeel
University Street
11180 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/28.27.23
Fax: +962/65337295

Partners:
CESIE ONLUS-CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO
Via B.Leton n.1
90040-Trappeto (IT)
Tel: +39/338/169.57.21
Fax: +39/091/702.32.69
E-mail: alessandroiglio_A@libero.it

HALLSTAHAMMARS KOMMUN, IFO
Box 506
734 27-Hallstahammar (SE)
Tel: +46/220/247.08
Fax: +46/220/245.60
E-mail: boe44@compaqnet.se

PEKIIN COMMUNITY CENTER
24914-Pekiin (IL)
Tel: +972/4/957.18.47
Fax: +972/4/957.18.69
E-mail: nmar1@hotmail.com . pekin@matnasim.org.il

PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION
Al-Zahraa Street
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/2/298.13.13
Fax: +972/2/298.13.13
E-mail: Pyu2002@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION DÉPARTEMENTALE DES FRANÇAIS DU GARD
10, rue Henri Dunant
30000-Nimes (FR)
Tel: +33/4/66.02.45.66
Fax: +33/4/66.23.57.32
E-mail: francais.30@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117143-12-JO-01-2004-R0
Beneficiary: TATAWOR FOR THE PREPARATION AND TRAINING OF YOUTH

Project Title: ECOMED

The project "ECOMED" is presented by the Jordanian NGO "Tatawor-for the preparation and training of youth", working to promote young people's appreciation of the culture and traditions in Jordan and to provide opportunities for youth to take part in formal and informal education. The present project gathers 40 participants (10JO,10LB,10IT,10FR) in Amman (JO) and the objectives consist of promoting understanding between youth of different origins and cultural backgrounds, studying environmental issues specific to Jordan and to encourage the use of IT as a tool of communication. Various activities such as workshops, cultural presentations and visits will be organised to achieve these goals.

Grant: 29932 €
Venue: Amman (JO)

Contact Person:
ABUADAS Hamdi
P.o Box 831390
11183 Zahran Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/582.09.95
Fax: +962/6/582.09.95
E-mail: info@tatawor.org

Partners:
CENTRO STUDI DI EDUCAZIONE AMBIENTALE PER L'AREA MEDITERRANEA
Via XXI Agosto 42
89127-Reggio Calabria (IT)
Tel: +39/0965/89.02.04
Fax: +39/0965/89.02.04
E-mail: Cseaam3@libero.it

JOUZOUR
Saida road
Shweifat (LB)
Tel: +961/3/97.78.19
E-mail: amarshowki@hotmail.com

MÉDITERRANÉE TERRITOIRES ET DÉVELOPPEMENT
Maison des associations, Bd des Lices
13200-Arles (FR)
Tel: +33/6/15.95.70.49
E-mail: Mtdev@netcourrier.com

Project Reference: 117145-12-JO-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: UNITED GLOBE ASSOCIATION - JORDAN INTERFAITH ACTION CC

Project Title: Ensemble Unis Rire Ouverture Monde Energie Démocratie=EUROMED

The Jordanian NGO United Globe Association-Jordan Interfaith C.C which aims to promote interfaith co-operation & peace and to end religiously motivated violence. Among the activities of the organisation are to inform youth about interfaith dialogue and to organise an annual interfaith conference for the Middle East. The youth exchange "Ensemble Unis Rire Ouverture Monde Energie Democratie", EUROMED, aims to establish better links between Euro-Med which would lead to greater understanding of different cultures and respect for individual work through sharing experiences, art methods, and knowledge between participants. The program includes theatre activities, dances, music, photography, intercultural evenings, visits etc. The 48 participants will gather in Amman (JO) for the exchange (14 DK, 10 FR, 12 JO, 12 TO). The participants will plan and implement activities themselves, and also at the same time be encouraged to develop new projects for the future.

Grant: 39472 €
Venue: Amman (JO)

Contact Person:
ALABBADI Anas
Zahran st. P.Box 140693
11814 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/592.24.30
Fax: +962/6/592.24.31
E-mail: projects@jordanyouth.org

Partners:
RODOVRE UNGDOMSSKOLE
Rodovrejvej 330
DK-2610-Rodovre (DK)
Tel: +45/36.70.52.20
Fax: +45/36.70.24.03
E-mail: per.dalsgaard@rk.dk

PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION
Al-Zahraa Street
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/67/42.32.82
Fax: +972/22/98.13.13
E-mail: habboush125@hotmail.com

CENTRE SOCIAL ET CULTUREL LITTRE-VINCI
1 Rue Emile Littré
86100-Châtellerault (FR)
Tel: +33/5/49.21.23.79
Fax: +33/5/49.21.31.76
E-mail: csozonz.86@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117892-12-JO-05-2004-R1
Beneficiary: JERASH YOUTH CENTER

Project Title: Faith & Religion

‘Faith and religion’ is a youth exchange on the theme of inter-religious dialogue presented by the local youth centre of the city of Jerash. The promoter is mainly involved in co-ordinating sport, cultural and environmental activities that engage the young people of the local community. The present exchange will be organised with the collaboration and participation of youth groups from three programme and three Mediterranean countries (6ES, 6IT, 6SE, 6EG, 6SY, 8JO). The exchange aims to promote interaction between different religions and more specifically between Christianity and Islam. It aims at deepening the participants’ knowledge of other religions and thus contributing to the development of tolerance between members of diverse groups. Through the activities which will include, workshops and visits to relevant religious sites, followed by group discussions, the participants will be motivated to act as multipliers of the message of the exchange once back to their local community.

Grant: 28794 €
Venue: Jerash (JO)

Contact Person:
JAGBEAR Mohamad
Municipality Str. PO BOX 1794
Jerash (JO)
Tel: +962/2/635.07.73
Fax: +962/2/635.07.73
E-mail: jerashcenter@hotmail.com

Partners:
AFSAI
Colli Portuensi 345-B2
00151-Rome (IT)
Tel: +39/06/537.03.32
Fax: +39/06/582.01.442
E-mail: maset@afsai.it

TURKISH YOUTH FEDERATION IN SWEDEN
Wargentinsgatan 5c, 112 29
Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +46/8/652.23.05
Fax: +20/25/29.29.10
E-mail: ayda@tuf.nu

MAADI CLUB
Al Nadi Street
Maadi (EG)
Tel: +20/10/100.74.74
Fax: +20/25/29.29.10
E-mail: tamer.abuzahra@vodafon.com

RYU - REVOLUTION YOUTH UNION
P.O. Box 3045
Damascus (SY)
Tel: +963/11/212.37.86
Fax: +963/11/212.19.31

NEXES
Ausias Marc 60
08010-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/686/29.79.37
Fax: +34/686/29.79.37
E-mail: nexescat@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 120036-12-JO-06-2004-R3
Beneficiary: FRIENDS OF CULTURE JORDANIAN FORUM / AS.HAB

Project Title: United With Mother Nature Environment for a sustainable future

The promoter Friends of Culture Jordanian Forum / AS.HAB is a non-governmental organisation established by young people who are active in the field of youth work. They organise training and youth projects in cooperation with other NGOs. The youth exchange entitled United with Mother Nature - Environment for a sustainable future* brings together 43 participants (3LB, 6DE, 6UK, 6ES, 6IT, 3TR, 3IL, 3EG, 7JO) in Amman and in Dana nature reserve in Jordan. The project promotes environmental awareness of young people and encourages them to take more active role in society in environmental issues. The participants will discuss the impact of nature in their daily lives, relations between environment and social life, protection of natural heritage, impact of political decisions on nature and sustainable development. They will also have an opportunity to do environmental work in the nature reserve and to meet local NGOs.

Grant: 51175 €
Venue: Amman (JO)

Contact Person:
GOUSSOUS Soura
Khaled Zeigat street, behind Central Jabri
2124-11953 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/87.76.46
Fax: +962/6/566.38.90
E-mail: treasure_country@hotmail.com

Partners:
QUINTO ELEMENTO
V. vicomanni
Camerino (IT)
Tel: +39/033/89.21.05.20
E-mail: fiastra@hotmail.com

RISING TIDE UK
16 B Cherwell St
OX4 4BL-Oxford (UK)
Tel: +44/1865/241.097
E-mail: info@risingtide.org.uk

CIVIC INVOLVEMENT PROJECTS, SABANCI UNIVERSITY
Orhanli-Tuzla
81474-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/216/4839067
Fax: +90/216/4839480
E-mail: tara@sabarciunir.edu

THE EGYPTIAN FEDERATION FOR SCOUTS AND GIRL GUIDES
5 Shanan Street - from El Galaa street - Ramses
Cairo (EG)
Tel: 20/2/577.90.97
Fax: 20/2/576.64.22

HAYFA SCOUTS
6 eleveings str 2007
Haifa (IL)
Tel: +973/9/946.68.37
Fax: +973/3/282.45.07
E-mail: Chiris_dayan@hotmail.com

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANIZATION
Jabal El Arab Street Wata Elmousietbeth P.O box 14 - 5287
11-2893 PSP bldg-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.094
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com
RISING TIDE BONN
Wolf Str. 10
53111-Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49/228/963.77.73
Fax: +49/228/963.77.74
E-mail: bonnt@compuserve.de, gosiabonn@yahoo.com

AMIGOS DE LA TIERRA ESPAÑA (FOE SPAIN)
Miguel Cid 45, Bajao
41002-Seville (ES)
Tel: +34/6/30.25.98.91
E-mail: sevilla@tierra.org

Project Reference: 120037-12-JO-09-2004-R3
LEBANON

**Beneficiary:** SOCIAL COMUNICATION CENTER AJIAL

**Project Title:** Working together for our role and rights

Working together for our role and rights is the title of the exchange submitted by Social Communication Centre AJIAL - working with Palestinian youth refugees in different areas in Lebanon. The aim is to raise awareness among the young people about human rights. During the exchange the young people will discuss several topics related to the human rights, such as social exclusion, tolerance, women rights, immigrant rights, role of young people in promoting human rights etc. By means of different cultural activities, the young people will get to know each others cultures and will become aware of the existing differences/similarities in the Mediterranean basin. Through different visits to Palestinian refugees’ camps, families, youth centres the young people will learn more about Lebanon and about Palestinian rights. The youth exchange will gather in Einzhalta (LB) 24 young people from 6LB, 6JO, 6FR, 6IT. The Jordan participants are Palestinian youth from a women’s organisation. The groups from IT and FR are mixed groups that will include immigrants from Arab and other non-European countries.

**Grant:** 15942 €

**Venue:** Einzhalta, Chouf area (LB)

**Contact Person:**
KHAMIS Wassim
Aff El Tibi & Bizri Bldg Beirut
14-5245 Beirut (LB)
Tel: +96/11/304.226
Fax: +96/11/702.079
E-mail: Ajialc@hotmail.com

**Partners:**
SERVIZIO CIVILE INTERNAZIONALE
Via Gerolamo Cardano 135
00146-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/06/558.06.61/644
Fax: +39/06/558.52.68
E-mail: a.osasco@sci-italia.it

JORDANIAN WOMEN’S UNION
Al-Remawi St-Jable Al-Hussain
961188-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/418.33.89

AJIAL FRANCE
10 rue Briffaut
13005-Marseille (FR)
Tel: +33/4/91.48.53.94
E-mail: jodon.ajial@wanadoo.fr

*Project Reference: 117119-12-LB-02-2004-R0*
Beneficiary: **SECOURS POPULAIRE LIBANAIS - CENTRE DES ACTIVITÉS SCIENTIFIQUES ET TECHNIQUES**

**Project Title:** Engagement des jeunes et solidarité dans le développement local  
Youth Project upon the commitment and solidarity in local development theme

Secours Populaire Libanais is an association working for the local development in Lebanon through various cultural and educational activities. By gathering 40 young people in the North of Lebanon (10LB, 10FR, 10ES, 10SY) this youth exchange aims to raise awareness among young people about the role they can play in local development in their countries. This will be an opportunity to exchange experiences and to learn about each others' culture thus improving understanding between the two regions: Europe and ther Middle East. During the exchange different activities are foreseen, such as: voluntary work, groups discussions, intercultural days, workshops, activities with children, historical visits etc. Networking and contacts with local people are also going to take place.

**Grant:** 25145 €  
**Venue:** Akkar (LB)

**Contact Person:**  
AL ACHKAR Ghassan  
Corniche El Mazraa imm. el saiid  
Beirut (LB)  
Tel: +961/1/39.82.02  
Fax: +961/1/31.47.08  
E-mail: Khalilh2000@hotmail.com

**Partners:**  
UNION DE LA JEUNESSE DE LA RÉVOLUTION  
Baramekah  
3045-Damas (SY)  
Tel: +963/11/212.37.86  
Fax: +963/11/212.10.07  
E-mail: syryouth@mall.sy

ASSOCIACIO CATALANA PER LA PAU  
Via Caietana, 45 1er - 1c  
08003-Barcelona (ES)  
Tel: +34/93/318.84.44  
E-mail: projectes-acp@panged.org

FÉDÉRATION DES OEUVRES LAÏQUES  
22, rue Paul Petit  
42031-Saint Etienne (FR)  
Tel: +33/4/77.49.54.85  
Fax: +33/4/77/.49.54.81  
E-mail: mduchesne@fol42.org

STAJ TOURAINE  
5 rue Louis Braille  
37000-Tours (FR)  
Tel: +33/2/47.05.06.82  
Fax: +33/2/47.05.09.46  
E-mail: interculturel-touraine@staj@asso.com

**Project Reference:** 117147-12-LB-01-2004-R0
Beneficiary: CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND PEACE-BUILDING

Project Title: Youth Alliance and Solidarity (Y.A.S)

Youth Alliance and Solidarity is the working title of a project presented by "The Centre for Conflict Resolution and Peace-Building (CCRP)", a Lebanese non-governmental organisation which promotes constructive, innovative and co-operative approaches for the management of conflicts and reduction of violence. The present youth exchange will bring together 24 participants (4LB/4MA/4EG/4GR/4ES/4FR) and 6 youth leaders who will meet in Beirut (Lebanon). The project will gather people from diverse backgrounds who will discuss ways of preventing racism and promoting mutual understanding between European and Mediterranean cultures, with the aim to eliminate discrimination and enhance equal opportunities for all. To obtain these objectives, the participants will take part in round table discussions (facilitated dialogues), simulation games and training exercises.

Grant: 24485 €
Venue: (LB)

Contact Person:
CRUMRINE Christine
Makdessi Street Jabbour Building 4th floor
Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/1/744.546
Fax: +961/3/350.344
E-mail: info@ccrp.org

Partners:
EGYPTIAN FUTURE YOUTH FOUNDATION
11 Saroffeen Street
61111-El Menia (EG)
Tel: +20/12/366.05.56
Fax: +20/2/345.37.87
E-mail: fouadeuromed@yahoo.com

CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS - SECTION DE TANGER
Hay Jadid Rue 13 N°24
90 000-Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212/67/11.08.54
Fax: +212/39/33.29.81
E-mail: CSM3@caramail.com

CULTURAL ORGANIZATION "PRAXIS"
Selefkou 8
62123-Serres (GR)
Tel: +30/694/426.36.36
Fax: +30/232/105.88.02
E-mail: alevra@otenet.gr

BARCELONA VOLUNTARIA
C/ Pelai 44, 2º
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/412.44.93
Fax: +34/93/412.07.81
E-mail: intercanvis@barcelonavoluntaria.org, voluntariat@h

LUCK
30 Avenue Rosa Bonheur
33138-Lanton (FR)
Tel: +33/6/74.59.23.52
E-mail: buijtenhuijs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117926-12-LB-04-2004-R1
Beneficiary: YOUNG MEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

Project Title: Mosaïque

Mosaïque is the working title of a project presented by “Young Men's Christian Association”, a Lebanese non-governmental organisation which works with children and young people, implementing training courses and projects related to rural development and environment. The present youth exchange will bring together 20 participants (5FR/5IT/5LB/5DZ) and 4 youth leaders who will meet in Mont Liban (Lebanon). The theme of the event - "Art and Culture" - invites young people to contribute with various artistic methods and expressions linked to their culture to a common Euro-Mediterranean piece of art ("mosaïque") to be created during this exchange. Art is to be used as a tool to discover cultural differences and similarities, hence promoting the mutual understanding between different regions. The participants will take part in artistic workshops, plenary sessions, role games and intercultural evenings, and will have the opportunity to meet and exchange experiences with local artists living near the venue.

Grant: 17908 €
Venue: (LB)

Contact Person: FILFILI Pierre
Delta center, 3rd Floor - Horsh Tabet, Sin el-Fil
11-5520 Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/1/49.06.40 +961/1/49.06.85
Fax: +961/1/49.17.40
E-mail: ymca@ymca-leb.org.lb

Partners:
CEMEA DEL MEZZOGIORNO
Via Forte Braccio 1/A
00176-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/06/278.67.296
Fax: +39/06/278.01.110
E-mail: messori@replay.cemea.it

ASSOCIATION DE VOLONTARIAT "TOUIZA" DE LA WILAYA D'ALGER
98, rue Debbih Cherif Alger Centre
16000-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/71/60.05.87
Fax: +213/21/71.75.66
E-mail: hfournal@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION PISTES SOLIDAIRES
Montravail, Chemin des 4 vents
13770-Venelles (FR)
Tel: +33/6/07.50.92.33
Fax: +33/4/42.54.72.40
E-mail: oups-oups@club-internet.fr

Project Reference: 117933-12-LB-05-2004-R1
Beneficiary: PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANIZATION

Project Title: Cultural Mirrors: Preconceptions and Intercultural Stereotypes

Progressive Youth Organisation, established in 1970, aims to motivate young people to pursue unified actions in the search for peace, equality and justice. They encourage active participation in society at local level by organising meetings, workshops, celebrations, seminars, trainings and different social programmes. PYO has also been active in international youth work. The project titled Cultural Mirrors: Preconceptions and Intercultural Stereotypes brings together 40 participants (FR, GR, DK, ES, TR, EG, JO, LB) and 8 youth leaders in Aley, Lebanon. The aim of the project is to promote intercultural learning and understanding between different cultures by exploring common stereotypes and cultural perceptions. This will be done through workshops, simulations, exercises, group discussions, visits and creative ways of expression. The aim is to acknowledge and learn to accept the diversity of cultures.

Grant: 38002 €
Venue: Aley (LB)

Contact Person:
SHAYA Ziad
Jabal El Arab Street Wata Elmousietbeth P.O box 14 - 5287
11-2893 PSP bldg Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/1/301.231
Fax: +961/1/303.455
E-mail: youth@psp.org.lb

Partners:
UNGDMMENS HUS / HOLBAEK UNGDOMSSKOLE
6 Kasemevej
4300-Holbaek (DK)
Tel: +45/59/45.00.73
Fax: +45/59/43.38.77
E-mail: Ts@holbkom.dk

ATATÜRK ÜNİVERSİTESİ
Elektronik ve Haberleşme Bölümü - Oda n°69
25000-Erzurum (TR)
Tel: +90/442/231.46.36
Fax: +90/442/236.11.29
E-mail: dostkenan@hotmail.com

JUNIOR EGYPTIAN EUROPEAN PARTNERSHIP CHAMBER
46, Syria st., Mohandesin
12657-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/10/643.73.33
Fax: +20/2/345.37.87
E-mail: smilemary3@yahoo.coM

THE QUEEN ZEIN AL SHARAF INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT (ZENID)
Al-Hashmi Al Shamali
23051-1-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/505.24.31
Fax: +962/6/505.24.35
E-mail: dina.j@zenid.org.jo

MUNICIPALITY OF SYMPOBITIAS
Rododafni Achaias
25100-Rododafni (GR)
Tel: +30/26/91.07.40.19 - 71355
Fax: +30/26/91.07.19.08
E-mail: dimsymp@dimossympolitias.gr

ASOCIACION JUVENIL DE OCIO Y TIEMPO LIBRE "ANDROMEDA"
C/ Río Guajaraz, 13
45100-Soneca (ES)
Tel: +34/66/148.82.79
Fax: +34/92/538.30.50
E-mail: aladeti@yahoo.es; aladeti@hotmail.com
CENTRE DE LOISIRS DES SUREAUX
60, Boulevard de Maré
47200-Marmande (FR)
Tel: +33/5/53.94.40.45
Fax: +33/5/53.94.40.45
E-mail: centredesureaux@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 119937-12-LB-09-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION SOCIO-CULTURELLE ALMADINA

Project Title: Sensibilisation des jeunes aux Problème de l'Environnement par la création d'un Espace Vert.

The promoter Association Socio-Culturelle AlMadina organises socio-cultural activities for young people. The association was established in the conjunction with the youth centre Zerkouni in Casablanca. The association has already participated to several international youth activities in the framework of Euro-Med Youth Programme and this time they want to create a youth exchange in Morocco. The project titled Making youngs sensible of the environment's problems by creating green areas* takes place in Casablanca (MA). There will be in total 24 participants from FR, ES, MA and TN; 6 from each country. The project focuses on environmental problems and tries to promote environmental awareness of the participating young people. The young people will participate in creating a green area close to the youth centre in Casablanca. They will also visit different environmental sites and prepare presentations of environmental protection in their home countries.

Grant: 13931 €
Venue: Casablanca (MA)

Contact Person:
SAMORAH El mostafa
B.P 15813
20001 Casablanca (MA)
Tel: +212/66/60.60.66
Fax: +212/22/48.25.62
E-mail: Samim@menara.ma

Partners:
ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DE JEUNES MAGHRÉBINS
Parc Bir Tarraz
2040-Rades (TN)
Tel: +216/71/44.36.31
Fax: +216/71/44.26.77
E-mail: mebarek_chouchene@yahoo.fr

MADRID PUERTA ABIERTA
C/cedros 82
28029-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34/636/90.31.24
Fax: +34/91/315.23.45
E-mail: joveres@madridpueraabierta.org

MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE LA CULTURE
10 Bd Sadi Carnot
12100-Millau (FR)
Tel: +33/5/65.60.08.00
Fax: +33/5/65.60.99.70
E-mail: mjcmillausc@libertysurf.fr

Project Reference: 117416-12-MA-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ASOCIATION TIWIZI CHTOUKA AIT BAHAI POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET DE LA COOPERATION

Project Title: Cultures et patrimoine : de la Baltique à la Mediterranee. Rencontre d'Agadir, Maroc juillet 2004 sous le theme: "Reserve de la biosphere Arganeraie, dimension universelle et patrimoine local 

The promoter organisation 'Association TIWIZI' is working in the field of rural development. It presented an application for a ten days youth exchange entitled 'Culture et patrimoine: de la Baltique à la Mediterranee'. The activity will gather around 32 participants and 5 youth leaders, from MA (8 + 2), DE (8 + 1), TN (8+1) and FR (8+1). The youth exchange aims at creating and reinforcing links between young people from both sides of the Mediterranean. It wants to help young people to discover other cultures and initiate them to solidarity actions. The project is linked to the theme of environment protection. The young participants will be involved in a various set of activities: from linguistic games to visits, presentations, working groups and encounters with the local community.

Grant: 18839 €
Venue: Agadir et son arriere pays, sud du Maroc (MA)

Contact Person:
HAFIDI Brahim
BP : 228
80.000 Biougra (MA)
Tel: +212/48/81.01.21
Fax: +212/48/33.03.30
E-mail: tiwizi@hotmail.com

Partners:
S.N.O.W PROJEKTBURO
Seumestr, 7
10245-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/293.528.86
Fax: +49/30/293.528.84
E-mail: manfred@snowprojekt.de

A.T.P.N.E.
Place du fsaf, immeuble 4, appartement 5
2070-Carthage (TN)
Tel: 216/98/401.808
Fax: 216/71/744.344

ROUDEL
1 rue de l'école
11000-Ladern Sur Lauquet (FR)
Tel: +33/4/68.69.46.26
E-mail: rainhild.roudel@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117920-12-MA-07-2004-R1
Beneficiary: EDDAQA ROUDANIA

Project Title: Daqqa et Tarentelle au service de l'échange interculturel et de l'approche des civilisations

The promoter organisation 'Eddaqa Roudania' is an association from Taroudannt (MA) that promotes the traditional daqqa music. It organised and participated to many festivals in Maghreb and in Europe. The youth exchange will bring together 20 participants and 4 youth leaders from MA(5), TN(5), FR (5) and IT (5). The activity will gather young people behind a collective project on the theme of music and dance to help them to understand and respect each other's culture. The programme of the activity will be shared between workshop activities, leisure time and cultural activities. At the end of the exchange, the participants will organise a dance and music festival for the local community of Taroudant.

Grant: 18948 €
Venue: Taroudannt (MA)

Contact Person:
ETTAIS Hamid
Ferq Lahbab Derb zemala 99
83 000 Taroudannt (MA)
Tel: +212/70/59.36.68
Fax: +212/48/85.45.34

Partners:
TARANTA POWER BOLOGNA
Via Aurelio Saffi 28
48131-Bologna (IT)
Tel: +39/338/150.12.67
E-mail: ass.teniaca@libero.it ; officinateatro@inwind.it

ASSOCIATION ARTS ET JEUNESSE D'ELJEM
Espace Sidi Ben Aissa
5160-Eljem (TN)
Tel: +216/7/363.23.43
Fax: +216/7/363.23.43
E-mail: akroutali@yahoo.fr

ASSOCIATION ROMANS INTERNATIONAL
47 rue Saint Nicolas
26100-Romans Sur Isere (FR)
Tel: +33/4/75.72.50.98
Fax: +33/4/75.72.50.98
E-mail: thomashalle@webmails.com

Project Reference: 117921-12-MA-08-2004-R1
Beneficiary: CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS AHFIR

Project Title: Dialogue entre civilisations

The promoter organisation 'Chantiers Sociaux Marocains - section Ahfir' is the branch of the organisation 'Chantiers Sociaux Marocains' (CSM), which works in the field of voluntary service and youth exchange. It presented an application for an 11 day youth exchange, 'Dialogue entre civilisations' that will gather 36 participants -IT(4), PT(4), FR(4), ES(4), DE(4), TN(4), DZ(4), LB(4), MA(4) and 10 youth leaders. The youth exchange shall promote dialogue between the youth participants and encourage a discovery of the Euro-Mediterranean heritage. Some conferences on European and Mediterranean civilisations and visits will be organised, creative workshops will be developed (writing workshops and implementation of a website).

Grant: 25179 €
Venue: Ahfir (MA)

Contact Person:
LAHRACH Mohammed
45, Avenue sidi Mohammed
60050 Ahfir (MA)
Tel: +212/566.29.321
Fax: +212/566.27.775
E-mail: csm.sahfir@caramail.com

Partners:
ASSOCIAZIONE ANABASIS
Via Borsellino
73020-Cursi (IT)
Tel: +39/339/835.75.58
Fax: +39/0836/331.008
E-mail: anabasis@lebero.it

ASSOCIAÇÃO SÓJOVEM
Trav. Jollo de Deus S/N
4445 475-Ermesinde (PT)
Tel: +351/91/640.11.43
Fax: +351/22/975.99.44
E-mail: Romeu_maia@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION NATIONALE CULTURELLE & ECHANGES ENTRE JEUNES
B.P. N° 63 B Bordj Menaiel
35200-Boumerdes (DZ)
Tel: +213/24/88.83.83
Fax: +213/24/88.86.86
E-mail: Acej-int@yahoo.fr

OFFREJOIE
Ecole des Filles de la Charité CLÉMENCEAU
-Beyrouth (LB)
Tel: +961/1/719.579
Fax: +961/1/380.801 / 2
E-mail: Melkhalf@inco.com.lb

NEW CHANCE E.V.
Schillerstrasse 39
06114-Halle (DE)
Tel: +49/345/200.30.04
Fax: +49/345/200.30.05
E-mail: info@newchance.de - Stefan@newchance.de

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES DE BENI-KHIAR
Rue 9 Avril
8060-Beni-Khiar (TN)
Tel: +216/98/29.64.76
Fax: +216/72/22.96.08
E-mail: mjcbk@yahoo.com
YOUTH programme

Projects with Mediterranean countries

CENTRO DE INICIATIVAS PARA LA COOPERACIÓN - BATÁ
Paseo de la Ribera, 29
14002-Córdoba (ES)
Tel: +34/957/43.21.71/61
Fax: +34/957/43.21.86
E-mail: rcantero@cicbata.org

SAVOIE JEUNESSE SANS FRONTIERES
106 Rue du Maroc
73100-Aix Les Bains (FR)
Tel: +33/4/79.88.33.05
Fax: +33/4/79.88.33.05
E-mail: nasser.benkhalde@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 118010-12-MA-04-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION LIGUE DES JEUNES MAROCAINS POUR PAIX, SOLIDARITÉ, INITIATIVES

Project Title: Préservation de la nature à Wislane

The activity 'Préservation de la nature à Wislane' is presented by the promoter 'Association ligue des jeunes marocains pour paix,solidarité,initiatives', which develops cultural and educative activities. They apply for a youth exchange that will gather 24 participants coming from 4 organisations based in MA(6), TN(6), BE(6) and FR(6) on the theme of nature conservation. The project aims at raising awareness on the environment protection for the inhabitants of Wislane.

Grant: 15003 €

Venue: Meknes (MA)

Contact Person:
JMILI Youssef
N°15 DB 1, rue 2 hay Alizdihar-Ouislane
50000 Meknes (MA)
Tel: +212/70/63.30.15
Fax: +212/56/54.85.39
E-mail: liguedesjeunes@yahoo.fr

Partners:
JEUGDWELZIJNSWERK MEULENBERG
Postbus 104
3530-Houthalen (BE)
Tel: +32/474/75.36.44

CLUB UNESCO ALECSO EZZOUHOUR
17 Rue 4159 Cité Ezzouhour
2052-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/98/650.585 / +216/98/448.264
Fax: +216/71/258.775
E-mail: hamda.tn@voila.fr

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE INTERNATIONALE DE VOLONTAIRE
Espace Argentine - 11, rue du Morvan
6000-Beauvais (FR)
Tel: +33/3/44.05.03.19
Fax: +33/3/44.05.62.46
E-mail: acivbvs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 119931-12-MA-09-2004-R3
Beneficiary: JAFRA PALESTINIAN YOUTH CENTER

Project Title: Joining the two parts of the bridge

The promoter is a local youth centre at the Palestinian refugee camp in Damascus. The centre organises a variety of activities such as language courses, newspaper workshops, thematic discussion, collection and showing of Palestinian films, etc. The youth exchange “Joining the two parts of the bridge” follows on from the exchange the summer before and is held in Yarmouk camp, Damascus, Syria. The exchange partners are the SCI branches of Belgium and Italy and the Palestinian Youth Organisation in Lebanon who will all send 7 participants and one leader, the host group will involve 9 participants. The project aims to create an Internet site, a film and a newspaper with the objective to let the youngsters tackle the theme 'Equal Opportunities between North and South' with open minds and to understand how the international relations work, why decisions are taken at what moment - and then be able to enter into competition with mass media and their way of conveying news.

Grant: 22134 €
Venue: Yarmouk Camp, Damascus (SY)

Contact Person:
SABAANEH Wissam
Yarmouk street
Damascus (SY)
Tel: +963/94/40.08.15
Fax: +963/11/631.41.55
E-mail: wesam79@coolgoose.com

Partners:
SCI BELGIUM
Rue Van Elewyck 35
1050-Brussels (BE)
Tel: +32/2/649.07.38
Fax: +32/2/646.87.92
E-mail: pduterme@scibelgium.be

SERVIZIO CIVILE INTERNAZIONALE
Via Cardano, 135
00146-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/6/55.80.661
Fax: +39/6/55.85.268
E-mail: info@sci-italia.it

PALESTINIAN YOUTH ORGANIZATION
Shatela Camp
Beirut (LB)
Tel: +970/063/607.724

Project Reference: 118016-12-SY-01-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ORTHODOX YOUTH CENTER IN BLOUDAN

Project Title: Me a Racist No! All are different but all are equal.

The multilateral youth exchange project Me A Racist No! All Are Different But All Are Equal! is hosted in Bloudan, Damascus region of Syria by the Orthodox Youth Centre. The centre belongs to the Orthodox Youth Movement, which is represented in many countries in the region, and which in its turn is a member of SYNDESMOS, the world fellowship of Orthodox youth. The exchange will involve partner groups from SY, JO, EG, ES, HU and LT - in total 30 young participants and 9 leaders. Special attention will be given to include young people from the cultural minorities in their countries, and have support the young people who have personal disabilities. The project is about racism, xenophobia, Islam phobia and stereotypes. The aim is that the participants will learn to how to build bridges between cultures, to overcome barriers that prevent understanding each other. This will be achieved through an interactive programme, which uses a variety of working methods such as lectures, discussion groups and intercultural activities like street theatre, dance, workshops on painting, etc.

Grant: 26426 €
Venue: Bloudan / Damascus (SY)

Contact Person:
KHOURI Fadya
Fares El-Khour Street
Bloudan (SY)
Tel: +963/3/71.05.02
Fax: +963/11/712.70.77
E-mail: fadyakhouri@hotmail.com

Partners:
PANEVEZYS COUNTY NGO'S INFORMATION AND SUPPORT CENTRE
Khiaudiskiu st. 46 - 8
5300-Panevezys (LT)
Tel: +370/615/42.651
E-mail: rasmaz@hotmail.com

CHRISTIAN COLLEGE ASSOCIATION-BUDAPEST
Budapest (HU)

THE JUNIOR EGYPTIAN EURO MEDITERRANEAN PARTNERSHIP CHAMBER
46 Syria Street Al-Mohandesin
202-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/10/643.73.33
Fax: +20/2/345.37.87
E-mail: Smilemary3@yahoo.com

JORDAN YOUTH EXCHANGE
King Abdualh II Str.
17110-Madaba (JO)
Tel: +962/77/74.84.92
Fax: +962/53/24.55.44
E-mail: mohamm20002000@yahoo.com

ASOCIACIÓN JUVENIL RINCON DE VILLANUEVA
C/Mayor de Rincón de villanueva 13
30570-Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34+968/820.098
Fax: +34+968/820.628
E-mail: ajrvillanueva.hotmail.com

Project Reference: 120055-12-SY-02-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION TUNISIENNE POUR LA PROTECTION DE LA NATURE ET DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT

Project Title: Jeunes Euromed à la découverte de la culture saharienne.

The Tunisian association for the protection of nature and the environment (ATPNE) is dedicated to the protection of natural and archeological water sites, the air and, in general, the life of citizens. The promoter proposes the organisation of an exchange called 'Euro-Med young people discovering the Saharian culture', that brings together 48 young people (6 FR, 6 ES, 6 IT, 6 GR, 6 LB, 6 MA, 6 TN, 6 DZ) in Kebili (TN). The aim of the meeting is the promotion of exchanges focused on the environment, teaching young people to respect nature and to protect the environment, and reinforcing solidarity between the Mediterranean countries. The activities include presentations by participants and professionals, round tables, debates and discussions, a practical workshop as well as the projection of films and slides.

Grant: 35600 €
Venue: Kebili (TN)

Contact Person: ABROUGUI Mohamed Ali
12 rue Tantaoui El Jawhari
1005 El Omrane (TN)
Tel: +21/6/71.28.80.41
Fax: +21/6/71.79.72.95
E-mail: MohamedAli.Abrougui@atpne.mrt.tn

Partners:
ASSOCIAZONE AMBIENTE E LAVORO TOSCANA
Via Per Capponi 7
50123-Firenze (IT)
Tel: +39/055/580.375
Fax: +39/055/580.485
E-mail: alt@altinet.it

ASSOCIATION ECOLOGIQUE DE BOUMERDES
BP 35
35000-Boumerdes (DZ)
Tel: +216/24/81.16.05
Fax: +216/24/81.16.05
E-mail: Aeb_boum@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION DE LA MAISON LIBANAISE DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT
Rue principale
7110-Kfarhim (LB)
Tel: +96/1/387.74.86
Fax: +96/1/572.07.05
E-mail: nizam_lhee@hotmail.com

SPANA (SOCIETE PROTECTRICE DES ANIMAUX ET DE LA NATURE)
41 Résidence Zohra
12000-Harhoura (MA)
Tel: +212/37/74.74.09
Fax: +212/37/74.74.93
E-mail: spana@spana.org.ma

SOMA ELLINIDON ODIGON OF CORFU (GIRL GUIDES ASSOCIATION)
POBOX 48
49100-Corfu (GR)
Tel: +32/6/11.02.07.77
Fax: +32/6/61.04.87.77
E-mail: ggramenos@ker.forthnet.gr

ECO MEDITERRANIA
Trafalgar, 19, 1-1
08010-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/412.55.99
Fax: +34/93/412.46.22
E-mail: direccio@ecomed.org
Beneficiary: COMITE CULTUREL LOCAL DE RADES

Project Title: Pour une nouvelle génération (homme et femme) ouverte, solidaire et égale dans l'espace Euro-med

The Local Cultural Committee in Rades organises cultural activities (music, arts, environment, cinema, literature), technical activities (informatics) as well as international exchanges. The applicant wishes to organise a youth exchange under the theme "For a new generation (men and women), - open, displaying solidarity and equality in the Euro-Med area. This exchange will bring together 48 participants (6 DK, 6 SE, 6 BE, 6 IT, 6 DZ, 6 MA, 6 LB, 6 TN) in Rades (TN). The aim of the exchange is to address the phenomenon of inequalities between gender and encourage a new generation that is open and showing solidarity between men and women. The planned activities consist of dance workshops, music, theatre, visits to women organisations and debates.

Grant: 33399 €
Venue: Rades (TN)

Contact Person:
CHOUCHENE M'Barek
Maison du peuple bp 70
2040 Rades (TN)
Tel: +216/71/44.36.31 ; +216/98/31.35.02
Fax: +216/71/44.26.77
E-mail: Mebarek_chouchene@yahoo.fr

Partners:
PRÉSENCE ET ACTION CULTURELLES - EVERE ASBL
Rue de Paris, 39/41
1140-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/477.747.195
Fax: +32/2/241.58.06
E-mail: tite1961@hotmail.com

ASSOCIAZIONE "RE IDOMENEO"
Via Idomeneo, 3
73100-Lecce (IT)
Tel: +39/0832/301.863
Fax: +39/0832/247.830
E-mail: beccao@libero.it

UTVECKLINGSNÄMNDEN VISIONCENTER
Ronnowsgatan 10
25210-Helsinborg (SE)
Tel: +46/42/107.446
Fax: +46/42/107.810

RODOVRE UNGDOMSSKOLE
Rodovrevej 330
DK-2610-Rodovre (DK)
Tel: +45/36.70.52.20
Fax: +45/36.70.24.03
E-mail: per.dalsgaard@rk.dk

AUBERGE DE JEUNESSE HAMANE DEBAGH
Débagh W Guemla
24000-Guelma (DZ)
Tel: +213/372/287/65
Fax: +213/37/20/38/6
E-mail: fanouk64dz@yahoo.fr

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANIZATION
Jabal El Arab Street Wata Elmousietbeth P.O box 14 - 5287
11-2893 PSP bldg-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.084
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com
CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS - SECTION DE TANGER
Hay Jadid Rue 13 N°24
90 000-Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212/67/11.08.54
Fax: +212/39/33.29.81
E-mail: CSM3@caramail.com

Project Reference: 117951-12-TN-03-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION COOPÉRATION ET ECHANGES

Project Title: L'interculturel à travers le thème de l'artisanat

The 'Association Cooperation and Exchanges' encourages young people's participation in cultural life. It organises meetings, seminars and exchanges with similar organisations. The promoter wishes to organise a youth exchange under the theme 'Intercultural learning through handicrafts' that will bring together 24 participants (6 ES, 6 FR, 6 MA, 6 TN) in Gabès (TN). The aim of the exchange is to make an inventory of the handicrafts skills that are at risk of disappearing in the region of Gabès (weaving, basketry, stone carving, wrought iron, embroidery, jewellery, natural essences) and to make them known to a wide public. Written and multimedia supporting tools will be developed and subsequently disseminated to a wide public.

Grant: 17262 €
Venue: Gabès (TN)

Contact Person:
AYEB Anouar
B.P. 5
6018 Gabès (TN)
Tel: +216/9/842.07.47
Fax: +216/7/52.70.335
E-mail: Cooplnt.Gabes@Email.ati.tn

Partners:
ASSOCIATION SOCIO-CULTURELLE ALMADINA
B.P 15813
20001-Casablanca (MA)
Tel: +212/66/60.60.66
Fax: +212/22/48.25.62
E-mail: Samim@menara.ma

MADRID PUERTA ABIERTA
C/cedros 82
28029-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34/636/90.31.24
Fax: +34/91/315.23.45
E-mail: joveres@madridpueraabierta.org

FEDERATION DES OEUVRES LAÏQUES DES CÔTES D‘ARMOR
24 bis boulevard Charner BP 528
22005-Saint Brieuc (FR)
Tel: +33/2/96.94.16.08
Fax: +33/2/96.01.51.21
E-mail: international@fol22.com

Project Reference: 117952-12-TN-05-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES HABITANTS D'ELMOUROJ

Project Title: Mémoires et réflexions de citoyens : acte 1

The Association of the Inhabitants of Elmourouj works towards a sustainable development that gives priority to human development. It works in particular with young people and women. The applicant wishes to organise an exchange of young people under the theme 'Memories and reflections of the citizens: act 1', which will bring together 44 participants (11 DE, 11 FR, 11 MA, 11 TN) in Mahdia and Jerba (TN). The project aims to raise the awareness of young people in the Euro-Med dimension and to play an active role in this context. To achieve this, the activities will be developed around the theme of human heritage: the participating young people will meet the inhabitants and will translate the interviews collected during the expression workshops (writing, video, photos and visual arts). They will also meet with local organisations working in the field of youth, heritage and environment. A second theme, racism and xenophobia, will also be addressed during intercultural workshops.

Grant: 26616 €
Venue: Mahdia, Jerba (TN)

Contact Person:
AZZABI ADEL
3, RUE D'ESPAGNE
1001 Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/971.34.21.57
Fax: +216/71.37.92.68
E-mail: Azzabi.adel@planet.tn

Partners:
ASSOCIATION CHOUALA POUR L'EDUCATION ET LA CULTURE
B.P. 5530 Takadoum - Hay Mohamadi
20350-Casablanca (MA)
Tel: +212/61/32.15.90
Fax: +212/22/99.11.55
E-mail: chouala@menara.ma

INTERNATIONALER BUND E.V. - JUGENDGEMEINSCHAFTSWERK - FACHSTELLE FÜR ZUWANDERUNG, PIRMASENS
Luisenstrasse 27/ Aussenstelle Dahn
66953-Pirmasens (DE)
Tel: +49/6331/73.793
Fax: +49/6331/76.724
E-mail: jgw-pirmasens@internationaler-bund.de

CENTRE D'ANIMATION SOCIAL ET FAMILIAL
7, rue des Casernes
67160-Bischwiller (FR)
Tel: +33/3/886.357.09
Fax: +33/3/885.387.40
E-mail: casf@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117954-12-TN-07-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA M.J.C BENI-KHIAR

Project Title: Un rêve...une nation (One dream...one nation)

The Association of the Inhabitants of Elmourouj works towards a sustainable development that gives priority to human development. It works in particular with young people and women. The applicant wishes to organise an exchange of young people under the theme 'Memories and reflections of the citizens: act 1', which will bring together 44 participants (11 DE, 11 FR, 11 MA, 11 TN) in Mahdia and Jerba (TN). The project aims to raise the awareness of young people in the Euro-Med dimension and to play an active role in this context. To achieve this, the activities will be developed around the theme of human heritage: the participating young people will meet the inhabitants and will translate the interviews collected during the expression workshops (writing, video, photos and visual arts). They will also meet with local organisations working in the field of youth, heritage and environment. A second theme, racism and xenophobia, will also be addressed during intercultural workshops.

Grant: 28429 €
Venue: Beni-Khiar (TN)

Contact Person:
JANNEN Rachid
Rue 9 avril
8060 Beni-Khiar (TN)
Tel: +216/72.229.608
Fax: +216/72.229.608
E-mail: mjcbk@yahoo.com

Partners:
PULSE - ORGANISATION
Students’ House, University of Malta
MSD 06-Msida (MT)
Tel: +356/79/493.003
Fax: +356/21/493.003
E-mail: international@pulsemalta.org

ASSOCIAÇÃO SÓJOVEM
Trav. Jollo de Deus S/N
4445 475-Ernesinde (PT)
Tel: +351/91/640.11.43
Fax: +351/22/975.99.44
E-mail: Romeu_maia@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION NATIONALE CULTURELLE & ECHANGES ENTRE JEUNES
B.P. N° 63 B Bordj Menaiel
35200-Boumerdes (DZ)
Tel: +213/24/88.83.83
Fax: +213/24/88.86.86
E-mail: Acej-int@yahoo.fr

EGYPTIAN ORGANISATION FOR COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT
9 Ibn Affan Square
11231-Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/2/760.26.25 ; 760.41.25
Fax: +20/2/760.26.25 ; 760.41.25
E-mail: mageacd@soficom.com.eg

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANIZATION
Jabal El Arab Street Wata Elmosiętbeth P.O box 14 - 5287
11-2893 PSP bldg-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.084
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com

CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS AHFIR
45 Avenue Sidi Mohammed
60050-Ahfir (MA)
Tel: +212/675.744.59
Fax: +212/566.277.74
E-mail: mohammed614@caramail.com
NEW CHANCE E.V.  
Schillerstrasse 39  
06114-Halle (DE)  
Tel: +49/345/200.30.04  
Fax: +49/345/200.30.05  
E-mail: info@newchance.de - Stefan@newchance.de

CENTRE DE JOVENTUT I OCUPACIÓ ( AJUNTAMENT D'ANDRATX )  
Carretera d'Estellenes n°1  
07150-Andratx (ES)  
Tel: +34/971/62.80.18  
Fax: +34/971/13.65.52  
E-mail: joventut@andratx.net

AVICENNE : ACTION DE VALORISATION INTERCULTURELLE POUR LA COOPERATION EUROMEDITERRANENNE  
MDA 13 : 11 Rue Caillaux  
75013-Paris (FR)  
Tel: +33/6/20.88.47.57  
E-mail: faiza.zaoui@voila.fr

Project Reference: 117963-12-TN-10-2004-R1
The Association for the Promotion of the Disabled aims to promote, integrate and educate different types of disabled persons and to help with their integration in society. The promoter wishes to organise a youth exchange under the theme 'The shadows of young Euro-Mediterranean people brighten up the Mediterranean', that will bring together 21 participants (5 FR, 5 GR, 5 DZ, 6 TN) in Metline (TN). This exchange aims to bring together young people with different disabilities (mental, physical and blind) with non-disabled young people. Thanks to the shadow theatre, they will learn to communicate and to establish a dialogue. At the end of the exchange, the show will be performed at the Youth Centre in Metline. Besides this main activity, a visit to the national puppet centre and to the national theatre is planned, as well as a collective exhibition based on shadow shows in the respective countries.

Grant: 18265 €
Venue: Metline (TN)

Contact Person:
AMRI Sahbi
Rue Omar Ibn El Khattab
7034 Metline (TN)
Tel: +216/98/20.21.79
Fax: +216/72/44.64.77
E-mail: promo_hand@yahoo.fr

Partners:
ASSOCIATION DES AMIS ET PARENTS D'HANDICAPES TIZI-OUZOU
510 Logs bt26 n°324 Krim Blekacem Nouvelle Ville
15000-Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/71/371.423
Fax: +213/26/2151.003
E-mail: Miassa@yahoo.fr

CULTURAL ASSOCIATION OF KIPSELI ARTAS "O AGIOS KOSMAS"
Faidriadon 129
Athina (GR)
Tel: +30/69/773.201.39
E-mail: evikoutsospiriou@yahoo.com

ASSOCIATION PISTES SOLIDAIRES
Montravail, Chemin des 4 vents
13770-Venelles (FR)
Tel: +33/6/07.50.92.33
Fax: +33/4/22.54.72.40
E-mail: oups-oups@club-internet.fr

Project Reference: 118008-12-TN-06-2004-R1
Beneficiary: COMITÉ RÉGIONALE DES AUBERGES DE JEUNESSE

Project Title: Jeunesse et environnement

Youth and Environment is a youth exchange that will gather in Bejà (TN) 40 young people 10TN, 10MA, 10IT, 10AT to exchange opinions and enlarge their vision about environmental issues. Through discussions on different environmental topics as well as through different visits and meetings with environmental organisations, the young people will learn about the environmental problems faced in Tunis and in other countries involved in the project. The project will contribute in raising awareness about the role that the young people can play in improving the environment where they live. Contacts with the local population are foreseen and will contribute to the intercultural learning of the participants. An exhibition set up by the young people will be open to the public. A participative approach is foreseen throughout the exchange. The promoter intends to publicise the event through different media channels. The promoter is a regional organisation aiming at enhance the intercultural learning of young people.

Grant: 20669 €

Venue: Gouvernorat de Béja (TN)

Contact Person:
BEN MOUSSA Khelil
Av Habib Bourguiba
9000 Béja (TN)
Tel: +216/98/52.66.63
Fax: +216/78/44.06.79
E-mail: cratatbeja@yahoo.fr

Partners:
 ASSOCIAZIONE ANABASIS
Via P. Borsellino 13
73020-Cursi (IT) (IT)
Tel: +39/339/835.75.58
Fax: +39/0836/33.20.16
E-mail: anabasis@libero.it

AIS - JUGENDSERVICE
Lilientalgarasse 26/1
8020-Graz (AT)
Tel: +43/316/40.32.49
Fax: +43/316/40.60.13
E-mail: foutatigmx.at

ASSOCIATION LIKAA
BP 454
46000-Safi (MA)
Tel: +212/62/15.33.15
Fax: +212/44/61.06.91
E-mail: likasafi@yahoo.fr

Project Reference: 120001-12-TN-16-2004-R3
Beneficiary: **COMITE CULTUREL LOCAL DE RADES**

**Project Title:** Bain de Cultures de l'Espace Euro-Méditerranéen

Bain de Cultures de l'Espace Euro-Méditerranéen is the working title of a project presented by "Comité Culturel Local de Rades", a Tunisian non-governmental organisation that organises cultural activities (music, art, cinema, literature), technical activities (ICT) and international exchanges for young people. The present youth exchange will bring together 50 participants (5GR/5IT/5ES/5MT/5LT/5DZ/5LB/5EG/5MA/5TN) and 13 youth leaders who will meet for 8 days in Rades (Tunisia). The project invites young people from diverse cultural and religious backgrounds to - by taking part in concrete activities - discover cultural differences and similarities between them, hence promoting the mutual understanding between the different regions. To reach these objectives the participants will take part in practical workshops (music, dance, cinema, theatre, architecture, etc.), excursions and intercultural evenings. The outcomes of these workshops will be presented during an exhibition, to which the local community will be invited. The results of the project will be gathered in a newsletter and CD-ROM, and will be published on a website. The local press (radio, TV) will also be invited to cover the event.

**Grant:** 40604 €

**Venue:** Rades (TN)

**Contact Person:**
CHOUCHENE M'Barek
Maison du peuple bp 70
2040 Rades (TN)
Tel: +216/71/44.36.31 ; +216/98/31.35.02
Fax: +216/71/44.26.77
E-mail: Mebarek_chouchene@yahoo.fr

**Partners:**

**CENTRO DI AGGREGAZIONE GIOVANILE DEL COMUNE DI JESI**
Via Calabria 23/ bis
60035-Jesi (IT)
Tel: +39/073/15.68.32
Fax: +39/073/121.45.09
E-mail: dluccioni@yahoo.it

**ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION CENTRE**
Pylimo str 15/Z
2001-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +370/52/12.40.89
Fax: +370/52/12.40.89
E-mail: AIC@MAIL.TELE2.LT

**SAN GWANN SCOUT GROUP 'THE MALTA SCOUT ASSOCIATION'**
90/1 Maryanne Court' St. Maqrgaret street
SGN04-San Gwann (MT)
Tel: +356/21/38.55.44
E-mail: adek@maltanet.net

**ASSOCIATION NATIONALE SANTÉ - JEUNES**
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug villa 12 Ben-Aknoun
16000-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/91.10.56
Fax: +213/21/91.50.44
E-mail: sante-jeunes@caramail.com

**JUNIOR EGYPTIAN EUROMED PARTNERSHIP CHAMBER**
46 Syria St, Mohandeseen
Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/20/01.30.03
Fax: +20/27/49.81.73
E-mail: Mohamed. adel-moustafa@vodafone.com

**CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION & PEACE BUILDING**
Bliss
Beyrouth (LB)
Tel: +961/1/74.07.06
Fax: +961/1/74.07.06
E-mail: janahorr@hotmail.com
CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS - SECTION DE TANGER
Hay Jadid Rue 13 N°24
90 000-Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212/67/11.08.54
Fax: +212/39/33.29.81
E-mail: CSM3@caramail.com

YOUTH FOR THE WORLD
Sokrates 58, Kalithea
17672-Athens (GR)
Tel: +30/210/577.22.52
Fax: +30/210/577.22.52
E-mail: magdalini@nland.gr

BARCELONA VOLUNTARIA
C/ Pelai 44, 2°
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/412.53.44
Fax: +34/93/412.07.61
E-mail: xarxamdsamedbacvol@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 120028-12-TN-12-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE

Project Title: "Our Mediterranean...one sea, many countries"

The promoter Association des Amis de la Maison des Jeunes et de Culture de Metline is an association focusing on youth work and educational and social actions in the local community. The association supports the activities of Youth House of Metline and develops cultural, artistic, sport and scientific activities for young people in order to facilitate their integration in society and to encourage their mobility in general. This youth exchange entitled "Our Mediterranean... one sea, many countries" takes place in Metline, Tunisia. There will be 48 participants from GR, CY, ES, IT, TN, DZ, MA, TR (6 from each country) and 11 youth leaders. Some of the participants are young people with disabilities. The aim of the project is to give these youngsters an opportunity to participate in international youth activity and to share experiences with other young people from different cultural backgrounds. In this way the project aims to overcome barriers to social inclusion. The work programme includes music, dance, cooking and handicraft activities.

Grant: 36127 €
Venue: Metline (TN)

Contact Person:
DEMNI Ahmed
Boulevard de l'environnement Metline
7034 Metline (TN)
Tel: +216/72/446.088 / Fax: +216/72/446.477
E-mail: Mjc.metline@planet.tn

Partners:
- ISTITUTO DEL CIECHI "FLORIO E SALAMONE"
  Via Angio, 27
  90145-Palermo (IT)
  Tel: +39/09/154.03.24
  Fax: +39/09/154.05.55
  E-mail: fegulott@libero.it

- YOUTH DEMOCRATIC PARTY "NEDIK"
  50 Grive Digeni av and/or PO BOX 23979 1687 Nicosia
  1080-Nicosia (CY)
  Tel: +35/722/480.867 - +35/799/431.725
  Fax: +35/722/480.867
  E-mail: ddemetriadou@hotmail.com

- ASSOCIATION DES ETATS GENERAUX DES ETUDIANTS DE L'EUROPE - ISTANBUL
  ITU Gümüssuyu Erkek Ogrenci Yurdu Kat: 1 Taksim
  80191-Istanbul (TR)
  Tel: +90/216/449.54.10
  Fax: +90/212/244.00.98
  E-mail: volkan_uslu_cem@hotmail.com

- ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE "NOISE"
  Universite Douloud Dammeri
  Alger (DZ)
  Tel: +213/7/228.28.21
  E-mail: erodblue@yahoo.fr

- ASSOCIATION MAROCAINE POUR L'EDUCATION DE LA JEUNESSE - SECTION TANGER
  Val Fleuri, rue la Tulipe N° 16 BIS
  Tanger (MA)
  Tel: +212/62/582.317
  Fax: +212/39/33.16.17
  E-mail: amejtanger@yahoo.fr

- ASSOCIATION DE PROMOTION DES HANDICAPES DE METLINE
  Rue Omar Ibn El Khattab
  7034-Metline (TN)
  Tel: +216/98/27.37.55
  Fax: +216/72/44 64 77
  E-mail: promo_hand@yahoo.fr
MULTIACTIVE CENTER FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Thoukidilou 106
26332-Patra (GR)
Tel: +32/610/624.305
Fax: +32/610/329.490
E-mail: Olga7@otenet.gr

SCHOOL FOR THE BLIND OF NORTHERN GREECE "HELIOS"
-Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +30/2310/84.48.88
Fax: +30/2310/81.67.95
E-mail: hlios@the.forthnet.gr

AREA JUVENTUD AYUNTAMIENTO DE BEN ALMADENA
Benalmadena (ES)
Tel: +34/952/370.299
E-mail: areajuventud@benalmadena.com

Beneficiary: CLUB UNESCO ALECSO EZZOUHOUR

Project Title: Les Bougies De La Scene

Les bougies de la scène is the working title of a project presented by “Club Unesco Alecso Ezzouhour”, a Tunisian non-governmental organisation that promotes peace, tolerance and cooperation among people of different cultural and religious backgrounds. The organisation implements various activities for the citizens of Ezzouhour, such as training sessions and activities focused on heritage protection and protection of the environment. The present youth exchange will bring together 24 participants (4TN/4DZ/4MA/4FR/4IT/4ES) and 6 youth leaders who will meet in Hammamet (Tunisia). The project aims to use the artistic tool "theatre" as a means to promote the intercultural dialogue, mutual respect and peace among young people who come from European and Mediterranean countries. The activity programme mainly consists of workshops aimed at preparing a theatre play that will be performed at the end of the event.

Grant: 18069 €
Venue: Hammamet (TN)

Contact Person:
AYARI Hichem
17 Rue 4159
2052 Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/98/44.82.64
Fax: +216/71/25.87.75
E-mail: Club_unesco_z@yahoo.fr

Partners:
COOPERATIVA ALTRESTRADE
Padova (IT)
Tel: +39/3890/11.20.00
E-mail: francescazamboni@katamail.com

ASSOCIATION BEL HORIZON DE SANTA CRUZ - ORAN
BP 7240 Oran Sedikia 31025
31000-Oran (DZ)
Tel: +213/41/39.28.99
E-mail: oranbelabdi@yahoo.com

ASSOCIATION ROUAD AL MASRAH TALAIH
Maison de Jeunes Mohamed V-Ville Nouvelle
50000-Meknes (MA)
Tel: +212/709/140.58 554.503.03
E-mail: talaii@caramail.com

BARCELONA VOLUNTARIA
C/ Pelai 44, 2º
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/412.53.44
Fax: +34/93/412.07.61
E-mail: xarxamdsamedbacvol@hotmail.com

JEUNES POUR LE MONDE
MFE/ 10, avenue du Noyer Lambert
91300-Massy (FR)
Tel: +33/1/69.20.25.32
Fax: +33/1/60.11.13.66
E-mail: j.p.monde@wanadoo.fr

PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY, WEST BANK AND GAZA STRIP, JERUSALEM EAST

Beneficiary: PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION

Project Title: Using Art as a Common language between youth

The exchange will create a 460m² mural on the centre and renovate a smaller one painted by a prisoner. Through the joint artistic work, which allows everyone to express his/her own culture, the participants will learn from each other and will be further encouraged to explore the culture in the host country through visits and excursions. The project will gain visibility in the local community as the exchange will culminate in an art exhibition where the jointly created mural can be seen.

Grant: 22534 €
Venue: Martyr Salah Khalaf Center (PS)

Contact Person:
BARGHOTHI Muharram
Al-Zahra St Green Tower Building / Flat P.O. Box 1323
Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +970/2/298.13.13
Fax: +970/2/295.78.10
E-mail: pailyouun@p-ol.com

Partners:
CIENA - CENTRO DE INICIATIVAS EUROPEIAS DO NORTE ALENTEJANO
Rua 19 de Junho, 54
7300-155-Portalegre (PT)
Tel: +351968223839
E-mail: cienortealentejo@hotmail.com

GREATER MANCHESTER YOUTH NETWORK
Tanzaro house, Ardwick Green north
M126FZ-Manchester (UK)
Tel: +44/161/273.51.22
E-mail: Dave.ellis@toucan-europe.co.uk

ALNAWATEF COOPERATIVE
Alwahdat
66666-Qadisiyah, Tafila (JO)
Tel: +962/77/49.98.69
Fax: +962/32/27.04.51
E-mail: Khalid.Khawaldeh@jordan.lafarge.com

ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE DES PETITS DÉBROUILLARDS
La Halle aux Cuirs
75 930-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/01/40.05.84.42
Fax: +33/01/40.05.75.05
E-mail: l.larque@lespetitsdebrouillards.org

Project Reference: 117249-12-PS-01-2004-R0
Beneficiary: COMMITTEE FOR SOLIDARITY WITH THE PALESTINIAN PEOPLE FOR PEACE

**Project Title:** Youth for Peace, Reconciliation and Understanding

The promoter is a national youth NGO that is engaged in peace-building activities and that advocates peaceful co-existence between Israeli and Palestinian people. The youth exchange Youth for Peace, Reconciliation and Understanding* that they will organise in Jericho (West Bank and Gaza Strip) will involve 38 participants from UK(6), GR(6), MA(6), IL(10), TO(10) and one leader by national group. The project will provide the participants with an opportunity to address the role the young people can play in enhancing peace and understanding. They will be encouraged to develop further projects with this thematic area.

Grant: 23535 €  
Venue: Jericho (TO)

Contact Person:  
AL NOBANI Zafir  
Nijma Building, Nablus St., Al Bierh  
00972 Ramallah (PS)  
Tel: +972/2/2408.707  
Fax: +972/2/2408.708  
E-mail: Solidaritypp@yahoo.com

**Partners:**

MEDITERRANEAN RESOURCES NETWORK  
PO Box 10386  
E17 6YB-London (UK)  
Tel: +44/20/85.31.65.65  
Fax: +44/20/85.31.02.36  
E-mail: unit@mernet.org OR greenscreen@gn.apc.org

JEWISH-ARAB CENTER FOR PEACE  
Givat Haviva (IL)  
Tel: +972/04/630.92.81  
Fax: +972/04/627.08.91  
E-mail: riad.k@intem.nat.il

ASSOCIATION CHOUALA POUR L'EDUCATION ET LA CULTURE  
B.P. 5530 Takadoum, Cité Hay Mohammed  
20350-Casablanca (MA)  
Tel: +212/22/99.11.55  
Fax: +212/22/99.11.55  
E-mail: chouala@iam.net.ma

MEDITERRANEAN S.O.S. NETWORK  
3, Mamai Street  
10440-Athina (GR)  
Tel: +30/1/822.87.95  
Fax: +30/1/822.87.95  
E-mail: medsos@medsos.gr

*Project Reference: 118011-12-PS-02-2004-R1*
Beneficiary: YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING

Project Title: Modernity and Tradition: A merger for a successful future for young Mediterraneans!

Youth for exchange and understanding is an international non-governmental organisation founded in Strasbourg in 1986. The European secretariat that presents this project coordinates the member branches and promotes activities to foster cooperation between young people of diverse political, social and religious background. As stated in the project title 'Modernity and Tradition', this exchange will focus thematically on these two points with the objectives to underline that traditions do not necessarily have to be rejected in a modern world. The themes will also be linked to the importance of identity -especially for people who migrate- and the problem of social integration. The themes will be addressed during workshops using a number of intercultural methods. There will also be contacts with the local culture and youth groups. Through this project the partners hope to facilitate the official recognition of the Tunisian YEU branch as a youth organisation and motivate the local young people to participate in their future activities. 24 young people will be participating (2CY, 2EG, 2DE, 2GR, 2IT, 2MT, 2PT, 2TN, 2TR, 2LB, 2IL).

Grant: 23488 €
Venue: Tunis - Tozeur (TN)

Contact Person:
DA SILVA Nuno
Rua dos Bombeiros Portugueses nº 4 1º esquerdo
8000 Faro (PT)
Tel: +351/289/81.39.61
Fax: +351/289/81.30.74
E-mail: ho@yeu-international.org

Partners:
YEU - ITALY - YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING ITALIA
Via V. Hugo 4/D  PO Box 61
70056-Molfetta (IT)
Tel: +39/32/84.86.35.37
Fax: +39/080/334.78.10
E-mail: presindete@yeuitalia.it

YEU CYPRUS
PO box 56222
3317-Limassol (CY)
Tel: +357/99/350.290
E-mail: decpinaki@yahoo.com

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING (YEU) MALTA
Dar il-Hena, Triq il-Bard
QRM 04-Attard (MT)
Tel: +356/79/01.33.10
Fax: +356/23/61.86.90
E-mail: doreenbalzan@hsbc.com / doreen@waldonet.net.mt

ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DO ALGARVE
Rua Bombeiros Portugueses, n° 4 - 1º Esq/POB 953
8001-911-Faro (PT)
Tel: +351/918/42.21.08
E-mail: tisha_ne@hotmail.com, tisha@jackingprod.com

GENÇ ANLAYIS VE DEGISIM DERNEGI (GAD)
Mithatpasa cad. Inal Is Hani 31/1 Kizilay
06620-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/532/572.69.30
Fax: +90/312/435.88.01
E-mail: ukyo24@yahoo.com

VCE, VOLUNTEERS OF CAMBRIDGE EGYPT (VCE),Cambridge Egypt School, Intersection of Zaker Hussein.
New Cairo-New Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/10/140.76.38
Fax: +20/2/415.82.74
E-mail: terekjapan@hotmail.com / goodegypt@yahoo.com
BALADNA ASSOCIATION FOR ARAB YOUTH
12 Hertzliya Street
31996-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/6/440.36.34
Fax: +972/4/852.34.27
E-mail: nadem@baladnayouth.org

JEC LIBAN
El Mir Str.
29-Zouk Mikael (LB)
Tel: +961/374.87.02
E-mail: francoisfarage@yahoo.com

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNITY E.V.
Lange Hecke 43
41462-Neuss (DE)
Tel: +49/177/333.57.11
Fax: +49/932/12.25.60
E-mail: YEU-mail@t-online.de

YEU TUNISIA
Route GREMDA KM 6 3062 Complexe N° 3 Sfax Tunisia
3062-Sfax (TN)
Tel: +216/98/64.25.55
Fax: +216/71/23.19.51
E-mail: mkacem@famex.org.tn

NAK GREECE
Despere 17
54621-Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +30/697/337.69.32
E-mail: Pnikole24@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 120030-12-CE-10-2004-R3
EUROPEAN VOLUNTARY SERVICE

Action 2
Beneficiary: JEUGDHUIS RZOEZIE

Project Title: Youth Work In A Deprived Situation - Ali Oubana

We organise this project in the practical situation of a youth club (Rzoezie) where the participants are possible members of future exchanges (deprived situation as migrant youngsters in Belgium). So the volunteers can learn more about this deprived situation while confronted with them: as well as during the guiding the activities or in discussions with the youngsters, during the visits to similar centres. The volunteer is important for our youngsters, so they can learn more about other cultures, volunteer work, how to engage themselves for society etc.

Grant: 7960 €
Venue: Mechelen (BE)

Contact Person:
Possemiers Rudi
E. Tinnellaan 4
2800 Mechelen (BE)
Tel: +32-15-33.94.55
Fax: +32-15-33.94.59
E-mail: rzoezie@pandora.be

Sending Organisation:
L'association Forum de l'Enfance
SECTEUR D N° 232 DIOUR EL MALK CYM RABAT
10050-Rabat (MA)
Tel: 212 61 97 08 81
Fax: 212 37 79 35 61

Project Reference: BEFL-22-4-2004-R3
YOUTH programme

Projects with Mediterranean countries

DENMARK

Beneficiary: IDRÆTSHISTORISK VÆRKSTED "WORKSHOP OF SPORTS HISTORY"

Project Title: Workshop of Sports History

Idrætshistorisk Værsksted "Workshop of Sports History" would like to host a volunteer from Jordan for six months. The overall aim of the host project is to put sports of the past in the agenda in order to reflect on sports of the present and sports of the future and to help people to put more playfulness into "sports". The project is an active museum/workshop, which gives courses in European traditional games (physical activities and animations).

Grant: 4814 €
Venue: Slagelse (DK)

Contact Person:
Nørgaard Steen
Skælskør Landevej 28
4200 Slagelse (DK)
Tel: 0045 58584620
Fax: +45 5857 0932
E-mail: ihv@ihv.dk

Sending Organisation:
Tareef Cycling Club
P.O. Box 482
11941-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 6 533 88 90
Fax: +962 6 533 88 90
E-mail: tareq@rss.gov.jo

Project Reference: DK-22-2-2004-R5
**Beneficiary:** BILDUNGS- UND BEGEGNUNGSSTÄTTE FÜR GEWALTFREIE AKTION, KURWE WUSTOW

**Project Title:** Bildungs- und Begegnungsstätte für gewaltfreie Aktion Kurve Wustrow e.V.

The Volunteer is going to support activities in the office as well as the seminar house, which hosts e.g. the national EVS trainings as well. The volunteer will be involved in assistance of all international seminars the Kurve Wustrow will host the next year. The tasks done by the volunteer are preparation and organisation of international trainings and workcamps and exhibitions. Furthermore the volunteer will support the section for other activists.

**Grant:** 8096 €

**Venue:** Wustrow (DE)

**Contact Person:**
Mosen Verena
Kirchstrasse 14
29462 Wustrow (DE)
Tel: +49 5843 98710
Fax: +49 5843 987111

**Sending Organisation:**
International Palestinian Youth League
Jaffat Street-Isra'a Building Fifth floor
P.O. Box 618-Hebron (PS)
Tel: +972 2 222 9131
Fax: +972 2 221 5586
E-mail: info@ipyl.net

**Project Reference:** DE-22-5-2004-R1
Beneficiary: WELTWEITE INITIATIVE FÜR SOZIALES ENGAGEMENT E.V.

Project Title: Imagine IF

The host organisation offers programmes such as courses in co-operation with local schools, psychological care, preventive lessons and creative courses for children, adolescents and women. The volunteer will be involved in a diverse range of activities such as paint and handicraft courses, planning and coordinating preventive lessons, accompanying excursions, supervising computer courses, teaching children some English.

Grant: 8690 €
Venue: Bethlehem (PS)

Contact Person:
Müller Cordula
Odenwaldschule Oberwaldschule Ober Hambach
64646 Heppenheim (DE)
Tel: 01797723767
E-mail: vorstan@wise-ev.de

Host Organisation:
Karama
Deheishe Refugee camp
Bethlehem (PS)
E-mail: alhaj@karama.org

Beneficiary: ORFEAS

Project Title: Greek music and culture center

The volunteers will support cultural events, and help in the everyday work and activities that take place in the center. They will also work in laboratory, repairing and creating traditional and modern musical instruments. The volunteers will find new information through internet researches to come up with new methods of instrument building, traditional and European music and to contact Youth associations and organizations with cultural activities.

Grant: 4718 €
Venue: Vasiliko (GR)

Contact Person:
Namor Eva
Vasiliko Korinthias
20 200 Vasiliko (GR)
Tel: +3027420 23249
Fax: +3027420 20592
E-mail: orfeas@in.gr

Sending Organisation:
Development No Boarders
708 Zahraa Nasr City
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20 10 6092383
Fax: +20 2 5772784
E-mail: Ahmos400@hotmail.com

Project Reference: GR-22-2-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ORFEAS

Project Title: Greek music and culture center

The volunteers will support cultural events, and help in the everyday work and activities that take place in the center. They will also work in laboratory, repairing and creating traditional and modern musical instruments. The volunteers will find new information through internet researches to come up with new methods of instrument building, traditional and European music and to contact Youth associations and organizations with cultural activities.

Grant: 4718 €
Venue: Vasiliko (GR)

Contact Person:
Namor Eva
Vasiliko Korinthias
20 200 Vasiliko (GR)
Tel: +3027420 23249
Fax: +3027420 20592
E-mail: orfeas@in.gr

Sending Organisation:
Development No Boarders
708 Zahraa Nasr City
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20 10 6092383
Fax: +202 5772784
E-mail: Ahmos400@hotmail.com

Project Reference: GR-22-3-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **KINISH ETHELONTON-SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL HELLEAS**

**Project Title:** CARE FOR TORTURE SURVIVORS

"Care for Torture Survivors" is a project that facilitates Medical Rehabilitation Centre for Torture Victims (in short MRCT)'s activities in providing medical, psychological, social and legal services to torture survivors. Moreover, the involvement of international volunteer in our activities is a way of incorporating new insights and ideas from the volunteer's background, social dynamics, and culture he/she lives in.

MRCT believes that the presence of a volunteer from a Mediterranean country creates a climate of trust and comfort to refugees who need the services offered by the Center because it demonstrates to them a much needed international dimension to their issue. It also provides additional help to refugees to integrate into the Greek society and encourage them to be involved in social activities.

MRCT has already close cooperation with other organisations from other countries, and this experience indicates that such an involvement is useful to improve the work done with refugees.

**Grant:** 7786 €
**Venue:** Athens (GR)

**Contact Person:**
MANIAS MICHAEL
Dipilou 10
10553 Athens (GR)
Tel: 0030210 3311379
Fax: 0030210 3311378
E-mail: scihelas@otenet.gr

**Host Organisation:**
Medical rehabilitation Center for Torture Victims
Lykabetus 9
10672-ATHENS (GR)
Tel: 0030 13604967
Fax: +30 1 3612273
E-mail: Mrct@compulink.gr

**Sending Organisation:**
Association culturelle amusnaw
B.P. 123 tizi-ouzou R.P algerie
15000-Tizi-ouzou (DZ)
Tel: 21326222406
Fax: 21326222447
E-mail: ac_amusnaw@yahoo.fr

**Project Reference:** GR-22-5-2004-R1
Beneficiary: MEDITERRANEAN INFORMATION OFFICE FOR ENVIRONMENT, CULTURE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (MIO-ECSDE)

Project Title: Green Mapping of Euro-Mediterranean Cultural and Biological Diversity

The proposed project is directed to foster intercultural learning, cooperation and non-formal education of Mediterranean young people in environmental, cultural and sustainable development issues of central importance for the Euro-Mediterranean region, while strengthening the cooperation among MIO-ECSDE (the applicant) member organizations among which volunteers will be recruited.

Volunteers will contribute to the realization of on-going activities of MIO-ECSDE members aimed at the protection and valorisation of biodiversity and cultural diversity at the local and national levels as well as at the Mediterranean level. A relevant part of each hosting project will see young volunteers involved in activities directed to design and create “green maps” of selected areas in the hosting country. These maps will contribute to identify significant natural and cultural heritage resources in the various countries and to raise awareness among the local communities about the need to protect them.

Grant: 46614 €
Venue: Malaga (ES), Athens (GR), La Marsa (TN)

Contact Person:
TOMASSINI Barbara
28, Tripodon
10558 Athens (GR)
Tel: +30 210 3247490 /267
Fax: +30 210 3317127
E-mail: mio-ee-env@ath.forthnet.gr

Host Organisation:
Hellenic Association of Informatics - Greece
I. Fokianou 34 - 40
11635-Athens (GR)
Tel: +302107291015
Fax: +302107291015
E-mail: info@informatics.org.gr

Host Organisation:
ITACA - Asociacion Defensa Naturaleza
CP 29013
Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34 952 264 400
Fax: +34 952 264 400
E-mail: Itaca-tierra@terra.es

Host Organisation:
Association of Development and of the Protection of the Environment (ADPE)
Rue Mohamed Fadhel Ben Achour, n. 15 Bis
2070-La Marsa (TN)
Tel: +216 71 742 400
Fax: +216 71 748 311
E-mail: adpe@hexabyte.tn

Sending Organisation:
Hellenic Association of Informatics - Greece
I. Fokianou 34 - 40
11635-Athens (GR)
Tel: +302107291015
Fax: +302107291015
E-mail: info@informatics.org.gr

Sending Organisation:
ITACA - Asociacion Defensa Naturaleza
CP 29013
Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34 952 264 400
Fax: +34 952 264 400
E-mail: Itaca-tierra@terra.es
Sending Organisation:
MUNICIPALITY OF BAYRAMPASA
Abdi Ipekci Cad., No: 40, Bayrampasa
Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90 212 5676400
Fax: +90 212 5442771
E-mail: bayrampasa@superonline.com

Sending Organisation:
Association of Development and of the Protection of the Environment (ADPE)
Rue Mohamed Fadhel Ben Achour, n. 15 Bis
2070-La Marsa (TN)
Tel: +216 71 742 400
Fax: +216 71 748 311
E-mail: adpe@hexabyte.tn

Project Reference: GR-22-6-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ORFEAS

Project Title: Greek music and culture center

The volunteers will support cultural events, and help in the everyday work and activities that take place in the center. They will also work in laboratory, repairing and creating traditional and modern musical instruments. The volunteers will find new information through internet researches to come up with new methods of instrument building, traditional and European music and to contact Youth associations and organizations with cultural activities.

Grant: 5240 €
Venue: Vasiliko (GR)

Contact Person:
Namor Eva
Vasiliko Korinthias
20 200 Vasiliko (GR)
Tel: +3027420 23249
Fax: +3027420 20592
E-mail: orfeas@in.gr

Sending Organisation:
International Palestinian Youth League
Jaffa Street- Isra’ Building # 5
P.O. Box 618-Hebron (PS)
Tel: + 972-2-2229131
Fax: + 972-2-2215586
E-mail: info@ipyl.org

Project Reference: GR-22-7-2004-R5
**Beneficiary:** ORFEAS  
**Project Title:** Greek music and culture center

The volunteers will support cultural events, and help in the everyday work and activities that take place in the center. They will also work in laboratory, repairing and creating traditional and modern musical instruments. The volunteers will find new information through internet researches to come up with new methods of instrument building, traditional and European music and to contact Youth associations and organizations with cultural activities.

**Grant:** 4990 €  
**Venue:** Vasiliko (GR)

**Contact Person:**  
Namor Eva  
Vasiliko Korinthias  
20 200 Vasiliko (GR)  
Tel: +3027420 23249  
Fax: +3027420 20592  
E-mail: orfeas@in.gr

**Sending Organisation:**  
Association des Jeunes Mediteraniens pour les Echanges Iterculturel de Sousse  
Residence jeunesse 21 la corniche sousse  
4000-Sousse (TN)  
Tel: +21673213373  
Fax: +21673213373  
E-mail: mjckk@francite.com

**Project Reference:** GR-22-8-2004-R5
Beneficiary: ASOCIACIÓN AGORA CULTURAL

Project Title: La educación del tiempo libre a través del juego

The project takes place in the city area of Natzaret, in the surroundings of the South of Valencia. The situation of the youth of Natzaret, the same as in other surrounding areas in other Spanish cities, is a very complex and poor economic structure, unemployment, direct contact with risk situations and social dangers. The Associació de Veins de Natzaret tries to maintain with dignity the representation of the inhabitants of the area and state its problems and needs. The aims of the project are the following – to make extra-curricular activities stable, encourage a participation attitude at all levels: parents, users, groups of volunteers, encourage and boost alternative leisure activities.

Grant: 7497 €
Venue: Valencia (ES)

Contact Person:
Kuseni Julie
Pza. Músico Espí, 9 Baj Dcha
46019 Valencia (ES)
Tel: +34 96 329 99 69
Fax: +34 96 329 99 69
E-mail: agoracultural@ono.com

Host Organisation:
Associació de Veins de Natzaret
C/ Castell de Pop, 38
46024-Valencia (ES)
Tel: +34 96 356 39 37
Fax: +34 96 367 08 05
E-mail: avecinosnatzare@teleline.es

Sending Organisation:
Greenpeace Mediterranean
Sahkulu Mh. Derasker Cikmazi 7/1
34420-Estambul (TR)
Tel: +90 212 292 76 19
Fax: +90 212 292 76 22
E-mail: apmedtur@diala.greenpeace

Project Reference: ES-22-21-2004-R1
Beneficiary: INTER EUROPA RIOJA

Project Title: Voluntariado con niños y adolescentes en Calahorra

La calle 2000 is a youth association working with children from 4 to 12 in the Children's play-centre and from 12 to 16 years old in the youth centre. The main aim of the association is to give an alternative for leisure for children and young people of different economic and cultural status from this town. With the children, the afternoon starts helping them with homework and then games, workshops and other activities. With the young people we offer alternatives of leisure also on weekends. The volunteer will integrate into the coach team and will cooperate with both centres.

Grant: 7131 €
Venue: Calahorra (ES)

Contact Person:
Moreno Sola Alba
Francisco Muro de la Mata, 9 ep. Dcha
26001 LOGROÑO (ES)
Tel: +34 941235025
Fax: +34 941 23 4658
E-mail: intereuropa@telefonica.net

Host Organisation:
La Calle 2000
Angel Olivan nº 9
26500-Calahorra (ES)
Tel: +34 941145329
Fax: +34 941132923
E-mail: la_calle_2000@yahoo.es

Sending Organisation:
CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS
4 bis reu mohamed elhamsali kebibat
RABAL (MA)
Tel: 212.37297184
Fax: 212.37698950
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

Project Reference: ES-22-34-2004-R1
Beneficiary: BARCELONA VOLUNTARIA

Project Title: Casal Abierto

Volunteer will be involved into the intercultural activities with the migrants in the town. Besides we think that the integration of the European volunteer in such a multicultural environment as that of the Raval may be of high social and cultural education importance. The incorporation of a European volunteer from the Mediterranean can give a lot of value to the tasks of the team of educators of the Casal, as well as providing a lot of experience with people from North Africa.

Grant: 4533 €
Venue: Barcelona (ES)

Contact Person:
Pelai, 44 2º
08001 Barcelona (ES)
Tel: 34 934 124493
Fax: 34 934 120761
E-mail: bercelonavoluntaria@correu.voluntariat.org

Host Organisation:
CASALS DELS INFANTS RÀVAL
Junta del Comerç, 16 bajo
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: 34 931 370 013
E-mail: ecanet@pangea.org

Sending Organisation:
Children and youth center
Ain Mreysseh
Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961 3 974 672
E-mail: ADN1@cyberia.net.lb

Project Reference: ES-22-37-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ESCANDA

Project Title: Integrando voluntades: Cooperación Juvenil Intercultural por la Paz, la Diversidad y la Solidaridad

Three volunteers from Middle Eastern Countries (Israel, Lebanon and Egypt) to work in Escanda (secretariat of the Youth Network for Peace and Solidarity in the Mediterranean) with the following objectives: providing persons from discriminated communities the possibility of playing an active role in the development of the planned large-scale projects, enhancing Escanda’s efforts to fight against cultural prejudices and racist, xenophobic or antisemitic tendencies in Lena and Asturias by enriching the regular activities of the association in promotion of interculturality and social diversity, of peace and solidarity, of gender equality, and of independent and community-based media, facilitating the training and skill-sharing on enrichment and practices of positive social intervention by offering the volunteers the possibility to learn from the experiences of Escanda and other organizations etc.

Grant: 21908 €
Venue: Pola de Lena (ES)

Contact Person:
Maria Riikonen
Juvelena, Marques de S. FEIz, 9 b
33630 Pola de Lena (ES)
Tel: 985 493696
Fax: 985 493563
E-mail: Escanda-info@gmx.net

Sending Organisation:
Baladna - Asociación para la juventud árabe
12 Hertselia Street
31996-Haifa (IL)
Tel: 972 6 440 3634
Fax: 972 4 85 23427
E-mail: info@baladnayouth.org

Sending Organisation:
Beirut Independent Media Centre
First Floor, Zicco House, Spears Street, Sanyeh
Beirut (LB)
Tel: 961 1741412
E-mail: Imc-beirut@lists.indymedia.org

Sending Organisation:
Tawasol
Askar Refuges Camp
Nablus (PS)
Tel: 975 59 378 417
Fax: 972 9 237 9620
E-mail: Tawasol.group@yahoo.com

Project Reference: ES-22-43-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **AMICS DE LA TERRA BARCELONA**

**Project Title:** Colaboración en la Secretaría del Foro Social Mediterráneo

The project is collaboration with the Mediterranean Social Forum Secretariat, in charge of the logistics of the FSMed. This Forum, part of the process started in Porto Alegre, Brazil, seeks to gather civil society representatives from all the countries that share Mediterranean shorelines to analyze this conflictive area, establish contacts and networks that allows them to share knowledge and strategies, as well as learn from each other.

**Grant:** 4796 €

**Venue:** Barcelona (ES)

**Contact Person:**
Gravina Ramos Héctor Omar
Mare de Déu del Pilar 15, Ppal.
08003 Barcelona (ES)
Tel: 933195022
E-mail: barcelona@tierra.org

**Sending Organisation:**
Mossawa Center (The Advocacy Center for Arab Citizens of Israel)
Nebieim Tower, P.O. Box 4471
31043-Haifa (IL)
Tel: 972 0 48699587
Fax: 972 0 48668063
E-mail: mosawa@rannet.com

**Project Reference:** ES-22-53-2004-R3
Beneficiary: XARXA

Project Title: Difusión y Conservación del Patrimonio Local

This is a one-to-one European Voluntary Service project between Spain and Palestine. The aim of the project is to carry out an awareness campaign about the cultural heritage of Lliria and through it, to bring the different cultures at each side of the Mediterranean closer.

Grant: 4858 €
Venue: Lliria (ES)

Contact Person:
Moussi Faudhil
Joan d’Austria 8
46160 Lliria (ES)
Tel: 962790202
Fax: 962792595
E-mail: xarxafor@infonegocio.com

Sending Organisation:
International Palestinian Youth League-IPYL
Jaffa, Edificio Al-Isra’a, 5
PO Box 618-Hebron (PS)
Tel: 972 22229131
Fax: 972 22229131
E-mail: info@ipyl.net

Beneficiary: CONSELL COMARCAL DEL BAGES

Project Title: INDIVIDUAL SUPPORT TO DISABLED PEOPLE AT THE RESIDENTIAL ENVIRONMENT

The volunteer will support the leaders in the development of leisure activities, help people with disabilities in the acquisition of daily routine habits and conducts (cooking, shopping, home duties,...), favour and promote communication between the people, organise, together with the leaders, one-day trips. The volunteer, the leaders and the volunteer's mentor will carry out a weekly evaluation about the programmed activities as well as about the integration of the volunteer in the working team, his/her grade of satisfaction to carry out the foreseen tasks etc.

Grant: 7596 €
Venue: Manresa (ES)

Contact Person:
Quintana Segalá Andreu
Muralla de Sant Domenec 24
08240 Manresa (ES)
Tel: +34936930354/0355
Fax: 936930351
E-mail: info@babaluc.com

Host Organisation:
AMPANS
C/ San Rafael, 4
08240-Manresa (ES)
Tel: 34 93 827 2300
Fax: 34 93 827 2136
E-mail: ampans

Sending Organisation:
ASSOCIATION ECOLOGIQUE DE BOUMERDES
Po Box 35 M
35000-Boumerdes (DZ)
Tel: +213 24 81 16 05
Fax: +213 24 81 16 05

Beneficiary: ASOCIACIÓN XARXA

Project Title: Difusión y sensibilización a la cuestión de medio ambiente en el mundo rural

It is a bilateral project between Spain and Israel. Our idea with the project is to carry out an environmental awareness campaign in Llíria, at the same time as we will use the opportunity to bring closer and know the different cultures at each side of the Mediterranean.

Grant: 4758 €
Venue: Llíria (ES)

Contact Person:
Moussi Faudhl
C/Joan d’Austria 8
46160 Llíria (ES)
Tel: 34 962790202
Fax: 34 962792595
E-mail: xarxafor@infonegocio.com

Sending Organisation:
BALADNA Association for Arab Youth
Hertzliyastreet 12
31996-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972 4 8523035
Fax: +972 4 8523427
E-mail: info@baladnayouth.org

Beneficiary: ADICE - ASSOCIATION POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT DES INITIATIVES CITOYENNES ET EUROPÉENNES

Project Title: Réseau SVE: Volontariat et Solidarité au Maghreb

The promoter, ADICE (Association pour le Développement des Initiatives Citoyennes et Européennes) is a local FR NGO, fighting against discrimination and working towards the social promotion of vulnerable groups (young people, women, immigrant populations). It presents an eight-months project entitled 'Réseau SVE: Volontariat et solidarité au Maghreb', that will be implemented with 5 other partner organisations from IT, FR, MA, DZ and TN and place 5 volunteers in a total of 4 host organisations. The overall aim of the project is to enhance cooperation between European and Mediterranean organisations and to start a Euromed EVS sending and host organisations network. Each of the host projects has different objectives, but the general theme of the project is youth work. The 5 volunteers will be involved in different fields - art, environment, local development and work with various publics - children, disabled people, and local organisation.

Grant: 25693 €
Venue: FR-TN- MA-DZ

Contact Person:
BENIA Djamel
2 avenue Jean Lebas
59100 Roubaix (FR)
Tel: +33/3/20.11.22.68
Fax: +33/3/20.68.45.51
E-mail: association.adice@wanadoo.fr

Host Organisation:
ANET NOOR
07, Lafayette Street
16000 Algiers (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/64.40.26
Fax: +213/21/64.40.26
E-mail: ongnoor@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
ASSOCIATION MARRAKECH JEUNES ARTISTES
Faculté des sciences Semlalia
2390 Marrakech (MA)
Tel: +212/68/96.47.39
Fax: +212/44/43.67.69
E-mail: gbouab@ifm.ma

Host Organisation:
ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE
Boulevard de l’Environnement
7034 Metline (TN)
Tel: +216/98/92.85.97
Fax: +216/72/53.41.22
E-mail: chaabouni_med@yahoo.fr

Host Organisation:
ADICE - ASSOCIATION POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT DES INITIATIVES CITOYENNES ET EUROPÉENNES
2 avenue Jean Lebas
59100 Roubaix (FR)
Tel: +33/320/11.22.68
Fax: +33/320/68.45.51
E-mail: association.adice@wanadoo.fr

Sending Organisation:
LINK- ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE
Via Silvio Pellico 10
70022 Altamura (IT)
Tel: +39.080.314.80.80
Fax: +39.080.314.80.80
E-mail: luceanz@tin.it
Sending Organisation:
ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE
Boulevard de l’Environnement
7034 Metline (TN)
Tel: +216/98/92.85.97
Fax: +216/72/53.41.22
E-mail: chaabouni_med@yahoo.fr

Sending Organisation:
ADICE - ASSOCIATION POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT DES INITIATIVES CITOYENNES ET EUROPÉENNES
2 avenue Jean Lebas
59100 Roubaix (FR)
Tel: +33/320/11.22.68
Fax: +33/320/68.45.51
E-mail: association.adice@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117902-22-FR-01-2004-R1
Beneficiary: MUTUALITÉ SOCIALE AGRICOLE

Project Title: Femmes et Mères d’Euromed : Cultivons notre jardin

Six young farmers of the Département des Pyrénées-Atlantiques (FR), all managers in areas with difficult access, have concluded a partnership agreement with the Marocaine de Jerada province, nearby the Algerian border and facing many difficulties since the closure of the coal mines in 2001. One of the main working axes is sharing expertise and cultural know-how to allow young women or mothers of working class families to cultivate their basic farm products with the aim of food self-sufficiency, and to sell the excess of products on the market. This project, with mainly educational features, will not only have an impact on the two participating countries but also on the rural areas concerned.

Grant: 16084 €
Venue: Oujda (MA)

Contact Person:
Fillâtre Marie-Claude
1, Place Marguerite laborde
64017 Pau (FR)
Tel: 33 5 59 80 72 96
Fax: 33 5 59 80 72 60
E-mail: Fillatre.marie-Claude@msa64.msa.fr

Host Organisation:
Oeuvres Sociales de la province de Jerada
Angle Bd Derfouti & El qori
OUJDA (MA)
Tel: 212 56 68 91 68
Fax: 212 56 68 63 91
E-mail: stitmar@iam.net.ma

Project Reference: FR-22-11-2004-R1
Beneficiary: MAPAR

Project Title: Animation dans un cinéma associatif

Manivel cinema is an associative cinema, which aims to promote cinema in general and art movies for a large public. The volunteer will work in the cinema workgroup, with tasks such as reception, programming, techniques to project a movie, editing, etc. The volunteer will also help to organise the annual festival "les belles nuits de Vilaine"

Grant: 4808 €
Venue: Redon (FR)

Contact Person:
2, rue Chantebel BP 10317
35603 Redon (FR)
Tel: 02 99 72 14 39
Fax: 02 99 72 16 53
E-mail: mapar-sve@wanadoo.fr

Host Organisation:
MANIVEL Cinéma
Rue Thiers B.P. 167
35605-REDON (FR)
Tel: +33 (0)2 99 72 28 20
Fax: +33 (0)2 99 71 10 0
E-mail: manivelcinema@libertysurf.fr

Sending Organisation:
BURSA LOCAL AGENDA 21 - YOUTH COUNCIL
Kültürpark içi.Selçuk Rest. Karsisi- Gençlik Evi
BURSA (TR)
Tel: +90224 233 28 77
Fax: +90224 234 85 67
E-mail: pinarokal@mail.com

Project Reference: FR-22-14-2004-R1
Beneficiary: OFFICE FRANCO-ALLEMAND POUR LA JEUNESSE (OFAJ)

Project Title: Service volontaire franco-allemand de soutien au développement des sociétés civiles

This project involves two associations based in Fes (MA) who are close to each other and who complement each other regarding civil society development.

ESPOD (Espace Point de Départ) was first interested in the promotion of female micro enterprises, followed by supporting children and young people by offering them leisure time activities and by assisting them through democratic related training sessions.

The 'Association Rencontre Maroc' develops community life and offers assistance to developing local cultural projects on an individual basis. It is becoming an intercultural meeting centre and cooperates with ‘Rencontre” an association based in Dunkerque (FR) on a variety of projects supporting community life and Euro-Mediterranean activities. The two sending associations "Rencontre" and "Arbeit und Leben (Düsseldorf, DE) have already organised encounters in Fez and Meknes and hosted trilateral gatherings of young people from Morocco, France and Germany.

The aim of this project proposal is for each Moroccan organisation to host 1 French and 1 German volunteer as enrichment of the franco-german voluntary service and to further develop Moroccan civil society and Euro-Mediterranean cooperation.

The Maghreb countries often have the impression that they are somewhat excluded by Europe. It is therefore important that they can learn from each other. For the volunteers it will be a unique experience whereby all partners will benefit from the experience.

Grant: 36552 €
Venue: Fes (MA)

Contact Person:
51 rue de l’Amiral Mouchez
75013 Paris (FR)
Tel: 01 40 78 18 26
Fax: 01 40 78 18 60
E-mail: Fouquet@ofaj.org

Host Organisation:
ESPOD (Espace Point de Départ)
Bd des FAR
FES (MA)
Tel: +212 - 55 94 28 22
Fax: +212 - 55 94 28 21
E-mail: Rajae.slaoui@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
Rencontre Maroc
Maison de l’Euro-Méditerranée, Medina, n° 16 Salage - Batha
FES (MA)
Tel: +33 212 55 40 22 57

Sending Organisation:
Arbeit und Leben
Hans-Böckler-Str. 39
40476-Düsseldorf (DE)
Tel: +49 211 43 01 182
Fax: +49 211 43 01 10
E-mail: mitton@arbeitundleben.de
Sending Organisation:
Rencontre
36 rue Thiers
59140-Dunkerque (FR)
Tel: 03 28 63 71 87
Fax: 03 28 63 71 87
E-mail: rencontre@asso-rencontre.com

Project Reference: FR-22-16-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION MIGRATION SOLIDARITÉ & ECHANGES POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT

Project Title: Appui à l'émergence d'une dynamique de développement rural dans une perspective euro-méditerranéenne

Association ADPAL (Association for the development and the promotion of the local arts and crafts) is a young dynamic association which has as an aim the local development of the village of Beni Yenni, to 120 km of Algiers, in Algeria. It intervenes as well on the fields economic and artisanal as cultural near the young people of the village. ADPAL would sincerely hope to promote its local activities at the euro-Mediterranean level, by setting up formations of exchange of know-how of the craftsmen, stockbreeders and farmers local with European counterparts, and by developing transnational projects to better do to know the local dynamism of the Algerian villages and their culture by the means of participation in euro-Mediterranean festivals interculturels.

Grant: 5258 €
Venue: Beni Yenni (DZ)

Contact Person:
KABECHE Djilali
Espace Nord-Sud , 17 rue de Boston
67000 Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: +33 (0)3 88 61 71 67
Fax: +33 (0)3 88 61 71 67
E-mail: amsed@wanadoo.fr

Host Organisation:
Association de Développement et la Promotion de l'Artisanat Local
Village Taourirt Mimoun Beni Yenni Tizi Ouzou
15530-Beni Yenni (DZ)
Tel: 213 26 33 35 54
Fax: 213 26 33 35 54
E-mail: a_aberkane01@yahoo.fr

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION MIGRATION SOLIDARITÉ & ECHANGES POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT

Project Title: Une volontaire européenne au service d'une Amitié sans Frontières, entre les deux rives de la Méditerranée

This project is to support the reflection of young people and to develop cultural actions in a Euro-Mediterranean context and to promote the exchanges of children and young people between the two banks (animation and organization of cultural events: visits, exposures, local festivals, exchanges with young people on the other side of the Mediterranean...). The other shutter of this EVS project is to restructure the association whose activities multiplied, but which is only managed by voluntarists. Project of district initially, the passion of the children and the young people for the activities of this association is such as the latter would wish to develop and improve its associative management in order to gradually become independent of association diocésaine of Algiers which launched it.

Grant: 8006 €
Venue: El Biar (DZ)

Contact Person:
KABECHE Djilali
Espace Nord-Sud 17 rue de Boston
67 000 Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: +33 (0)3 88 61 71 67
Fax: +33 (0)3.88.61.71.67
E-mail: amsed@wanadoo.fr

Host Organisation:
Association Amitié sans Frontière - Foyer de Jeunes
22 Chemin d'Hydra
16030-El Biar (Alger) (DZ)
Tel: +213 21 92 55 78
Fax: +213 21 92 55 76
E-mail: amitie_sans_frontieres@hotmail.com

ITALY

Beneficiary: COMUNE DI PADOVA - UFFICIO PROGETTO GIOVANI

Project Title: GIOVANI PER L'INTERCULTURALITA'

The volunteer will work within two areas of Progetto Giovani: the area of Servizio Civile and the area of Animazione. Volunteer will support educational activities for children, young disabled people within the community and for their families and will participate in the activities run by the organisers or the young people living in the suburbs who visit meeting points and, together with the responsible of the Youth Points he will organise new activities. The tasks will be chosen according to the wishes, previous experience and capacity of the volunteer in agreement with the volunteer.

Grant: 7293 €

Venue: Padova (IT)

Contact Person:
OSCHMANN KERSTIN
Vicolo Ponte Molino, 7
35 137 Padova, Veneto (IT)
Tel: +39 049 8757893
Fax: +39 049 8753259
E-mail: Scambi@comune.padova.it

Sending Organisation:
Greenpeace Mediterranean
Sahkulu Mh. Serasker Cikmazi 7/1
34420-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90 212 292 76 19
Fax: +90 212 292 76 22
E-mail: gpmedtur@diala.greenpeace.org

Project Reference: IT-22-36-2004-R3
Beneficiary: CENTRO DIACONALE "LA NOCE"

Project Title: Time for Europe - La Noce

Ella will experience long term voluntary service in social field, in particular in actions addressed to children and local community. Ella will be involved in activities in co-operation with staff and national volunteers. The aim of the project is to provide an experience of solidarity, understanding of another culture through daily exchanging with other national and international young volunteers.

Grant: 5731 €
Venue: Palermo (IT)

Contact Person:
Alessandra Trotta
Via E. G. Di Biasi, 12
90135 Palermo (IT)
Tel: +39.091.6817941
Fax: +39.091.6820118
E-mail: c.d.lanoce@melink.it

Sending Organisation:
Neve Shalom / wahat al salaam
Doar-Na Shimshon
99761- (IL)
Tel: +972 (0)2 9915621
Fax: +972 (0)2 9911072
E-mail: pr@nswas.com

Project Reference: IT-22-45-2004-R5
Beneficiary: CIRCOLO CULTURALE AFRICA

Project Title: BUILDING UP MIGRANT ASSOCIATIONS' AWARENESS

The local institution of the Ancona Province has decided since September to open a centre called "Centro per il sostegno delle associazioni degli immigrati". The centre should to be a support for all the migrants and their communities and organizations. Activities: festivals, ad hoc activities services, database etc. The aim of the centre is to achieve in the first year to set up a sort of Consulta, representative of the whole migrants communities and organizations present in the province of Ancona. The Consulta could, in the next future, represent the migrants in all the institution within the province of Ancona.

Grant: 7302 €
Venue: Ancona (IT)

Contact Person:
SOSPIRO PAOLO
VIA S. SPIRIDIONE 5/a
60100 ANCONA (IT)
Tel: 0712072698
E-mail: segreteria@circoloafrica.org

Sending Organisation:
Thala - Association of development
18th janvier
1210-Thala (TN)
Tel: +216 77 481555
Fax: +216 77 481975
E-mail: Adt.thala@planet .tn

Project Reference: IT-22-47-2004-R5
Beneficiary: LEGAMBIENTE ONLUS

Project Title: Paestum torre di mare in Italy for a Turkish boy

Legambiente is an organisation mainly based in Italy and well known for its national campaigns. But Legambiente aims to let local people to think to a wider view, considering at least the whole Europe as the place we are living. The EVS programme gives to the activities run at local level a relevant European dimension, important either for the local young people and for the local community. Legambiente stresses the importance to consider the environment a community international property, which has to be protected everywhere in world, this is why European volunteers are coming to stay also in Paestum. For the local community, Europe is still something far from Paestum, interesting only if it brings tourists and business. EVS long term projects on the contrary allow local people in get in touch deeply with young Europeans. Italian local youngsters at the same time - the area is touched by high rate of unemployment among young people - are often not encouraged in taking in account voluntary action as an important training tool for their personal growth: so, EVS volunteers become a good peer examples for looking beyond the ordinary poor daily perspectives.

Grant: 5561 €
Venue: Roma (IT)

Contact Person:
Maddonni Paolo
Via Salaria, 403
00199 Roma (IT)
Tel: 0686268326
Fax: 0686268319
E-mail: volint@mail.legambiente.com

Sending Organisation:
MUNICIPALITY DI DOGUBEYAZIT/AGRI
Dogubayazit Belediye Baskanligi Dogubayazit
Agri (TR)
Tel: +90. 4723126404
Fax: +90. 4723126499-01
E-mail: rojinfelat@hotmail.com

Beneficiary: LEGAMBIENTE ONLUS

Project Title: Environment and social issues in Italy for a Turkish boy

EVS volunteers will help the local group of Legambiente in opening a permanent European dimension to the running activities e.g. implementation of the project of the new coast natural area: raising awareness through the population and mainly through the young people, project "Grand-fathers and grand-children", fruits and vegetable bio-organic gardens in the outskirts and depressed area of the town to be run by elderly people with support of children from schools as an environmental and social educational scheme, info-desk for immigrants at the Associations' home: social care, youth activities, social integration.

Grant: 5561 €
Venue: Roma (IT)

Contact Person:
Maddonni Paolo
Via Salaria, 403
00199 Roma (IT)
Tel: 0686268326
Fax: 0686268319
E-mail: volint@mail.legambiente.com

Sending Organisation:
MUNICIPALITY DI SUR/ DIYARBAKIR
Sur Belediyesi Baskanligi Inonu Caddesi
Diyarbakir (TR)
Tel: +90.4122235551
Fax: +90.4122235551
E-mail: zyasak@yahoo.com

Beneficiary: INTER-ACTIONS ASBL

Project Title: Working And Learning Together

We would like to host one Jordanian short-term volunteer who is socially, economically or other way excluded and who has never had the chance to participate in an international project. The volunteer will work in the train station district in Luxembourg city. Part of the work will be done in the day-care centre with the children. This work includes organisation of free-time activities, homework help, help with school meals etc. The other part will be related to community-work in the district. The volunteer will work with the children and their families in the neighbourhood.

Grant: 5010 €
Venue: Luxembourg (LU)

Contact Person:
Wendling Luc
Rue du Fort Wallis, 16
L-2714 Luxembourg (LU)
Tel: +352 48 18 30
Fax: +352 26 48 04 44
E-mail: l.wendling@wanadoo.fr

Sending Organisation:
Mount Nebo Association for Social Development
Shorayh Bin Hani, 45
JO-11180-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 65 81 37 12
Fax: +962 65 60 75 98
E-mail: sakher_sfoyg@yahoo.com

THE NETHERLANDS

Beneficiary: CODE INTERNATIONAL

Project Title: Voluntary Documentary and Research Work in dealing with Poverty and Gender Discrimination in Lebanon

Volunteering by assisting in the Machrek-Maghreb Gender Linking and Information Project of the CRTD. The MACMAG GLIP project provides a platform for exchange of research, analysis, training, capacity building and institutional development on Gender and Development (GAD) throughout the Arab world (www.macman-glip.org). One of the main components of the GLIP project is the Gender Resource Library. This Library includes over 3000 titles in Arabic, French and English of relevant books, reports and periodicals on women and gender development. It is available directly and online to interested students, researchers, practitioners and NGOs.

The volunteer will be working on the ‘Gender and Nationality project’ and the ‘Women economic empowerment project’. The volunteer will work together with the staff members within youth unit and the voluntary unit. Tasks of the volunteer include: research on poverty and gender development, which involves various aspects of qualitative research work, communication and correspondence with different national and international partners within the projects she is working on, to maintain and establish contacts with them, mainly by phone, email and sometime face to face.

Grant: 5373 €
Venue: Beirut (LB)

Contact Person:
Abrahamse Janneke
Goilberdingenstraat 32
4101 BP Culemborg (NL)
Tel: +31 345 518731
Fax: +31 345 521749
E-mail: info@code-international.nl

Host Organisation:
Center for Research and Training on Development
Karim Salameh Building (behind Volvo Company)
Pob 165302-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961 1 616 751
E-mail: info@crtd.org

Project Reference: NL-22-12-2004-R5
Beneficiary: CODE INTERNATIONAL

Project Title: Voluntary Documentary and Research Work in dealing with Poverty and Gender Discrimination in Lebanon

Volunteering by assisting in the Machrek-Maghreb Gender Linking and Information Project of the CRTD. The MACMAG GLIP project provides a platform for exchange of research, analysis, training, capacity building and institutional development on Gender and Development (GAD) throughout the Arab world (www.macmag-glip.org). One of the main components of the GLIP project is the Gender Resource Library. This Library includes over 3000 titles in Arabic, French and English of relevant books, reports and periodicals on women and gender development. It is available directly and online to interested students, researchers, practitioners and NGOs.

The volunteer will be working on the 'Gender and Nationality project' and the 'Women economic empowerment project'. The volunteer will work together with the staff members within youth unit and the voluntary unit. Tasks of the volunteer include: research on poverty and gender development, which involves various aspects of qualitative research work, communication and correspondance with different national and international partners within the projects she is working on, to maintain and establish contacts with them, mainly by phone, email and sometime face to face.

Grant: 5373 €
Venue: Beirut (LB)

Contact Person:
Abrahamse Janneke
Goilberdingenstraat 32
4101 BP Culemborg (NL)
Tel: +31 345 518731
Fax: +31 345 521749
E-mail: info@code-international.nl

Host Organisation:
Center for Research and Training on Development
Karim Salameh Building (behind Volvo Company)
Pob 165302-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961 1 616 751
E-mail: info@crtd.org

Project Reference: NL-22-14-2004-R5
Beneficiary:  INSTITUT HARTHEIM - GARTENHAUS: AMIGO UND AUSSICHT

Project Title: Institut Hartheim- Gartenhaus: Living Groups Amigo und Aussicht

The hosting project itself refers to the living groups "Amigo" and "Aussicht", which are both situated in the so-called "Gartenhaus" ("summerhouse") of the institute. 9 people live in each of these groups, who are looked after by medial 5 employees. Volunteers duty is predominantly the creation and accomplishment of recreational programs. These activities can range from supporting activities in the different workshops, culture- or sport facilities, theatre - or music groups, up to short trips. The volunteers tasks are not supposed to replace the employees duties, but to expand them by these areas, which on the one hand can not be handled by the tutors for time reasons and on the other hand offer the volunteer many opportunities to train their own initiative, cultural learning and creativity.

Grant: 5838 €
Venue: Alkoven (AT)

Contact Person:
Benedics Imre
Anton Strauch Allee 1a Gartenhaus
7042 Alkoven (AT)
Tel: +43-7274-6536
Fax: +43-7274-6536-323
E-mail: zentrale@institut-hartheim.at

Sending Organisation:
Local committee for rehabilitation of the disabled
Denisheh refugees camp
Bethlehem (PS)
Tel: 9722275137
Fax: 9722275137
E-mail: admin@ppsmo.org

Project Reference: AT-22-7-2004-R5
Beneficiary: **COLECTIVIDADE SÓCIO CULTURAL BARRENSE**

**Project Title:** Rural Area Work

The project relates activities with youth, with children, with elder people and also with the community in general. Its main propose is to involve all the community in a way it can provides a different experience for the volunteer but also for the little village. It is necessary to increase the idea of an European dimension and at the same time, to increase the role of youth in the local day life

**Grant:** 6280 €

**Venue:** Azinheira (PT)

**Contact Person:**
Ruas Pedro
Rua Luis de Camões, 6
7570-003 Azinheira de Barros (PT)
Tel: +351 269 594180
Fax: +351 269 5941133
E-mail: a_casinha@sapo.pt

**Sending Organisation:**
JAFRA Palestinian Youth Center
Yarmouk Camp Yarmouk Street
30192-Damascus (SY)
Tel: +963116314155
Fax: +963116314155
E-mail: jafracenter@coolgoose.com

**Project Reference:** PT-22-4-2004-R3
Beneficiary:  YOUTH DEPARTMENT OF KOKKOLA / PERFORMING ART SCHOOL OF KOKKOLA

Project Title:  Youth department of Kokkola City/The Performing Art School of Kokkola City

Volunteer will help with workshops given at the Performing Art School. These workshops are for children and youth, on the field of art (music, theatre and dance). Volunteer will also take part to the planning of local and international art projects. The school's main tool of teaching is "learning by doing" in a way of non-formal education, students learn also one from each other, and so we do not expect any teaching skills from the volunteer. The volunteer will basically work with junior high-school aged pupils so that they are able to communicate in English and other foreign languages. Volunteer will take part in whole process - not only in workshops themselves, but also administrative work, advertising, planning, producing etc.

Grant:  10479 €
Venue:  Kokkola (FI)

Contact Person:
Pietilä Mika
Torikatu 13
67100 Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +358 6 831 3264
Fax: +358 6 831 3264
E-mail: mika.pietila@kokkola.fi

Sending Organisation:
Cagdas (Yaratici) Drama Dernegi
Paris Caddesi 6/2 Kavaklidere
06540-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +903124250089
Fax: +903124250089
E-mail: cdd@cdd.org.tr

Project Reference: FI-22-12-2004-R5
Beneficiary: UG ARNOLD

Project Title: UG Norpan

The 2 volunteers from El-wafaa, Egypt will work in the youth centre UG Norpan during evenings and afternoons, as well as in the school together with 2 other volunteers and youth leaders. Initially the tasks will be to get in contact and get to know the youngsters both in the school and in the youth centre. To try to understand the Swedish school system and the way we work. Secondly, the volunteers will be more actively involved in the work with the youth, and be able to take their own initiatives, and after some time be responsible for their own projects and be a part of the team for the whole community together with the other youth leaders. The main task for the volunteer is to be a asset for the youth leaders and the teachers.

Grant: 17224 €
Venue: Anäset (SE)

Contact Person:
Carlsson Tori
Skolgatan 8
915 34 Anäset (SE)
Tel: +46934-203 10
Fax: +46934-270 02
E-mail: volunt@robertsfors.se

Sending Organisation:
El Wafaa Association
Nabawi mohandes, beside Horus school
Alexandria (EG)
Tel: +203 322 5319
E-mail: Faroukaziz_wafaa@yahoo.com

Project Reference: SE-22-8-2004-R3
Beneficiary: YOUTH SERVICE CENTRE IN EKSJÖ

Project Title: The Juventum House Project - Redha Abtouche

The general aim of the project is to develop the volunteer's understanding of another culture and situation which in its turn leads to a personal growth of the volunteer himself. Through a large variety of activities, the volunteer will gain a deeper knowledge and understanding about educational and social activities within the community as well as new skills and competences within the areas he will be involved in. The volunteer will be working with the staff at the youth service centre in Eksjö, which is a meeting point and information relay for young people who want to know more about studies, work and international exchanges. The volunteer will also work in the café and in the cultural school and camping where music and sports are possible activities.

Grant: 10131 €
Venue: Eksjö (SE)

Contact Person:
Ledaine Liene
Kasernsgatan 16
575 80 Eksjö (SE)
Tel: +46 381-361 57
Fax: +46 381-361 59
E-mail: lel@eksjo.se

Sending Organisation:
Maison de jeunes Bousserak Fatma
Rue Harchaoui Salah
Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213 26 228 767
E-mail: Clubvert2000@yahoo.fr

**Beneficiary:** SOUTH WEST YOUTH MINISTRIES

**Project Title:** South West Youth Ministries - Anglo-Lebanese Friendship Circle

To send and host UK volunteers in the community of Ain Zhalta in Lebanon to provide support and cross cultural opportunities for the local young people.

**Grant:** 11631 €

**Venue:** Chouf (LB)

**Contact Person:**
Prockter John
140 Pinhoe Road
EX17 6RH Exeter (GB)
Tel: +44 (0)1392 273 560
E-mail: colin@swym.org

**Host Organisation:**
Ain Zhalta School
Ain Zhalta
LB-CHOUF (LB)
Tel: +961 327 5934
E-mail: donicola@cyberia.net

**Project Reference:** GB-22-27-2004-R3
**Beneficiary:** URBAN WARRIORS  

**Project Title:** 3RD CNTRY-SWYM-SAMAR ALALAM

The Anglo-Palestinian Friendship Circle aim to send and host volunteers in the Palestin to provide support and cross cultural opportunities for young people. The project is a non profit making service to the community by the community staffed by volunteers. These are by and large UK young people. We aim to built links with young people and afforded them the opportunity for a much broader understanding of international and general cross cultural issues. This has happened through personal relationship between the volunteer and the young people, and we would see this as an essential element in the development of the project.

**Grant:** 10874 €  
**Venue:** Yeovil (UK)

**Contact Person:**  
Kath Adams  
The Gateway, Addlewell Lane  
BA20 Yeovil (GB)  
Tel: 01935 433146  
E-mail: Adam@urbanwarriors.org.uk

**Sending Organisation:**  
Betleham Bible college  
Hebron  
Betleheim (IL)  
Tel: +972 (0)22741190  
E-mail: www.betleheimbiblecollege.com

**Project Reference:** GB-22-30-2004-R5
ALGERIA

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES ACTIVITÉS DE JEUNES

Project Title: Echanges interculturels et volontariat à GHARDAIA

The 'Association des activités de jeunes' presents this project entitled 'Echanges interculturels et volontariat à GHARDAIA'. The organisation develops crafts, cultural and artistic and leisure activities. The project will host 2 volunteers (1 LT, 1 IT) for a period of 7 months. The main objective of the project is to favour participation of children and young people in the elaboration and implementation of leisure activities. The idea is to provide youth and children with a space for exchange and creativity. To follow this aim the host's initiative is to create a theatre group. The volunteers will participate in all the stages together with the monitors. The programme foresees the training of the volunteer in the different phases (training, production and performance) consisting in 2 weeks training for each and the rest of the programme will be travelling to different destinations for the theatre performances.

Grant: 10287 €
Venue: Ghardaia (DZ)

Contact Person:
SEKAYAR Fatna
Quartier des anciens moudjahiddines
47000 Ghardaia (DZ)
Tel: +213/2/988.09.81
Fax: +213/2/988.39.06
E-mail: younggirlshouse@yahoo.fr

Host Organisation:
ASSOCIATION DES ACTIVITÉS DE JEUNES
Quartier des anciens moudjahiddines
47000 Ghardaia (DZ)
Tel: +213/2/988.39.06
Fax: +213/2/988.39.06
E-mail: Sekayar47@yahoo.fr

Sending Organisation:
ARCRAGAZZI - COMITATO PROVINCIALE DI VICENZA
Via Volta 20/A
36100 Vicenza (IT)
Tel: +39/340/37.94.913
E-mail: formicolio@tele2.it

Sending Organisation:
YOUTH CENTER "BABILONAS"
I Simulionio 8
04330 Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +370/6/506.93.72
Fax: +370/5/216.96.66
E-mail: babilonas@delfi.lt

Beneficiary: EGYPTIAN ORGANISATION FOR COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT

Project Title: "Volunteering in Western Countries: Sending to Italy (A.GE.DI.)"

The long-term voluntary service project Volunteering in Western countries: Sending to Italy (A.GE.DI.) is applied by Egyptian Association for Comprehensive Development (EACD). The promoter is aiming to help to change the life of people in need in socially and economically disadvantaged areas. The aim of the project is to give the young people the possibility to acquire knowledge about voluntary service and life in general in Mediterranean countries. The project also aims to fasten the relationship between the sending and the coordinating organisation (AFSAI). The project consists of sending one Egyptian volunteer to spend six months in Italy, in a community of orphans and disabled youngsters, and be involved in the every-day life activities and in the organisation of leisure time activities for them.

Grant: 4678 €
Venue: Calabria (IT)

Contact Person:
MAGDI ZAKI Sidhom
9 Ibn Affan Square
11231 Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/2/760.26.25 /4125
Fax: +20/2/760.26.25 /4125
E-mail: mageacd@soficom.com.eg

Host Organisation:
PRIMA COMUNITÀ FAMIGLIA DELL’ A.GE.DI. "LOIACONO-CAMPOLO"
Via Ravagnese Gallina, Trav II, n°21
89067 Calabria (IT)
Tel: +39/965/64.18.54
Fax: +39/965/31.31.89
E-mail: ezioloiacono@libero.it

Sending Organisation:
EGYPTIAN ORGANISATION FOR COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT
9 Ibn Affan Square
11231 Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/2/760.26.25 ; 760.41.25
Fax: +20/2/760.26.25 ; 760.41.25
E-mail: mageacd@soficom.com.eg

Project Reference: 117172-22-EG-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: OROUBA YOUTH CENTRE

Project Title: A New Horizon For Med Youth Development

The Orouba Youth centre presents this project entitled 'A new horizon for Med Youth Development'. The promoter is a community youth club for young people to cover their local activities around the area of Heliopolis in Cairo. The centre includes activities that aim to develop the capabilities of its members, such as social, sport, cultural and fine art activities. The EVS project provides 2 places for volunteers coming from ES for a period of 6 months. The main objective of the project is to provide an intercultural experience and to contribute to their personal development. It also aims to promote the idea of voluntarism and also of the YOUTH programme. For one volunteer the activities are addressed at children and young people and for the other volunteer, they are addressed to women and towards environmental activities. Most of the activities consist of different workshops depending on the target group.

Grant: 8256 €
Venue: Cairo (EG)

Contact Person:
EL GENDY Ahmed
70 Beirut St, Heliopolis-Cairo-Egypt
11341 Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/291.14.11
Fax: +20/2/290.88.25
E-mail: Orouba-youth-center@yahoo.com

Host Organisation:
OROUBA YOUTH CENTRE
70 Beirut-St, Heliopolis-Cairo-Egypt
11341 Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/10/178.26.75
E-mail: Nora_mid@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
BARCELONA VOLUNTARIA
C/ Pelai 44, 2º
08001 Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/934/12.44.93
Fax: +34/934/12.07.61
E-mail: barcelonavoluntaria@correo.voluntariat.org

Project Reference: 120059-22-EG-03-2004-R3
Beneficiary: AFS EGYPT - EGYPTIAN SOCIETY FOR INTERCULTURAL EXCHANGE - ESIE

Project Title: Implementing Intercultural Learning and Global Education among Egypt

The organisation AFS Egypt-Egyptian society for intercultural exchange presents this project entitled 'Implementing intercultural learning and global education among Egypt'. AFS-Egypt is one of the oldest youth exchange organisation worldwide. It has been active in the AFS network since 1960. It aims to promote youth exchanges with the aim to contributing to intercultural learning. The present project places 1 volunteer from DE for a period of 6 months with the aim that the volunteer gets to know the functioning of the host organisation. The idea is to establish good relationship between the partners and in this regard it is believed that the volunteer will bring added value to the host placement. The volunteer will be involved in activities directed towards the promotion of intercultural learning at schools and universities, as well as helping with the planning and execution of a number of AFS programmes. The volunteer will be involved in information campaigns, intercultural learning workshops, counselling high-school students and preparing seminars on themes like tolerance, racism and xenophobia.

Grant: 6018 €
Venue: Cairo (EG)

Contact Person:
FAYEZ Sherifa
53 Amman St, Apt . 8
Mohandeseen, Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/2/336.02.83
Fax: +20/2/336.93.04
E-mail: Sherifa.Fayez@afs.org

Host Organisation:
AFS EGYPT - EGYPTIAN SOCIETY FOR INTERCULTURAL EXCHANGE - ESIE
53 Amman St, Apt . 8
Mohandeseen, Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/2/336.02.83
Fax: +20/2/336.93.04
E-mail: Sherifa.Fayez@afs.org

Sending Organisation:
AFS INTERKULTURELLE BEGEGNUNGEN E.V.
Friedensallee 48
22765 Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +49/40/39.92.22.51
Fax: +49/40/39.92.22.99
E-mail: sylvia.linneberg@afs.org

Project Reference: 120060-22-EG-04-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ALBADIA - NEVY HABEDOUIM

Project Title: "Volunteering in Israel to develop the understanding between different cultures"

Volunteering in Israel to develop the understanding between different cultures is a long-term voluntary service project through which two young Italian volunteers will discover Israeli culture by getting to know their peers in the host community, as well as by learning the local language and customs. The host organisation is an Arab-Bedouin centre next to Isfia village in northern Israel - it promotes traditional and contemporary beduine-arab heritage and culture. Their activities target both children and adults. Workshops and other activities on the subject of Beduin heritage are offered, as well as guided tours in the museum and desert life tours in Carmel Mountain. The two volunteers will be involved in these regular activities of the centre with a specific aim to get the local young people interested in the local Beduin culture. More specifically the tasks will be composed of: helping in the library at the centre, contributing to the work in the Beduin heritage museum and for the main part, coordinating workshops with children and young people."

Grant: 9676 €
Venue: Isfia (IL)

Contact Person:
KASSEM Ameen
St. aba-hoshy No 1
30090 Isfia (IL)
Tel: +972/4/839.26.35
Fax: +972/4/839.18.72
E-mail: albaadia@yahoo.com

Host Organisation:
ALBADIA - NEVY HABEDOUIM
St. aba-hoshi No 1
30090 Isfia (IL)
Tel: +972/4/839.26.35
Fax: +972/4/839.18.72
E-mail: Vipnido@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
ASSOCIAZIONE PER LA FORMAZIONE, GLI SCAMBI E LE ATTIVITÀ INTERCULTURALI
Via dei Colli Portuensi, 345 - B2
00151 Rome (IT)
Tel: +39/06/537.03.32
Fax: +39/06/58.20.14.42
E-mail: v.lepigre@afsai.it

Project Reference: 117169-22-IL-01-2004-R0
Beneficiary: **YOUTH FORUM ISRAELI**

**Project Title:** Union Get Peace

The voluntary service "Union Get Peace" is presented by the Israeli NGO "Youth Forum Ashood", an association organising various social and cultural activities on an international and local level to promote peace, intercultural understanding and tolerance among youth. The present project foresees the placement of an Israeli volunteer for 12 months in the host-organisation "CESIE" in Palermo (IT). The aims of the project are to promote peace and non-violent methods through different activities for disadvantaged children and youth. The volunteer's activities are four-fold: 1) Educational Activities, 2) Public Relations, 3) Promotion of demonstrations on Peace and 4) New Projects Proposed by the volunteer himself.

**Grant:** 7606 €  
**Venue:** Palermo (IT)

**Contact Person:**  
MICHAELI Shabtai  
Pob 5206  
77151 Ashdod (IL)  
Tel: +972/54.86.70.88  
Fax: +972/8.867.86.87  
E-mail: ilanm@matnasim.org.il

**Host Organisation:**  
CESIE ONLUS-CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO  
Via B. Leto n.1  
90040 Trapetto-Pa (IT)  
Tel: +39/0338/592.81.56  
Fax: +39/091/611.82.97  
E-mail: vitofata@inwind.it

**Sending Organisation:**  
YOUTH FORUM ISRAELI  
Pob 5206  
77151 Ashdod (IL)  
Tel: +972/54.86.70.88  
Fax: +972/8.867.86.87  
E-mail: ilanm@matnasim.org.il

**Project Reference:** 117918-22-IL-04-2004-R1
Beneficiary:  YOUTH FORUM ISRAELI

Project Title:  Hand by Hand

The voluntary service "Hand by Hand" is promoted by the Israeli NGO "Youth Forum Ashood", an association organising various social and cultural activities on an international and a local level to promote peace, intercultural understanding and tolerance among youth. The present project foresees the placement of a German volunteer for 12 months in the host-organisation "Youth Forum Ashod " (IL). The main aim of the project is to bring a volunteer’s new ideas and initiatives into contact with disadvantaged youth in the town of Ashod (IL). The volunteer will assist in the daily work of a centre where young people can get help and support from social workers and psychologists. Among the tasks are activities such as organising meetings, assisting in theatre performances and artistic activities, developing new projects and promoting international relations.

Grant:  7966 €
Venue:  Ashdod (IL)

Contact Person:
MICHAELI Shabtai
Pob 5206
77151 Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972/54.86.70.88
Fax: +972/8.867.86.87
E-mail: ilanm@matnasim.org.il

Host Organisation:
YOUTH FORUM ISRAELI
Pob 5206
77151 Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972/544/86.70.88
Fax: +972/8/867.86.87
E-mail: ilanm@matnasim.org.il

Sending Organisation:
BILDUNG & INTEGRATION E.V.
Hardenbergplatz 2
10623 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/236.71.20
Fax: +49/30/236.71.25
E-mail: hb@bint.de

Project Reference: 117919-22-IL-03-2004-R1
Beneficiary: AKTION SÜHNEZEICHEN FRIEDENSDIENSTE

Project Title: Living and Learning Social Responsibility - Acceptance of Diversity

The project "Living & Learning Social Responsibility- Acceptance of Diversity", is presented by the German NGO "Aktion Sühnezeichen Friedensdienste e.V in Berlin", a volunteer organisation organising voluntary services for German volunteers in Israel and in 12 other countries. The main aim of the organisation is to promote Israeli-German relations. The present project foresees the placement of three German volunteers for 12 months in the following host-organisations: "Gan Hashikumi" (IL), a boarding school for disadvantaged youth and children, "Beit Rachel Strauss" (IL), a preschool offering treatment for children with brain-based disorders and "Kfar Hanoar Ben Shemen" (IL), a daycare centre and school for handicapped youth. The volunteers' tasks will consist of assisting with leisure time activities, homework assistance, preparing meals, assistance of physiotherapists and general support of the children/youth. The overall aim of the project is for the volunteers to gain social responsibility and intercultural competence, which will help them develop both on a personal and a professional level.

Grant: 31208 €
Venue: Jerusalem, Ben Shemen (IL)

Contact Person:
LOHMANN Sabine
Rechob Ein Gedi 28
93383 Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972/2/673.25.87
Fax: +972/2/671.75.40
E-mail: lohmann@aquanet.co.il

Host Organisation:
BEIT RACHEL STRAUSS
Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972/2/671.45.65
Fax: +972/2/667.24.823

Host Organisation:
GAN HA SHIKUMI
Rh. yeshayahu 13
94715 Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972/2/537.29.29
Fax: +972/2/538.98.16
E-mail: davidsue@bezeqint.net

Host Organisation:
KFAR HA NOAR BEN SHEMEN
73112 Ben Shemen (IL)
Tel: +972/8/977.71.11
Fax: +972/8/925.00.75
E-mail: bar@ben-shemen.org.il

Sending Organisation:
AKTION SÜHNEZEICHEN FRIEDENSDIENSTE E.V.
Auguststrasse 80
10117 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/28.39.51.84
Fax: +49/30/28.39.51.35
E-mail: asf@afs-ev.de

Project Reference: 117929-22-IL-02-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ALBADIA - NEVY HABEDOUIM

Project Title: Bedouin-Italian youth volunteers exchange

Bedouin - Italian youth volunteers exchange is the name of a project presented by Neve Habeduim, an NGO running a cultural centre for the Arab-Bedouin minority in Isfia, Israel. There is a library, a museum, a gallery and other facilities with which the centre promotes the traditions of Arab-Bedouin culture. Social and cultural activities for children, young people and adults aim to raise interest for the local Bedouin culture. This project will host two Italian volunteers for a long-term voluntary service project over a period of six months. Their activities in the centre will allow the volunteers to learn about life and culture in Israel with a focus on the Bedouin minority in the country. They will allow the visitors and members of the Bedouin centre to gain an international / intercultural element in their daily activities. Half of their time the volunteers will spend in workshops with children and young people, who would learn practical aspects of traditional Bedouin culture such as: doing tattoos, coffee, painting, pottery, olive oil, jewellery, clothes etc. Another part of their time they will spend in joining the centre staff in operating the library, the museum and promotion of the culture workshops in the region.

Grant: 10386 €
Venue: Isfia Village (IL)

Contact Person:
KASSEM Ameen
St. aba hosni n°1
30090 Isfia (IL)
Tel: +972/4/839.26.35
Fax: +972/4/839.18.72
E-mail: ALBAADIA@yahoo.com

Host Organisation:
ALBADIA - NEVY HABEDOUIM
St. aba hosni n°1
30090 Isfia (IL)
Tel: +972/4/839.26.35
Fax: +972/4/839.18.72
E-mail: ALBAADIA@yahoo.com

Sending Organisation:
ASSOCIAZIONE PER LA FORMAZIONE, GLI SCAMBI E LE ATTIVITÀ INTERCULTURALI
Viale Dei Colli Portuensi, 345 B/2
00151 Rome (IT)
Tel: +39/06/537.03.32
Fax: +39/06/58.20.14.42
E-mail: l.gili@afsai.it

Project Reference: 119946-22-IL-05-2004-R3
Beneficiary: LOCAL COUNCIL OF KFAR VRADIM - EURO MED DESK

Project Title: Double Sword of the Arts

Double Sword of the Arts is presented by the Kfar Vradim Local Council (IL), covering community services for youth, sports, social welfare, elderly. The activities aim to integrate the Christian, Moslem, Druz and Jewish communities in the region. This project will host 4 volunteers from Austria (2) and Germany (2) in two different local hosting organisations. The service period has a duration of 10 months, during which the volunteers will join staff and local volunteers working with children at risk, with learning difficulties or with physical disabilities. One of the host organisations is a social service centre with youth clubs in various villages, the other has a sports centre that, among others, offers specific activities for disabled young people. All placements expect the volunteers full-time occupation to be working with groups of children with special needs, such as in creative workshops, in sports activities, Internet café, and other leisure time activities, whereby volunteers can integrate own activities according to their skills and interest. The combination of sports and arts is the connecting approach to all five placements. The project promises a range of learning opportunities both for volunteers and children, about different cultures, faiths, traditions and positive action against racism. Project supervisors join the volunteers in each of the activities.

Grant: 42593 €
Venue: Kfar Vradim (IL)

Contact Person:
MOSKOVITCH Ron
P.O. Box 501, centre Kfar Vradim
25147 Kfar Vradim (IL)
Tel: +972/4/997.71.42/3
Fax: +972/4/997.91.31
E-mail: moatza@k-vradim.org.il

Host Organisation:
SPORTS CENTER OF KFAR VRADIM
The Sports Center
25147 Kfar Vradim (IL)
Tel: +972/4/997.21.96
Fax: +972/4/997.91.31
E-mail: benami@k-vradim.org.il

Host Organisation:
THE MAZKAL
P.O. Box 501
25147 Kfar Vradim (IL)
Tel: +972/4/957.39.70
Fax: +972/4/997.91.31
E-mail: mazkal@k-vradim.org.il

Sending Organisation:
AKZENTE SALZBURG
Glockengasse 4c
5020 Salzburg (AT)
Tel: +43/662/84.92.91-36
Fax: +43/662/84.92.91-16
E-mail: v.sommerauer@akzente.net

Sending Organisation:
KÖLNER FREIWILLIGEN AGENTUR E.V.
Clemensstr. 7
50676 Koln (DE)
Tel: +49/221/923.33.64
Fax: +49/221/210.37.63
E-mail: Ulla.eberhard@koeln-freiwillig.de

Project Reference: 119948-22-IL-08-2004-R3
Beneficiary: YOUTH FORUM ISRAELI

Project Title: EVS IN ASHDOD

YOFI, the Youth Forum Israel is a regional NGO run by local volunteers, youth workers and young people. They are active in the area of youth information and social projects for children and youth. YOFI activities also include international project work within an established network of Euromed partner organisations. This project will bring together 8 volunteers from AT(1), EE(2), LT(3), PL(1), ES(1) to be hosted in six different local NGOs situated in Ashdod, IL. During their 12 month service period they will work with local groups of young people in difficult social or economic situation, and assist in informal education activities dealing with communication skills, appreciation of life, tolerance, integration and conflict prevention. The international volunteers would also give the young people the rare opportunity to meet other cultures and to explore their thoughts. Following the idea of a joint educational process the coordinating host will organise preparatory visits, training of volunteers, accommodation and regular meetings always within the group of volunteers.

Grant: 84476 €
Venue: Ashdod (IL)

Contact Person:
MICHAELI Shabtai
Pob 5206
77151 Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972/54.86.70.88
Fax: +972/8.867.86.87
E-mail: ilanm@matnasim.org.il

Host Organisation:
ALTERATIV ROCK CENTER
Merkaz mishari hei-ashdod
77100 Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972/8/854.51.34
Fax: +972/8/867.86.87
E-mail: tv@ironit.org.il

Host Organisation:
ASHDOD DOWN SYNDROME ASSOCIATION
Pob 28
77100 Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972/56/71.51.21
Fax: +972/8/864.69.99
E-mail: admin@ironit.org.it

Host Organisation:
GREENACTION
8 th Mesilat Wolfson st. PO box 5518
61050 Tel-Aviv (IL)
Tel: +972/54/648.07.88
E-mail: eilat@resist.ca

Host Organisation:
LOCAL COMMUNITY TV CHANNEL ASHDOD
Pob 28
77100 Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972/8/864.69.99
Fax: +972/8/864.69.99
E-mail: tv@ironit.org.it

Host Organisation:
NATIONAL ANDALUS ORCHESTRA
Mercez omanuyot
Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972/8/854.51.30
Fax: +972/8/867.86.87
E-mail: Andalus@ironit.org.it
Host Organisation:
UP SIDE DOWN CAFÉ
Merkaz hakiria
Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972/8/852.11.14
Fax: +972/8/852.49.41
E-mail: noar@ironit.org.il

Sending Organisation:
YOUTH CENTER "BABILONAS"
I Simulionio 8
04330 Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +370/6/506.93.72
Fax: +370/5/216.96.66
E-mail: babilonas@delfi.lt

Sending Organisation:
YOUTH ORGANISATION "ACTIO CATHOLICA PATRIA"
Vilnius str. 7
44281 Kaunas (LT)
Tel: +370/37/32.28.82
Fax: +370/37/32.38.60
E-mail: vasare777@yahoo.com

Sending Organisation:
INFOECK-JUGENDINFO TIROL
Kaiser-Josef Strasse 1
6020 Innsbruck (AT)
Tel: +43/512/17.99
Fax: +43/512/58.55.66
E-mail: leo.kaserer@infoeck.at

Sending Organisation:
STRIM ASSOCIATION
Krowoderska 8
31142 Cracow (PL)
Tel: +48/12/422.55.64
Fax: +48/12/422.55.64
E-mail: marta@strim.org.pl

Sending Organisation:
EST-YES ESTONIA
Wiedemann 3
10126 Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +372/60/13.309
Fax: +372/60/13.309
E-mail: estyes@estyes.ee

Sending Organisation:
NGO KINOBUSS
Gonslori 27
10147 Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +372/5/10.00.48
E-mail: mikk@kinobuiss.ee

Sending Organisation:
ASOCIACIÓN CULTURAL LAS AGENCIAS
Plaça del sol, 19-20, Baixos
08012 Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/617/13.18.16
E-mail: Mariabros@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 119966-22-IL-09-2004-R3
Beneficiary: **JORDAN RED CRESCENT**

**Project Title:** Community Integration through Youth Empowerment

The Jordan Red Crescent JRC is a national organisation, which is member of the International Red Cross and Red Crescent movement. JRC provides first aid help for emergency cases and disaster victims. It also runs activities for social and economic development. The project: "Community Integration through Youth empowerment" places one UK volunteer for a period of 12 month in a community development centre in a needy area in the capital city of Amman. The volunteer will utilise her/his skills to participate in the running of activities which are intended for the adolescents in that community, in addition to a variety of office tasks and social activities.

**Grant:** 9252 €  
**Venue:** Amman (JO)

**Contact Person:**  
AL HADID Mohammed  
Alashrafieh  
11151 Amman (JO)  
Tel: +962/6/477.31.41  
Fax: +962/6/475.08.15  
E-mail: JRC@cyberia.jo

**Host Organisation:**  
JORDAN RED CRESCENT  
Alashrafieh  
11151 Amman (JO)  
Tel: +962/6/533.97.21  
Fax: +962/6/533.97.22  
E-mail: Talal_qdah@yahoo.com

**Sending Organisation:**  
SOUTH WEST YOUTH MINISTRIES  
140 Pinhoe Road  
EX4 7HJ Exeter (UK)  
Tel: +44/7970/42.09.20  
E-mail: colin@swym.org.uk

**Project Reference:** 117157-22-JO-01-2004-R0
Beneficiary: MOUNT NEBO

Project Title: Youth Mobility through EVS

The one-to-one EVS project "Young Mobility through EVS" is presented by the Jordanian NGO "Mount Nebo Association", organising voluntary work in the local community. The organisation has also been involved in Euro-Med activities and has hosted a youth exchange within the YOUTH Programme. In the present project the placement of a Portuguese volunteer is foreseen for 12 months in "Mount Nebo Association". The main aim of the project is for the volunteer to organise activities in collaboration with people in the local community. The volunteer will assist the staff in the implementation of different programs, such as a public awareness program. Teaching, organisation of workshops and filing will also be among the tasks.

Grant: 8756 €
Venue: Madaba (JO)

Contact Person:
AL HIARI Hadeel
University Street
11180 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/28.27.23
Fax: +962/65337295

Host Organisation:
MOUNT NEBO
University Street
Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/28.27.23
E-mail: Sakher_sfouq@yahoo.com

Sending Organisation:
ASSOCIACANO JUVENIL CISTUS
Apartado 28
2206-906 Tramagal (PT)
Tel: +351/919/56.14.96
Fax: +351/241/89.03.42
E-mail: Filipe@cistus.pt

Project Reference: 117161-22-JO-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: THE QUEEN ZEIN AL SHARAF INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT (ZENID)

Project Title: EUROMED LONGTERM VOLUNTEERING CHALLENGE

The multilateral EVS project "Euromed Longterm Volunteering Challenge" is presented by the Jordanian NGO "ZENID" (The Queen Zein-Al-Sharaf Institute for Development, situated in Amman and established by JOHUD (Jordanian Hashemite Fund for Human Development) in 1994. ZENID aims to support and assist organisations as well as individuals through training, raising awareness and disseminating up-to-date information. In the present project, the host placement of 5 volunteers is foreseen in 5 host organisations. The project aims to give the volunteers an opportunity to acquire & share knowledge, experience and practice in host-organisations, focusing primarily on social inclusion and working to improve the daily life of people with less opportunities. A close collaboration with the local community is foreseen and the project will focus on the use of art and culture as a tool of communication between people with a different social, geographical and cultural backgrounds.

Grant: 37655 €
Venue: EG - LB - JO - IT - DE - FI

Contact Person:
NIMRI Eman
P.O. BOX 230511
230511 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/505.24.31
Fax: +962/6/505.24.35
E-mail: Eman.n@zenid.org.jo

Host Organisation:
VILLA MARIA - CASA ARCOBALENO
Via Udine, 41
38068 Rovereto (IT)
Tel: +39/0464/43.93.54
Fax: +39/0464/42.16.03
E-mail: diego.valentini@dnet.it

Host Organisation:
VILLA MARIA - CASA SOLE
Via Udine, 41
38068 Rovereto (IT)
Tel: +39/0464/43.93.54
Fax: +39/0464/42.16.03
E-mail: diego.valentini@dnet.it

Host Organisation:
VOLONTARIUS
Via Ranon 41
39100 Bolzano (IT)
Tel: +39/0471/20.31.11
Fax: +39/0471/32.59.67

Host Organisation:
LEHTIMÄEN OPISTO
PL 13
63501 Lehtimäki (FI)
Tel: +358/6/522.02.45
E-mail: sisko.halonen@opisto.lehtimaki.fi

Host Organisation:
TERESA-KOTI ( TERESA'S HOUSE)
Koulutie 4
07650 Pukkila (FI)
Tel: +358/19/61.82.61

Host Organisation:
ALLIANCE FOR ARAB WOMEN
28 Adly St. flat 74
11231 Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/393.98.99
Fax: +20/2/393.68.20
E-mail: AAW@link.com.eg
Host Organisation:
CARITAS EGYPT-SETI
El-Sabaa st. college de la salle, El-Daher
11563 Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/590.83.91 ; 590.51.48
E-mail: seti@idsc.gov.eg

Host Organisation:
ZENID EARTH CHARTER
Amman (JO)

Host Organisation:
ZENID MEDIA IN DEVELOPMENT
Amman (JO)

Host Organisation:
PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO
Jabal El Arab Str. Wata Elmousaitbeh
PO box 14-5287 Watta Elmousaitbeh (LB)
Tel: +961/3/83.00.84
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
PYO - ALEY
Aley (LB)

Host Organisation:
MACHMIT! MUSEUM FÜR KINDER GGMBH
Senefelderstr. 5/6
10437 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/74.77.82.02
Fax: +49/30/74.77.82.05
E-mail: hoffmann@machmitmuseum.de

Sending Organisation:
ASSOCIAZIONE PER LA FORMAZIONE, GLI SCAMBI E LE ATTIVITÀ INTERCULTURALI
Viale dei Colli Portuensi, 345-B2
00151 Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/06/537.03.32
Fax: +39/06/58.20.14.42
E-mail: m.debartolo@afsai.it

Sending Organisation:
MAAILMANVAIHTO RY - ICYE FINLAND
Pitkäsillanranta 11
00530 Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +358/9/774.11.01
Fax: +358/9/73.10.41.46
E-mail: hosting@maailmanvaihto.fi

Sending Organisation:
EGYPTIAN ORGANISATION FOR COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT
9 Ibn Affan Square
11231 Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/2/760.41.25
Fax: +20/2/760.28.25
E-mail: mageacd@soficom.com.eg

Sending Organisation:
THE QUEEN ZEIN AL SHARAF INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT (ZENID)
Al-Hashmi Al Shamali
230511 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/505.24.31
Fax: +962/6/505.24.35
E-mail: dina.j@zenid.org.jo
Sending Organisation: ZENID EARTH CHARTER
Amman (JO)

Sending Organisation: ZENID MEDIA IN DEVELOPMENT
Amman (JO)

Sending Organisation: PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO
Jabal El Arab Str. Wata Elmousaitbeh
PO box 14-5287 Watta Elmousaitbeh (LB)
Tel: +961/3/83.00.84
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation: PYO - ALEY
Aley (LB)

Sending Organisation: INTERNATIONALER CHRISTLICHER JUGENDAUSTAUSCH ICJA e.V.
Stralauer Allee 20E
10245 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/21.23.76.64
Fax: +49/30/21.23.82.53
E-mail: icja@icja.de

Sending Organisation: AFAIJ ASOCIACIÓN PARA LA FORMACIÓN Y ACTIVIDADES INTERCULTURALES PARA LA JUVENTUD
Alfredo Marquerie 23
28034 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34/91/378.04.13
Fax: +34/91/740.58.22
E-mail: p.fernandez@afaij.org

Project Reference: 117212-22-JO-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH

Project Title: Volunteers Development & Consultation

The promoter and host organisation National Forum for Youth & Culture is a non-governmental youth organisation which aims to increase youth participation in society by creating an active network of young people. They organise youth gatherings and forums in different parts of Jordan and encourage young people to implement youth projects. This long-term EVS project places one Polish volunteer for 12 months in the host organisation in Jordan. The aim of the project is to encourage youth participation in society and in voluntary service activities in Jordan. The volunteer will participate in the creation of a volunteer network which covers different regions of Jordan. She will help to raise awareness amongst local young people and in building a database of volunteers, as well as in training and finding volunteering opportunities for the young people.

Grant: 8506 €
Venue: Amman (JO)

Contact Person:
ALABBADI Anas
Ali Yahya Alsarairah st 32, 3rd Flr.
11814 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/585.21.18
Fax: +962/6/585.21.18
E-mail: info@jordanyouth.org

Host Organisation:
NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH
Ali Yahya Alsarairah st 32, 3rd Flr.
11814 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/79/580.20.05
Fax: +962/6/592.24.31
E-mail: projects@jordanyouth.org

Sending Organisation:
EUROPEJSKIE CENTRUM MLODZIEZY
Golebia 24
31007 Cracow (PL)
Tel: +48/600/90.10.01
Fax: +48/12/422.63.06
E-mail: wojcikmagda@gazeta.pl

Beneficiary: **CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS**

**Project Title:** Volontaires pour l'animation et l'accompagnement des enfants en situation difficile

The promoter "chantiers sociaux marocains" (CSM) is a Moroccan NGO promoting voluntary service among the general population and more particularly among youngsters. CSM proposes different activities contributing to social and cultural development of the society and to mutual understanding between cultures. CSM works with different local partners. This EVS project "volontaires pour l'animation et l'accompagnement des enfants en situation difficile" will welcome 2 DE volunteers in a CSM related association. The two partners are involved in socio-educational and medical activities. The 2 volunteers will be hosted for a 12 months placement in associated centres (recreational centre in a hospital and a local association for children) in contact with the coordinating organisations, providing recreational and accompanying activities to children in difficult situations (health problem or family problems).

**Grant:** 14242 €
**Venue:** Rabat (MA)

**Contact Person:**
RAZIQ ABDERRAZAK
BP456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/61/22.64.58
Fax: +212/37/69.89.50
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

**Host Organisation:**
CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS
BP456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/62.03.85.69
Fax: +212/37/69.89.50
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

**Host Organisation:**
HANS SOZIALER INTEGRATION
Braltiz (DE)

**Sending Organisation:**
INTERNATIONALER CHRISTLICHER JUGENDAUSTAUSCH  ICJA E.V.
Stralauer Allee 20E
10245 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/212.38.252
E-mail: slangenberg@icja.de

**Project Reference:** 117134-22-MA-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS

Project Title: Luttons ensemble contre le SIDA

The promoter "chantiers sociaux marocains" (CSM) is a Moroccan NGO promoting voluntary service among population and more particularly among youngsters. CSM proposes different activities which contribute to social and cultural development of the society and to mutual understanding between cultures. CSM works with different local partners; for this EVS "Luttons ensemble contre le sida", 2 ES volunteers will be placed for 10 months in an associated organisation dealing with AIDS prevention issues. ES volunteers are sent by AIPCA-PANDORA, an NGO promoting the exchange of learning, communication and dialogue among different cultures. The project od the association is divided on 3 main actions: organising a HIV free test, organising a public awareness campaign, and helping AIDs patients. Volunteers are expected to take part in all activities, according to their particular skills.

Grant: 12070 €
Venue: Rabat (MA)

Contact Person:
RAZIQ Abderrazzak
BP456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/37/29.71.84
Fax: +212/37/69.89.50
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

Host Organisation:
CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS
BP456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/61/22.64.58
Fax: +212/37/69.89.50
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

Sending Organisation:
ASOCIACIÓN PARA LA INTEGRACIÓN Y PROGRESO DE LAS CULTURAS - PANDORA
Gran Vía, 71 - 2°
28013 Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34/91/758.97.32
Fax: +34/91/559.06.79
E-mail: aipc@aipc-pandora

Project Reference: 117137-22-MA-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: JEUNESSE DES CHANTIERS MAROCAINS

Project Title: Social Work Through Sport and Education

The promoter and host organisation Jeunesse des Chantiers Marocains organises voluntary service and workcamp activities. They also aim to promote intercultural and social learning and encourage the participation of young people. They organise environmental, patrimony, construction, social, artistic and cultural projects. The project "Social work through sport and education" places one Swedish volunteer for 3 months in Safi, Morocco. The volunteer comes from a socially disadvantaged background. She will work in an orphanage of 47 children. She will prepare and organise sports activities for the children and in this way facilitate their education and socialisation. The volunteer will also participate in daily care taking activities and take part in the leisure time activities organised for the children. The project aims to promote contacts between young people from different cultures and improve mutual understanding.

Grant: 4054 €
Venue: Safi (MA)

Contact Person:
SALEK Omar
JCM BP 680 Safi principal
46000 Safi (MA)
Tel: +212/70/96.27.57
Fax: +212/44/62.10.90
E-mail: euromedyouth@yahoo.com

Host Organisation:
JEUNESSE DES CHANTIERS MAROCAINS
JCM BP 680 Safi principal
46000 Safi (MA)
Tel: +212/70/96.27.57
Fax: +212/44/62.10.90
E-mail: internationalcamps@yahoo.com

Sending Organisation:
YOUTH SERVICE CENTER IN EKSJO
Kaserngatan 16
SE 575 80 Eksjö (SE)
Tel: +46/381/361.57
Fax: +46/381/361.59
E-mail: lel@eksjo.se

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DU SCOUTISME HASSANIA MAROCAIN

Project Title: Le Scoutisme Hassania Marocain et les Scouts de France, partenaires d’un développement durable

The 'Association du Scoutisme Hassania Marocain' is part of the National federation of Scouts in Morocco and proposes educational programmes in order to contribute to the personal development of young people. The project 'the scoutisme Hassania Marocain et les Scouts de France, partenaires d’un développement durable' is presented within the collaboration framework of the partners. It involves the placement of one volunteer from FR for a period of 12 months. The volunteer will be integrated in the host organisation with the aim of transferring the experience at the same time as learning new ways of working. The project gives a good opportunity to discover the situation of young people from Morocco. The tasks are oriented towards the creation of pedagogical methods and to promote exchanges between young people. Following this the main tasks are: meeting professionals, other partners and institutions; the creation of pedagogical training methods; animation of workshops; preparation and follow up of youth exchanges; follow-up of the implementation of programmes in the local area.

Grant: 7316 €
Venue: Rabat (MA)

Contact Person:
KILITO Mohamed Saad
Centre National - Avenue Al Kifah Yacoub Al Mansour - Bp 137
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/37/69.85.85
Fax: +212/37/29.96.96
E-mail: shm@menara.ma

Host Organisation:
ASSOCIATION DU SCOUTISME HASSANIA MAROCAIN
Centre National - Avenue Al Kifah Yacoub Al Mansour - Bp 137
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/68/54.85.59
Fax: +212/37/29.96.96
E-mail: shm@menara.ma

Sending Organisation:
ASSOCIATION DES SCOUTS DE FRANCE
54, avenue Jean Jaurès
75940 Paris Cedex 19 (FR)
Tel: +33/1/44.52.37.35
Fax: +33/1/42.38.09.87
E-mail: international@scouts-france.fr

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION ALAMAL POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT CULTUREL ET SOCIAL

Project Title: Tanger Action Jeune

The organisation ‘ALAMAL-pour le développement culturel et social’ presents this project entitled ‘Tanger Action Jeune’. The promoter is a non-governmental organisation, whose main objective is to give humanitarian help and to promote social and cultural issues to Moroccan people especially to those people living in poverty. The objective of the organisation is to promote participation of young people in society and to disseminate the values of solidarity and voluntary work. It aims to prevent poor educational standards, promotes equal opportunities and promotes women’s participation in society. The project will host 2 volunteers from Spain for a period of 12 months. Following the aims of the organisation of promoting democracy and tolerance, the project aims to stimulate young people to participate in volunteer initiatives and to create youth associations. The volunteers will inform and guide the young locals on these issues and will help them to achieve their objectives. The idea is to stimulate young people to contribute to society. The role of the volunteers is to manage, organise and to enhance the tasks intended to achieve aim. The tasks are: organisation of seminars to promote voluntary initiatives; training and orientation of the young people and the associations on voluntary work, exchange of experiences, development of techniques and methodologies; ensuring participation and providing support to IT courses; providing logistic and informative sessions related to the creation of associations, participation in leisure and sport activities; introduce methods in leisure activities as a way of education; to introduce informal techniques to the Spanish courses.

Grant: 13152 €
Venue: Tanger (MA)

Contact Person: BEN MAHJOUB Mohamed
12, Avenue de la Résistance 1er Etage n°5
Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212/61/654.751
E-mail: Aso_alamal@hotmail.com

Host Organisation: ASSOCIATION ALAMAL POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT CULTUREL ET SOCIAL
12, Avenue de la Résistance 1er Etage n°5
Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212/6/204.58.97
E-mail: Aso_alamal@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation: WAFAE
C/Jordi Girona 1-3 B5-5103
08034 Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/401.70.96
Fax: +34/93/401.70.96
E-mail: wafae@wafae.org

Beneficiary: ACT (AMITIE, COOPERATION, TOLERANCE)

Project Title: Travail des enfants dans l'artisanat

The organisation ACT (Amitié, Coopération, Tolerance) presents this project entitled 'travail des enfants dans l'artisanat'. The promoter's main activities are the dissemination of values such as friendship and tolerance, the organisation of national and international work camps, the organisation of seminars and information sessions on different issues and working with mentally and physically handicapped people and children facing difficult situations. The project proposes to host 2 Italian volunteers for a period of 12 months. The project targets children with a very low level of education that work in the art and craft industry with poor working conditions. The objective of the project is to have a clear idea on the situation of these children with the focus on integrating them in social centres so that they can benefit from education and support. The volunteers will be working directly with the children. The objective is that the volunteers contribute to the integration of the children in social structures such as theatre, sport, etc. The main activities are giving French courses; organising games, sport, and excursions and participating in meetings with the responsible persons.

Grant: 15622 €
Venue: Fès (MA)

Contact Person:
AMOURI Mohammed
13, Sidi, Hmama, Fès Jdid
30000 Fes (MA)
Tel: +212/61/58.08.59
E-mail: actmaroc@yahoo.fr, m.amouri@wafabank.co.ma

Host Organisation:
ACT (AMITIE, COOPERATION, TOLERANCE)
13, Sidi, Hmama, Fès Jdid
30000 Fes (MA)
Tel: +212/61/83.51.18
E-mail: actmaroc@yahoo.fr

Sending Organisation:
COMUNE DI TORINO
Via delle Orfane 22
10122 Torino (IT)
Tel: +39/011/443.48.97
Fax: +39/011/442.49.08
E-mail: Sve@comune.torino.it

Project Reference: 119979-22-MA-09-2004-R3
Beneficiary: CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS

Project Title: Action Volontaire au service du développement local

Chantiers Sociaux Marocans-ICYE Maroc presents this project entitled 'Action Volontaire au service du développement local'. The promoter is a non-governmental organisation whose main objectives are to contribute to the social, economic and cultural development and to promote youth initiatives and citizenship. The project proposes to host a volunteer from Austria for a period of one year. The volunteer will be involved in the local activities, which the host placement has implemented with the objective of improving the quality of living of the local population. The tasks are: to contribute to the activities oriented to improve the quality of living of the local population; to contribute to the organisation of social and cultural activities and school support; to participate in the evaluation by conducting surveys and to participate in seminars and trainings. The project intends also to offer the volunteer the possibility of an intercultural experience but also some experience of project management.

Grant: 6751 €
Venue: Rabat (MA)

Contact Person:
RAZIQ Abderrazzak
BP456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/37/29.71.84
Fax: +212/37/69.89.50
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

Host Organisation:
CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS
BP456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/61/22.64.58
Fax: +212/37/69.89.50
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

Sending Organisation:
INFOECK-JUGENDINFO TIROL
Kaiser-Josef Strasse 1
6020 Innsbruck (AT)
Tel: +43/512/17.99
Fax: +43/512/58.55.66
E-mail: leo.kaserer@infoeck.at

Project Reference: 119981-22-MA-10-2004-R3
Beneficiary: **CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS**

**Project Title:** Volontaires au Service des enfants ayant des difficultés orthophoniques

Chantiers Sociaux Marocans-ICYE Maroc presents this project entitled 'Volontaires au service des enfants ayant des difficultés orthophoniques'. The promoter is a non-governmental organisation whose main objectives are to contribute to the social, economic and cultural development and to promote youth initiatives and citizenship. The project proposes to host a volunteer from Sweden for a period of six months. The host organisation has taken the initiative to help children who face language and communication difficulties, in their rehabilitation process in order to facilitate their social integration and to ease their transition into the school system. The project aims to provide the volunteer with competences in educational measures for children facing language difficulties. It will also provide the volunteer with the experience of working as part of a team and in the organisation of leisure activities. The volunteer will contribute to the rehabilitation and integration of children into the school system (development of verbal communication, strengthen memory, etc); the organisation of workshops; participation in the meetings with the parents and children and the volunteer will have an opportunity to work in the organisation's activities addressed to these children.

**Grant:** 4993 €

**Venue:** Rabat (MA)

**Contact Person:**
RAZIQ ABDERRAZAK
BP456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/61/22.64.58
Fax: +212/37/69.89.50
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

**Host Organisation:**
CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS
BP456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/3/729.71.84
Fax: +212/3/769.89.50
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

**Sending Organisation:**
IKU/ICYE SWEDEN
Tegelviksgatan, 40
116 41 Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +46/8/615.05.58
Fax: +46/8/615.05.58
E-mail: iku@swipnet.se

**Project Reference:** 119982-22-MA-11-2004-R3
Beneficiary: CARITAS TANGER

Project Title: Jonction de cultures

Caritas-tanger (MA) presents this project entitled ‘jonctions de cultures’. The applicant is a non-governmental organisation, whose main objective is the promotion and co-ordination of solidarity and human rights. The project proposes to host a volunteer from Spain for a period of 8 months. The project is part of the collaboration framework between Spain and Morocco in Tanger for the social and professional development of youngsters and children coming from deprived economic backgrounds. The main objective is to contribute to the personal, cultural and social development of these children and their parents and to promote the values of education and solidarity. The volunteer will be working in two different centres where she will have the opportunity to get to know the local social situation and way of working. Her main activities will be: helping in the school restaurant, providing school support, implementing leisure activities and contributing to the hygiene of the children hosted in the centre. Also the volunteer will co-operate in the training courses addressed to the professional staff initially as an observer and afterwards as a collaborator.

Grant: 5340 €
Venue: Tanger (MA)

Contact Person:
TELLECHEA Ramona
C/Sidi Bouabid, 55
90000 Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212/039/93.63.82
E-mail: caritastanger@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
CARITAS TANGER
C/Sidi Bouabid, 55
90000 Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212/039/94.86.93
E-mail: tellechea@menara.ma

Sending Organisation:
FUNDACIÓN VALDOCCO
Legión Española, 9, 2°B
21005 Huelva (ES)
Tel: +34/959/81.26.27
E-mail: jesusaltier@hotmail.com

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES PARENTS DES ÉLÈVES DU COLLÈGE PRINCE MY RACHID BNI OULID

Project Title: L'integration Participative des Jeunes et l'education Non Formelle

The organisation 'ASSO des parents des éleves du college prince my rachid' presents this project entitled ' L'integration participative des jeunes et l'education non formelle'. The promoter organises cultural activities, trips and support to poor children with school materials. The project will host 1 volunteer from Spain for a period of 8 months. The objective of the project is to promote integration as well as the participation of young people from disadvantaged backgrounds in society. To achieve this aim, it is proposed to plan, develop and implement cultural, artistic and sport activities using intercultural methods. The programme is structured as follows: setting up the work plan; establishment of intercultural thematic workshops that will be used in the creation of cultural, artistic and sport activities; and the last part of the programme consisting on implementing the proposed project with concrete activities such as theatre, expositions, cultural festivals, etc. The volunteer will be participating in all these different stages.

Grant: 6474 €
Venue: Beni Oulid (MA)

Contact Person:
EL HABAZI Hamid
Collège prince My Rachid BNI OULID
34004 Taounate (MA)
Tel: +212/62.67.69.10
Fax: +212/55973111
E-mail: hamid-habazi@yahoo.fr

Host Organisation:
ASSOCIATION DES PARENTS DES ÉLÈVES DU COLLÈGE PRINCE MY RACHID BNI OULID
Collège prince My Rachid BNI OULID
34004 Taounate (MA)
Tel: +212/62.67.69.10
Fax: +212/55973111
E-mail: hamid-habazi@yahoo.fr

Sending Organisation:
FUNDACIÓN PAIDEIA GALIZA
Plaza Maria Pita 17
15001 La Coruña (ES)
Tel: +34/981/223.927
Fax: +34/981/224.659
E-mail: voluntariadoeuropeo@paideia.es

Beneficiary: YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE

Project Title: "Cross Cultural Partnerships for Peace and Coexistence"

YOUTH Action for Peace-YAP brings together young people who have as goal a society of justice, peace and human solidarity. The main activities are international work camps and youth exchanges, seminars and training courses and peace and development education. The project proposes sending 10 volunteers to different host organisation in Israel for a period of 6 months. The volunteers will be integrated in the work of the host placement whose main tasks would be the development of reports and newsletters on the local situation in different fields such as: youth and women in society; gender equality; social justice of the Arab sector; racism and xenophobia. The newsletters will be distributed to other organisations. These tasks allow the volunteers to stay in continuous contacts with the local community. In addition it is intended to establish partnerships with other organisations in the area. The themes are human rights, woman's rights and youth in general.

Grant: 77800 €
Venue: Nazareth, Sakhnin, Haifa, Um al fahem, Acre (IL)

Contact Person:
EVRARD Gisèle
Avenue du Parc Royal, n°3
1020 Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/478.94.10
Fax: +32/2/478.94.32
E-mail: info@yap.org

Host Organisation:
ACRE WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION
3 Ben Ami St Po Box 2318
24312 Acre (IL)
Tel: +972/4/991.24.36
Fax: +972/4/981.12.01
E-mail: acrewom@netvision.net.il

Host Organisation:
AL-MORISCOS(AL-MAWARKA) SOCIETY OF ANDALUCIAIAN ARABS
P.o. box 5937
Nazareth (IL)
Tel: +972/54/78.39.93.
Fax: +972/4/656.98.27
E-mail: newmoriscos@aljamiado.com

Host Organisation:
AL-ZAHRAA ARAB WOMEN ORGANISATION
P.O. Box 3746, Shakhnin
20173 Sakhnin (IL)
Tel: +972/4/674.71.48
Fax: +972/4/674.76.86
E-mail: alzahraa44@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
ARAB CHILDREN'S FRIENDS ASSOCIATION
Ben Yehuda Street 23
31464 Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/866.76.19
Fax: +972/4/864.16.91
E-mail: acfa@zahav.net.il

Host Organisation:
BALADNA ASSOCIATION FOR ARAB YOUTH
12 Hertzlita street
31996 Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/852.30.35
Fax: +972/4/852.34.27
E-mail: info@baladnayouth.org
Host Organisation:
KAYAN
47 Hillel Street
33727 Haifa (IL)
Tel: 05/272.38.12
Fax: +972/4/851.19.54
E-mail: kayan@netvision.net.il

Host Organisation:
LIKA
12, Herzelya street
31996 Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/52/78.38.00
Fax: +972/4/852.34.27
E-mail: coordinater@baladnayouth.org

Host Organisation:
NISAN YOUNG WOMEN LEADERS
P.o. box 3185
16130 Nazareth (IL)
Tel: +972/4/656.16.04
Fax: +972/4/608.11.31
E-mail: nisan@netvision.net.il

Host Organisation:
The Arab Association for Human Rights (HRA)
Mary's Well Street - P.o.Box 215
16101 Nazareth (IL)
Tel: +972/4/656.19.23
Fax: +972/4/656/49.34
E-mail: hra1@arabhra.org

Host Organisation:
The Association of Forty
Ein Hod
30808 Nir Etzion (IL)
Tel: +972/4/836.23.81
Fax: +972/4/836.23.79
E-mail: assoc40@assoc40.org

Host Organisation:
The Center Against Racism
Um-El-Fahem (IL)
Tel: +972/4/611.23.90
Fax: +972/4/611.23.91
E-mail: centeragainstracism@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
The Laborers Voice (Sawat Al-Amil)
P.O.Bix 2721
16126 Nazareth (IL)
Tel: +972/4/656.19.96
Fax: +972/4/608.09.17
E-mail: laborers_voice@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
JAVVA
Avenue Parc Royal, 3
1020 Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/478.29.19
Fax: +32/2/478.03.74
E-mail: celine@javva.org

Sending Organisation:
YAP - ITALIA
Via Marco Dino Rossi 12/G
00173 Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/06/721.01.20
Fax: +39/06/722.01.94
E-mail: yap@yap.it
Sending Organisation:
VIA PACIS NEMZETKÖZI IFJÚSÁGI EGYESÜLET
Kinizsi u. 13
1092 Budapest (HU)
Tel: +36/1/215.42.28
Fax: +36/1/215.42.28
E-mail: viainfo@viapacis.ngo.hu

Sending Organisation:
PERPETUUM MOBILE INTERNATIONAL
Straden (AT)
Tel: +43/650/2.11.55.49
E-mail: perpetuum@lycos.at

Sending Organisation:
CFD GERMANY - CHRISTLICHER FRIEDENSDIENST
Rendelerstraße 9-11
60385 Frankfurt (DE)
Tel: +49/69/45.90.71
Fax: +49/69/46.12.13
E-mail: Ypa-cfd@online.de

Sending Organisation:
ASOCIACIÓN XARXA
Joan D’Austria 8
46160 Llíria (ES)
Tel: +34/96/279.02.02
Fax: +34/96/279.25.95
E-mail: xarxafor@infonegocio.com

Sending Organisation:
WASLALA
C/ Caures 18
28100 Alcobendas (ES)
Tel: +34/916/61.86.31
Fax: +34/916/63.35.43
E-mail: alfredoo@wanadoo.es

Sending Organisation:
SOLIDARITES JEUNESSES
10 rue du 8 mai 1945
75010 Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/55.26.88.77
Fax: +33/1/53.26.03.23
E-mail: ltv@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project Reference: 117932-22-CE-06-2004-R1
Beneficiary: GROUPEMENT EUROPEEN DES CAMPUS

Project Title: Eco-Volontariat en Mediterranee

The promoter, 'Groupement Européen des Campus' presents this project entitled 'Eco-volontariat en Méditerranée'. The promoter is an association that focuses all the activities towards the preservation of the environment and cultural heritage. The project proposes to send 9 volunteers from FR, GR, DZ, MA, TN to different host placements in IT, GR, DZ, MA, FR and TN. The EVS period varies from 8 to 12 months. The project aims to create a network of exchange of experiences in the theme of environmental protection among EU and Euro-Med countries that would lead to sustainable development. Also it offers the opportunity for the volunteers to get to know other cultures, therefore to benefit from an intercultural experience.

Grant: 73402 €
Venue: IT-GR-DZ-MA-FR-TN

Contact Person:
LANASPEZE Jean-Baptiste
24, Bd. Paul Bons
84800 L'Isle Sur La Sorgue (FR)
Tel: 33/4/90.27.21.20
Fax: 33/4/90.86.82.19
E-mail: gec@apare-gec.org

Host Organisation:
ASSOCIAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE DI COMUNICAZIONE AMBIENTALE
Via Acqui 17
42051 Alba (IT)
Tel: +39/01/733.37.77
Fax: +39/01/733.64.898
E-mail: direzione@envi.info

Host Organisation:
ASSOCIATION DE REFLEXION D'ECHANGES ET D'ACTIONS POUR L'ENVIRONMENT ET LE DEVELOPPEMENT
30, Chemin Mokrane Aoues, El Mouradia
Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/49/86.30.59
Fax: +213/49/86.30.60
E-mail: palmvale@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
CENTRE AL-JAZOULI POUR LA CULTURE; LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET LE PATRIMOINE
8, rue Sid Ben Slimane - Derb Ben Moussa
40000 Marrakech (MA)
Tel: +212/44/38.26.07
Fax: +212/44/38.00.85
E-mail: samrakandiaabdes@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
FEDERATION DE TUNIS DE SOLIDARITE SOCIALE
4 rue El Ouerghi, Bab Souika
1000 Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/71/574.853
Fax: +216/71/573.833
E-mail: ftss@planet.tn

Host Organisation:
ANEZ SOCIÉTÉ POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT DU ZAGORI
B.P. 1232
45110 Ioannina (GR)
Tel: +30/26/51.06.85.90
Fax: +30/26/51.06.85.66
E-mail: anez1@hellasnet.gr
Host Organisation:
GROUPE ENERGIES RENOUVELABLES ET ENVIRONNEMENTS
2 Cours Foch
13400 Aubagne (FR)
Tel: +33/4/42.18.55.88
Fax: +33/4/42.03.01.56
E-mail: geres.hebraud@free.fr

Sending Organisation:
ASSOCIATION DE REFLEXION D'ECHANGES ET D'ACTIONS POUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT ET LE DEVELOPPEMENT
30, Chemin Mokrane Aoues, El Mouradia
Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/49/86.30.59
Fax: +213/49/86.30.60
E-mail: palmvale@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
CENTRE DE CULTURE EUROMÉDITÉRRANÉEN DE MARRAKECH
Riad Zitour Kadim - Derb Sadid n°66
Marrakech (MA)
Tel: +212/44/38.26.07
Fax: +212/44/38.00.85
E-mail: cmemaroc@hotmail.com

Sending Organisation:
FEDERATION DE TUNIS DE SOLIDARITE SOCIALE
4 rue El Ouerghi, Bab Souika
1000 Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/71/574.853
Fax: +216/71/573.833
E-mail: ftss@planet.tn

Sending Organisation:
CENTRE MÉDITERRANÉEN DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT
Polynikous 2
174 55 Alimos Athenes (GR)
Tel: +30/210/98.87.630
Fax: +30/210/98.87.656
E-mail: medenv@hellasnet.gr

Sending Organisation:
GROUPEMENT EUROPEEN DES CAMPUS
25, Bd. Paul Bons
84800 L'Isle Sur La Sorgue (FR)
Tel: +33/4/90.27.21.20
Fax: +33/4/90.86.82.19
E-mail: gec@apare-gec.org

Project Reference: 117948-22-CE-05-2004-R1
Beneficiary: YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE INTERNATIONAL SECRETARIAT

Project Title: Euro-Med cooperation as a tool for peace: experiencing volunteering in the Middle-East

Youth Action for Peace International is a European level NGO with branches in several European countries. It is a platform for young people who are involved in activities which promote peace, solidarity and a just society. The international section is active in the area of exchanges, voluntary service projects and training. This project named "Euro-Med cooperation as a tool for peace: experiencing volunteering in the Middle-East" will allow 12 volunteers from IT, FR, BE, AT, ES, DE, UK and ES to do a six-month voluntary service in one of 9 local host projects across Palestine. The activities will be coordinated by one of the local hosts. All of them have a common profile of organisation, activities and project framework for the volunteer. They are local NGOs, providing community development services with a focus on young people. This includes youth clubs and social centres. They expect their international volunteer to give an intercultural dimension to regular activities. And the volunteers are asked to share their experience with a wider public upon return. The volunteers on the other hand will get a unique opportunity to engage themselves in very practical community development in Palestine.

Grant: 86556 €
Venue: Jerusalem (PS) - Hebron (PS) - Jericho (PS)

Contact Person: EVRARD Gisèle
3, Avenue du Parc Royal
1020 Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/478.94.10
Fax: +32/2/478.94.32
E-mail: administration@yap.org

Host Organisation:
BEIT DUQQO COMMUNITY CENTER
Beit Duqqo - Jerusalem, P.O. Box 1849 Ramallah
Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/247.24.42
Fax: +972/2/247.24.80
E-mail: Ikrma2003@yahoo.com

Host Organisation:
BURJ AL LUQLUQ CENTER SOCIETY
Bab Hutta, Old City of Jerusalem
East Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/627.76.26
Fax: +972/2/627.76.26
E-mail: dyalahusseini@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
HEBRON OLD CITY REHABILITATION COMMITTEE
Skafieh Street - Old City P.O. Box 321
Hebron (PS)
Tel: +972/2/225.56.40
Fax: +972/2/222.35.95
E-mail: hebronrc@hebronet.com

Host Organisation:
HEBRON YOUTH CLUB
Bab Al Zawieh, PO Box 88
Hebron (PS)
Tel: +972/2/223.12.32
Fax: +972/2/222.96.64
E-mail: hebronyouthclub@hotmail.com

Host Organisation:
INTERNATIONAL PALESTINIAN YOUTH LEAGUE
Jaffa street - Isra'a Building 5th floor
P.O. Box 618 Hebron (PS)
Tel: +972/2/222.91.31
Fax: +972/2/221.55.86
E-mail: adli@ipyl.org
Host Organisation: 
JERICHO YOUTH CLUB 
Kef Al Waad St. 
Jericho (PS) 
Tel: +972/5/983.09.79 
E-mail: Ahmed_helou@yahoo.com 

Host Organisation: 
JERUSALEM GATE SOCIETY 
Izaria - Jerusalem, Main Street 
East Jerusalem (PS) 
Tel: +972/2/279.04.04 
E-mail: jerusalemgate@yahoo.com 

Host Organisation: 
OLD CITY YOUTH ASSOCIATION 
Souq Alqataneen, Old City of Jerusalem 
East Jerusalem (PS) 
Tel: +972/2/50.64.92.47 
Fax: +972/2/234.33.54 
E-mail: riadshihabi@hotmail.com 

Host Organisation: 
PALESTINE CHILD HOME CLUB 
Hebron, Palestine, PO Box 309 
Hebron (PS) 
Tel: +972/2/225.50.43 
Fax: +972/2/225.50.43 
E-mail: khalid@hotmail.com 

Host Organisation: 
PALESTINIAN CHILD ART CENTRE 
Al Hawouz, Beer Sheba Street - Al Natcheh Building 2 
P.O. Box Hebron (PS) 
Tel: +972/2/222.48.13 
Fax: +972/2/222.08.55 
E-mail: pcac200@hotmail.com 

Host Organisation: 
PALESTINIAN YOUTH ASSOCIATION FOR LEADERSHIP AND RIGHTS ACTIVATION 
Ar-Ram Main Road 
East Jerusalem (PS) 
Tel: +972/2/343.428/9 
Fax: +972/2/343.34.30 
E-mail: hania_bitar@pyalara.org, salsamanoz@hotmail.com 

Host Organisation: 
ROSE OF JERUSALEM CHARITABLE ASSOCIATION 
Alizaria - Daher barruka, P.O. Box 55145 
East Jerusalem (PS) 
Tel: +972/2/279.10.02 
Fax: +972/2/279.10.02 

Host Organisation: 
THE PRINCESS BASMA CENTER FOR DISABLED CHILDREN 
Mount of Olives - P.O. Box 19764 
91197 East Jerusalem (PS) 
Tel: +972/2/628.30.58 
Fax: +972/2/627.44.49 
E-mail: jcdc@alqudsnet.com 

Host Organisation: 
WOMEN CENTER IN THE SHUFAT CAMP 
Shufat Refugee Camp, Jerusalem 
East Jerusalem (PS) 
Tel: +972/2/581.09.77 
E-mail: Jihad_242@yahoo.com
Host Organisation
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Dahiet EL Bard - Jerusalem
East Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/234.33.52
Fax: +972/2/234.33.54
E-mail: Ydd_m@palnet.com

Sending Organisation:
JAVVA
3 Avenue du Parc Royal
1020 Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/478.29.19
Fax: +32/2/478.03.74
E-mail: javva@javva.org

Sending Organisation:
YAP - ITALIA
Roma (IT)

Sending Organisation:
PERPETUUM MOBILE INTERNATIONAL
Liechtensteinstrasse 20/9
1090 Wien (AT)
Tel: +43/1/315.76.37
E-mail: sending@pm-int.org

Sending Organisation:
YAP UK
8 Golden Ridge, Freshwater
PO40 9LE Isle Of Wight (UK)
Tel: +44/1983/75.25.57
Fax: +44/1983/75.69.00
E-mail: Yapuk@ukonline.co.uk

Sending Organisation:
YAP-GERMANY - CFD E.V
Rendeler Str. 9-11
60385 Frankfurt (DE)
Tel: +49/69/459.071
Fax: +49/69/461.213
E-mail: yap-cfd@t-online.de

Sending Organisation:
ASOCIACIÓN XARXA
Joan D'Austria 8
46160 Llíria (ES)
Tel: +34/96/279.02.02
Fax: +34/96/279.25.95
E-mail: xarxafor@infonegocio.com

Sending Organisation:
WASLALA
C/ Caures 18
28100 Alcobendas (ES)
Tel: +34/916/61.86.31
Fax: +34/916/63.35.43
E-mail: alfredoo@wanadoo.es

Sending Organisation:
SOLIDARITÉS JEUNESSES
10 rue du 8 mai 1945
75010 Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/55.26.88.77
Fax: +33/1/53.26.03.26
E-mail: Secretary.general@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project Reference: 119992-22-CE-09-2004-R3
SUPPORT MEASURES

Action 5
DENMARK

Beneficiary: EBELTOFT UNGDOMSSKOLE

Project Title: Integration through sports - part I

Organisations from Denmark, Germany, Italy, Jordan, Palestine and Syria would like to create a 4 step project that will increase the focus on using official and alternative sports as a tool to optimise integration and to improve social exclusion among young people aged 15 - 19. During the seminar in Jordan the partners came up with the idea to create a 4 step project - Study visit (1), Training course (2), Study visit (3) and Youth Exchange (4). As Denmark is very known for its inhabitants involvement and participation in sports associations we chose to start our 4 step project by applying for a study visit in Denmark to give the involved partners a possibility - through visits to various projects and discussions with the people working in this field - to get inspiration, new tools, ideas and knowledge in order to plan the next 3 phases of the project.

Grant: 9763 €
Venue: (DK)

Contact Person:
Lind Anders
Skolevej 7
8400 Ebeltoft (DK)
Tel: 86341274
Fax: 86344964

Partners:
Ebeltoft Ungdomsskole
Skolevej 7
8400-Ebeltoft (DK)
Tel: 86341274
Fax: 86344964

MTV Stuttgart 1843 e.V.
Am Kräherwald 190
70193-Stuttgart (DE)
Tel: 0711 63 18 87
Fax: 0711 63 87 27
E-mail: service@mtv-stuttgart.de

Sport International
Lettenstr. 12
71131-Jettingen (DE)
Tel: +49 7452 790970
Fax: +49 7452 790971
E-mail: marion.baitinger@gmx.de

AFSAI
Colli Portuensi 345-B2
00151-Rome (IT)
Tel: +3906 5370332
Fax: +39 06 52201442
E-mail: uden@af sai.it

Mount Nebo Association
Shorayh Rin Han 45
11180-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 7728 2723
Fax: +962 6 58 13712
E-mail: sakhov_shouq@yahoo.com

Revaluation Youth Union
Baramkeh Str.
Damaskus (SY)
Tel: +963 11 2123 786
Fax: +963 11 212 1997
E-mail: syryouth@email.sy
Youth Resource Center
El-Eman Str.
Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +9722851027
Fax: +97 22 285 1027
E-mail: felicia74@yahoo.com

Project Reference: DK-512-1-2004-R5
Beneficiary: **TERRA NOVA V/ JENS BÄCKVALL**

**Project Title:** "Re-Act" - prep. meeting

Six partner organisations from Denmark, Germany, United Kingdom, Turkey, Israel and Egypt are going to meet to discuss and decide upon a Euro-Med youth exchange in 2006. The objectives of the feasibility visit is to develop the partnership and the project idea, to gain more knowledge about each other as organisations and individuals, to create common ground and values for the exchange, to increase communication between the organisations and to strengthen the partnership to ensure implementation of an application.

**Grant:** 7474 €

**Venue:** (DK)

**Contact Person:**
Lee Jensen Naja
Perlesthkkervej 17, 5. tv.
2400 København NV (DK)
Tel: +45 3583 2040
E-mail: mr_not_so_cool@yahoo.com

**Partners:**
Terra Nova v/ Jens Bäckvall
Perlesthkkervej 17, 5. tv.
2400-København NV (DK)
Tel: +45 3583 2040
E-mail: mr_not_so_cool@yahoo.com

Alte Möbelfabrik E.V.
Alt-Köpenick 33
12555-Berlin (DE)
Tel: 030 651 651 6
Fax: 030 259 33 061
E-mail: felix@joggernaut.de

Tooting Xchange
220-222 Uppr Tooting Road
Sw17 7EW-London (GB)
Tel: +44 77 937 17424
E-mail: tooting-exchange@yahoooogroups.co.uk

Ege University Education and Youth Program Office
Ege Univisertesitesi Rektorlugu Genglik C. no 12, Bornva
35040-Izmir (TR)
Tel: 00 90 232
E-mail: intrec@bornova.ege.edu.tr

Junior Egyptian Euromed Partnership Chamber - JEEPC
46 Syria st. Mohandseen,
Gaza (EG)
Tel: 002027498165
E-mail: jeepc@omeldonia.com

Ilkhalai Theatre
4011/30
16000-Nazareth (IL)
Tel: 0464 62573
E-mail: manadre@hotmail.com

**Project Reference:** DK-512-2-2004-R5
Beneficiary: CROSSING BORDERS

Project Title: Crossing Borders Capacity Building Training Course

The objective is to train the participants in capacity-building, communication, conflict management and facilitation. This will enable them to transfer their experience and skills to other young people in their communities.

Grant: 23500 €
Venue: (DK)

Contact Person:
Diallo Garba
Montebello Allé 1
3000 Helsinger (DK)
Tel: +45 49 21 33 71
Fax: +45 49 21 21 28
E-mail: cb@crossingborder.org

Partners:
Crossing Borders
Montebello Allé 1
3000 Helsinger (DK)
Tel: +45 49 21 33 71
Fax: +45 49 21 21 28
E-mail: cb@crossingborder.org

Dialogue Lab E.V.
Emil-Andresen-Str. 5
22529 Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +49 40 5606 9389
E-mail: info@dialogue-lab.org

"Havatzelet" - Givat Haviva - Cultural and Educational Institutes of Hashomer Hatzair
M.P. Menashe
37850 Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972 4 6309289
E-mail: opazim@inter.net.i.

Massar Centre
Subhi Al-Omari st. Sweifish
11185 Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 6 58 58 748
Fax: + 962 65 81 5740
E-mail: kshorman@nets.com.jo

Peace and Democracy Forum
19 Nablus Road
91200 Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972 2 627 6718
E-mail: hannasin@yahoo.com

Project Reference: DK-512-3-2004-R5
Beneficiary: IB BEHINDERTENHILFE OBERURSEL/HESSEN

Project Title: The Sky is the Limit - How to use outdoor adventure and experiential learning activities ...

The aim of this training is to qualify 21 professional youth workers from France, Germany, Israel, Poland and Turkey, that are members of the Caravan 2000 International - for diversity and understanding in Europe, how to use outdoor adventure education and experimental learning activities in the future to organise joint international youth exchanges under Action 1 of the YOUTH programme, which will involve disadvantaged young people with and without disabilities from these countries. Working methods consist of a mixture of theoretical input and practical experience, reflection how to use certain methods with disabled young people and space to develop joint project ideas.

Grant: 20615 €
Venue: Weidenhausen (DE)

Contact Person:
Schuld-Rill Sonja
Bommersheimer Str 60
61440 Oberursel (DE)
Tel: +49-6171-9126-0
Fax: +49-6171-9126-199

Partners:
IB Behindertenhilfe Oberursel/Hessen
Bommersheimer Str 60
61440-Oberursel (DE)
Tel: +49-6171-9126-0
Fax: +49-6171-9126-199

The Board of the Wielkopolska Province
Al. Niepodleglosci 16/18
61-713-Poznan (PL)
Tel: +48 61 854 1599
Fax: +48 61 8515635
E-mail: rops@wielkopolska.mw.gov.pl

The Cedar Foundation
31 Ulsterville Avenue
BT17 9AX-Belfast (GB)
Tel: +44 28 90666188
E-mail: e.carrick@cedar-foundation.org

Spastic Children's Foundation of Turkey
Prof. Dr. Hifzi Ozcan Cad. No:18
34750-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90-216-574 58 69
Fax: +90-216-574 58 84
E-mail: tscvakfi@superonline.com

Gvanim Association for Education & Community Involvement
Hashked 5
87013-Sderot (IL)
Tel: +972 8 662 1345
Fax: +972 8 689 2638
E-mail: info@gvanim.org.il

Project Reference: DE-512-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: GLOBE - GESELLSCHAFT FÜR INTERNATIONALE KOOPERATION E.V.

Project Title: Youth, Entrepreneurship & NGOs

This Feasability Visit of a German organisation (active in youth work with migrants with an Arabic background) in Syria aims at building new contacts to youth organisations in Syria. These will be invited to join the German partner as well as partners from Turkey, Egypt, Jordan and other EU-partners to develop joint Action 1 and Action 5 projects with a focus on youth enterprises.

Grant: 1172 €
Venue: Damaskus (SY)

Contact Person:
Würzt Alexander
Mariannenplatz 2 / Bethanien
10676 Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49-30-88625415
Fax: +49-30-88727909
E-mail: globe@globeline.de

Partners:
Globe - Gesellschaft für internationale Kooperation e.V.
Mariannenplatz 2 / Bethanien
10676-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49-30-88625415
Fax: +49-30-88727909
E-mail: globe@globeline.de

Democratic Youth Union of Syria
Tyliani
SY-Damaskus (SY)
Tel: +963 1622 4499
E-mail: ronaldin@scs-nwet.org

ESTONIA

Beneficiary: EUROBRIDGE

Project Title: New partners - new ideas

The contact-making seminar will bring together 20 youth workers, youth activists and social workers representing organisations from 4 new European countries and 4 from the Mediterranean countries. The objective of this project is to bring youth workers/leaders/social workers from new EU countries and MED countries to establish mutual partnerships, to learn about each others work and about YOUTH programme and specially about youth exchanges and to elaborate first ideas of youth exchange projects and maybe to already foresee other forms of cooperation within the YOUTH program. This is to be reached using various methods of mutual learning, experiential learning - where the participants will get the chance to present who they are, what their organisations target, where they come from. Working in a small international groups they will elaborate their understanding of good international partnership and communication and by using the method of Open space, they will get the chance to elaborate and put together their first project ideas.

Grant: 10986 €

Contact Person:
Velman Alisher
Retke tee 30-106
Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +3726935721
E-mail: eurobridge@info.ee

Partners:
Eurobridge
Retke tee 30-106
Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +3726935721
E-mail: eurobridge@info.ee

Junior Internet
U Krize 3
158 00-Prague (CZ)
Tel: 776583450
E-mail: info@juniorinternet.cz

Estonian UNESCO Youth Association
Pikk 80-16
50603-Tartumaa (EE)
Tel: +372 5541977
E-mail: aleksandr.goltsman@euya.ee

Youth Association"The Open Republic"
Endla 4
10142-Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +3726263155
E-mail: or@or.ee

The European Youth Human Rights Network
Raina str 9-7
LV - 3000-Jelgava (LV)
Tel: +3719393830
E-mail: julija.m@one.lv

UNESCO Youth Club "Culture. Tolerance. Friendship"
Lielvarde 121-70
LV 1084-Riga (LV)
Tel: +3719109794
E-mail: leonid@kid.lv

Lithuanian Liberal Youth
Kauno g. 3-507
LT-03212-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +37052333647
Fax: +37052333647
E-mail: liberalus.jaunimus@yahoo.com
Movement Young Ari
Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +902122800031

Pekiin community centre
249-Pekiin (IL)
Tel: +97749571847
Fax: +97249571869

Association Rif Andulois
(MA)
Tel: +21263607184

AAMJC Metline
Boulevard de l’Environnement
Metline (TN)
E-mail: mjc.metline@planet.tn

Project Reference: EE-512-8-2004-R3
Beneficiary: GENERATING IDEAS

Project Title: Green work 1

The aim of the project is to establish strong and long-lasting partnership between two organisations with similar objectives and many common points, therefore to start co-operation between two networks - Network of EuroMed Youth Organisations and Global Voice network. Project is concentrated on learning about each others environmental situations as we know that the environmental problems are becoming more serious and dangerous day by day everywhere all over the world. We will try to understand the roots of the problem in both countries and find some solutions to it through youth and creativity, including people with disabilities and promotion of mutual understanding and tolerance.

Grant: 806 €

Contact Person:
Braun Helena
Kalevi 51-3
51010 Tartu (EE)
Tel: +37255568886
E-mail: eteam@generatingideas.org

Partners:
Generating Ideas
Kalevi 51-3
51010-Tartu (EE)
Tel: +37255568886
E-mail: eteam@generatingideas.org

Youth Forum Ashdod Israel
p.o.b.5206
77100-Ashdod (IL)
E-mail: llanm1@yahoo.com

Beneficiary: CULTURAL BRIDGE

Project Title: Sustainable development and general management of the sweet waters

The idea of the seminar began is to improve the knowledge and the experience of the members of the organizations and the participants about the sustainable and the general management of the sweet waters. The research of a way of cooperation and opinions' exchange about environmental themes and the need to define the position that each organization should take in confront of the procedure of maintaining of the protects areas also played an important rule.

Grant: 19290 €
Venue: Saint Athanassios Thessaloniki (GR)

Contact Person:
Papadopoyloy Konstantia
Ioannou Metaxa, 3
57011 Gefyra (GR)
Tel: +30 310716071
Fax: +30 310 716195
E-mail: manes@tee.gr

Partners:
Cultural Bridge
Ioannou Metaxa, 3
57011-Gefyra (GR)
Tel: +30 310716071
Fax: +30 310 716195
E-mail: manes@tee.gr

Federación Aragonesa de Montañismo
Camino de los Molinos, 32
50015-Zaragoza (ES)
Tel: 34 976 106170
Fax: 34 976106171
E-mail: sve@prames.com

Eurogiovani
Via Lago di Varano, 9 - Villa Adriana
00010-Roma (IT)
Tel: 347/5487137
Fax: 0774/532764
E-mail: eurogiovani@tiscalinet.it

Panagrotikos Farmers' Union
15 K. Matsi and Samou str. Elvasti built., No 12
1687-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +35722422809
Fax: +35722423358
E-mail: panagrot.f.u@cytanet.com.cy

Euro-Med Movement
p.o. box 580
Valletta (MT)
Tel: +35621249900
Fax: +35621244204
E-mail: info@euromedmalta.com

Semper Avanti
ul. Kasztanowa 4
50-090-Dlugoleka (PL)
Tel: +48 604579421
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Baclub Youth Team
D.E.U Tinaztepe kampusu isletme fakultesi
35160-Izmir (TR)
Tel: +902324535067
Fax: +902324535067
E-mail: baclubyouth@yahoo.com
Office of EU Affairs - Middle East Technical University  
preidents office 6th floor METU  
06531-Ankara (TR)  
Tel: +903122104122  
Fax: +903122101348  
E-mail: youth@metu.edu.tr

Young Women's Christian Association of Amman  
mithqal el-fayez st  
5014-amman (JO)  
Tel: +96264646911  
Fax: +96264616891  
E-mail: ywca@nets.com.jo

Association des jeunese mediterrane pour les exchanges coulturels  
residence jeunese 21  
4000-sousse (TN)  
Tel: +21673213373  
Fax: +21673213373  
E-mail: almac@volta.fr

Project Reference: GR-512-2-2004-R3
Beneficiary: XARXA

Project Title: Formación a los Derechos Humanos para la Inclusión

This project is a training course for youth leaders working with people in difficulties. We want to train them in Human Rights education (specifically, in the second generation of Human Rights), in order to use it in the YOUTH programme with young people in the Mediterranean countries.

Grant: 18900 €
Venue: Valencia (ES)

Contact Person:
Moissi Fauthil
C/Joan dÀustria 8
46160 Llíria (ES)
Tel: 962790202
Fax: 962792595
E-mail: Xarxafor@infonegocio.com

Partners:
XARXA
C/Joan dÀustria 8
46160-Llíria (ES)
Tel: 962790202
Fax: 962792595
E-mail: Xarxafor@infonegocio.com

SERVICE CIVIL INTERNATIONAL - Région Nord
75 rue du Chevalier Français
59800-Lille (FR)
Tel: 03 20 55 22 58
Fax: 03 20 55 06 47
E-mail: international-scinord@nordnet.fr

Association d’union et Promotion de la Jeunesse AUPJ
Maison des jeunes les fere berber
13000-Tlemcen (DZ)
Tel: +213 72207439
Fax: +21343215089
E-mail: aupjeunesse@yahoo.fr

International Palestina Youth League IPLY
Jafila Street- Isra a Building 5h floor
PO Box 618-Hebron (PS)
Tel: +972 2 2229131
Fax: +972 2 2215586
E-mail: inte@iply.net

Project Reference: ES-512-3-2004-R1
Beneficiary: BARCELONA VOLUNTARIA

Project Title: Para un Mediterráneo más Cercano

The seminar offers the participating associations (Mediterranean and European associations) the possibility to contact associations from Barcelona for developing programmes in the Youth Programme and at the same time to learn about the management of the associations in general.

Grant: 11 880 €
Venue: Vilanova i la Geltru (ES)

Contact Person:
Castell Ruiz Vinyet
Pelai, 44, 2º PIS
08001 Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34 93 412 44 93
Fax: +34 93 412 07 61
E-mail: barcelonavoluntaria@correu.voluntariat.org

Partners:
Barcelona Voluntaria
Pelai, 44, 2º PIS
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34 93 412 44 93
Fax: +34 93 412 07 61
E-mail: barcelonavoluntaria@correu.voluntariat.org

Kölner Freiwilligen Agentur e.V.
Clemensstr. 7
50676-Köln (DE)
Tel: +49 221 92 333 64
Fax: +49 221 210 37 63
E-mail: ulla.eberhard@koeln-freiwilling.de

Youth Union Juventus
Hermani 1
48104-Põltsamaa (EE)
Tel: +372 56 603 501
Fax: +372 77 51 721
E-mail: heidiklamp@hotmail.com

Associacio Socio Cultural IBN BATUTA
Caut Pau, 82
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +93 3293054
Fax: +93 3293054
E-mail: info@ascib.net

Casals dels Infants del Raval
C/ Junta de Comerç, 16 Bajos
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34 93 3170013
Fax: +34 93 3011606
E-mail: casinrav@pangea.org

Cruz Roja Vilanova i la Geltru
Havana, 4
08800-Vilanova i la Geltru (ES)
Tel: +93 8143030
Fax: +93 8143960
E-mail: info8800@creuroja.suport.or

Federacio Catalana de Voluntariat Social
Pere Verges, 1 - 1 - e
08020-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: à +34 933141900
Fax: +34 933141108
E-mail: direccion@federacio.nt
LUCK
30, Avenue Rosa Bonheur
33138-Lanton (FR)
Tel: +33 4 42 75 04 73
Fax: +33 4 91 91 39 61
E-mail: buijtenhuijs@wanadoo.fr

Associazione Camina (Città Amiche dell’Infanzia e dell’Adolescenza)
Via dei Mille 35 e/f
40024-Castel S. Pietro Terme (BO) (IT)
Tel: +39 051 6951421
Fax: +39 051 944183
E-mail: progetti@camina.it / segreteria@camina.it

Associazione Culturale Marasma
Vía del Ponte 105
61032-Fano (IT)
Tel: +39 0721 359525
Fax: +39 0721 359526
E-mail: ass.marasma@libero.it

Fundacja Nowy Staw - The European Meeting Centre
ul. 3-Maja 18/3a
20-078-Lublin (PL)
Tel: +48 81 534 61 91
Fax: +48 81 534 61 92
E-mail: nowystaw@lu.onet.pl

Boomerang Karlstad
Drottninggatan 42
652 25-Karlstad (SE)
Tel: +46 54-10 15 29
Fax: +46 54-10 13 02
E-mail: karlstad@boomerang-projektet.nu

Auberge de Jeunes
Hammame Bebagh BP77
24150-Hammame Bebagh (DZ)
Tel: +21371803223
Fax: +21371228765

Young women’s Christian Association of Amman
Mithgal El fayez st
5014-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96264646911
Fax: +96264616891
E-mail: ywca@nets.com.jo

Offrejoie
Ecole des files de la chnte - Clemenceau
Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961 1 362883
Fax: +961 1 362883
E-mail: Offrejoie@iconnect.com.lb

Progressive Youth Organization
Jabal El Arab Street-Wata Elmousatbeh - PO.Box 11-2893 PSP Bidg
Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961 3 830084
Fax: +961 1 301231
E-mail: youth@psp.org.lb

The Center for Conflict Resolution and Peace-building (CCRP)
Bliss Street, Facing Saudi embassy, Chehab Bkig 1 Fir
Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961 1 740706
Fax: +961 1 740706
E-mail: info@ccrp.org
Al-Boughaz
Rachid Taferssiti
Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212 39322342
Fax: +212 39322969
E-mail: tafer@iam.net.ma

Association de Developpement Local Mediterránea (ADELMA)
Av Yanssef Ibn Tachefine Imar Ibn Tachefine 2 etage no 5
90000-Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212 39321415
Fax: +212 39321415

Chantiers Sociaux Marocains -Section de Tanger-
Hay el Jadid rue 13 - 24
Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212 66 14 33 28
Fax: +212 39 33 38 98
E-mail: csm3@caramail.com

Ass. Maisen de Jeunes Maghrébins
BP- no 70
2040-Rades (TN)
Tel: +21671443631
Fax: +21671442677

Project Reference: ES-512-7-2004-R1
Beneficiary: CENTRE D’ESTUDIS DE L’ESPLAI

Project Title: De igual a igual. (Peer to peer)

"Peer to peer" main aim is to use a study visit and its intercultural experience as an educational tool in the field of anti-racism and xenophobia as well as for the work with youngsters with less opportunities and at risk for social exclusion, in order to increase the knowledge and expertise on this subjects among the participants. By visiting different organisations/associations and having group discussions, and that receiving more knowledge, we will try to establish possible strategies of work to develop the Euro-Med programme and new projects. Program will develop activities based on visiting different organisations and associations, presentations of our different countries youth-polices, group discussions, program developing, project management.

Grant: 10318 €
Venue: Palma de Mallorca (ES)

Contact Person:
Olivieri Callis Juan Antonio
Pl. Es Banc de S'Oli, 6 bxs
07002 Palma de Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34 971728903
Fax: +34 971728903
E-mail: centreestudis@telefonica.net

Partners:
Centre d’Estudis de l’Esplai
Pl. Es Banc de S’Oli, 6 bxs
07002-Palma de Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34 971728903
Fax: +34 971728903
E-mail: centreestudis@telefonica.net

"Fekete Sereg" Youth Association (The Co-operation project)
Petofi u.2
8291-Nagyvázsony (HU)
Tel: 36 88264464
Fax: 36 88264464
E-mail: feketes@feketesereg.ngo.hu

Semper Avanti
Pl. Sw. Macieja 5 p. 11
50-244-Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48 717926679
Fax: +48 717928679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

Samverkansprojektet (The Co-operation project)
De la gardiegymnasiet, Stenportsgatan 76
531 54-Lidköping (SE)
Tel: 46 510771622
Fax: 46 510771047
E-mail: Magnus.Ehn@delagardie.lidkoping.se

A CDEJA
BP 80 Didouche Mourad
16006-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +21321911056
Fax: +21321915044
E-mail: acdeja@yahoo.fr

Youth Forum Ashdod-Israel
p.o.b. 5206
77100-Ashdod (IL)
Tel: 972 544867088
Fax: 972 88542031
E-mail: ilanm1@yahoo.com
Asociación Alamal para el desarrollo cultural y social
12 Avenue de la Resistance 1 Etage nº 5
90000-Tanger (MA)
Tel: +21239340762
E-mail: Aso_alamal@hotmail.com

Beneficiary: DOBRE ESPACIO

Project Title: Seminario EuromediterrANeo entre entidades de juventud

Our purpose is to create a bond with North-African associations and to reinforce the cooperation with the European associations. We want to create a dialogue base among cultures, to improve the knowledge about them and to promote the values of tolerance, respect and diversity.

Grant: 19370 €
Venue: Santiago de Compostela (ES)

Contact Person:
González Manío Francisco Javier
Rua Rodrigo de Mendoza, 77 1º D
36600 Vilagarcía de Arousa (ES)
Tel: 986503792
E-mail: Frenchiglez@hotmail.com

Partners:
DOBRE ESPACIO
Rua Rodrigo de Mendoza, 77 1º D
36600-Vilagarcía de Arousa (ES)
Tel: 986503792
E-mail: Frenchiglez@hotmail.com

Estonian UNESCO Youth Association
Lille 9
51010-Tartu (EE)

Cultural Bridge
I. Metaxa, 3
57011-Gefyra-Thessaloniki (GR)

Asociación Xuvenil Biriloque
Moar nº 7
15686-Frades (ES)

Diagonal Association
Via Don Rizzi, 7
38100-Trento (IT)
E-mail: info@diagonal.it

Srêter Ferenc Népföiskolai Egyesület
Fo Ter 5
3100-Salgótarján (HU)

Association Mozaik - Association of children
Adamicjeva 7
1293-Smarje-Sap (SI)

Bolu Youth Club
Konuralp
14100-Bolu (TR)
E-mail: bolugk@yahoo.com

Sun’s of Elbinira organization
22 Elshik Eishashai street, EIsyout 6 floor
99887-Alexandria (EG)
Tel: +2-0121830739
E-mail: Mima_abdo@yahoo.com

VCE, Volunteers for Cooperation and Exchanges
Ismail El Kabany st, 1st Area, St. Fatema (American) School
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +202 2600804
Fax: +202 2600804
E-mail: vce@masrawy.com
Neve Habeduim
Aba Hosh St. 1
30056-Carmel City (IL)
Tel: +972 4 8392635
E-mail: albaadia@yahoo.com

Alhussein seeds team
Abo tamam street
11185-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96265654564
E-mail: Raed_go@hotmail.com

Progressive Youth Organization
Jabal El Arab Street-Wata Elmousatbeth
112893-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961-3-830064
Fax: +961-1-301231
E-mail: youth@psp.org.lb

Club Unesco Ezzouhour de Tunis
17, Rue 4159
2052-Ezzouhour (TN)
Tel: +216 98 44 82 62
Fax: +216 71 25 87 75
E-mail: Club_unesco_z@yahoo.fr

Beneficiary: **AYUNTAMIENTO DE ELCHE**

**Project Title:** Seminario Dinamia

The seminar Dinamia is the first meeting of several projects which will be developed by six partners within the YOUTH Programme. In this meeting, we will establish the basis for our working style. It will begin with the evaluations, how to make youth participate and some general aspects, taking our own experience as a point of reference and learning from one another. The result will be a group of projects as youth exchanges, European volunteers and future actions (training for youth responsible people and so on) and a basis for our common work.

**Grant:** 13143 €

**Venue:** Elche (ES)

**Contact Person:**

Lillo Nieves  
Passeig de la Juventud 1  
03201 Elche (ES)  
Tel: 966658060  
Fax: 96436444  
E-mail: juventud@ayto-elche.es

**Partners:**

Ayuntamiento de Elche  
Passeig de la Juventud 1  
03201-Elche (ES)  
Tel: 966658060  
Fax: 96436444  
E-mail: juventud@ayto-elche.es

VIVA  
Frank Craeybexiaan 22  
2100-Deume (BE)  
Tel: 033246416

AVICENNE  
MDA 13 11 Rue Callaux B59  
75013-Lie de France (FR)  
Tel: 330 62084757

ACDEJA  
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug villa 12 Ben Aknoun  
16306-Alger (DZ)  
Tel: +21321911056

BALADNA Association for Arab Youth  
Hertzilia street 12 PO Box 99804  
31996-Haifa (IL)  
Tel: 972 4 8523035

ACEC ASSOCIATION CHOULA DE L'EDUCATION ET LA CULTURE  
Complexe Culturel Touria Sakkat  
Casablanca (MA)  
Tel: +21222991155

*Project Reference: ES-512-24-2004-R5*
Beneficiary: EMPRENDEDORES PARA EL EMPLEO

Project Title: Archeology, Culture and Mediterranean Roots

To know and to share the different cultures that were developed through the approach to the cultural and archaeological heritage, will help youngsters to understand the diversity and similarity between Mediterranean countries. The formation of technicians, trainers and association leaders will promote and lead to appropriate methodological focus and contents in these subjects, which results will be applied in future projects within the YOUTH programme. The aim of the projects is giving guidelines and tools that allow trainers the integration of these contents with the objectives of every organisation and the specific characteristics of each group of young people.

Grant: 26339 €
Venue: Aguilas – Murcia (ES)

Contact Person:
Correa Cristina
Av. Pintor Portela, 34 B-9ºN
30203 Cartagena (ES)
Tel: 616906883
Fax: 976466831
E-mail: info@emprende-empleo.com

Partners:
Emprendedores para el Empleo
Av. Pintor Portela, 34 B-9ºN
30203-Cartagena (ES)
Tel: 616906883
Fax: 976466831
E-mail: info@emprende-empleo.com

Arbeiterkultur- und Bildungsverein
Münzbergstr. 6
85049-Ingolstadt (DE)
Tel: 8419311213
Fax: 8419311225

ASSOCIATION OF FRINEDSHIP AMONG NATIONS (SFE)
Ippokratorous 7
10679-Atenas (GR)
Tel: 30 210 3605812

ALTEA FRANCE
18, place d'Aine
87004-Limoges (FR)
Tel: 05 55 33 73 12
Fax: 05 55 34 67 90
E-mail: ALTEA-FRANCE@wanadoo.fr

Legambiente Trani
C.so Imbriani 119/B
70059-Trani (IT)
Tel: +39 0883589089

Municipality of Concordia - Youth and Eurodesk Service
Plazza della Repubblica 16
41033-Concordia sulla Secchia (IT)
Tel: +39 0535 412911

RE IDOMENEO - ASSOCIAZIONE DIDEEN
Via Idomeneo 3
73100-Lecce (IT)
Tel: +39 0832 301863

European Youth Club of Cyprus
32 Achaion str. Archangelos
2334-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357 99 490809
YOUTH programme

Projects with Mediterranean countries

Jurmala Youth Consultative Council
1/5 Jomas street
LV 2015-Jurmala (LV)
Tel: +371 709 3849

Euro-Med Movement
P.O. Box 580
000-Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356 7942 4555

European Youth Co-operation Center
Golebia 24
31007-Krakow (PL)
Tel: +48 12 422 10 33

AEGEE Izmir (European Student Forum - Izmir)
Ege Universitesi Topluluklar Merkezi
000-Izmir (TR)
Tel: +90 232 3884000

AEGEE-ISTANBUL
ITU Gellatirme Vakfi Gumussuyu Ogrenic Yurdu Giris Katl, Taksim
80191-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90 212 2440098

Ankara Gencilik Degisim Kulubu
Necatbey Cad. 26/71
06100-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90 312 231 41 51

DEU YOUTH AND SPORTS CLUB
Dokuz Eylul University Rektorlugu Alsancak
35210-Izmir (TR)
Tel: +90 232 4985702

KUTAHYA YOUTH CENTRE
Abdurrahman Karaa Bulvan Gencilik Spor li Mudurugu
43020-Kutahya (TR)
Tel: +90 274 223 60 84

VCE Volunteers Cairo for Egypt
6 Ibrahim Shawkey st, 1st Area, Nasr City
000-Nasr City (EG)
Tel: 20101407638

YOFI - Young Forum Israeli
Pob 5206
77100-Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972 54 861865

Jordan Youth Exchange
King Abdulah Str.
17110-Madaba (JO)
Tel: +962 77 77 15 42

Young women’s Christian Association of Amman
Mithqal El-fayez st
5014-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96264646911

Taawon : Palestinian Conflict Resolution Institute
Fayeq et Hamoudeh Building 1st floor
00972-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972 2 2967930

**Beneficiary:** FUNDACIÓN CAUCE

**Project Title:** Descubriendo los valores de los jóvenes de las sociedades civiles euromediterraneas

The seminar will promote mainly subjects of European and Mediterranean awareness, values and attitudes, to know better the Youth Programme in order to open new dialogue routes between the Euromed countries and fight against intolerance and xenophobia

**Grant:** 11992 €

**Venue:** Valladolid (ES)

**Contact Person:** Sorriguieta Ruiz Roser
Menéndez Pelayo, 2 1º of 1
47001 Valladolid (ES)
Tel: 983332324
E-mail: fcauce@terra.es

**Partners:**
Fundación Cauce
Menéndez Pelayo, 2 1º of 1
47001-Valladolid (ES)
Tel: 983332324
E-mail: fcauce@terra.es

CITIZENS IN ACTION
Em. Benaki 93-95
106 81-Athens (GR)
Tel: +30 01 383 7449
E-mail: citizensinactiongr@yahoo.gr

Associazione Anabasic
Via P. Borsellino 13
73020-Cursi (IT)
Tel: +39 339 8357558

UNISER scarl
Viale Fratelli Spazzoli 49
47100-Forlì (IT)
Tel: +39-0543-551311
Fax: +39-0543-414326
E-mail: segreteria@uniser.net

FEKETE SEREG YOUTH ASSOCIATION
Petofi u.r.
8291-Nagyuzsony (HU)
Tel: +36 88 264 464

Stichting Con-Young-Tion
Oranjesingel 40
6511 NW-Nijmegen (NL)
Tel: +31 243296824
Fax: +31 243501219
E-mail: conyoungtion@yahoo.co.uk

Department of youth and social activities
19 Jaffa Street
94141-Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972 2 6255055

Thaqafat Association
11 Zankat Hassani, Derb Jirar, Bab Laalou
10000-Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212 037 202365
E-mail: Thaqafat2003@yahoo.fr
Ass. Amis du Club d'Enfants Bir M'cherga
Avenue Bourguiba
1141-Bir M'cherga (TN)
Tel: +216 68 672 196

Beneficiary: LES PETITS DÉBROUILLARDS PACA

Project Title: Culture Scientifique et Technique en Méditérranée 2004

Meeting and training of Mediterranean youth-workers in the field of technical and scientific activities. In order to develop this field around the Mediterranean area, they're going to discuss the role of mobility and exchanges among scientific actors and the development of scientific and technological activities for young people and pedagogical production, the social and cultural impact of these productions and their use in everyday life, the setting up of a common project.

Grant: 14203 €
Venue: Marseille (FR)

Contact Person:
MATELOT Alexandre
51 avenue de Frais-Vallon Bat A
13013 Marseille (FR)
Tel: +33 4 91 66 12 07
Fax: +33 4 91 61 38 91
E-mail: apdpaca@free.fr

Partners:
Les Petits Débrouillards PACA
51 avenue de Frais-Vallon Bat A
13013-Marseille (FR)
Tel: +33 4 91 66 12 07
Fax: +33 4 91 61 38 91
E-mail: apdpaca@free.fr

Anima Cienca
c/Tetvan, 8
2002-Albacete (ES)

CONTROVENTO
47023-Cesana (IT)

Club de Biologia e Geologia Serra de S. Mamede
7300 183-Portalegre (PT)

La ligue des activités scientifiques et techniques
Axe du stade du 1er novembre
15000-Tizi Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213 71383545
Fax: +213 26212932

Bibliotheca Alexandrina
el shatby
21526-Alexandrie (EG)
Tel: +203 4839999
Fax: +2034830339

Secours populaire libanais - Centre des activités scientifiques et techniques
Cornich el Mazraa
Beyrouth (LB)
Tel: +961 3 604787
Fax: +961 6691250
E-mail: khalilh2000@hotmail.com

Club Scientifique de l'Association Bouregreg
Avenue Sakia Al Hamra Bettana
x-Salé (MA)
Tel: +212 37832314
Fax: +212 37832288
E-mail: csab@caramail.com
Association Jeunes sciences de Tunisie
69 avenue Alain Savary Cité El Khadhra
1003-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216 71772580
Fax: +216 71888863
E-mail: ass.jeunescience@planet.tn

Project Reference: FR-512-3-2004-R1
Beneficiary: CULTURE ECONOMIE PATRIMOINE ANIMATION GROUPES D'ETUDES

Project Title: Le cycle festif comme support pour l'apprentissage interculturel

This project aims at establishing contacts, exchange of experiences and skills in organising pedagogical projects between several NGOs from Morocco, Tunisia, Spain and France with the topic of the "popular festive cycle" as a support. The idea initiated from a Future Capital project realised by a former Spanish EVS volunteer. The framework of his project is ICL as a means to fight discrimination. This is why we chose the "Fête" (=feast/festival/holiday) because it is an element present in all cultures enabling intercultural dialogue. The final aim is to build a concrete exemple in ICL and to allow for an exchange of ideas and experiences among partners.

Grant: 10555 €
Venue: Puget Théniers (FR)

Contact Person:
CAPOTE LAMA Alberto
06260 Puget Théniers (FR)
Tel: 04 93 05 00 19
Fax: 04 93 05 14 71
E-mail: foyer-rural-cepage@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
Culture Economie Patrimoine Animation Groupes d'Etudes
06260-Puget Théniers (FR)
Tel: 04 93 05 00 19
Fax: 04 93 05 14 71
E-mail: foyer-rural-cepage@wanadoo.fr

Ayuntamiento De Alanis
Plaza del Ayuntamiento 2
41380-Alanis (ES)
Tel: +34 954 885 004
Fax: +34 954 885 033
E-mail: alanis@dipusevilla.es

Le Lien des Chômeurs de la Moyenne Vallée du Var
Quartier la Blancaria
06260-Puget Théniers (FR)
Tel: +33 493051698
E-mail: le-lien-des-chomeurs@wanadoo.fr

Association des Chantiers de la Jeunesse
BP 171
11005-Salé (MA)
Tel: +212 37862347
Fax: +212 37862347
E-mail: acj_ong@yahoo.com

International Organization for Migration
61 boulevard Bat Bnet, BP 863
1035-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216 71560582
Fax: +216 71569528
E-mail: mourad.e@email.it

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION POUR LA VALORISATION DES RIVIÈRES ET LES INITIATIVES LOCALES

Project Title: L'Education à l'environnement Maroc - France

AVRIL, an environmental NGO, wants to initiate a new partnership with a Moroccan NGO in the Ouarzazate region. Avril has already organised projects with Algeria and Tunisia and wishes to open its partnership to Morocco. The future cooperation will deal with education to environment and the possibilities of building new Youth projects.

Grant: 1420 €
Venue: St Pierre de Coutances (FR)

Contact Person:
FOUBERT Marie
L'Asquascole - Le Viquet
50200 Saint Pierre de Coutances (FR)
Tel: 02 33 19 00 35
Fax: 02 33 19 00 36
E-mail: Associationavril@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
Association pour la Valorisation des Rivières et les Initiatives Locales
L'Asquascole - Le Viquet
50200 Saint Pierre de Coutances (FR)
Tel: 02 33 19 00 35
Fax: 02 33 19 00 36
E-mail: Associationavril@wanadoo.fr

Association LE PONT
Ecole Pigier avenue Mohamed V
45200-Kella M'gouna (MA)
Tel: +212 44837004
E-mail: mohamed_ramzi@hotmail.com

Beneficiary: CEMEA

Project Title: Pour une vision de l'Europe plus ouverte

A nine-days training course on European projects.

Grant: 15905 €
Venue: Besançon (FR)

Contact Person:
PALANCHON Isabelle
6 rue de la madeleine BP 117
25013 Besançon Cedex (FR)
Tel: +33 381813380
Fax: +33 3 81823307
E-mail: cemeafc@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
CEMEA
6 rue de la madeleine BP 117
25013-Besançon Cedex (FR)
Tel: +33 381813380
Fax: +33 3 81823307
E-mail: cemeafc@wanadoo.fr

CEMEA del Piemonte Coop. Soc. a.r.l.
Via Avogadro, 26
10121-Torino (IT)
Tel: 11/541225
Fax: 11/541339
E-mail: cemea@ipsnet.it

Centrum M³odzie¿y im. H. Jordana (H. Jordan Youth Centre)
ul. Krowoderska 8
31-142-Kraków (PL)
Tel: +48 12 422 44 42
Fax: +48 12 4225205
E-mail: atm@interia.pl

Association Algérienne Enfance et Famille d’Accueil Bénévole
Immeuble Casoral 27 rue mohamed Fellah Kouba
16000-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213 24492619
Fax: +213 24491391
E-mail: aaefab@yahoo.fr

Club scientifique de l'association Bouregreg
Avenue Sakia Al Hamra bettana
Salé (MA)
Tel: +212 3732314
Fax: +212 37832288
E-mail: csab@caramail.com

Project Reference: FR-512-6-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION D'ECOUVES VERTE

Project Title: Coordination, programmation, échange de bonnes pratiques pour développer les projects EuroMed

Meeting of partners from EU (IT, FR, ES) and from Meda countries (Morocco, Algeria, Libanon) to discuss common methodology, define pedagogical orientations, exchange practices, recognize needs, plan and organize an programme of exchanges for the following years.

Grant: 10450 €
Venue: Livaie (FR)

Contact Person:
Georges PENELON
Le Bourg
61420 Livaie (FR)
Tel: 02 33 27 00 73
Fax: 02 33 27 00 73
E-mail: ecouvesverte@wanadoo.fr

Partners:
ASSOCIATION D'ECOUVES VERTE
Le Bourg
61420-Livaie (FR)
Tel: 02 33 27 00 73
Fax: 02 33 27 00 73
E-mail: ecouvesverte@wanadoo.fr

Centre d'Estudis de l'Esplai
Pl. Es Banc de S'Oli. 6 bxs
07002-Palma de Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34 971728903
Fax: +34 971728903
E-mail: centreestudis@telefonica.net

COOPERATIVA SOCIALE ALTRE STRADE
VIA BASSI 30/A
35131-PADOVA (IT)
Tel: +39 049 8774660
Fax: +39 049 8774660
E-mail: info@altrestrade.it

Association Ecologique de Boumerdès
BP 35
35000-Boumerdès (DZ)
Tel: +213 24811605
E-mail: aeb_boum@hotmail.com

Association El Moustakbel
36 rue Med Khemisti Misserghin
31180-Oran (DZ)
Tel: +213 41490951
Fax: +213 41490951
E-mail: elmoustakbel@yahoo.com

Association pour la préservation du patrimoine et la protection de l'environnement
BP 3091 CL
47000-Ghardia (DZ)
Tel: +212 29887861
Fax: +212 882703
E-mail: bouamerdz@yahoo.fr

Young Men's Christian of Association
115520-Beyrouth (LB)
Tel: +961 1490640
Fax: +961 1491740
E-mail: ymca@ymca-leb.org.lb
Amitié Coopération Tolérance
13 sisi hmama fes jdid
30000-fes (MA)
Tel: +212 61580859
E-mail: actmaroc@yahoo.fr

Association TAMDA pour le Développment de la culture
BP 29
22 000-Azilal (MA)
Tel: +212 65433771
Fax: +212 23459275
E-mail: ass_tamda@yahoo.fr

Project Reference: FR-512-7-2004-R3
Beneficiary: FÉDÉRATION DES CENTRES SOCIAUX ET SOCIOCULTURELS

Project Title: Med Umbrella

Seminar to discuss the topics - fight against xenophobia and anti-semitic behaviour, how to promote the Euro-Med identity and values, to exchange and share good intercultural practices and experiences in the non-formal education, to organise workshops and local meetings with youngsters, to build partnership between youth organization and youth activities in the EuroMed youth programme.

Grant: 17298 €
Venue: (FR)

Contact Person:
EGELE Martine
146 rue du Paradis
13006 Marseille (FR)
Tel: +33 4 91 91 88 41
E-mail: martine.egele@centres-sociaux.asso.fr

Partners:
Fédération des Centres Sociaux et Socioculturels
146 rue du Paradis
13006-Marseille (FR)
Tel: +33 4 91 91 88 41
E-mail: martine.egele@centres-sociaux.asso.fr

Association DETAK

AYUNTAMIENTO DE CUENCA
PLAZA MAYOR, 1
16001-CUENCA (ES)
Tel: 969-240053
Fax: 969-240255
E-mail: cuenca@cuenca.org

Fédération Régionale des Centres Sociaux
Némausus - Avenue du général Leclerc
30000-Nîmes (FR)
Tel: +334 66 70 24 53
Fax: +334 66 70 28 35
E-mail: federation.csx.lr@wanadoo.fr

CESIAV (IT)

Association FRIENDS OF EARTH
(CY)

Associação Terras do Baixo Guadiana
Rua de Timor - Espaço Comercial, loja 5
8970-064-Alcoutim (PT)
Tel: +351 281 546285
Fax: +351 281 546298
E-mail: geral@atbaixoguadiana.pt

Israeli federation of Community Centres
Jerusalem Mall, Malha, PO Box 2378
91023-Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972 26756983
Fax: +972 26759819

Princess Haya Cultural center
Amman Quenne Noor Street PO Box 940148
11194-Middle east (JO)
Tel: +962 6 5665194
Fax: +962 6 5665196
E-mail: haya@90.com.jo
Association culturelle EL MADA
Beyrouth Street 215
91125-hermel (LB)
Tel: +961 369 8510
E-mail: ischahin@cyberia.net.lb

Association CHOUALA LOUR education et la culture
BP 5530 Takadrum Haymohamadi Casa
2000-Casablanca (MA)
Tel: +212 22 99 11 55
E-mail: chouala@nam.met.ma

Ministry of Youth and Sport
Irextah street Tulkurum
Tulkurum (PS)
Tel: +972 59222022
Fax: +972 92672783
E-mail: mataf2003@hotmail.com

Project Reference: FR-512-17-2004-R5
Beneficiary: **FÉDÉRATION DU SCOUTISME FRANÇAIS**

**Project Title:** Programme éducatif et mobilité des jeunes en europe et Méditérranée

We have decided to plan a European-Mediterranean seminar to bring together leaders from all six Scout associations or federations to work together on the key themes of the European Youth Programme, such as combating discrimination, xenophobia, islamophobia, and upholding human rights, respect and tolerance. We will implement this by introducing these themes into our educational programmes and adapting European-Mediterranean youth exchange projects to reinforce this intercultural dimension. The outcome of this seminar will be a quality charter on the educational dimension of European-Mediterranean youth exchanges in Scouting.

**Grant:** 18671 €

**Venue:** Marseille (FR)

**Contact Person:**
DECLERCK Jean Armand
65, rue de la glacière
75013 Paris (FR)
Tel: +33 143370357
Fax: +33 147079072
E-mail: scoutisme.francais@online.fr

**Partners:**
Fédération du Scoutisme Français
65, rue de la glacière
75013-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33 143370357
Fax: +33 147079072
E-mail: scoutisme.francais@online.fr

Les Scouts
Route de Dublin
1050-Bruxelles (BE)

Corpo Nacional de Escutas - Escutismo Católico Português
Rua D. Luis nº 34
1200-052-Lisboa (PT)
Tel: +351 21 3933651
Fax: +351 213933669
E-mail: contact@roverway2003.org

 Scouts Musulmans Algériens
25 avenue Zighout Youssef
16000-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213217371728
Fax: +21321731929
E-mail: scoutalgerinter@hotmail.com

Fédération libanaise du Scoutisme
Rue Selim Bustros Immeuble Saad
Achrafieh Beyrouth (LB)
Tel: +96111326587
Fax: +9611201981
E-mail: bercer@dm.net.lb

Les scouts tunisiens
Avenue Jugurtha
1002-Tunis belvedere (TN)
Tel: +21671791206
E-mail: scout.tunisien@planet.tn

**Project Reference:** FR-512-20-2004-R5
Beneficiary: LIGUE DE L’ENSEIGNEMENT FOL 42

Project Title: TEMA France Training in EuroMed Action 1

This training course is for potential project leaders of Action 1. It will be composed in two parts: the first training will take place in France. The aim will be to present the Youth programme to the participants and to develop with them some Action 1 projects. Many methods will be used, mainly in the intercultural learning.

Grant: 26303 €
Venue: Le Bessat (FR)

Contact Person:
ABRIAL Sylvain
22 rue Paul Petit
42031 Saint Etienne (FR)
Tel: (0)4 77 495 485
Fax: (0)4 77 495 481
E-mail: international@fol42.org

Partners:
Ligue de l’Enseignement FOL 42
22 rue Paul Petit
42031-Saint Etienne (FR)
Tel: (0)4 77 495 485
Fax: (0)4 77 495 481
E-mail: international@fol42.org

Finis terrae officina dell'apprendimento - agenzia formativa di vedogiovane
Via dei frassini, 16
Borgomanero (IT)
Tel: 0322836110
E-mail: Finiterrae-novara@vedogiovane.it

Association of Youth Non-formal Education in Lithuania
Taikos 181-1
05209-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +370 656 06110
Fax: +370 5 2169666
E-mail: lijna@takas.lt

State Provincial Office of Western Finland (FI)

AFROCA
(GB)

Community Volunteers Foundation
Burhaniye Mah. Atilla Sok n°16 Altunizade
34676-istanbul (TR)
Tel: +902163218998
Fax: +902164226419
E-mail: info@tog.org.tr

The performing Arts centre of the Noor Al Hussein Foundation
Arjan - Ibn Al Haytham street PO Box 926687
11110-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96265690292/3
Fax: +96265690291
E-mail: pac@nets.com.jo

Secours Populaire Libanais
Cornich El Mazraa
x-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +9613604787
Fax: +9616691250
E-mail: khalillh2000@hotmail.com
LIKAA
BO 545
46000-Safi (MA)
Tel: +21211626685
Fax: +21244010691
E-mail: likasafi@yahoo.fr

Comité régional des Auberges de tourisme des jeunes de beja
Av Habib Bourgiba Beja
9000-Beja (TN)
Tel: +21698526/663
Fax: +21678440679
E-mail: cratatbeja@yahoo.fr

Palestinian Youth union
Al Nuzha Str Green tiwer Building
Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +97222981313
Fax: +97222957810
E-mail: pyu2002@hotmail.com

**Beneficiary:** ROMANS INTERNATIONAL

**Project Title:** Jeunesse Echange le Monde

This project is about creating a network of cooperation and of permanent exchanges between the youth organisations and services of the French town Romans and of its eight twin towns in Europe and in the Mediterranean countries. It also aims at developing and preparing future youth exchanges within the network. This networking project intends to bring about an evolution in the twinning activities from the traditional exchanges towards the construction of projects at the initiative and for the benefit of the young people themselves. Beyond the usual bilateral and sectorial activities it has the ambition to create a network of partners around multilateral projects. The network will function thanks to common tools facilitating the contact making, the debates on professional realities, the training of partners, the recognition of skills.

**Grant:** 20000 €

**Venue:** Romans (FR)

**Contact Person:**
PRE Vanessa
47 rue Saint Nicolas
26100 Romans sur Isère (FR)
Tel: 04 75 72 58 65
Fax: 04 75 72 50 98
E-mail: interomans@aol.com

**Partners:**
ROMANS INTERNATIONAL
47 rue Saint Nicolas
26100-Romans sur Isère (FR)
Tel: 04 75 72 58 65
Fax: 04 75 72 50 98
E-mail: interomans@aol.com

DDM Astra
Tyršovo náběží 801
76001-Zlín (CZ)
Tel: 677/7210312
Fax: 677/7210312
E-mail: ddmzlin@volny.cz

Stadt Straubing
Postfach 0352
94303-Straubing (DE)
Tel: 09421 9400

Association Dromoise Chantier Animation et Vie Locale
39 rue Pêcherie
26100-Romans sur Isère (FR)
Tel: +33 475023945
Fax: +33 475028579
E-mail: adcavl@wanadoo.fr

Maison de quartier des Ors Centre Social
26 rue Magnard
26100-Romans (FR)
Tel: +33475721615
Fax: +33475728433
E-mail: mq.ors@wanadoo.fr

Maison des jeunes et de la culture Mamaire
50 avenue du marquis
26103-Romans (FR)
Tel: +33475029074
E-mail: mjcmons@wanadoo.fr
Maison de quartier Coluche
42 rue Chénier
26100-Romans (FR)
Tel: +33475720467
Fax: +33475710820
E-mail: masionquartiercoluche@wanadoo.fr

Mission des affaires européennes et internationales
4 rue Saint Just
26100-Romans (FR)
Tel: +33475055191
Fax: +33475059026
E-mail: mission-europe@ville-romans26.fr

Associazione TERRIACA
(IT)

Foundation "CARLO RAINOLDI"
Varese (IT)

Coalville District Town Twinning Association
(GB)
E-mail: robles@storerel.fsnet.co.uk

Association Nationale de Volontariat Touiza
18 rue Abdelaziz Mouzaoui
16027-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213021434244
E-mail: touizaanimation@hotmail.com

Association Assarag Patrimoine et Environnement
83000-Taroudant (MA)
E-mail: assarag-pe@yahoo.co.uk

Association Dappa Roudania
BP 135
83000-Taroudant (MA)
Tel: +21261575046
E-mail: laminemohamed@yahoo.fr

Group Marco Horizons
392 Hay El Hassani
83000-Taroudannt (MA)
Tel: +21262191674
Fax: +21248551671
E-mail: g_maroc_horizons@yahoo.fr

Mouvement Toufoula Chaâbia MTC
BP 197
83000-Taroudant (MA)
Tel: +21260543362

Arts et jeunesse Eljem
Espace Sidi Ben Aissa
5160-Eljem (TN)
Tel: +21673632343
E-mail: aje-eljem@yahoo.fr

Club Tydhrus eljem
Maison des jeunes eljem BP 16
5160-Eljem (TN)
Tel: +21673630130
E-mail: medantar2004@yahoo.fr

Palestinian centre for repproachment between people
Star Street
Beit sahour (PS)
Tel: +972 2 2772018
Fax: +972 2 277 2018
E-mail: info@reprochement.org
The Arab Orthodox Club
Sytar Street Beit Sahour Po Box 1045
Beit Sahour (Ps)
Tel: +97222772247

The Cultural youth club
Churoh street
Beit Sahour (PS)

YMCA
YMCA Street PO Box 73
Beit Sahour (PS)
Tel: +97222772185
Fax: +272227722003

Beneficiary: COMUNE DI SANT'ILARIO DELLO JONIO

Project Title: Young people and local community development in Mediterranean area

International short study visit in the South of Calabria region aims to promote new youth exchanges in the area. The activity is promoted by a local rural community based in disadvantaged area that want to develop a pilot project addressed to young Mediterranean artists, and involve participants from 6 countries (Algeria, Morocco, Tunisia, France, Spain and Italy).

Grant: 8909 €
Venue: Sant'ilario Dello Jonio (Calabria) (IT)

Contact Person:
Attisano Gianfranco
Corso Umberto I°
89040 S.Ilario dello Jonio (IT)
Tel: 0964.365006
Fax: 0964.365412

Partners:
COMUNE DI SANT'ILARIO DELLO JONIO
Corso Umberto I°
89040-S.Ilario dello Jonio (IT)
Tel: 0964.365006
Fax: 0964.365412

ASOCIACION MUCHACHOS-CIUDADESCUELA-CEMU
AVDA. DOCTOR FLEMING, 3
28912-LEGANES (ES)
Tel: +3416946277
Fax: +3416938234
E-mail: Cemusecretaria@eresmas.com

IFAC PROVENCE
8 place sebastopol
13004-Marseille (FR)
Tel: 0491344784
Fax: 0491343486
E-mail: FRANCIS.RICARD@IFAC.ASSO.FR

Association National Culturelle & Exchange Entre Jeunes
b.p.: n° 63 b bordj-menaiel
35200-Boumerdes (DZ)
Tel: +21324887072
Fax: +21324886530
E-mail: acej_int@yahoo.fr

Chantiers de jeunes volontaires de fes
(MA)

Association d'amitié des villes jumelées d'hammamet
Commune hammamet
8050-Hammamet (TN)
Tel: +21698332553
Fax: +21672279151

Project Reference: IT-512-1-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **SERVIZIO CIVILE INTERNAZIONALE**

**Project Title:** Going deeper: creating and reinforcing partnership in Euro-MEDa

This project is a Contact Making Seminar. Our main purpose is to create and reinforce partnership among European and Mediterranean organisations. Both us as the Mediterranean associations as well as the other European associations involved in the project, feel the necessity to share our way to work, to create new partnership and to improve the quality of our projects in Euromed YOUTH by the confrontation and the communication with the others. During the program we will use lots of active and participating methods (like working groups, role playing and exercises about intercultural learning and conflict management). After the seminar coordinating group will be established that will follow the development of the new projects and will help with suggestions and monitoring.

**Grant:** 18541 €

**Venue:** Marina di Massa (Massa) (IT)

**Contact Person:**
D'amelio Moira  
Via Girolamo Cardano, 135  
00146 Roma (IT)  
Tel: 06.5577326  
Fax: +39.06.5585268  
E-mail: Info@sci-italia.it

**Partners:**
Servizio Civile Internazionale  
Via Girolamo Cardano, 135  
00146-Roma (IT)  
Tel: 06.5577326  
Fax: +39.06.5585268  
E-mail: Info@sci-italia.it

Mir-irg belgium  
rue van elewyck 35  
1050-Brussels (BE)  
Tel: 3226485220  
Fax: 026486988  
E-mail: mirirg@swing.be

Arbeitskreis israel / palastina e.V., Bonn  
c/o a. vetter, sternenburgstr. 79  
53115-Bonn (DE)  
Tel: +49228214241  
Fax: +49228312222  
E-mail: AK-Israel-Palaestina@gmx.net

SCI Hellas  
akadimias 78 D & kiafas 1  
106 78-Athens (GR)  
Tel: +302103823635  
Fax: +302103823636  
E-mail: scihellas@otenet.gr

Xarxa  
c/ Joan d’Austria 8  
46160-Llíria (ES)  
Tel: +34962790202  
Fax: +34962792595  
E-mail: xarsafor@infonegocio.com

PEUPLE ET CULTURE  
32 avenue Clémenceau  
34000-Montpellier (FR)  
Tel: 0467928583  
Fax: 0467927592  
E-mail: pecei@wanadoo.fr
YOUTH programme
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Voluntary Service International
30 Mountjoy Square
1-Dublin (IE)
Tel: +35318551011
Fax: +35318551012
E-mail: Vsi@iol.ie

Perpetuum mobile international
liechtensteinstr.20/9
1090-Vienna (AT)
Tel: +4313157636
Fax: +4313157637
E-mail: sending@pm-int.org

Kansainvälinen Vapaaehtoistyö ry
Rauhanasema, Veturitori
00520-Helsinki (FI)
Tel: +358-9-144408
Fax: +358-9-143657
E-mail: kvt@kvtfinland.org

Community volunteers foundation
burhaniye mah. atilla sok, no: 16
34676-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +902163218998/88
Fax: +902164226419
E-mail: Serra.titiz@tok.org.tr

Egyptian Association for Comprehensive Development
9 ibn affan square dokki
11231-Giza (EG)
Tel: +2027602625/4125
Fax: +2027602625/4125
E-mail: Mageacd@soficom.com.eg

Social communication center "AJIAL"
aff el tibi street tibi and brri bulding
145245 Mazraa-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +9611304226
Fax: +9611702079
E-mail: ajialc@hotmail.com

Amis des Chantiers Internationaux de Meknes
box 8 ville nouvelle
50000-Meknes (MA)
Fax: +21255511645
E-mail: Acim_b@hotmail.com

Jafra Palestinian youth centre
Uvnassoos yarmouk street, (SY)
Tel: +963116314155
E-mail: patvanmuylder@coolgoose.com

Des amis de la mjc beni-khiar
Rue 9 avril ben-khiar
8060-Beni-khiar (TN)
Tel: +21672229608
E-mail: dmj.benikhiar@jeunesse.tn

Project hope, Faisal road
Nablus (PS)
Tel: +97259338008
Fax: +390296702526
E-mail: Emanuele.Bompan@email.it

Project Reference: IT-512-3-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **CE.S.I.E ONLUS - CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO - TRAPPETO (PALERMO)**

**Project Title:** Comed

The main idea of this project is to connect different organisations from EU and Meda countries in a better way in order to make the partnership stronger, to increase the quality of the youth projects, to use technologies to increase the participation and the full commitment of the partner/organisations. With this Network we will try to find a common strategy and to connect the Euromed youth work of 12 organisations in only one prospective but with different local impact. We also want to create with this project the basis for an Euromed International Organisation based in 8 countries minimum.

**Grant:** 20000 €

**Venue:** Palermo (IT)

**Contact Person:**
la fata vito  
Via B. Leto, 1  
90040 Trappeto (IT)  
Tel: 0916529377  
Fax: 0917023269  
E-mail: cesie@inwind.it

**Partners:**
CE.S.I.E Onlus - Centro Studi ed Iniziative Europeo - Trappeto (Palermo)  
Via B. Leto, 1  
90040-Trappeto (IT)  
Tel: 0916529377  
Fax: 0917023269  
E-mail: cesie@inwind.it

**EUROPEAN EXPRESSION**
OMIROU 54 STR.  
10672-ATHENS (GR)  
Tel: +30 210 3643224  
Fax: +30 210 3646953  
E-mail: ekfrasi@ekfrasi.gr

Youth association "el consul"  
c/ aristofanes, 4-1*  
29010-Malaga (ES)  
Tel: +34952391926  
Fax: +34952172217  
E-mail: ajconsul@teleline.es

Malta gay rights movement  
32, Parish street  
MST03-MOSTA (MT)  
Tel: +35699455559  
E-mail: mgrm@maltagayrights.com

**CIENA- CENTRO DE INICIATIVAS EUROPEIAS DO NORTE ALENTEJANO**
Rua 19 de Junho, 54  
7300-155-Portalegre (PT)  
Tel: +351967579534  
Fax: +351245202665  
E-mail: Ciena@mail.pt

Youth Service Centre in Eksjö  
Kaserngatan 16  
SE 575 80-Eksjö (SE)  
Tel: +46381-36157  
Fax: +46381-36159  
E-mail: Mickan.thor@eksjo.se

E2000  
Langdale Centre, Langdale Gardens, Howdon  
NE28 0HG-Newcastle upon tyne (GB)  
Tel: +44(0)1912001559  
E-mail: info@e2000.org.uk
Local agenda 21 bursa youth council
resat oyal kulturparki cami karsisi, genclik evi ve kultur merkezi
16050-Bursa (TR)
Tel: +902242332877
Fax: +9022242332877
E-mail: Yg21bgk@yahoo.com

Young Forum Israeli
Pob 5206
77100-Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +97254861865
Fax: +9728542031
E-mail: Yofi_org@walla.co.il

Alnawatef cooperative
66666-Qadisiyah, tafila (JO)
Tel: +96277499869
Fax: +96232270451

Association des jeunes mediterannees pour les echanges culturels
residence jeunesse 21 - la corniche - sousse
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: +21673213373
Fax: +21673213373
E-mail: simac@volla.fr

Wi'am center for conflict resolution
dr. geminer st. build # 231
1039-Bethlehem (PS)
Tel: +972-22777333
Fax: +972-22770513
E-mail: palestiniancenterPCCR@hotmail.com

Project Reference: IT-512-4-2004-R1
Beneficiary: NGO CISS/COOPERAZIONE INTERNAZIONALE SUD SUD

Project Title: Feasibility visit on sustainable development

The aim of the project is to meet Euro-Mediterranean countries, in order to discuss the sustainable development and the participation of young people in it. This event is an opportunity to plan a contact-making seminar together with the other partners, involving more Euromed countries as a multiplier effects. The methods used is the participative project planning, it gives the possibility to work on the theme involving directly the beneficiaries of the project, in order to have a better quality of the youth projects.

Grant: 7092 €
Venue: Napoli (IT)

Contact Person:
Pipolo Maria
P.zza bellini, 75
80135 Napoli (IT)
Tel: 0916262694/5571060
Fax: 091347048
E-mail: cissprg@tin.it / cissnapoli@libero.it

Partners:
NGO CISS/Cooperazione Internazionale Sud Sud
P.zza bellini, 75
80135-Napoli (IT)
Tel: 0916262694/5571060
Fax: 091347048
E-mail: cissprg@tin.it / cissnapoli@libero.it

Association francaise des petits debrouillards
la halle aux cuirs
75930-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33140057557
E-mail: mwafra@club-internet.fr

Enskede - arsta youth council
Enskede - arstacity district council box 81 (1722 johanneshov)
17122-Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +46850814000
Fax: +46850814163
E-mail: kristoffer.odstam@enskede.arsta.stockholm.se

Terminal one
8 Logan street, Blantyre
G72 0NT-Glasgow (GB)
Tel: 0044(0)1698829455
Fax: 0044(0)1698327245
E-mail: Catherine.martin1@btinternet.com

Marmara community
i.i.b.f. marmara community klubu goztepe kampusu kat:2 kuyubasi
81040-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +902164181576
Fax: +902164181576
E-mail: Marmara_community@yahoo.com

Association des activites de jeunes bousserak farma
Harchaoui Salah
15000-Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +21321245746
Fax: +21321510950
E-mail: Clubvert2000@yahoo.fr

Egyptian Futur Youth Foundation
11 sarofem st.
61111-EL-MINIA (EG)
Tel: (+2)0106634334
Fax: (+2)086343953
E-mail: egyptianfyl@yahoo.co.uk
National forum for youth & culture
103, sa’ad zaghioul st. abdoun
11814-amman (JO)
Tel: +96265922430
Fax: +96265922431
E-mail: info@jordanyouth.org

Project Reference: IT-512-11-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIAZIONE GIOVANI PER UN MONDO UNITO CASTELLI ROMANI

Project Title: Se vuoi la pace prepara la pace

The project proposes training for the youth leaders, the responsible, with the aim to develop the activities for the youth of an elevated quality level, in line with the objectives of the Youth Program. At the same time the course will be like a laboratory where, on one hand the values of brotherhood and reciprocity will be deepened, which we feel are the base for the construction of peaceful relations, one the other will give the possibility to experience, through the "arm in arm" work, the existence of diversity and its value, enriching, it will contribute in developing the capacity to dialogue, and therefore: tolerance, solidarity, learning to build through the simple daily gestures, peace, enriching one another of eachother's culture in order to destroy any form of prejudice.

Grant: 21033 €
Venue: Sassone (Roma) (IT)

Contact Person:
d'auria lucia
via della pedica, 163
00046 Grottaferrata (IT)
Tel: 069412419
Fax: 069412419
E-mail: Cgen2f.r@tiscali.it

Partners:
Associazione Giovani per un Mondo Unito Castelli Romani
via della pedica, 163
00046-Grottaferrata (IT)
Tel: 069412419
Fax: 069412419
E-mail: Cgen2f.r@tiscali.it

Humanité nouvelle a.s.b.l. - nieuwe mensheid v.z.w.
Terwilgenstraat 29
3150-Wespelaar (BE)

Jóvenes por un Mundo Unido
Francisco Zea, 9 Entreplanta B
28028-Madrid (ES)
Tel: 917356801
E-mail: Jmu_mad@arrakis.es

New generation
1, Tuthmosis st., korba - heliopolis
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +2024180438
Fax: +2024175385
E-mail: czmcairo@link.net

Arcobaleno di terra santa
p.o.b. 472
91003-Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +97226730997
Fax: +97226730997
E-mail: czfger@netvision.net.il

Youth for unity
al karmaly street n. 13
11191-911054-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96264653308
Fax: +96264653308
E-mail: Pbedros@hotmail.com
Focolare mouvement

cardinal koussa str.
327-Aleppo (SY)
Tel: +963212275218
Fax: +963212286209
E-mail: rochelhod@msn.com

Project Reference: IT-512-8-2004-R3
Beneficiary: FINIS TERRAE OFFICINA DELL’APPRENDIMENTO - AGENZIA FORMATIVA DI VEDOGIOVANE

Project Title: 96 to go!

The CMS will be an occasion to develop specific projects of EVS in Euromed Context experiencing new partnerships, working on a concrete common project, sharing expectations, ideas of EVS and items for assessing the quality of EVS EUROMED project.

Grant: 15936 €
Venue: Credo (Verbania) (IT)

Contact Person:
Demicheli Federica
via dei frassini, 16
Borgomanero (IT)
Tel: 0322836110
E-mail: Finiterrae-novara@vedogiovane.it

Partners:
Finis terrae officina dell’apprendimento - agenzia formativa di vedogiovane
via dei frassini, 16
Borgomanero (IT)
Tel: 0322836110
E-mail: Finiterrae-novara@vedogiovane.it

Rete Europa Piemonte
c/o vedogiovane asti via cavour 68
Asti (IT)
Tel: +390141437100

Vedogiovane
via dei frassini 16
28040-Borgomanero (IT)
Tel: +3390322836449
E-mail: vedogiovane@vedogiovane.it

Youth Center Association of Youth non-formal education in Lithuania
Verkiu str. 5a-59
Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +37068618778
E-mail: nercas@email.lt

Youth center babilonas
I. Simulionio 8
04330-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +37052169666
Fax: +37052169666
E-mail: babilonas@delfi.it

The city of Pori cultural office
Antinkatu 5
28100-Pori (FI)
Tel: +35826211184

Youth Centre Villa Elba
Sannanrantie 60
6710-Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +35868313400
Fax: +35868313448
E-mail: Elba@kokkola.fi

COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS FOUNDATION
burhaniye mah. atilla sok. no: 16 altunizade
34676-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +902163218998
Fax: +902164226419
E-mail: info@tog.org.tr
Office of EU Affairs - Middle East Technical University
President's office 6th floor METU
06531-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +903122104122
Fax: +903122101348
E-mail: youth@metu.edu.tr

El. Gutran for arts an development
22, main street
Alexandria (EG)
Tel: +20101170800

Orouba youth center
70 beirut st. heliopolis
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20229111411
E-mail: Ouruba_youth_center@yahoo.com

Belfaa association youth center/association
C/o local municipality
Belfaa (MA)
Tel: +21267491685
Fax: +21262892649
E-mail: azougagh2003@yahoo.fr

FONDATION ABBES KABBAGE / Youth Center
325, avenue hassan II
80000-Agadir (MA)
Tel: +21248845905
Fax: +21248845905
E-mail: Badialouali@hotmail.com

**Beneficiary:** NOVA PORTA  

**Project Title:** Differences as a source

Planned Feasibility visit involves four partners: 2 from Baltic states and 2 from MEDA countries. Main idea of the project is to develop in future an Action 1 project. We aim to use our differences as a source to prevent racism and xenophobia. During the project we are aiming to develop high quality Action 1 project, where we are going to take into account all risks and advantages that a cooperation with so far countries could bring.

**Grant:** 1539 €  
**Venue:** Tukums (LV)

**Contact Person:**  
Liepa Kaspars  
Talsu street 5  
LV 3100 Tukums (LV)  
Tel: +371 3125444  
Fax: +371 3181021  
E-mail: Nova_Porta@hotmail.com

**Partners:**  
Nova Porta  
Talsu street 5  
LV 3100-Tukums (LV)  
Tel: +371 3125444  
Fax: +371 3181021  
E-mail: Nova_PORTa@hotmail.com

Panevezys County NGO Information and Support Centre  
Kniaudiskiu 46-8  
37122-Panevezys (LT)  
Tel: +370 45 420072  
E-mail: panoipc@email.su

Orouba Youth Center  
70 Bairut st. Heliopolis  
011341-Cairo (EG)  
Tel: + 2 02 2911411  
Fax: + 2 02 6332969  
E-mail: orouba2000@hotmail.com

Ale confiance  
Autoroute Maayan  
Maayan Fatri (LB)  
Tel: +9613685629  
Fax: +9611362999  
E-mail: chadi_daou@hotmail.com

**Project Reference:** LV-512-3-2004-R5
YOUTH programme
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Beneficiary: PANEVEZYS COUNTY NGO INFORMATION AND SUPPORT CENTRE

Project Title: New EU countries - new beginning

Contact-making seminar "New EU countries - new beginning" aims at in non-formal way to promote Euro-Med YOUTH programme especially in new EU countries; to share experience within new and old EU members and partners from Mediterranean countries, to find partners for active future collaboration.

Grant: 16667 €
Venue: Panevezys (LT)

Contact Person:
Visokiene Rasa
Kniaudiskiu 46-8
37122 Panevezys (LT)
Tel: +370 45 420072
E-mail: panoipc@email.su

Partners:
Panevezys County NGO Information and Support Centre
Kniaudiskiu 46-8
37122-Panevezys (LT)
Tel: +370 45 420072
E-mail: panoipc@email.su

VIA e.V.
Oberhofer Platz 10
12209-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +4930 66464247
Fax: +4930 66464251
E-mail: oliver.wagner@via-ev.org

Estonian UNESCO Youth Association
Lille 9
51010-Tartumaa (EE)
Tel: +3727362955
Fax: +372 56690 533
E-mail: euya@euya.ee

Kasal Joves de Roquetes
Via Faviencia 217
08042-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34 932769271
E-mail: kasalroquetes@yahoo.es

Action de Valorisation Interculturelle pour la cooperation euromediterraneene
MDA 13:11 Rue Caillaux B 59
75013-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33 (0) 620884757
E-mail: avicennef@yahoo.fr

Municipality of Formigine - Youth Service
Via del Bondone
41043-Formigine (IT)
Tel: +39 320 4393778
Fax: +39 059 573399
E-mail: p.negro@comune.formigine.mo.it

Panagrotikos Syndesmos Cyprus
15 K.Matsi and Samou Str.Elvasti Biult, No 12
1687-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357 22 422809
Fax: +357 22 423358
E-mail: panagrotikos@panagrotikos.org.cy
Nova Porta
Talsu street 5
LV 3100-Tukums (LV)
Tel: +371 9403332
Fax: +371 3182125
E-mail: Nova_Porta@hotmail.com

Druskininkai Youth Occupation Centre
Ligonines 12
4690-Druskininkai (LT)
Tel: +370 313 53056
Fax: +370 313 53056
E-mail: juc@xxx.lt

Kretinga youth club "Mes tik"
Vytauto 26-3
97131-Kretinga (LT)
Tel: +370 677 68188
E-mail: teisingas@jaunasmenas.lt

Rakoczi Ferenc Fovarosi Gyakorlo Kozgazdasagi Kozepliskola
38 Wesselenyi u.
H-1075-Budapest (HU)
Tel: +36 1 3520279
Fax: +36 1 3421984
E-mail: lavaj@mail.rakoczif.hu

Euro-Med Movement
p.o.BOX. 580
?-Valletta (MT)
Tel: +35679424555
Fax: +35621244204
E-mail: info@euromedmalta.com

Hamrun Local Council
683A TRIQ IL-KBIRA SAN GUZEPP
HMR 06-Hamrun (MT)
Tel: +356 21 222020
E-mail: hamrun.lc@gov.mt

Centre for Youth Co-operation and Mobility
Tatrzanska 35
01010-Gdynia (PL)
Tel: +48 58 6202480
Fax: +48 58 6606445
E-mail: cwm@cwm.org.pl

European Youth Co-operation Centre
Golebia 24
31007-Krakow (PL)
Tel: +48 12 4221033
Fax: +48 12 4226306
E-mail: ecm@free.ngo.pl

Youth Service Centre in Eksjö
Eksjö Municipality
575 80-Eksjö (SE)
Tel: +46 381-361 57
Fax: +46 381- 361 59
E-mail: lel@eksjo.se

Gulfstar Youth Assembly
41000-Instanbul (TR)
Tel: +90 262 3234413
Fax: +90 262 3234413
E-mail: president@gulfstar.org
YOUTH programme
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Social Democracy Foundation of Turkey
Buklum Sok.27/1 Kavaklidere
06660-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90312 4256924
Fax: +90312 4255541
E-mail: sodev_proje@yahoo.com

Association des Randonneurs et de la Decouverte de la Nature de l'Atlas Blideen
Maison de Jeunes ben Boulaïd Cité des 100 Lgts BP 68 Bab Dzair
09000-Blida (DZ)
Tel: +213 (0) 72849016
Fax: +213 (0) 25403386
E-mail: ardnab@caramail.com

Association Grraines De Paix
11, bd Saouli A.E.K. Annaba
23000-Annaba (DZ)
Tel: +213 38 513096
Fax: +213 38 857466
E-mail: gpannaba@yahoo.fr

Sos Ecologie
Ecole baidi ramdane
15000-Tizi ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +21371969810
Fax: +21326227812
E-mail: sosecologie2004@yahoo.fr

Horizon International Agency
57 Hassieb Basha st.
611111-El-Minya (EG)
Tel: +201 06313671
Fax: +2086336732
E-mail: webmaster@horizon.gq.nu

Junior Egyptian Euromed Partnership Chamber
46 Syria st. Mhandseen. Giza
Giza (EG)
Tel: +2027498165
Fax: +202 7498173
E-mail: jeepc@omeldonia.com

Volunteers for Cooperation and Exchanges
Ismail El Kabany 1, Area ST.Fatema (American) School
Nasr City-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +202 2600804
Fax: +202 2600804
E-mail: vce@masrawy.com

Promise society for youth and social development
p.o.Box 1200
77110-Aqaba (JO)
Tel: +962 3 2017112
Fax: +962 3 2014454
E-mail: ilusb@hotmail.com

The Quested Peace
Ammam
11118-Ammam (JO)
Tel: +962 79 5664141
Fax: +962 6 4616234
E-mail: mkhreisat@hbtf.com.jo

United Religions Initiative - MENA
Al-Bayader 140693
11814-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 79 5802005
Fax: +962 6 5922431
E-mail: urimena@uri.org
Association des Amis de la Maison des jeunes et de Culture de Metline
Boullevard de l'environnement Metline
7034-Metline (TN)
Tel: +216 72 446088
Fax: +216 72 534122
E-mail: mjc.metline@planet.tn

association des jeunes mediterannes pour les exchanges culturels
Residence jeunesse 21 - la corniche- sousse
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: +216 98 983948
Fax: +216 73 213373
E-mail: ajmec@voila.fr

Youth Development Association
Al-Maahed St. near Ramallah Secondary Boys School
972-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972 2 2693640
Fax: +972 2 2963850
E-mail: info@youthda.com

Beneficiary: REIDENER JUGENDTREFF ASBL

Project Title: The place of young women in society

Feasibility visit for preparing a Youth Exchange project to be realized in Luxembourg in the year 2005.
A network of partners from Mediterranean countries (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia) and Programme countries from the
European Union (France, Belgium, Luxembourg) will meet in Luxembourg to work with nonverbal forms of expression on
the theme of "the situation of young women in our countries" regarding the social, cultural and lifestyle contexts of the
different national realities.

Grant: 3129 €
Venue: (LU)

Contact Person:
Thielmanns Martine
36, Grand-Rue
L-8510 Rédange-Attert (LU)
Tel: +352 23 62 05 09
Fax: +352 23 62 09 85
E-mail: picrt@jeunes.lu

Partners:
Reidener Jugendtreff asbl
36, Grand-Rue
L-8510-Rédange-Attert (LU)
Tel: +352 23 62 05 09
Fax: +352 23 62 09 85
E-mail: picrt@jeunes.lu

Centre de Jeunes "Le Grand Môme"
52, rue de Vaals
B - 4851-Gemmenich (BE)
Tel: +32 87785173
E-mail: legrandmome@skynet.be

Centre Social de la Gayotte Peyret
Centre Social de la Gayotte Peyret Bâtiment J
F - 13240-Septèmes les Vallons (FR)
Tel: +33 491512328
Fax: +33 491513626
E-mail: Agaesc-centresocial@wanadoo.fr

Les petits débrouillards
CentreCulturel de Ouzou
15 100-Draa-Ben-Khedda (DZ)
Tel: +213 71 944875
Fax: +213 26274621
E-mail: Petitsbrouillardssdbk@yahoo.fr

Association Nour
B.P.62
34 100-Rhafsai (MA)
E-mail: kenza_el_ghali@hotmail.com

Centre Culturel Ali Belhouane
31, rue de Palestine
219 1002-Lafayette (TN)
esidsami@yahoo.fr

YOUTH programme
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HUNGARY

Beneficiary: "FEKETE SEREG" IFJÚSÁGI EGYESÜLET

Project Title: Sporttal a fajgyűlölet ellen

The aim of our contact making seminar is to fight against racism by the help of sports. There are 7 participants from Hungary, 15 from EU-countries and 18 from MEDA countries. During the seminar the participants can meet possible new partners and work out common new projects, first of all youth exchanges.

Grant: 17000 €
Venue: Nagyvázsony (HU)

Contact Person:
Kandikó Rita
Petőfi u. 2.
8291 Nagyvázsony (HU)
Tel: +36-88/264-264
Fax: +36-88/264-228
E-mail: fektes@feketesereg.ngo.hu

Partners:
"Fekete Sereg" Ifjúsági Egyesület
Petőfi u. 2.
8291-Nagyvázsony (HU)
Tel: +36-88/264-264
Fax: +36-88/264-228
E-mail: fektes@feketesereg.ngo.hu

Interkulturelles Netzwerk
(DE)

Baia Jovens
(ES)

CTE
(FR)

Diagonal
(IT)

World at Home Language and Cultural Centre
(LV)

Vilnius Youth Organization
(LT)

Más Mozaik Szociokulturális Egyesület
(HU)

Peron Music Alapítvány
(HU)

Polip Ifjúsági Ház
(HU)

Zöld Fiatalok
(HU)

European Meeting Centre Nowy Staw Foundation
3 Maje 13 A
20078-Lublin (PL)
Tel: +4888 15346191
E-mail: eds@eds-fundation.pl
Collectividade Socio-Cultural Barrense
(PT)
Drustvo Kulturni Vikend
(SI)
Samverkansprojektet, De la ardiegymnasiet
(SE)
Education & Research Community
(TR)
Association des Actives de Loisirs et Echanges de Jeunes de Draa Ben Khedda
Maison de Jeunes de Dra Ben-Khedda
15100-DPAA.BEN.KHEDDA (DZ)
Tel: +213 73511728
Fax: +213 26272245
E-mail: alej-dbkdz@yahoo.fr
Sustainable Development Association
(EG)
YOFI
(IL)
Jordan Youth Forum
(JO)
YMCA
(LB)
Association Mouvement Twiza
(MA)
Center for Environmental
(SY)
Association des Amis de la Maison des Jeunes et du Culture et Medline
Boulevard de l’environnement
7034-Metline (TN)
Tel: +216 72446088
Fax: +216 72446477
E-mail: mjc.metline@planet.tn
Old City Youth Association
(PS)

Project Reference: HU-512-B-2004-R5
YOUTH programme
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MALTA

Beneficiary: **GENERAL WORKERS’ UNION**

**Project Title:** IUVENIS 2004 - "The BIG leap into the BIG world"

General Workers Union Youths is non-governmental organisation targeting young workers (up to the age of 35). It organises training courses and seminars enhancing continued learning, as well as recreational events for youth and other activities aimed at increasing the opportunities of young people. The application presents Action 5 - seminar, entitled: IUVENIS 2004 - The BIG leap into the BIG world". The seminar will take place in Valletta (MT) and will bring together 46 participants from 14 counties: EG4, TN2, TO2, IL2, TR2, GR6, CY4, MT4, ES6, PT2, IT6, FI2, UK2, IE2. The project will focus on youth employability and the participants will try to explore how an inadequate transition from formal education to work-life can lead to unemployability, job mismatch and to few opportunities for people with a work disability. Life-long learning through the process of non-formal education will be emphasised within the framework of the project. Traditional seminar - methodology is to be used - including expert's inputs, presentations, on-site visits, joint sessions with local NGOs, informal talks and leisure activities.

**Grant:** 29259 €

**Venue:** Valletta (MT)

**Contact Person:**
GREENLAND Cory
Workers Memorial Building, South Street
Valletta (MT)
Fax: +356/21/23.81.00
E-mail: cgreenland@gwu.org.mt

**Project Reference:** 117089-512-MT-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: PULSE - ORGANISATION

Project Title: Contact 2004: "The Illegal Odyssey"

PULSE is a non-governmental youth organisation in Malta based on national level. The organisation promotes the values of respect, tolerance, human rights, cultural diversity and democratic representation. To promote it's ideals it organises seminars, debates, other local activities such as Anti-Racism Week, Human Rights Day, Intercultural Fest or other events for charity. The application presents an Action 5 seminar entitled Contact 2004: The Illegal Odyssey" which is to take place in Sliema (MT). The overall theme of the seminar is to be the illegal immigration. 50 young people from IL4, TR4, ES4 IT4, GR4, PT3, FR3, BE3, JO3, CY3, DZ3, EG3, TO3, TN2, DK2, UK2 will meet to discuss and share their experiences on this for them common issue and at the same time they shall seek to stimulate mutual collaboration among the participating countries in order to tackle the problems involved in this recurrent odyssey. The methodology will consists of two contemporary methods the OST - Open Space Technology and a field exercise: "meeting the locals" - an interview with local Maltese citizens.

Grant: 32661 €
Venue: Sliema (MT)

Contact Person:
BONETT Chris
Pulse Office, University of Malta
MSD 06 Msida (MT)
Fax: +356/23/40.30.86
E-mail: info@pulsemalta.org

Project Reference: 117096-512-MT-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: INIZJAMED

Project Title: Rhythm Diversity
A Training Course on Empowering Socially and Culturally Deprived Young People through Popular Music and Dance in the Mediterranean

Inizjamed is a non-governmental cultural organisation that is actively involved in initiatives promoting innovative artistic expression in Malta and runs socially committed projects. Being aware of the cultural diversity in the Mediterranean, the organisation promotes this richness through its cultural projects. The application presents an Action 5 - training course entitled "Rhythm Diversity" with a subtitle "A Training Course on Empowering Socially and Culturally Deprived Young People through Popular Music and Dance in the Mediterranean". The training will take place in Valletta (MT) and will bring together 25 young leaders from TO/6, IT/6, EG/5, MT/5, FR/3 who use music and dance to train socially and culturally disadvantaged young people. The overall aim, as expressed in the subtitle, will focus on the music and dance as tool of empowerment of socially and culturally disadvantaged youth; as a tool to help young people to reclaim their identity as individuals and as members of their community. The training will use the approach of non-formal education including practical exchange of knowledge, experience and techniques in the above mentioned area. This is to be achieved through presentations, various workshops, open discussions and will be reflected in evaluation sessions.

Grant: 17304 €
Venue: Valletta (MT)

Contact Person:
GRIMA Adrian
325, Trig Tonna Barthet
STJ 14 Pembroke (MT)
Fax: +356/21/31.55.62
E-mail: inizjamed@maltaforum.org

Project Reference: 117102-512-MT-01-2004-R0
POLAND

**Beneficiary:** THE POINT

**Project Title:** Getting Closer

"Getting Closer" is a Contact Makeing Seminar involving youth workers from Europe and Mediterranean countries. The seminar is to promote Euro-Med Programme among the workers and other persons involved (local authorities, media) and think of possible projects. In the course of the seminar we plan a presentation of Euro-Med programme, presentation of the participating organisations and thematic workshops to produce ideas for further cooperation within Euro-Med Programme

**Grant:** 17900 €

**Venue:** Wroclaw (PL)

**Contact Person:**
Greczanik Justyna
ul. Sokola 51/63
53-145 Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48 501 053 945
E-mail: thepoint@o2.pl

**Partners:**
The Point
ul. Sokola 51/63
53-145-Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48 501 053 945
E-mail: thepoint@o2.pl

SEALAND e.V.
Schulweg 6
23911-Buchholz (DE)
Tel: +49-451 898626
Fax: +49-451 39998220
E-mail: info@sea-land.de

Sports Youth Brandenburg
Schopenhauerstrasse 34
14467-Potsdam (DE)
Tel: +49331 9719820
Fax: +493319719834
E-mail: g.cools.bsj@isb-brandenburg.de

European Social Forum of Cyprus
Ioanny Kyriakide 4
3076-Limassol (CY)
Tel: +357 99 531 084
Fax: +235 25 576 904
E-mail: rizes@logos.cy.net

Pancyprian Federation of Labor
Archermou 31 - 35
Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +35722866400
Fax: +35722349382

Zonnenbergs biedriba Latvia
Brivibas 72 - 201
LV 1011-Riga (LV)
Tel: +371 7843011
Fax: +371 7843011
E-mail: kaltimar@navigator.lv

Youth occupation centre
Ligonines 12
4690-Druskininkai (LT)
Tel: +370-313-53056
Fax: +370 313 53056
E-mail: juc@xxx.it
Hajdu Folk Dance Ensemble
32. Hatvan str.
4025-Debrecen (HU)
Tel: +36309837952
Fax: +3652419638
E-mail: hajdufolk@freemail.hu

Euro-Med Movement
P.O. Box 580
-Valletta (MT)
Tel: 00356 7942 4555
Fax: 00356 21 244204
E-mail: info@euromedmalta.com

YMCA Valletta
178, Merchants Street,
PLA 18-Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356 2124 0680
Fax: +356 21240680
E-mail: ymca@waldonnet.net.mt

Youth Empowerment Centre
Birkirkara Civic Centre, Triq Tumas Fenech
BKR11-Birkirkara (MT)
Tel: +356 9986 63 61
Fax: +356 21 444 860
E-mail: yeobkara@hotmail.com

Youth Empowerment Centre
Birkirkara Civic Centre, Triq Tumas Fenech
BKR11-Birkirkara (MT)
Tel: +356 9986 63 61
Fax: +356 21 444 860
E-mail: Yeobkara@hotmail.com

Angelus Silesius House
ul. Wincetego Stysia 16a
53-526-Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48 71 338 07 93
Fax: +48 71 338 07 93
E-mail: europa@silesius.org.pl

Stowarzyszenie Inicjatyw Tworczych
ul. Ksiezyccowa 3/6
59-220-Legnica (PL)
E-mail: jeanne_r@interia.pl

d’ Orfeu - Associação Cultural
Rua Engº Júlio Portela 6
3750-158-Águeda (PT)
Tel: +351234603164
Fax: +351234604842
E-mail: dorfeu@dorfeu.com

Humana Global - Training and Education for Human Rights
Rua Bernardim Ribeiro, n 51-2 Frente
3000-069-Coimbra (PT)
Tel: +351 96 61 96 715
Fax: +351 239 705 278
E-mail: mail@humana-global.org

PUBLICUM IUJVAE
Pri strelnici 45
949 01-Nitra (SK)
Tel: +421 37 655 47 05
Fax: +421 37 652 47 06
E-mail: publicum.iuvene@stonline.sk
YOUTH programme
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Föreningen Urkraft
Tjärhovsgatan 14 PO Box 55
931 21-Skellefteå (SE)
Tel: +46 910 579 00
Fax: +46 910 579 99
E-mail: eu-admin@urkraft.se

The Prince's Trust
18 Park Square East, London
NW1 4LH-london (GB)
Tel: +44 020 7543 7469
Fax: +44 020 7543 7423
E-mail: Cathstev@princes-trust.org.uk

BOGAZICI GENCLIK DERNEGI
Kuloglu Mahallesi, Suslu Saksi Sk. No:19/4 Beyoglu-Istanbul
34420-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90 212 2446803
Fax: +90 212 2446805
E-mail: turkey@bosporus.org

European Union Research and practice centre
Emek mah. 10.Cad.81.Sok No 51
06510-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90 535 452 6779
Fax: +90 312 212 1640
E-mail: d_buyuktanir@yahoo.com

Association des Randonneurs de de la Decouverte de la Nature de l'Atlas Blideen
Maison de Jeunes Ben Boulaid Cite des 100 lgts
090000-Bilda (DZ)
Tel: 213 25 39 33 51
Fax: 213 25 39 33 51
E-mail: ardnab@caramail.com

Egyptian future youth foundation
11 saroffen street
-El menia (EG)
Tel: +2 010 14 16 930
Fax: +2 02 345 37 87

IEARN Egypt
Building 4, 97 Kornish El Nile, Rode El Farag
Cairo (EG)
Tel: 2-012-396-9155
E-mail: dalia@iearnegypt.org

Loghat al asr
Al mikhagem el daem st Alazhar uni
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +2 012 38 62 173
E-mail: Karimmmawad3@yahoo.com

Sustainable Development Association SDA
150 Gamal Abd El. Nasr Street, first floor
21411-Alexandria (EG)
Tel: +2 03 5556625
E-mail: abdallah@yesweb.org

VCE Group, Volunteers of Cambridge Egypt
Cambridge Egypt School, Intersection of Zaker Hussein and Ring Road
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +201 231 117 54
Fax: +202 415 827 4
E-mail: vce@masrawy.com
Reut-Sadaka for coexistence in Israel
29 Michael Angelo str. apt. 6
Jaffa (IL)
Tel: +972 3 5132336
Fax: +972 3 5132336
E-mail: reut@inter.net.il

The Committee for Educational Guidance for Arab Students
2 Khouri St. P.O. Box 4272
33046-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972 4 8669585
Fax: +972 4 8668063
E-mail: cegas@rannet.com

United Globe Association - Jordan Interfaith Action C.C.
Al - Bayader 140693
11814-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 79 5802005
Fax: +962 6 5922 431
E-mail: Anans_again@yahoo.com

Chantiers Sociaux Marocains - section ahfir
45 SIDI Mohammed Street
60050-AHFIR (MA)
Tel: +212 56 62 93 21
Fax: +212 56 62 77 74
E-mail: casm.sahfir@caramail.com

Chantiers Sociaux Marocains - section de Tanger
Ray el Jadid rue: 13 no24
90 000-Tangier (MA)
Tel: +212 56 14 33 28
Fax: +212 39 33 36 98
E-mail: CSM3@caramail.com

Association Tunisienne d'action Volontaire
Avenue Mohamed V - Maison du R.C.D
1100-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216 71 252 029
Fax: +216 71 252 102
E-mail: utoj@email.ati.tu

Interantiona Organization of Migration's
61 Boulvard Bab Bnet, BP 863-1035 Tunis
1035-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216 71560 582
Fax: +216 71569 582
E-mail: mourad.e@email.it

The Yaffa Culture Center
Nablus (PS)
Tel: +972 9 2338 930
Fax: +972 9 2338 930

Project Reference: PL-512-5-2004-R1
Beneficiary:  EUROPEJSKIE CENTRUM MŁODZIEŻY

Project Title:  Youth For Better Understanding

The main aim of the seminar Youth for better understanding is to expand horizons and broaden perspectives of youth which in turn can help young people from all over the world to understand each other. Participants will share their experiences and opinions and learn that they can take responsible part and play a meaningful role in today’s world. The purpose of the seminar is to promote tolerance and understanding and provide opportunity for people with different backgrounds to share ideas, knowledge and experiences.

Grant:  10991 €
Venue:  Krakow (PL)

Contact Person:
Wojcik Magdalena
Golebia 24
31-007 Kraków (PL)
Tel: 12/422 10 33
Fax: 12/422 63 06
E-mail: ecm@o2.pl

Partners:
Europejskie Centrum Młodzież
Golebia 24
31-007-Kraków (PL)
Tel: 12/422 10 33
Fax: 12/422 63 06
E-mail: ecm@o2.pl

Eurogiovani
Via Lago di Varano, 9 - Villa Adriana
00010-Roma (IT)
Tel: 347/5487137
Fax: 0774/532764
E-mail: eurogiovani@tiscalinet.it

Associação Juvenil de Valverde
Largo do Espírito Santo, 5
6230 - 804-Valverde (PT)
Tel: 00351 275 7771860
E-mail: ajuval@iol.pt

United Globe Association - Jordan Interfaith Action C.C.
Al-Bayader 1406693
11814-Amman (EG)
Tel: +962 79 5802005
Fax: +962 6 5922431
E-mail: anas_again@yahoo.com

Volunteers of Cambridge Egypt (VCE)
Intersection of Zaker Hussein and Ring Road - opposite to Mubarak Police Academy
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20 123117754
Fax: +202 4158274
E-mail: vce@masrawy.com

Youth Organisation Holon Municipality
58 Wietsmann str.
58373-Holon (IL)
Tel: +972-3-5027348
Fax: +972-3-6511851
E-mail: shmulikl@holon.muni.il

Beneficiary: **STOWARZYSZENIE ROZWOJU I INTEGRACJI MŁODZIEŻY STRIM**

**Project Title:** Try EU with MED - Contact Making Seminar

Try EU with MED - contact making seminar is a project which main aim is finding partners and initiate projects between European and Mediterranean partners in the frame of the EuroMed/YOUTH Programme. We want to organise a CMS for which we invite youth workers, leaders, animators (professionals or volunteers) from EU member states and EuroMed Programme countries, willing to set up a project in the frame of the EuroMed/YOUTH Programme.

**Grant:** 26881 €  
**Venue:** (PL)

**Contact Person:**  
Piszczek Marta  
Krowoderska 8  
31-142 Krakow (PL)  
Tel: +48 12 422 55 64  
Fax: +48 12 422 55 64  
E-mail: strim@strim.org.pl

**Partners:**  
Stowarzyszenie Rozwoju i Integracji Młodzieży STRIM  
Krowoderska 8  
31-142 Krakow (PL)  
Tel: +48 12 422 55 64  
Fax: +48 12 422 55 64  
E-mail: strim@strim.org.pl

Estonian UNESCO Youth Association  
Lille 9  
51010-Tartumaa (EE)  
Tel: +372 7362955  
Fax: +372 56690 533  
E-mail: euya@euya.ee

EUROPEAN EXPRESSION  
OMIROU 54 STR.  
10672-ATHENS (GR)  
Tel: +30 210 3643224  
Fax: +30 210 3646953  
E-mail: ekfrasi@ekfrasi.gr

PNEVMATIKI POLITISTIKI KE KINONIKI KINISI VORION PROASTION (P.P.K.V.P.)  
23, 17IS NOEMVRI STR.  
151 27-MELISSIA - ATHENS (GR)  
Tel: +30 938 255128  
Fax: +30 1 8033476  
E-mail: eleni.leon@teleline.gr

Barcelona Voluntaria  
Pelai, 44 2ª  
08001-Barcelona (ES)  
Tel: +34 93 412 44 93  
Fax: +34 93 412 44 93  
E-mail: sve@barcelonavoluntaria.org

Consejo de la Juventud de la Rioja  
República Argentina, 35, bajo  
26002-Logroño (ES)  
Tel: +34 941 27 03 01  
Fax: +34 941 25 68 21  
E-mail: internacional@cjrioja.org

CSEAAM - CALABRIA  
via XXI agosto, 42  
89127-reggio calabria (IT)  
Tel: 0965890204  
Fax: 0965890204  
E-mail: info@cseaam.org
Municipality of Formigine - Youth service
Via del Bondone
41043-Formigine (IT)
Tel: +39 320 439 3778
Fax: +39 059 573 399
E-mail: p.negro@comune.formigine.mo.it

Ufficio scambi internazionali città di torino
via delle orfane 22
10122-Torino (IT)
Tel: 011.4424947
Fax: 011. 4434831
E-mail: youth.exchanges@comune.torino.it

Panagrotikos Syndesmos Cyprus
15 K. Matis and Samou Str. Elvasti Built no 12
1687-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357 22 422 809
Fax: +357 22 423 358
E-mail: panagrotikos@panagrotikos.org.cy

Babilonas
I. Simulionio 8
2050-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +370 5 2269666
Fax: +370 52269666
E-mail: babilonas@delfi.lt

NSTF
220 st. Paul street
VLT07-Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356 255 88 000
Fax: +356 255 88 200
E-mail: msche@nts.org

Ayuntamiento de Ribadavia (The Municipality of Ribadavia)
Praza Maior 1
32400-Ribadavia (Ourense) (AT)
Tel: +34 988 477 122
Fax: +34 988 477 101
E-mail: Adl.ribadavia@terra.es, omix_ribadavia@yahoo.com

InfoEck - Youth Information Tirol
Kaiser-Josef-Str.1
6020-Innsbruck (AT)
Tel: +43/512/1799-15
Fax: +43/512/1799
E-mail: infoeck@infoeck.at

Salezjanski Osrodek Wychowawczy
Rozanystok 13b
16200-Dabrowa Gornicza (PL)
Tel: 048 085 7128408

Youth palace
Lodz (PL)
Associação Cultural de Animação e Formação
Rua Dr Raul faria , nº 45 - B. 2 , 1º AC
4490-626-Póvoa do Varzim (PT)
Tel: 91 4489370
E-mail: acaf@portugalmail.pt

Associação de Solidariedade Social de Bairros "Os Cucos"
S. Lourenço - Bairros
4550 - 043-Castelo de Paiva (PT)
Tel: 255698478
Fax: 255698450
E-mail: assbcucos@sapo.pt
D’Orfeu - Associação Cultural
Rua Eng° Júlio Portela, 6
3750-158-Águeda (PT)
Tel: +351 234603164
Fax: +351 234604842
E-mail: dorfeu@dorfeu.com

Alastaron seurakunta
Papintie 5
32440-Alastaro (FI)
Tel: +358 2 7641160
Fax: +358 2 7641200
E-mail: pertti.frisk@evi.fi

Hampshire County Council Youth Service
Clarendon House, Romsey Road
SO22 5PW-Winchester (GB)
Tel: +44 1962 876 266
Fax: +44 19 62 876 359
E-mail: david.mackie@hants.gov.uk

Cocuk Akil Sagligi ve Rehberligi Dernegi ( Association for Child Guidance and Mental Health )
Ahmet Vefik Pasa C. Sair Mehmet Emin S. Banka A. A Blok No:10-3
34390-Findikzade (TR)
Tel: 90 212 585 62 47
Fax: +90 212 586 76 79
E-mail: care_der@yahoo.com

Gulfstar Youth Assembly
41000-Kocaeli (TR)
Tel: +90 262 323 44 13
Fax: +90 262 323 44 13
E-mail: president@gulfstar.org

Izmir Endustri Muhendisligi Topulugu
D.E.U Endustri Muhendisligi Bolumu - Ege Uni. kampusu
Izmir (TR)
Tel: +90 232 3888 78 69
Fax: +90 232 388 78 64

Marmara community
I.I.B.F Marmara Community Klubu goztepe Kampusu Kat 2 Kuyubasi
81040-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +902 164 181 576
Fax: +902 164 181 576
E-mail: marmara_community@yahoo.com

Associacion Grraines De Paix
11 bd Saouli A.E.K. annaba
23000-Annaba (DZ)
Tel: +213 38 51 30 90
Fax: +213 38 86 74 66
E-mail: gpannaba@yahoo.com

JEEPC
46 syria st. Mohandseen
Giza (EG)
Tel: +202 749 81 65
Fax: +202 749 81 73
E-mail: jeepc@orneldonia.com

VCE
Ismail El Kabany st, 1st area, ST Fatema American School
Nasr City-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +202 260 08 04
Fax: +202 260 08 04
E-mail: vce@masrawy.com
Central Galilie Collage  
pobox 2234-Sakhnin (IL)  
Tel: +972 365 18208  
Fax: +972 350 141 44  
E-mail: liran117@inter.net.il

Israeli association for Immigrant children  
1 Cohen Yehezkei street  
76564-Rehovot (IL)  
Tel: +972 52 256 69 98  
Fax: +972 8 935 82 03  
E-mail: iaic@netvision.net.il

Yoth from Ashdod  
p.o.b 5206  
77100-Ashdod (IL)  
Tel: +972 544 867 088  
Fax: +972 8 867 86 87  
E-mail: yoflorg@walla.co.il

Jordan youth exchange  
King Adualah II STR  
17110-Madaba (JO)  
Tel: +962 77 771 542  
Fax: +962 532 45 544  
E-mail: jordanyouthexchange@yahoo.com

Mount nebo Association for social development  
Shorayh Bin Hani 45  
11180 (JO)  
Tel: +962 658 13712  
Fax: +962 658 13712

United Religious Initiative  
Al-Bayader 140693  
11814-Amman (JO)  
Tel: +962 79 580 20 05  
Fax: +962 6 592 24 31  
E-mail: urlmena@uri.org

Lebanese Center for Development and training  
Street Sami Al Soloh, Biud, Hillton 2  
Saida (LB)  
Tel: +961 3 975 221  
Fax: +961 7 530 904  
E-mail: Lebanon_cdt@yahoo.fr

Progressive Youth Organization  
Jabel El Arab street - Wata Elmousatbeh pobox 11-2893  
PSP BLDG-Beirut (LB)  
Tel: +961 3 830 084  
Fax: +961 1 301 231  
E-mail: youth@psp.org.lb

Chantier socioux Marocaine  
69, avenue Hassan Addakhil  
90 000-Tanger (MA)  
Tel: +212 67110 854  
Fax: +212 39 332 981  
E-mail: CSM3@caramail.com

Association des jeunes mediterannees pour les echanges culturels  
Residence jeunesse 21-la corniche souss  
4000-Sousse (TN)  
Tel: +216 73 213 373  
Fax: +216 73 213 373  
E-mail: ajmec@voila.fr
Club UNESCO Ezzouhour de tunis
17 Rue 4159
2025-Ezzouhour (TN)
Tel: +216 98 44 82 62
Fax: +216 71 25 87 75
E-mail: club_unesco_z@yahoo.fr

Sharek Youth forum
Mahatta str
Khan Younis (PS)
Tel: +972 8 205 37 50
Fax: +972 8 205 37 50
E-mail: Moheeb2@yahoo.co.uk

The young Scientists Club
Al. Mahta st
Khanyounis (PS)
Tel: +972 8 206 05 33
Fax: +972 8 206 05 33
E-mail: Muntada_gaza@yahoo.com

Beneficiary: COLECTIVIDADE SÓCIO CULTURAL BARRENSE

Project Title: New Contacts, New Futures

The aim of this contact-making seminar is to get new contacts between youth associations and improve the possibilities for better cooperation in the future. Lectures will enrich the partner's knowledge about European Voluntary Service. The participants will have time to exchange new ideas, aspects and perspectives for later projects and to make new cooperation. International games, ice-breakers and energizers will be one way to overcome prejudices between different countries and cultures. Visits to interesting places and other activities will offer an opportunity to get to know each others better and to connect peoples and associations.

Grant: 28393 €
Venue: Azinheira de Barros (PT)

Contact Person:
Ruas Pedro
Rua Luis de Camões, 6
7570-003 Azinheira de Barros (PT)
Tel: +351 269 594180
Fax: +351 269 5941133
E-mail: a_casinha@sapo.pt

Partners:
Colectividade Sócio Cultural Barrense
Rua Luis de Camões, 6
7570-003 Azinheira de Barros (PT)
Tel: +351 269 594180
Fax: +351 269 5941133
E-mail: a_casinha@sapo.pt

The Youth Information Centre
Doini Tresnovec
56322-Lanskroun (CZ)
Tel: +420465321098
Fax: +420465321098
E-mail: szes@inlan.cz

FOJ Referend de EJV
Stadtparlestr. 8
91788-Pappenheim (DE)
Tel: +49914360461
Fax: +49914360466
E-mail: auernhammer@foej.cjb.de

Acd la Hoya
jczugenico serra
03294-La Hoya (ES)
E-mail: omtonio@hotmail.com

Lithuanian Welfare Society for Persons with Mental Disability Viltis
Kastonu st. 2/14-17
01107-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +37052615223
Fax: +37052610820
E-mail: jurga@viltis.lt

Siauliai Regional Centre for Creative Arts
V. Kudirkos, 33
81149-Kursenai (LT)
Tel: +37041585845
Fax: +37041585845
E-mail: sr-krc@delfi.lt
Vilnius University Student’s Representation
Universiteto 3
01513-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +37052687144
Fax: +37052687145
E-mail: vusa@cr.vu.lt

Fekete Sereg
Petoflu 2.
8291-Nagyvazsony (HU)
Tel: 003688505240
Fax: 003688264228
E-mail: fekete@feketesereg.ngo.hu

Esdime - Agência para o Desenvolvimento Local no Alentejo Sudoeste
Rua do Engenho 10
7600-337-Messejana (PT)
Tel: +351 284 650 000
E-mail: esdime@esdime.pt

Alatornion seurakunta
Isopalontie 13 B
95410-Tornio (FI)
Tel: 040 5930775

Addiction Support Care Agency
233 lower M road
tw 9200-Richmond (GB)

Aegee Mersin
Messin University
33343-Messin (TR)
Tel: +903243610001
Fax: +903243610573

Association of Ankara Photographers (AFSAD)
Buklum sok. 22/11 Kavaklidere
12547-2323-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +903124172115
E-mail: d_buyuktanir@yahoo.com

Turkish Youth Union Association
19 Mayis Genclik ve Spor Sitesi Ankara Genclik Merkezi Ulus
06050-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +903123115817
Fax: +903123114210
E-mail: tgbder@yahoo.com

Federation Agerienne des Clubs Unesco
Chez Dr Arab Si Mohand Said Bd Ahmed Zaidat
15000-Azazga (DZ)
Tel: +21326341263
Fax: +21326303980
E-mail: fealgunesco@yahoo.fr

Graines de Paix
11, bd Saouli A.E.K.
23000-Annaba (DZ)
Tel: +21338867466
E-mail: gpanness@yahoo.fr

Scout Abou El Hole
18, Imam Aly Street
11341-cairo (EG)
Tel: +2024183853
Fax: +2026336691
E-mail: sach@catholic.org
Tanmya Bela Hedod Development No Borders
708 Zahraa Madent Naser
124587-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20103320242
E-mail: maihosni@hotmail.com

Odl City Youth Association (OCYA)
East Jerusalem po BOX 66160, Old City
66160-Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972226262023
E-mail: oldcityya1990@yahoo.com

The Committee for Educational Guidance for Arab Students
2 Khouri St.Niviem Buiding, 12 floor, P.O. Box 4272
33046-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +97249675472
Fax: +97248666063
E-mail: cegas@rannet.com

El Hassan Youth Award
PO Box 840908
1184-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96265356687
Fax: +96265356693
E-mail: bach-sch@nic.net.jo

Offrejoie
Ecole des Filles de la Charité . Clemenceau
4587124-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +9611362883
E-mail: offrejoie@iconnect.com

Palestinian Youth Union
Al-Zahraa Street
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +97222981313
E-mail: pyu2002@hotmail.com

*Project Reference: PT-512-2-2004-R1*
Beneficiary: VERTIGEM- ASSOCIAÇÃO PARA A PROMOÇÃO DO PATRIMÓNIO

Project Title: Creating New Roads For Cooperation

During Contact Making Seminar, organisations can find a meeting point and start new partnerships, to share experiences, present themselves and finally to get in touch with different organisations from the North, South and East Mediterranean and the Middle East countries.

Grant: 24759 €
Venue: Leiria (PT)

Contact Person:
Letra Lucilia
Rua Dr. António da Costa Santos, 27B, 3º Dº
2410-084 Portugal (PT)
Tel: +351 244 835021
Fax: +351 244 835021
E-mail: info@vertigem-app.pt

Partners:
Vertigem- Associação para a promoção do Património
Rua Dr. António da Costa Santos, 27B, 3º Dº
2410-084-Portugal (PT)
Tel: +351 244 835021
Fax: +351 244 835021
E-mail: info@vertigem-app.pt

Maatschappelijke Jongerenactie vzw MJA
Sint-Jansstraat 32
1000-Brussel (BE)
Tel: +32/2 515 17 19
Fax: +32/2 515 07 13
E-mail: info@mja.be

Bundesarbeitsgemeinschaft Evangelische Jugendsozialarbeit e. V
Wagenburgstr. 26-28
70184-Stuttgart (DE)
Tel: +4971116489-27
Fax: +497111648921
E-mail: nail@bagejsa.de

IN VIA Dresden, IN VIA Katholische Mädchensozialarbeit Diözesanverband Dresden-Meißen e.V.
Görìtzer Str.14
01099-Dresden (DE)
Tel: +49-351-4706892
Fax: +49-351-4706891
E-mail: post@in-via-dresden.de

Cultural Organization Praxis
Selefkou 8
62123-Serres (GR)
Tel: +302321058800
Fax: +302321058802
E-mail: alehra@otenet.gr

Programa Plan Joven-Servicio de Juventud - Ayuntamiento de Murcia
Palacio de Deportes. Ac. Del Rocio, sn
30007-Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34968201927
Fax: +34968236663
E-mail: planjoven@ayto-murcia.es

YOUTH PLANET
27, rue des Petites Ecuries
75010-PARIS (FR)
Tel: 01 47 70 68 03
Fax: 01 47 70 68 04
E-mail: youth.planet@wanadoo.fr
Ufficio scambi internazionali città di torino
via delle orfane 22
10122-Torino (IT)
Tel: 011.4424947
Fax: 011.4434831
E-mail: youth.exchanges@comune.torino.it

European Youth Club of Cyprus
32 Achaion Str. Archangelos
2334-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +35799490809
Fax: +35722766171

Sollefteå municipality Youth Department
Sollefteå kommun
SE 881 80-Sollefteå (SE)
Tel: +46703461892
Fax: +46620682286
E-mail: tony@solleftea.se

Teaterkontoret ARKEN
Sundsgarden 10
25592-Helsingborg (SE)
Tel: +4642193865
Fax: +4642193850
E-mail: kontakt@teaterkontoret.nu

Association Of Ankara Photographes (AFSAD)
Buklum Sok, no 22/11 Kavaklidere
06426-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +903124172115
Fax: +903124172116
E-mail: afsad@afsad.org.tr

Association de Volontariat Touiza
Cite Salah Louanchi BT Logt Local 09
15000-Tizi-ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +21326211246
Fax: +21326217829
E-mail: thiwizi_inf@hotmail.com

National Association for Work and Enterprises "NOOR"
07, lafayette street Algiers
16000-Algiers (DZ)
Tel: +21321644026
E-mail: anet.noor@caramail.com

Future Youth Foundation
El menia new city
000001-El menia (EG)
Tel: +20101416930
Fax: +2023453787
E-mail: egyptianfyf@yahoo.com

The Young Israeli Forum For Cooperation
Ha’dishon 17/9
95956-Jerusalém (IL)
Tel: +97250554638
Fax: +97249532008
E-mail: contact@yifc.org

Land and Human to Advocate Progress
Al-Madina alMonawarah, Hiba Center, Office 304
11134-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96277466092
Fax: +96265519756
E-mail: lhap@index.com.jo
National Forum for Youth & Culture: Jordan Youth
103, Saad Zaghloul St. Abdoun
11110-Amman (JO)
Tel: +9627955802005
Fax: +96265922431
E-mail: projects@jordanyouth.org

Progressive Youth Organization
Jabal El Arab Street - Wata ElMousaitbeh
145287-Wata Elmousaitbeh (LB)
Tel: +9613830084
Fax: +9611301231
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com

A.N.D.E.A. - Association Nour por le Developement, l’ Environent et l’Alphabetisation
B.P. 62 Rhafsai, Taounate
34100-Rhafsai (MA)
Tel: +21261394211
Fax: +21255699142
E-mail: association.nour.liberte@caramail.com

APNEK - Tunisia
BP 197
3100-Kairouan (TN)
Tel: +21677229668
E-mail: apnektunisia@yahoo.fr

The Youth Development Department/Arab Studies Society
P.O. Box: 54374 Jerusalem
91549-Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +97222343352
Fax: +97222343354
E-mail: ydd@orienthouse.org

Project Reference: PT-512-5-2004-R1
Beneficiary: INTERNATIONAL YOUTH CENTRE VILLA ELBA

Project Title: Job Shadowing in Villa Elba

Aim of the jobshadowing is to offer to the partner organisation from Israel a practical training experience of youth work in Finland. Through the job shadowing the participant will get a picture of how youth work is structured on a national, regional and local level by visiting youth houses and clubs, discussing with youth workers and by following the work done in various local (youth) organisations.

Grant: 902 €
Venue: Kokkola (FI)

Contact Person:
Saarikettu Ritva
Sannanrannantie 60
67100 Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +358 6 831 3400
Fax: +358 6 831 3448
E-mail: jyc.elba@kokkola.fi

Partners:
International Youth Centre Villa Elba
Sannanrannantie 60
67100-Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +358 6 831 3400
Fax: +358 6 831 3448
E-mail: jyc.elba@kokkola.fi

Youth Forum Israel - YOFI
Pob 5206
77104-Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +97 254 867 088
Fax: +97 288 678 687
E-mail: yofiorg@walla.co.il

Project Reference: FI-512-5-2004-R5
Beneficiary: Fritid City

Project Title: B.A.G. - Building Youth Leadership

This project will be the first meeting where we will be sharing ideas and develop a common strategy on the subject of youth leadership and peer education based on empowerment as a method of enhancing young people with less opportunities. The feasibility visit is planned to be followed by several projects within the EuroMed YOUTH programme, starting with a training course on empowerment followed by a youth exchange using the same method and after developing EVS-projects.

Grant: 6556 €
Venue: Jönköping (SE)

Contact Person:
Modin Liz
Tändstucksgr 23
551 89 Jönköping (SE)
Tel: 36 106928
Fax: 36 107475
E-mail: liz.modin@ff.jonkoping.se

Partners:

Council of Lithuanian Youth Organisations
Didzioji 8-5
LT-01128-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +37052791014
Fax: +37052791014
E-mail: lijot@lijot.lt

Infoeck-Jugendinfo Tirol
Kaiser Josef Stasse 1
6020-Innsbruck (AT)
Tel: +43 512 1799
Fax: +43 512 585566
E-mail: infoeck@infoeck.at

Assoiciacao Comunidade Verde
Largo Ana de Castro Osoria, nr 13B
2650-390-Amadora (PT)
Tel: +351 214740230
Fax: +351 214740231
E-mail: acy@netcabo.pt

Colectividade Socio-Cultural Barrense
Rua Luis de Camoes nr 6
7570003-Azinheira dos Barros (PT)
Tel: +351 1269594180
Fax: +351 269594180
E-mail: a_casinha@sapo.pt

Individuella Programmet De la Gardiegymnasiet
Stenportsfatan 21
531 50-Lidköping (SE)
Tel: +46 510 770707
Fax: +46 510 771047
E-mail: lennart.franden@delagardie.lidkoping.se
Oruba Youth Center
70 Beirut street Heliopolis
11341-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20 22911411
Fax: +20 22908825
E-mail: oruba_youth_center@yahoo.com

Pekiin Community Center
Pekiin
24914-Pekiin (IL)
Tel: +972 4 9571 847
Fax: +972 4 9571 869
E-mail: nmar1@hotmail.com

Mount Nebo
University Street PO Box 35222
11180-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96277282723
Fax: +96265337295
E-mail: mountnebo2003@yahoo.com

Chantiers Socialux Marocains
4 Bis Reu Mohamed Elhansali Kebibat
(MA)
Tel: +21237297184
Fax: +21237698950
E-mail: csm@wandaoo.net.ma

Beneficiary: MAGLESKOLANS IV-PROGRAM

Project Title: Connecting Youth

During the feasibility visit the partners will discuss the project idea of a youth exchange that is supposed to take place in spring 2006 between the partners, involving young people with fewer opportunities for international cooperation.

Grant: 3370 €
Venue: Lund (SE)

Contact Person:
Jönsson Eva-Lena
Magle stora kyrkogata 5
223 50 Lund (SE)
Tel: +46 46 357671
Fax: +46 46 357663
E-mail: eva-lena.jonsson@lund.se

Partners:
Magleskolans IV-program
Magle stora kyrkogata 5
223 50-Lund (SE)
Tel: +46 46 357671
Fax: +46 46 357663
E-mail: eva-lena.jonsson@lund.se

Actio Catholica Patria
I Kanto 26 A
44007-Kaunas (LT)
Tel: +370 37 322882
E-mail: patria@visiems.lt

The Association for Development and Enhancement of Women
8/10 Mathaf Al-Manail Street
N/A-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +202 3644324
E-mail: manl@adew.oeg.eg

Old City Youth Association
East Jerusalem PO Box 66160
66160-Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972 26262023
E-mail: oldcityya1990@yahoo.com

Project Reference: SE-512-8-2004-R5
Global Voice, a European-wide network of youth associations, is setting out to strengthen and widen its partnership base across the Euro-Mediterranean region. The proposed contact-making seminar will be an opportunity to expand the network, share innovative practice and develop concrete proposals for new international projects and local initiatives that aim to support young people's active social participation. The four day programme will be hosted in North East England, and includes a focus on the use of new and emerging communication technologies.

**Grant:** 27460 €  
**Venue:** North Shields (GB)

**Contact Person:**  
Hill Adam  
4 Northumberland Square  
NE30 1QQ North Shields (GB)  
Tel: +44 (0)191 200 5313  
Fax: +44 (0)191 200 5168  
E-mail: info@e2000.org.uk

**Partners:**  
E2000  
4 Northumberland Square  
NE30 1QQ North Shields (GB)  
Tel: +44 (0)191 200 5313  
Fax: +44 (0)191 200 5168  
E-mail: info@e2000.org.uk

Generating ideas  
Kalevi 51-3  
51010-Tartu (EE)  
Tel: +372 (0)5165351  
E-mail: eteam@generatingideas.org

Youth Association El Consul  
C Aristofanes 4 - 1  
29010-Malaga (ES)  
Tel: +34 (0)952 391926  
Fax: +34 (0)952 172217  
E-mail: ajconsul@teleline.es

Mediation Sociale et culturelle - Politique de la ville  
Centre administratif 7 av Adrien Raynal  
94310-Orly (FR)  
Tel: +33 (0)148902259  
Fax: +33 (0)148902080  
E-mail: Azzedine.zoghbi@mairie-orly.fr

Tukums NGO Association  
Talsu street 5  
LV 3100-Tukums (LV)  
Tel: +371 (0)31 81021  
E-mail: nvo@nvo.pro.lv

Council of Lithuanian Youth Organisations  
Didzioji 8-5 Vilnius  
LT 01128-Vilnius (LT)  
Tel: +370 (0)52791014  
Fax: +370 (0)52791014  
E-mail: lijot@lijot.lt

Social Computer  
Hoendiepskade 19  
9718BE-Groningen (NL)  
Tel: +31 (0)628 918136  
E-mail: Pras_anand@hotmail.com
Infoeck Jugendinfo Tirol
Kaiser Josef Strasse 1
6020-Innsbruck (AT)
Tel: +43 (0)512 1799
Fax: +43 (0)512 585566
E-mail: infoeck@infoeck.at

Youth Democracy Foundation
Krakowskie Przedmiescie 23
20 002-Lublin (PL)
Tel: +48 (0)81 5345513
Fax: +48 (0)81 5345513
E-mail: fmd@fmd,lublin.pl

Youth Service Centre in Eksjo
Kaserngatan 16
SE 57580-Eksjo (SE)
Tel: +46 (0)381 36157
Fax: +46 (0)381 36159
E-mail: Mickan.thor@eksjo.se

Local Agenda 21 Bursa Youth Council
Kulturpark ici Camii Karsisi Genclik Evi ve Kultur merkezi
16050-Bursa (TR)
Tel: +902 (0)242332877
Fax: +902 (0)242348567
E-mail: Yg21bgk@yaho.com

Tiwizi
22 rue khadir ali, haute ville tizi ouzou
15000-Tizi Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213 (0)26222818
Fax: +213 (0)72788286
E-mail: Chaaban2001@yahoo.fr

Egyptian Futur Youth Federation
11 Sarofem St
61111-El-Minia (EG)
Tel: +201 (0)66 34334
Fax: +208 (0)6343963
E-mail: egyptianfyf@yahoo.co.uk

Pekiin Community centre
24914-Pekiin (IL)
Tel: +972 (0)49571847
E-mail: Nmar1@hotmail.com

Dana and Qadisiyas Sons Cooperative
1-Dana Tafila (JO)
Tel: +962 (0)77 499869
Fax: +962 (0)3 2270537
E-mail: SDQE@nets.jo.com

Imazis
Rue Hotel de ville imm x3 No 19 la vill nouvelle
80000-Agadir (MA)
Tel: +212 (0)48 841453
E-mail: imazis@caramail.com

Jafra Palestinian Youth Centre
Yarmouk Street
1-Damascus (SY)
Tel: +963 (0)11 6314155
Fax: +963 (0)11 6314155
E-mail: jafracenter@coolgoose.com
Mediterranean Youth association for Cultural Exchanges
Residence jeunesse 21 la corniche sousse
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: +216 (0)73213373
Fax: +216 (0)73213373
E-mail: aimec@voila.fr

Wi'am Palestinian Centre for Conflict Resolution
231 Al Karkafeh Street
1-Bethlehem (PS)
Tel: +02 2777333
Fax: +02 2770513
E-mail: alasiah@planet.edu

Project Reference: GB-512-10-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ARTICLE 12 IN SCOTLAND

Project Title: Peer to Peer for You Euromed

As a result of the Conflict Resolution TC for young trainers held in Jordan, July 2004, this TC will equip young trainers with the skills necessary to put the conflict resolution (and other relevant) theory into practise through the medium of Peer Education.

Grant: 22988 €
Venue: Montrose (GB)

Contact Person:
McCarthy Tara
Burnbank, Ogilvie Terrace, Ferryden
DD10 9RG Montrose (GB)
Tel: +44(0)1674 674086
Fax: +44(0)1674 671227
E-mail: respond@article12.org

Partners:
Article 12 in Scotland
Burnbank, Ogilvie Terrace, Ferryden
DD10 9RG Montrose (GB)
Tel: +44(0)1674 674086
Fax: +44(0)1674 671227
E-mail: respond@article12.org

Raster
Noorduliet ig
3140BA-Maassluis (NL)
Tel: +31 (0) 105915211
Fax: +31 (0)105913737
E-mail: jongerenwerk@raster.nu

European Youth Club in Olszynnek
Ratusz 1
11015-Olszynnek (PL)
Tel: +48 (0)89 5192877
Fax: +48 (0)89 5192877
E-mail: Jur83@wp.pl

Youth Service Centre in Eksjo
Eksjo Municipality
SE57580-Eksjo (SE)
Tel: 00 46 (0)381 36157
Fax: 00 46 (0)381 36159
E-mail: Trm@eksjo.se

Anatolia Scout Association
Inkilap Sok 37
06450-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90 (0)312 3115817
Fax: +90 (0)312 3114210
E-mail: anatoliascout@yahoo.com

Baladna Association for Arab Youth
12 Hertiya Street
31996-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972 4 8523035
Fax: +972 4 8523427
E-mail: info@baladnayouth.org

Friends of Culture Jordonian Forum/AS.HAB
Gardens Street - Behind Jabri
POBOX212411953-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962 795805329
Fax: +962 65663890
E-mail: treasure_country@hotmail.com
Nouveaux Droits de l'Homme
Achrafieh
165848-Sin el Fil (LB)
Tel: +961 3 412189
Fax: +961 1 512107
E-mail: ndh@ndhliban.org

Project Reference: GB-512-12-2004-R5
The Association of Ankara photographers, AFSAD is a national NGO, which provides a platform for amateur and professional photographers to discuss different aspects of photography. They regularly organize slide shows, exhibitions and meetings in TR and in other parts of the world. AFSAD has organised various workshops and exhibitions on themes such as Youth, Peace, Human and the Habitat, Creative/Nature etc. This seminar, “Conflict management and peace”, would bring together 42 participants from 13 countries to Ankara, TR. The participants are 3 each from CY, DE, EG, ES, FR, GR, IL, IT, JO, LB, MT, UK, and 6 participants from TR (from 2 different organizations). The seminar aims at bringing together youth leaders and experts to discuss conflict management issues and real life problems and to develop communication and negotiation skills.

**Grant:** 26110 €
**Venue:** Ankara (TR)

**Contact Person:**
BÜYÜKTANIR Derya
Büklüm Sok. 22/11 KAVAKLIDERE
Ankara (TR)
Fax: +90/312/417.21.16
E-mail: d_buyuktanir@yahoo.com

**Project Reference:** 117115-512-TR-01-2004-R0
Beneficiary: GENÇ ANLAYIS VE DEGISIM DERNEGI (GAD)

Project Title: 'KAPAA - Know, Analyse, Participate, Act, Activate!!'

The promoter, GAD - Genc Anlayis Ve Degisim / Younf Understanding and Exchange works in the field of youth work and promotes peace, tolerance and cooperation. They organise youth exchanges, camps, seminars, festivals, etc. The training course "KAPAA - Know, Analyse, Participate, Act, Activate!!" will focus on active citizenship and participation of young people in Mediterranean area. The project will take place in Adana (TR), gathering together 24 participants (3UK, 3DE, 3PT, 3CY, 3JO, 3EG, 3TR) and 6 trainers/support staff (1ES, 1IT, 4TR). The training course is based on experiences and outcomes from two previous youth exchange - projects organised by the applicant and it aims to promote youth participation as a basis for active citizenship, and the Euro-Med Youth Programme as a tool in this process.

Grant: 20995 €
Venue: Adana (TR)

Contact Person:
Batur Bartin
Mithatpasa cad. Inal Is Hani 31/1 Kizilay
06620 Ankara (TR)
Fax: +90/312/345.88.01
E-mail: gencanalyis@hotmail.com

Partners:
YEU ITALIA - YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING ITALY
Via San Giacomo 10
35012-Camposampiero (IT)
Tel: +39/3/494.21.77.15
Fax: +39/4/95.79.28.25
E-mail: Bgb74@hotmail.com

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING - CYPRUS
Leondos Tolstoi, 5
3317-Limassol (CY)
Tel: +357/2/34.19.73
E-mail: mepaminondas@yahoo.com

ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DO ALGARVE
Rua dos Bombeiros Portugueses nº 4 - 1° Esq./Apartado 953
8000-Faro (PT)
Tel: +351/2/89.88.24.11
Fax: +351/2/89.80.45.07
E-mail: silvamago@hotmail.com

OROUBA YOUTH CENTRE
16, Mohammed Sidki Soliman Street
12411-Caire (EG)
Tel: +20/2/637.33.89
Fax: +20/2/345.37.87
E-mail: nadiaelgohary@yahoo.com

AMMANN CENTER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS STUDIES
Al-Abdali
PO.Box 212524-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96/96.18.50
Fax: +96/465.50.43
E-mail: maissrazem@yahoo.com

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING - GERMANY
Haupstrasse 19
097218-Würtzburg (DE)
Tel: +49/931/487.71.30
E-mail: Verena.damm@t-online.de
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION NATIONALE CULTURELLE ET ECHANGES ENTRE JEUNES-ANCEJ

Project Title: Pour un nouvel élan de coopération partagée. Formation des animateurs d'échanges international à Wilaya de Boumerdès

The promoter of this 7 day training course with Mediterranean partner countries is the Association Nationale Culturelle & Echanges de Jeunes - ANCEJ from Boumerdès Algeria. Its activities focus on social integration in Boumerdes and promote the exchange of ideas and information, while respecting different cultures and local customs. Its target group are disadvantaged youth and women. The proposed training course would take place in Boumerdès and would involve 16 participants from 6 countries (4DZ, 3FR, 3IT, 2BE, 2TN, 2MA) and 4 trainers (2 DZ, 1 FR, 1 IT). The aim and theme of the course is to improve management skills within the youth programme through a mixture of non-formal training and information exchange methods.

Grant: 14550 €
Venue: Boumerdes (DZ)

Contact Person:
TAHANOUTI Lounes
B.P. n° 63, B BORDJ MENAIEL
35200 Boumerdes (DZ)
Fax: +213/24/88.86.86
E-mail: acej_int@yahoo.fr

Partners:
GRUPPO 'AMBIENTE EUROPA'
Via Garibaldi 107
89044-Locri (IT)
Tel: +39/0964/20 415
Fax: +39/0964/20 415
E-mail: gruppoae@genie.it

ASSOCIATION D’AMITIÉ DES VILLES JUMELÉES D’HAMMAMET
Mairie D’Hammamet
8050-Hammamet (TN)
Tel: +216/98/20.99.36
Fax: +216/72/27.91.51
E-mail: Guembri_medali@yahoo.fr

MEDIATION SOCIALE ET CULTURELLE - POLITIQUE DE LA VILLE D’ORLY
Centre administratif, 7 av Adrien Raynal
94310-Orly (FR)
Tel: +33/1/48.90.22.59
Fax: +33/1/48.90.20.80
E-mail: Azzedine.zoghbi@mairie-orly.fr

Project Reference: 117062-512-DZ-01-2004-R0
ALGERIA

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DE VOLONTARIAT "TOUIZA" DE LA WILAYA D'ALGER

Project Title: Promotion du partenariat EURO-MAGHREBIN

The association for voluntary service 'Touiza' in the Wilaya of Algiers is a local association aiming to develop a sense of mutual help and solidarity. Its main activities are in the social, economic and cultural context. Its activities in Touiza also include workshops on voluntary service such as maintenance, construction, preservation and restoration of heritage. It also develops actions for the protection of the environment and sustainable development, as well as socio-cultural activities for men and women of all ages. It organises literacy courses for less favoured persons. This project aims to organise a study visit that will bring together participants (2 IT - 2 DE - 2 TN - 2 DZ) and 3 trainers, speakers and support personnel from DZ.

Grant: 6284 €
Venue: Zeralda (DZ)

Contact Person:
KHOUKHI Sofiane
rue Debbih Cherif, n°98
16027 Alger (DZ)
Fax: +213/21.71.94.63
E-mail: touizaalger@yahoo.fr

Partners:
UFFICIO SCAMBI INTERNAZIONALI-CITTÀ DI TORINO
Via Delle Orfane 20/22
10122-Torino (IT)
Tel: +39/011/442 49 47
Fax: +39/011/443 48 31

FUSION INTERCULTURAL PROJECTS BERLIN E.V.
Projektbüro "Jugendstrasse", Pannierstr. 58
12045-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/62.84.20.24
E-mail: Ute_benzerari@yahoo.de

ASSOCIATION NATIONALE DE LA SÉCURITÉ ROUTIÈRE "DISTRICT CENTRE SAHEL"
Av. Taieb Mhiri
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: +216/98/21.03.74
Fax: +216/73/22.66.20
E-mail: fethirahal@yahoo.fr

Project Reference: 117117-512-DZ-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION NATIONALE SANTÉ - JEUNES

Project Title: Role des associations dans le developpement local

The Algerian promoter provides information sessions and training courses for young people in the field of health. The project will bring 4 partner organisations from the Mediterranean region together to do a comparative study on the role of (non-profit) associations on local development. On the basis of the information exchanged, the partners will reflect on how they could develop future projects within the Euro-Med Youth programme, built around this theme. The results of the project will be disseminated through the production of brochures, video, CD-rom and articles in the local press.

Grant: 11440 €
Venue: Alger (DZ)

Contact Person:
HADJI Amel
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug villa 12 Ben-Aknoun
16000 Alger (DZ)
Fax: +213/21/91.50.44
E-mail: sante-jeunes@caramail.com

Partners:
VIVA - ASSOCIATION DE TOLÉRANCE INTERCULTURELLE ET ANTI-RACISME
Frank Craebeckxlaan 22
2100-Deurne (BE)
Tel: +32/496/61.89.40
E-mail: Ibenhajen@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DU CLUB D'ENFANTS BIR M'CHARGA
Avenue Habib Bourguiba
1141-Bir M'Charga (TN)
Tel: +216/98/67.21.96
Fax: +216/72/67.93.05
E-mail: jwfarah2001@yahoo.fr

ASOCIACION JUVENIL EL CONSUL
Aristófanes, 4 - 1°
29010-Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34/669/34.79.44
E-mail: ajconsul@wanadoo.es

Project Reference: 117924-512-DZ-07-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION "ETOILE CULTURELLE" D'Akbou

Project Title: L'éducation à la preservation des parcs naturels

The 3-day feasibility visit will take place in Béjaia (DZ) and will bring together 16 participants (2DZ/2FR/2TO/2JO/2DK/2ES/2TR/2BE) to exchange information and good practice in the field of protection of the environment, and of natural parks in particular. On the basis of the knowledge gained, the partner organisations will elaborate a concrete project proposal (youth exchange), which may be presented during one of the future selection rounds of the EUROMED Youth programme.

Grant: 9010 €
Venue: Béjaia (DZ)

Contact Person:
SALHI Mouloud
BP n° 30 Akbou-Hôpital W. Béjaïa
06200 Akbou (DZ)
Fax: +213/34/35.61.61
E-mail: Mosal2dz@yahoo.fr ; aecakbou@yahoo.fr

Partners:
PRÉSENCE ET ACTION CULTURELLES - EVERE ASBL
Rue de Paris, 39/41
1140-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/477.747.195
Fax: +32/2/241.58.06
E-mail: titel961@hotmail.com

KOLDING UNGDOMSSKOLE NORD
C.F. Tietgensvej 7
DK-6000-Kolding (DK)
Tel: +45/75/54.11.22
Fax: +4575/54.11.52
E-mail: chrr@kolding.dk

ATATÜRK ÜNIVERSITESİ
Elektronik ve Haberlesme Bolumu - Oda n°69
25000-Erzurum (TR)
Tel: +90/442/231.46.36
Fax: +90/442/236.11.29
E-mail: doskkenan@hotmail.com

NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH
103 Saad Zaghloul St. Abdoun
11110-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/771.542
Fax: +962/53/245.544
E-mail: luckydodi@hotmail.com; info@jordanyouth.org

PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION
Al-Zahraa Street
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/67/42.32.82
Fax: +972/22/98.13.13
E-mail: habboush125@hotmail.com

BARCELONA VOLUNTARIA
C/ Pelai 44, 2°
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/412.44.93
Fax: +34/93/412.07.81
E-mail: intercanvis@barcelonavoluntaria.org, voluntariat@h
ASSOCIATION "AVRIL"
L'Aquascole - Le Viquet
50200-St. Pierre De Coutances (FR)
Tel: +33/2/33.19.00.35
Fax: +33/2/33.19.00.36
E-mail: associationavril@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117930-512-DZ-03-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION ABIT

Project Title: Rivages en Dialogue

The proposed job shadowing aims at creating long-term partnership between young people in Alger and Sicily. A youth worker from ARCI Sicily will go to the association ABIT in Algeria in order to get a clear picture about the work done by this organisation and to share his experience. ABIT is a local organisation aiming at the integration of young people through different cultural and social activities. Both associations want to set up activities under Euro-Med and this will be their first step of creating something together. The job shadowing will be an interesting learning experience for both the youth worker and the organisation. The work plan will include different meetings with local associations, thus giving an opportunity to the Italian youth leader to create contacts and get a picture about associatif mouvement in Algeria.

Grant: 1525 €

Venue: Alger (DZ)

Contact Person:
BEDJAOUI Ahmed
BP 36 Hydra Alger
16035 Alger (DZ)
Fax: +213/21/48.34.87
E-mail: bedrem@aol.com

Partners:
ARCI-SICILIA
Via Carlo Rao, 16
90123-Palermo (IT)
Tel: +39/095/715.22.70 ; 39/329/808.90.84
Fax: +39/095/715.22.70
E-mail: rorossi@mail.gte.it ; sarorossi@misterobuffo.org

Project Reference: 120008-512-DZ-12-2004-R3
Environment and citizenship is the title of the feasibility visit submitted by an Algerian organisation, based in Oran, which aims to integrate young people into society through different activities at national and international levels. The aim if the feasibility visit is to examine the possibility of developing a youth exchange focused on the theme of "environment and citizenship", together with partners from ES, FR, UK, DZ, LB and JO. During the feasibility visit the 12 participants, 2 per each country, will get in contact with local associations in Oran. In addition, they will get in touch with mixture of cultures that Oran presents and will discuss several issues related to a future youth exchange. The feasibility visit is a chance for the partners to gain practical experience before embarking on a youth exchange.

Grant: 5662 €
Venue: Oran (DZ)

Contact Person:
Baroudi MAAZOUZ
36 Rue Mohamed Khemisti MISSERGHIN
31180 Oran (DZ)
Fax: +213/41/49.09.51
E-mail: elmoustakbel@yahoo.com

Partners:
CHARNWOD ASSOCIATES
118 Leicester Road
LE11 2AQ-Loughborough (UK)
Tel: +44/1509/23.86.71
Fax: +44/1509/24.02.53
E-mail: Bbailey443@aol.com

JORDAN YOUTH EXCHANGE
King Abdulah II Str.
17110-Madaba (JO)
Tel: +962/7/774.84.92
Fax: +962/53/24.55.44
E-mail: mohamm20002000@yahoo.com

CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND PEACE-BUILDING
Makdessi Street Jabbour Building 4th floor
-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/1/744.546
Fax: +961/3/350.344
E-mail: info@ccrp.org

COMITÉ LIBANAIS POUR LA PRÉVENTION DES INCENDIES
Hazmieh, rue Mar Roukouz, Imm. Akl, 2eme étage,
-Beyrouth (LB)
Tel: +961/5/45.25.87
Fax: +961/5/95.25.87
E-mail: wissam_saliby@yahoo.com

ASOCIACIÓN JUVENIL RINCÓN DE VILLANUEVA
C/Mayor de Rincón de villanueva 13
30570-Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34/968/82.00.98
E-mail: ajvillanueva@hotmail.com

RAI - (RECURSOS D'ANIMACIÓ INTERCULTURAL)
Carders, 12 pral
08003-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/932.11.17.59
Fax: +34/931/01.32.58
E-mail: rai@pangea.org
ASSOCIATION D'ECOUVES VERTE
Le Bourg
61420-Livaie (FR)
Tel: +33/2/33.27.00.73
Fax: +33/2/33.27.00.73
E-mail: ecouvesverte@wanado.fr

EURALP
21 avenue Victor Hugo, BP 80
73203-Albertville (FR)
Tel: +33/4/79.32.47.38
Fax: +33/4/79.31.08.88
E-mail: EURALP@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 120019-512-DZ-09-2004-R3
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION NATIONALE SANTÉ - JEUNES

Project Title: Insertion sociale des jeunes ayant moins d'opportunités

5-day seminar involving 32 participants (4FR/4TN/4MA/4BE/4ES/4PT/4IT/4DZ) and 5 trainers (1DZ/1TN/1PT/1BE/1FR) to take place in Algiers (DZ). During this seminar, the participants will exchange information and good practices in the field of inclusion of young people with fewer opportunities, with the aim of developing future projects within the Euro-Med Youth programme, built around this theme. They will participate in workshops and field visits (e.g. meetings with organisations involved in inclusion of people with fewer opportunities). The results of the project will be compiled in a CD-ROM and a brochure, as well as on a website.

Grant: 26610 €
Venue: Algiers (DZ)

Contact Person:
HADJI Amel
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug villa 12 Ben-Aknoun
16000 Algiers (DZ)
Fax: +213/21/91.50.44
E-mail: sante-jeunes@caramail.com

Partners:
VIVA - ASSOCIATION DE TOLÉRANCE INTERCULTURELLE ET ANTI-RACISME
Frank Craebeekstraat 22
2100-Deurne (BE)
Tel: +32/496/61.89.40
E-mail: Ibenhajen@hotmail.com

NGO CISS (COOPÉRATION INTERNATIONALE SUD-SUD)
Piazza Bellini, 75
80135-Naples (IT)
Tel: +39/0333/632.79.07
E-mail: mpipolo@liberto.it

COLECTIVIDADE SÓCIO CULTURAL BARRENSE
Rua Luís de Camões, n°6
7570-003-Azinheira De Barros (PT)
Tel: +351/269/59.41.80
E-mail: pedroruas@sapo.pt

ASSO-KARNAVAL POUR L'ANIMATION SOCIO-CULTURELLE
Casablanca (MA)
Tel: +212/6/712.08.70
E-mail: yasaid@2m.tv

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DU CLUB D'ENFANTS BIR M'CHARGA
Avenue Habib Bourguiba
1141-Bir M'Charga (TN)
Tel: +216/98/67.21.96
Fax: +216/72/67.93.05
E-mail: jwfarah2001@yahoo.fr

ASOCIACION JUVENIL EL CONSUL
Aristófanes, 4 - 1º
29010-Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34/669/34.79.44
E-mail: aconsul@wanadoo.es

NOUVEAUX ECHANGES CULTURELS NORMANDIE ALGERIE MÉDITERRANÉE
Chez CLT, rue des Cirés
50110-Tourlaville (FR)
Tel: +33/2/33.20.64.39
E-mail: iklef@wanadoo.fr

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DE VOLONTARIAT "TOUIZA" DE LA WILAYA D'ALGER

Project Title: For Green Life

Study visit aims at developing a partnership in the framework of Euro-Med youth programme. The study visit is the first step that the partners are undertaking in order to establish cooperation for future activities in the environmental field. During the study visit the partners will present their associations and the work that they have done in the environmental field. In addition, they will meet with local associations, visit different green spaces and discuss different topics such as biodiversity, urban environmental problems etc. The results of the study visit will be disseminated through the internet and a CD-rom will be produced.

Grant: 14620 €
Venue: Alger (DZ)

Contact Person:
KHOUKHI Sofiane
rue Debbih Cherif, n°98
16027 Alger (DZ)
Fax: +213/21.71.94.63
E-mail: touizaalger@yahoo.fr

Partners:
GROUPE CONTACT ET SENSIBILISATION
Rue de Liedekerke 134
1210-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/219.97.40
Fax: +32/2/219.97.40
E-mail: sonitiiki@hotmail.com

NGO CISS (COOPÉRATION INTERNATIONALE SUD SUD
Piazza Bellini, 75
80135-Naples (IT)
Tel: +39/0333/632.79.07
E-mail: mpipolo@liberto.it

TURKEY YOUTH UNION ASSOCIATION
19 Mayis Genclik ve spor Sitesi Atatürk sporayı Ici Ulus
06050-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/332/585.01.72
Fax: +90/312/311.42.10
E-mail: elifce10@yahoo.com

HORIZON INTERNATIONAL AGENCY (CAIRO SECTOR)
Hasseib Bashas St., 57
61111-El-Minya (EG)
Tel: +20/12/24.39.232
Fax: +20/86/23.36.732
E-mail: drFouley@hotmail.com

JORDAN YOUTH EXCHANGE
King Abdulah II Str.
17110-Madaba (JO)
Tel: +962/7/774.84.92
Fax: +962/53/24.55.44
E-mail: mohamm20022000@yahoo.com

GROUPE PHÉNICIE-ST GEORGES KFOUR
Rue St-Georges
11-236/6946-Kfour (LB)
Tel: +961/3/66.82.25
E-mail: shadi.a@caramail.com

FUSION INTERCULTURAL PROJECTS BERLIN E.V.
Projektbüro "Jugendstrasse", Pannierstr. 58
12045-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/62.84.20.24
E-mail: Ute_benzerari@yahoo.de
RAI - (RECURSOS D'ANIMACIÓ INTERCULTURAL)
Carders, 12 pral
08003-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/932/68.13.21
Fax: +34/933/101.32.58
E-mail: rai@pangea.org

ASSOCIATION THALASSANTÉ
19, Boulevard Périer
13008-Marseille (FR)
Tel: +33/6/62.04.37.21
Fax: +33/4/91.46.75.98
E-mail: claire.mathy@thalassante.org

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION NATIONALE CULTURELLE ET ECHANGES ENTRE JEUNES-ANCEJ

Project Title: Orient Occident une histoire commune. Le rôle des organisations de jeunes pour la découverte d'une nouvelle vision historique en méditerranée

A 5-day seminar involving 25 participants (4DZ/3MA/3LB/3TN/3FR/3BE/3IT/3ES) and 5 trainers (3DZ/1FR/1IT) to take place in Boumerdes (DZ). During this seminar, the participants will reflect on the common history of East and West (traditions, language, religion, etc.), and how young people's awareness of this common history can be raised, with the objective of combating fanaticism, ignorance and intolerance and to enhance mutual understanding. Based on this exchange of reflections and ideas, the partners will brainstorm on how future projects within the EUROMED Youth programme - youth exchanges in particular - can be developed, built around this theme of common history. To achieve this objective, participants will take part in intercultural games, conferences, thematic workshops and plenary sessions.

Grant: 15267 €
Venue: Boumerdes (DZ)

Contact Person:
TAHANOUTI Lounes
B.P. n° 63, B BORDJ MENAIEL
35200 Boumerdes (DZ)
Fax: +213/24/88.86.86
E-mail: acej_int@yahoo.fr

Partners:
PLATE FORME JEUNESSE
Rue Vieille Eglise 5b
5670-Nismes (BE)
Tel: 32/477/65.31.14
Fax: +32/60/31.22.67
E-mail: virginie.somme@win.be

GRUPPO 'AMBIENTE EUROPA'
Via Garibakli 107
89044-Locri (IT)
Tel: +39/339/304.77.87
Fax: +39/0964/20.415
E-mail: MicheleLibri@inwind.it

ASSOCIATION CHANTIERS DE DEVELOPPEMENT AU MAROC
1 Rue Hey Bouragrag
10000-Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/68/46.04.36
Fax: +212/37/60.97.64
E-mail: ladimibrahim@yahoo.fr

ORGANISATION NATIONALE DE L'ENFANCE TUNISIENNE - BUREAU REGIONAL DE SOUSSE
Cité Militaire Route de Mahdia Km1
3002-Sfax (TN)
Tel: +216/97/23.20.00
Fax: +216/74/28.86.16

CASA DE LA JUVENTUD
Soria 43
28100-Alcobendas (ES)
Tel: +34/91/663.66.60
Fax: +34/91/653.35.43
E-mail: sve@eurojoven.org

APAC FORM
35 rue de Patrans
75020-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/43.49.44.55
Fax: +33/1/43.49.11.81
E-mail: Ochekour@club-internet.fr

Beneficiary: PIONEER FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

Project Title: Toward creating new generation of leaders

The training course includes team building activities, discussions, social work visits, simulation games etc. to reflect on the nature of leadership, how to be a leader in multinational groups etc. The training will provide new skills, training and competencies to the individual participants who should act as multipliers in their own NGOs as well. Also participants are encouraged to create new partnerships for future projects.

Grant: 21118 €
Venue: El Minia (EG)

Contact Person:
HIFNAWY Riham
Ministry of youth 26th July, Third floor Nati Coord off E.M
12567 Cairo (EG)
Fax: +20/2/345.37.87
E-mail: Riri_hirondelle@hotmail.com

Partners:
ASSOCIATIONOF YOUNG ROMA "YOUTH FORUM"
Str. Jurij Rozenthal 4A
1000-Skopje (MK)
Tel: +389/70/521.392
Fax: +389/22/654.983
E-mail: hhamletina@yahoo.cz

VERTIGEM - ASSOCIAÇÃO PARA A PROMOÇÃO DO PATRIMÓNIO
Rua Dr. António da Costa Santos, n° 27 B, 3° dt°.
2410-084-Leiria (PT)
Tel: +351/244/83.50.21
Fax: +351/244/83.50.21
E-mail: lucilia@letra.ws

PHOENIX CARITA SOCIETY
-Horezu (RO)
Tel: +40/72/446.78.33
Fax: +40/250/36.03.01
E-mail: peonul@yahoo.com

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANIZATION
Jabal El Arab Street Wata Elmousietbeth P.O box 14 - 5287
11-2893 PSP bldg-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.084
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com

ACT (AMITIE, COOPERATION, TOLERANCE)
13, Sidi, Hmama, Fès Jdid
30000-Fes (MA)
Tel: +212/61/58.08.59
E-mail: actmaroc@yahoo.fr, m.amouri@wafabank.co.ma

EUROPEAN YOUTH LINK
46100-Sivota-Igoumenitsa (GR)
Tel: +30/69/456.002.00
Fax: +30/26/650.932.75
E-mail: casivota@otenet.gr

ADICE - ASSOCIATION POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT DES INITIATIVES CITOYENNES ET EUROPÉENNES
2 avenue Jean Lebas
59100-Roubaix (FR)
Tel: +33/3/20.11.22.68
Fax: +33/3/20.68.45.51
E-mail: association.adice@wanadoo.fr
DESSINE-MOI UN SOURIRE
82 Avenue Sidoine Apollinaire, bâtiment P
69009-Lyon (FR)
Tel: +358/98/91.25.169
E-mail: eliseperon@yahoo.com

Project Reference: 118000-512-EG-05-2004-R1
Beneficiary: **OROUBA YOUTH CENTRE**

**Project Title:** Active Citizenship & Democracy

The project objectives are to train the youth leaders to promote active citizenship and the concept of 'volunteering' in their local communities. During the course, they will learn methods of engaging and motivating the young people and will build up plans for involving their local community once back in their countries. The activities contain workshops, plenary sessions, working groups and field visits to local NGOs.

**Grant:** 13784 €
**Venue:** Cairo (EG)

**Contact Person:**
EL GENDY Ahmed
70 Beirut St, Heliopolis-Cairo-Egypt
11341 Cairo (EG)
Fax: +20/2/290.88.25
E-mail: Orouba-youth-center@yahoo.com

**Partners:**
PANEVEZYS COUNTY NGO'S INFORMATION AND SUPPORT CENTRE
Khiaudiskiu st. 46 - 8
5300-Panevezys (LT)
Tel: +370/615/42.651
Fax: E-mail: rasmaz@hotmail.com

YOUNG WOMEN’S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION AMMAN / YWCA AMMAN
Mithqal El Fayez Street
5014 11183-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/464.69.11 ; +962/79/508.70.71
Fax: +962/6/553.13.10
E-mail: Samahqk@yahoo.com

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANIZATION
Jabal El Arab Street Wata Elmousietbeth P.O box 14 - 5287
11-2893 PSP bldg-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.084
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrziad@hotmail.com

YOUTH CITY COUNCIL OF PYLEA
Egnatias 96
55535-Pylea (GR)
Tel: +30/2310/330.444
Fax: +30/2310/330.446
E-mail: aridaia@mailcity.com

CASAL D’ INFANTS DEL RAVAL
Junta de Comerç, 16
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/656/26.64.88
Fax: +34/93/301.16.06
E-mail: lailapb@hotmail.com

**Project Reference:** 120057-512-EG-07-2004-R3
Beneficiary: COMMITTEE FOR EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE FOR ARAB STUDENTS

Project Title: Youth Against Racism

The contact-making seminar will bring together youth organisations from Europe and the Middle East in order to build new joint projects by first discussing issues related to ethnic conflicts. Conflict transformation in youth work with intercultural approaches to conflict mediation and resolution will be addressed and used as basis for building new partnerships and future youth projects.

Grant: 10266 €
Venue: Haifa (IL)

Contact Person:
JERIES Nuhad
2 Khoury St.
33046 Haifa (IL)
Fax: 972/4/866.80.63
E-mail: cegas@rannet.com

Partners:
ABADIR ONLUS
Via de Rossi 150
70122-Bari (IT)
Tel: +39/333/812.28.49
E-mail: fioter@libero.it

PEACEQUEST
Lundagatan 56
11727-Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +46/8/669.75.20
E-mail: info@peacequest.se

FIVE FINGERS YOUTH CLUB
29 cadde is kent sites 33/28 karakusunlar\balgat
06530-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/533/224.84.55
E-mail: ezgi1975@yahoo.com

MOSSAWA CENTER - ADVOCACY CENTER FOR ARAB CITIZENS OF ISRAEL
P.O. Box 4471
31043-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/869.95.87
Fax: +972/4/866.80.63
E-mail: mosawa@rannet.com

THE PALESTINIAN CENTER
17402-Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/656.22.72
Fax: +972/2/656.22.71
E-mail: pcc@palnet.com

THE PALESTINIAN CENTER FOR RAPPROCHMENT BETWEEN PEOPLE
64, Stra street
P.O. BOX 24- Beit Sahour (PS)
Tel: +972/2/277.20.18
E-mail: pcr@p-ol.com

PRAXIS
Selefou 8
62123-Serres (GR)
Tel: +30/694/426.36.36
Fax: +30/232/105.88.02
E-mail: alevra@otenet.gr

Project Reference: 117236-512-IL-01-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ELEM - FOR YOUTH IN DISTRESS IN ISRAEL

Project Title: Active Participation of Youngsters with Less Opportunities - A Study Visit for involving Youth in Community Activity.

The aim of the visit is to allow the youth workers to get acquainted with each others' organisations, to discuss how to motivate youth participation and to visit different local projects to get ideas for future joint activities. Part of the visit is devoted to building of partnerships and youth exchange or voluntary service activities. The promoter is a national organisation based in Tel-Aviv (IL) that manages more than 1500 volunteers, all active in the local communities promoting outreach, educational and consultation programmes for the support for youth at risk.

Grant: 11229 €
Venue: Berlin (DE)

Contact Person:
NAFTALI Mike
7th Kehilat Saloniki st. Neot Afeka
69513 Tel Aviv (IL)
Fax: +972/3.647.03.19
E-mail: danaw@elem.elem.org.il

Partners:
ESDIME - AGÊNCIA PARA O DESENVOLVIMENTO LOCAL NO ALENTEJO SUDOESTE
Rua do Engenho, 10
7600337-Messejana (PT)
Tel: +351/28/465.00.00
E-mail: rita.nogueira@esdime.pt

NUORISOKESKUS VILLA ELBA
Sannanrantantie 60
67100-Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +358/6/831.34.00
Fax: +358/6/831.34.48
E-mail: catarina.silvander@kokkola.fi

ASSOCIATION DE VOLONTARIAT "TOUIZA" DE LA WILAYA D'ALGER
rue Debbih Cherif, n°98
16027-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/71.60.05.87
Fax: +213/21.71.94.63
E-mail: touizaalger@yahoo.fr

EGYPTIAN FUTURE YOUTH FOUNDATION
11 saroffeen street
61111-El Menia (EG)
Tel: +20/10/14.16.930
Fax: +20/2/345.37.87
E-mail: ahmedrashad81@yahoo.co.uk

CROSSING BORDERS/MASAR - JORDAN
Swiefieh, Commercial Centre
11185-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/585.87.48
Fax: +962/6/581.57.40
E-mail: kshorman@nets.com.jo

FUSION INTERCULTURAL PROJECTS BERLIN E.V.
Projektbüro "Jugendstrasse", Pannierstr. 58
12045-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/62.84.20.24
E-mail: Ute_benzeran@yahoo.de
HEALTH, DEVELOPMENT, INFORMATION AND POLICY INSTITUTE
Ramallah Main Street
1351-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/2/298.53.72
Fax: +972/2/298.59.17
E-mail: abbas@hdip.org

SAVOIE JEUNESSE SANS FRONTIERES
106 Rue du Maroc
73100-Aix Les Bains (FR)
Tel: +33/4/79.88.33.05
E-mail: nasser.benkhalded@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117250-512-IL-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: MATAN - ARTS AND CULTURE PROJECT FOR YOUTH

Project Title: Bridging Through Arts

The project is a seminar taking place in Zichron Ya’akov (IL) and gathers 35 participants: 3CY, 1FI, 1FR, 6IL, 11T, 5LT, 2LV, 2MT, 2OT, 1PL, 1PT, 1SE, 1TO, 4TR. The main aims of the project are to increase the participants’ knowledge and awareness about the role of arts as an educational tool in youth exchanges. This will be done by presenting art work from different social and cultural backgrounds. Among the activities planned are field visits, workshops, round-table discussions and the planning of future projects.

Grant: 20443 €
Venue: Zichron Ya’akov (IL)

Contact Person:
ZAKAY Noit
16 HaNatziv St. P.O.B. 57250
67018 Tel Aviv (IL)
Fax: +972/3/624.10.05
E-mail: matan@matnasim.org.il

Partners:
ASSOCIAZIONE NOSSIDE 2000
C. TR COLACARUSO
89040-Siderno (IT)
Tel: +39/3490/63.24.57
E-mail: rosside2000@tiscali.it

ADULT EDUCATION CENTRES OF THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE OF CYPRUS
4, Kleovoulou Papakyriakou str. Filikos Building, Flat 303
6018-Larnaka (CY)
Tel: +357/995/330/39
Fax: +357/243/045/03
E-mail: m_alambritis@hotmail.com

HERMES CULTURAL SOCIETY
5, Tricomou Str.
7104-Aradippou (CY)
Tel: +357/99/90.54.67
Fax: +357/24/81.30.72
E-mail: akarittevli@yahoo.com

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING - CYPRUS
PO BOX 56 222
3317-Limassol (CY)
Tel: +357/99.35.02.90
E-mail: decpinaki@yahoo.com

CHILDREN AND YOUTH CENTER "JUNDA"
Pasta iela 32
LV 3000-Jelgava (LV)
Tel: +371/9/13.78.93
Fax: +371/3/02.38.93
E-mail: daiga4@navigator.lv

CLUB "THE HOUSE" - YOUTH FOR UNITED EUROPE
Basteja bulv.14
LV-1050-Riga (LV)
Tel: +371/911.86.22
Fax: +371/722.16.58
E-mail: liga@klubsmja.lv

ARERA
Laisves 3 -5
5700-Kretinga (LT)
Tel: +370/600.83.575
E-mail: asas@email.lt
ASSOCIATION OF SIAULIAI YOUTH ORGANIZATION "ROUND TABLE"
Vytauto g. 103 a
5400-Siauliai (LT)
E-mail: kadelante@one.lt

LIETUVOS KOLPINGO DRAUGIJA
Raguvo 7
3000 LT-Kaunas (LT)
Tel: +370/6/866.04.64
Fax: +370/37/203.610
E-mail: lina@amkolping.lt

SIAULIAI REGIONAL EDUCATION CENTRE FOR CREATIVE ARTS
V. Kudirkos 33
LT - 5420-Kursenai (LT)
Tel: +370/41/58.58.45
E-mail: a.roma@ivinsk.su.lt

SOCIAL EDUCATORS ASSOCIATION IN LITHUANIA
Gelezinių vilko 11 -19,
3042-Kaunas (LT)
Tel: +370/68/96.46.26
E-mail: asta@artexpo.lt

EUROMED MOVEMENT (MALTA)
P.O. BOX 580
Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356/21/24.99.00
Fax: +356/21/24.42.04
E-mail: joe.mifsud@mlp.org.mt

PATH (EYWD) - MALTA
Fralaw, Triq ic- Cawsli
QRM 11-Qormi (MT)
Tel: +356/99/45.06.24
E-mail: charlo@pathmalta.cjb.net

THE POINT
Ul. Sokola 51/63
53-145-Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: ++48/50/105.39.45
E-mail: j_greczanik@onet.pl

D’ORFEU - ASSOCIAÇÃO CULTURAL
Rua Eng, Julio Portela 6
3750-158-Agueda (PT)
Tel: +351/234/60.31.64
Fax: +351/234/60.46.42
E-mail: dorfeu@dorfeu.com

YOUTH AND LEISURE SERVICES (CITY OF SEINAJOKI)
Puskantie 3
60100-Seinajoki (FI)
Tel: +358/407/68.52.79
Fax: +358/641/62.064
E-mail: panu.maenpaa@seinajoki.fi

YOUTH SERVICE CENTER IN EKSJO
Kaserngatan 16
SE 575 80-Eksjo (SE)
Tel: +46/381/361.57
Fax: +46/381/361.59
E-mail: mickan.thor@eksjo.se

ANKARA ANADOLU GÜZEL SANATLAR LİSESİ
Hosdere Cad.139
06540-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312/441.16.93
Fax: +90/312/441.22.66
E-mail: str@ankara-agsl.k12.tr
ASSOCIATION OF ANKARA PHOTOGRAPHERS
Büklüm Sok. 22/11 KAVAKLIDERE
Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/535/452.67.79
Fax: +90/312/417.21.16
E-mail: d_buyuktanir@yahoo.com

BOGAZICI GENCLIK DERNEGI
Aynalı Cesme C. Sururi Cesme Cık. NO : 8
80070-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/533/768.46.04
Fax: +90212/244.68.05
E-mail: husevingul2000@yahoo.com

TURKIYE TOPLUM HIZMETLERİ VAKFI
F.K. Gökay Cad. Okul Sk 11/1
34662-İstanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/532/51.60.601
Fax: +90/216/326.23.09
E-mail: safakaydogan@hotmail.com

MUNICIPALITY OF TEL-AVIV - YAFO - GROUP EXCHANGE DEPARTMENT
6 Heftman St.
Tel Aviv (IL)
Tel: +972/3/691.95.10
Fax: +972/3/691.04.25
E-mail: itim@isdn.net.il

SCHOOL OF DANCE AND MOVEMENT - COMMUNITY CENTER KADIMA
PO Box 418 Hashahaf St. 7
60920-Kadima (IL)
Tel: +972/899.19.55
Fax: +972/891.95.74
E-mail: michaela@zahav.net.il

THE SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE OF HAIFA
21 Saint John's Street PO Box 4451
31043-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/050/40.40.85
Fax: +972/04/851.46.48
E-mail: sdchaifa@barak-online.net

PALESTINIAN CENTER FOR RESEARCH AND CULTURAL DIALOGUE - PCRD
Al-Ras St. PO Box 396
396-Beit Sahour (PS)
Tel: +970/02/277.34.73
Fax: +970/02/277.47.07
E-mail: pcrd@p-ol.com

ASSOCIATION MIGRATION SOLIDARITE & EXCHANGES POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT
17, rue Boston
67000-Strasbourg (FR)
Tel: +33/6/61.34.26.03
Fax: +33/88.61.71.67
E-mail: dkabeche@caramail.com

Project Reference: 117937-512-IL-06-2004-R1
Beneficiary: FRIENDSHIP VILLAGE - INTERNATIONAL CENTER TO EDUCATION FOR MULTI-CULTURAL SOCIETY, PEACE & DEMOCRACY

Project Title: Beyond the Barriers - Activists' Seminar 2004

The aims of the seminar are to create a European-Mediterranean network of NGO's working to promote education in a multicultural society, to improve personal skills of the participants and to develop efficient working methods within this field. Among the activities are discussions in small multicultural and national groups, lectures and workshops.

Grant: 19600 €
Venue: Kibbutz Harduf (IL)

Contact Person:
BEITAN Dan
40230 Kibbutz Maabarot (IL)
Fax: +972/9/894.11.58
E-mail: Friendshipvillage_2001@yahoo.com

Partners:
CROSSING BORDERS - BUILDING BRIDGES
Grote Markt, 34
8900-iever (BE)
Tel: +32/57/239.214
Fax: +32/57/239.276
E-mail: vrede_ontwikkeling@iever.be

THE SPIRIT OF ENNISKILLEN TRUST
Gordon Wilson Center 97, Malonie Avenue
B59 6EQ-Belfast (UK)
Tel: +44/28.90.381.500
Fax: +44/28.90.381.500
E-mail: chock@soetrust.co.uk

TOPLUM SORUMLARINI ARAŞTIRIMA MERKEZI
Bagcular Caddesi 2 Sok. 1/1 G. O.P. 06670/ Ankara
06670-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312.447.11.33
Fax: +90/312.446.89.59
E-mail: dogu.ergil@tosam.org

Project Reference: 117943-512-IL-05-2004-R1
Beneficiary: THE YOUNG ISRAELI FORUM FOR COOPERATION

Project Title: The European Role in The Israeli-Palestinian Conflict: Future Possibilities Together

The main aims of the seminar are to bring together European, Israeli and Palestinian young leaders to discuss Europe's role in the Middle Eastern conflict, to promote understanding and dialogue between the different cultures and to draw a common vision for a peaceful Middle East. Among the activities will be lectures, discussions and workshops.

Grant: 25408 €
Venue: Stockholm (SE)

Contact Person:
DUBINER Dan
Ha’dishon 17/9
96956 Jerusalem (IL)
Fax: +972/4/953.20.08
E-mail: contact@yifc.org

Partners:
CESIE ONLUS-CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO
Via B.Leto n.1
90040-Trappeto (IT)
Tel: +39/091/652.93.77
Fax: +39/091/702.32.69
E-mail: postmaster@cesei.it

AEGEE-AMSTERDAM
Vendelstraat 2
1012 XX-Amsterdam (NL)
Tel: +31/65/151.71.60
E-mail: onno.terpstra@student.uva.nl

PALESTINE/SWEDEN GROUP AT STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY
Kungshamra 75A, 101
17070-Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +46/70/406.83.79
Fax: +46/820.30.07
E-mail: samer@egi.kth.se

THE JEWISH STUDENT ORGANISATION OF LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS
159 Gratedover st.
E709.3-London (UK)
Tel: +44/8700/11.18.14
Fax: +44/8700/11.18.14
E-mail: ofer_z.jsolse@yahoo.com

DIALOGUE LAB
Emil-Andresen Str.5, 504
22529-Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +49/0642/193.36.91
E-mail: aline@dialogue-lab.org

PALESTINIAN VISION
Ibn Batuta St. 14
Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/628.50.80
E-mail: pal_vision@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 117964-512-IL-09-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION FOR ARAB YOUTH-BALADNA

Project Title: Inter-Cultural Sharing for Gender Equality

The main aims of the seminar are to increase awareness of Gender issues among youth living in international communities, to develop a closer link between international organisations, to exchange experience and knowledge within this field and to promote inter-cultural interaction and dialogue. Among the activities are lectures, panel sessions, discussion groups and workshops.

Grant: 19715 €
Venue: Haifa (IL)

Contact Person:
NEGME Ali
12, hertzilia street
31996 Haifa (IL)
Fax: +972/4/852.34.27
E-mail: info@baladnayouth.org

Partners:
NGO CISS (COOPÉRATION INTERNATIONALE SUD SUD)
Piazza Bellini, 75
80135-Naples (IT)
Tel: +39/0333/632.79.07
E-mail: mpiolo@liberto.it

YAP - ITALIA
Via Marco Dino Rossi 12/G
00173-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/06/721.01.20
Fax: +39/06/722.01.94
E-mail: yap@yap.it

EUROMED MOVEMENT (MALTA)
P.O.BOX 580
Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356/21/24.99.00
Fax: +356/21/24.42.04
E-mail: joemifsud@mlp.org.mt

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING (YEU) MALTA
Dar il-Hena, Triq il-Bard
QRM 04-Attard (MT)
Tel: +356/79/01.33.10
Fax: +356/23/61.86.90
E-mail: doreenbalzan@hsbc.com / doreen@waldonet.net.mt

ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DO ALGARVE
Rua Bombeiros Portugueses, n° 4 - 1° Esq/POB 953
8001-911-Faro (PT)
Tel: +351/918/42.21.08
E-mail: tisha_ne@hotmail.com, tisha@jackingprod.com

BIRMINGHAM PAKISTAN SPORTS FORUM
180, Belgrave middleway, Highgate
b12oxs-Birmingham (UK)
Tel: +44/79/76.25.03.60
Fax: +44/79/70.46.19.43
E-mail: nibr1997@yahoo.com

TURKISH PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION - ISTANBUL BRANCH
Vali Konagi cad. Sehit Ismet Amagan sok.25/3 Nisantasi/Sisli
80220-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +212/273.25.35
Fax: +212/273.25.36
E-mail: caydin007@yahoo.com
UNITED GLOBE ASSOCIATION - JORDAN INTERFAITH ACTION CC
Swafeh, Ali Yahya Sarayrah St 32, 3rd F. Ap.5 PO Box 140693
11814-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/79/580.20.05
Fax: +962/6/582.42.07
E-mail: aabadi@uri.org

JUSOS IN DER SPD (YOUNG SOCIALISTS)
Wilhelmstraße 140
10963-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/25991.283
Fax: +49/30/25991.415
E-mail: inken.wiese@spd.de

YAP-GERMANY - CFD E.V
Rendeler Str. 9-11
60385-Frankfurt (DE)
Tel: +49/69/459.071
Fax: +49/69/461.213
E-mail: yap-cfd@t-online.de

FOUNDATION EL TALLER
2 Rue El Ghazali, El Menzah V
1004-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/71/75.37.38
Fax: +216/71/75.15.70
E-mail: philip.thigo@eltaller.org

INTERNATIONAL PALESTINIAN YOUTH LEAGUE
Jaffa street - Isra’a Building 5th floor
P.O. Box 618-Hebron (PS)
Tel: +972/2/222.91.31
Fax: +972/2/221.55.86
E-mail: adli@ipyl.org

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT DEPARTEMENT
Dahiet EL Barid - Jerusalem
East Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/234.33.52
Fax: +972/2/234.33.54
E-mail: Ydd_m@palnet.com

EVROPAIKI EKFRASSI - EAST ATTICA
Marathonos 40
190 09-Nea Makri (GR)
Tel: +30/694/290.83.72
Fax: +30/229/407.82.17
E-mail: dkolotouros@ekfrasi.gr

UNIVERSITAT ROVIRA I VIRGILI
Escolarizador 1
43003-Tarragona (ES)
Tel: +34 97 755 85 28
Fax: +34 97 755 97 39
E-mail: eos@fll.urv.es

Project Reference: 117966-512-IL-04-2004-R1
Beneficiary: YOFI - YOUTH FORUM ISRAELI

Project Title: N.Y.L. Networking Youth Leaders

The present project comprises of job shadowing, and it is envisaged that a youth worker from the above-mentioned organisation will be hosted in the Northern Irish NGO "Off the Streets Community Youth Initiative" located in Galliagh, Derry (IE). The main aim of the project is for all parts to exchange knowledge and good practices in the field of work with youth at high risk, and to develop a long-lasting relationship between the two organisations.

Grant: 1472 €
Venue: Galliagh, Derry (UK)

Contact Person:
MICHAELI Shabi
Keren hayesod Str. POB 5206
77151 Ashdod (IL)
Fax: +972/88542031
E-mail: shabi@yofi.net; mshabi@hotmail.com

Partners:
OFF THE STREETS COMMUNITY YOUTH INITIATIVE
131 Galliagh Park
BT48 8DF-Londonderry (UK)
Tel: +44/77/536.09.217
E-mail: thekingisalive@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 117968-512-IL-08-2004-R1
Beneficiary: YOUTH FORUM ASHDOD

Project Title: No Barriers

The training course which is entitled 'No barriers' is presented by the Youth Forum of Ashdod (IL). The promoter is a non-governmental local organisation created by youth workers and volunteers for the purpose of supporting the development and social integration of young people. The main idea would be to improve the skills and abilities of the youth leaders in outdoor activities, team building exercises and intercultural activities. The training will also provide the participants with new insights on the requirements and content of Action 1 & 2 Youth projects, with the prospect of motivating them to develop such projects in the future.

Grant: 22670 €
Venue: Ashdod (IL)

Contact Person:
MICHAELI Shabtai
Po Box 5206
77100 Ashdod (IL)
Fax: +972/8/854.20.31
E-mail: ilann1@matnasim.org.il

Partners:
CESIE ONLUS-CENTRO STUDI ED INIZIATIVE EUROPEO
Via B. Leto n.1
90040-Trapetto-Pa (IT)
Tel: +39/0338/592.81.56
Fax: +39/091/611.82.97
E-mail: vitofata@inwind.it

CIENA - CENTRO DE INICIATIVAS EUROPEIAS DO NORTE ALENTEJANO
Rua 19 de Junho, 54
7300-155-Portalegre (PT)
Tel: +351968223839
E-mail: cienortealentejo@hotmail.com

E2000
The Langdale Centre, Langdale Gardens, Wallsend, Tyne & Wear
NE28 OHG-Newcastle-Upon-Tyne (UK)
Tel: +44/776/529.21.21
Fax: +44/191/200.15.54
E-mail: paul@globalvoice.org.uk

EDUCAIDE
Nispetiye Cad. Baslik Sok. n° 6/5
80600-Levent (TR)
Tel: +90/542/426.70.99
E-mail: gozde.avci@educaide.org

MOUNT NEBO
Shoryah Bin Hani 45
11180-Amman (JO)
Tel: +96/277/28.27.23
Fax: +96/265/81.37.12
E-mail: Sakher_sfouq@yahoo.com

CHANTIERS SOCIAUX MAROCAINS
BP456
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/3/729.71.84
Fax: +212/3/769.89.50
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

WI’AM CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Al-Karafeh st n° 231
Bethlehem (PS)
Tel: +970/02/277.05.13
Fax: +970/02/277.73.33
E-mail: alaslah@planet.edu
ASOCIACION JUVENIL EL CONSUL
Aristófanes, 4 - 1º
29010-Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34/669/34.79.44
E-mail: ajconsul@wanadoo.es

PISTES-SOLIDAIRES
Montravail-Chemin des 4 vents
13770-Venelles (FR)
Tel: +33/6/07.60.92.33
Fax: +33/4/42.54.72.40
E-mail: Oups-oups@club-internet.fr

Project Reference: 119996-512-IL-12-2004-R3
Beneficiary: MATAN - ARTS AND CULTURE PROJECT FOR YOUTH

Project Title: Feasibility Visit "Youth Culture and the Arts"

The feasibility visit will involve 13 youth leaders and 3 trainers from organisations in programme and Mediterranean countries (4IL, 2TR, 2ES, 2PT, 1BE, 2AT) who will work together in order to develop a future youth exchange project. Furthermore, the partners see this activity as an opportunity not only to discuss the content of the youth exchange but also to strengthen their partnership and develop some common skills that they can use in their future collaboration.

Grant: 6200 €
Venue: Zichron Ya'akov (IL)

Contact Person:
ZAKAY Noit
16 HaNatziv St. P.O.B. 57250
67018 Tel Aviv (IL)
Fax: +972/3/624.10.05
E-mail: matan@matnasim.org.il

Partners:
METIZ
Avenue de l'EmeraudE 64/3
1030-Brussels (BE)
Tel: +32/496/40.38.64
Fax: +32/2/742.92.96
E-mail: yves.gouters@edvalvos.be

ROSES OVER RAINBOW
Fellengatter 26
6820-Frastanz (AT)
Tel: +43/650/281.01.23
Fax: +43/55/223.43.14
E-mail: koeckb@feldkirch.sparkasse.at

ASSOCIACÃO COMUNIDADE VERDE
Largo. Ana de Castro Osório, 13 B
2850-390-Amadora (PT)
Tel: +351/918/46.88.37
Fax: +351/214/74.45.35
E-mail: inter.acv@netcabo.pt

TOKAT YOUTH CENTRE
G.O.P. Bulvari, Ali yucel Spr. Salonu yam
60100-Tokat (TR)
Tel: +905/33/415.51.63
E-mail: candemirpinar@yahoo.com

ALBADIA - NEVY HABEDOUIM
St. aba-hoshy No 1
30090-Isfia (IL)
Tel: +972/4/839.26.35
Fax: +972/4/839.18.72
E-mail: albaadia@yahoo.com

DALIAT EL CARMEL MUNICIPALITY
14 st. n°5
30056-Daliat (IL)
Tel: +972/52/84.88.66
Fax: +972/4/839.69.95

AYAEL ATZMON
Hashafaf st 7, POB 418
60920-Kadima (IL)
Tel: ++972/09/899.955
Fax: +972/09/891.95.74
E-mail: Michaela@zahav.net.il
ARTIXOC
c/ Badal, 82-84, 2e 1'
08014-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/296.41.00
Fax: +34/93/298.04.42
E-mail: artixoc@menta.net

Project Reference: 119999-512-IL-11-2004-R3
Beneficiary: PEKIIN COMMUNITY CENTER

Project Title: New Horizons

The job-shadowing project with the title ‘New Horizons’ is presented by the Community centre of Pekiin, a local organisation that is working to promote non-formal education initiatives for local young people. A youth worker from the partner organisation Inter Action (LU) will be hosted in Pekiin (IL) for a period of two weeks. The activity aims to provide an insight on the youth structures of Israel in general and the local community in particular. The partners will also have the opportunity to get to know each other’s working methods and set the framework for their future co-operation.

Grant: 1422 €
Venue: Pekiin (IL)

Contact Person:
KHEIR Naim
24914 Pekiin (IL)
Fax: +972/4/957.18.69
E-mail: nmar1@hotmail.com, pekin@matnasim.org.il

Partners:
INTER ACTIONS
16 rue fort wallis
2714-Luxembourg (LU)
Tel: +352/4/81.830
Fax: +352/26/48.04.44
E-mail: Luc.wendling@vol.lu

Project Reference: 120002-512-IL-10-2004-R3
Beneficiary: THE QUEEN ZEIN AL SHARAF INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT (ZENID)

Project Title: Follow the Women

The seminar will take place after a bike ride for women from Lebanon to Damascus to Amman, involving 250 women from European countries, Mediterranean countries and women from the USA. The main activities of the seminar will be workshops, speeches and the writing of action plans, in order to create future projects.

Grant: 28620 €
Venue: Amman (JO)

Contact Person:
NIMRI Eman
P.O. BOX 230511
230511 Amman (JO)
Fax: +962/6/505.24.35
E-mail: Eman.n@zenid.org.jo

Partners:
EUROMED MOVEMENT (MALTA)
P.O. BOX 580
Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356/21/24.99.00
Fax: +356/21/24.42.04
E-mail: joe.mifsud@mep.org.mt

ASSOCIACANO JUVENIL CISTUS
Apartado 28
2206-906-Tramagal (PT)
Tel: +351/919/56.14.96
Fax: +351/241/89.03.42
E-mail: Filipe@cistus.pt

NYKTERHETSRÖRELSENS BILDNINGSVERKSAMHET
Bergsgatan 7B
11223-Stockholm (SE)
Tel: +46/86/50.63.38
E-mail: Ulrika.eklund@telia.com

FOLLOW THE WOMEN
7 Cintra Avenue
RG2 7AU-Reading Berkshire (UK)
Tel: +44/1119/74.60.00
Fax: +44/1119/74.60.00
E-mail: detta.regan@virgin.net

YOUTH EXCHANGE CLUB
Necatibey Caddesi 26/71
06400-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312.231.41.51
Fax: +90/312.230.12.04
E-mail: degisimkulup@yahoo.com

EGYPTIAN ORGANISATION FOR COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT
9 Ibn Affan Square
11231-Giza (EG)
Tel: +202/760.41.25
Fax: +202/760/26.25
E-mail: mageacd@soficom.com.eg

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO
Jabal El Arab Street - Wata Elmousaitbeh
P.O. box 14-5287-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.084
Fax: +961/1/301.12.31
E-mail: nasrzaid@hotmail.com
SYRIAN CYCLING FEDERATION  
Damascus (SY)  
Tel: +463/11.212.176  
Fax: +463/11.212.19.31

SPORT INTERNATIONAL  
Stengart 7  
Stuttgart (DE)  
Tel: +49/17/26.00.60.67  
Fax: +49/74/52.79.09.70  
E-mail: jurgen_marten@bumann.deutshllande.de

MÉDITERRANÉE TERRITOIRES ET DÉVELOPPEMENT  
Maison des associations, Bd des Lices  
13200-Arles (FR)  
Tel: +33/6/15.95.70.49  
E-mail: Mtdev@netcourrier.com

Project Reference: 117149-512-JO-05-2004-R0
Beneficiary: FRIENDS OF CULTURE JORDIAN FORUM / AS.HAB

Project Title: Everyone can win/education in and for conflict

The training course will involve 25 participants (4 JO, 3 LB, 2 IL, 2 GR, 2 TR, 2 CY, 6 UK, 2 IE) and 3 trainers (1 JO, 1 TR, 1 LB) and will train youth workers from sensitive regions to analyse conflict situations and what attitudes and strategies exist to resolve them.

Grant: 25945 €
Venue: Aqaba (JO)

Contact Person: ABU AL GHANAM Mohammad
Khalid Zreigat street
2124-11953 Amman (JO)
Fax: +962/6/566.38.90
E-mail: Treasure_country@hotmail.com

Partners:
YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING
6,Elevsions str 2007 Strovolos
Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357/9/946.68.37
E-mail: chgeo25@hotmail.com

TOOTING XCHANGE
London (UK)
Tel: +44/7956/54.39.48
E-mail: sahairc@hotmail.com

YOUTH EXCHANGE CLUB
Necatibey Caddesi 26/71
06400-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312.231.41.51
Fax: +90/312.230.12.04
E-mail: degisimkulup@yahoo.com

HAIFA SEA SCOUT ORGANIZATION
Kashtan 3
Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/826.561
Fax: +972/4/822.88.54
E-mail: adiroditi@barak.online.net

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO
Jabal El Arab Street - Wata ElMousaitbeh
P.O. box 14-5287-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.084
Fax: +961/1/301.12.31
E-mail: nasrzaid@hotmail.com

EVROPAIKI EKFRASI /EUROPEAN EXPRESSION
54 Omirou st
10672-Athens (GR)
Tel: +30/210/364.32.23
Fax: +30/210/364.69.53
E-mail: director@ekfrasi.gr

GLENCREE - CENTRE FOR RECONCILIATION
3 Sleskar court,skerries,co Dublin (IE)
Tel: +353/86/316.51.91
Fax: +353/4/849.04.72
E-mail: schanappes@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 117258-512-JO-04-2004-R0
YOUTH programme

Beneficiary: FRIENDS OF CULTURE JORDANIAN FORUM IN CORPORATION YOUNG WOMEN CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

Project Title: Think globally act locally

The promoter for this 7 day training course with Mediterranean partner countries entitled "Think globally act locally", is the Friends of culture Jordanian forum / ASHAB, which aims to develop the youth sector in their home country and to integrate in the process of globalization special attention to young people with fewer opportunities. The training course will involve 25 participants (4 JO, 2 LB, 2 IL, 2 GR, 2 TR, 2 FR, 3 UK, 2 IT, 2 EG, 2 ES, 2 TN) and 3 trainers (1 JO, 1 UK, 1 LT). The training course aims to improve the participants ability to manage youth projects, exchanges etc by emphasising on intercultural learning methods.

Grant: 22351 €
Venue: Aqaba (JO)

Contact Person:
GOUSSOUS Nisreen
Al Rabiah Omar bin abdul aziz
Amman (JO)
Fax: +962/6/566.38.90
E-mail: Treasure_country@hotmail.com

Partners:
NGO CISS ( COOPÉRATION INTERNATIONALE SUD SUD
Piazza S. Domenico, 12
80137-Napoli (IT)
Tel: +39/081/885.52.14
E-mail: puck@complab.com

TOOTING XCHANGE
London (UK)
Tel: +44/7956/54.39.48
E-mail: sahairc@hotmail.com

YOUTH EXCHANGE CLUB
Necatibey Caddesi 26/71
06400-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312.231.41.51
Fax: +90/312.230.12.04
E-mail: degisimkulup@yahoo.com

THE EGYPTIAN FEDERATION FOR SCOUTS AND GIRL GUIDES
5 Shanan Street - from El Galaa street - Ramses
Cairo (EG)
Tel: 20/2/577.90.97
Fax: 20/2/576.64.22

HAIFA SEA SCOUT ORGANIZATION
Kashtan 3
Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/826.561
Fax: +972/4/822.88.54
E-mail: adiroditi@barak.online.net

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO
Jabal El Arab Street - Wata Elmousaitbeh
P.O. box 14-5287-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/830.084
Fax: +961/1/301.12.31
E-mail: nasrzaid@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE
Av. de l'environnement de Metline
7034-Metline (TN)
Tel: +216/72/44.60.88
Fax: +216/72/44.64.77
E-mail: Chaabouni.medvoila.fr
YOUTH programme

Projects with Mediterranean countries

EVROPAIKI EKFRASI /EUROPEAN EXPRESSION
54 Omirou st
10672-Athens (GR)
Tel: +30/210/364.32.23
Fax: +30/210/364.69.53
E-mail: director@ekfrasi.gr

OFICINA DE INFORMACION EUROPEA DEL JOVEN SEVILLANO
Plaza Monte Pirolo
41010-Sevilla (ES)
Tel: +34/954/50.56.84/5/6
Fax: +34/954/50.56.79
E-mail: ofieuroea.juventud@sevilla.org

SPORTS ET LOISIRS
Centre social la faourette,13 Rue de l'Ukraine
31000-Toulouse (FR)
Tel: +33/6/22.03.87.98
E-mail: kvd82@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 117260-512-JO-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: UNITED GLOBE ASSOCIATION - JORDAN INTERFAITH ACTION CC

Project Title: Arts & Religion

The aim of contact making seminar is two-fold: 1) to discuss how to use art and religion as tools to facilitate intercultural learning and communication between people with a different cultural and religious background. 2) to find new partners and create future projects.

Grant: 19658 €
Venue: Madaba (JO)

Contact Person:
ALABBADI Anas
Zahran st. P.Box 140693
11814 Amman (JO)
Fax: +962/6/592.24.31
E-mail: projects@jordanyouth.org

Partners:
AFSAI
Colli Portuensi 345-B2
00151-Rome (IT)
Tel: +39/06/537.03.32
Fax: +39/06/582.01.442
E-mail: neset@afsai.it

INFORMAGIOVANI (MUNICIPAL YOUTH INFORMATION CENTRE)EURODESK - POINT
Via Constantinopoli,49
73020-Castrignano Dei Greci(Le) (IT)
Tel: +39/0836/583.16
Fax: +39/0836/583.007
E-mail: amatox@libero.it

EUROMED MOVEMENT (MALTA)
P.O.BOX 580
Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356/21/24.99.00
Fax: +356/21/24.42.04
E-mail: joes.mifsud@mlp.org.mt

SOLJOVENS
R. Dr. Jose Antunes Vaz Serra 5
3020-127-Coimbra (PT)
Tel: +351/919/16.66.68
E-mail: miavargas@hotmail.com

COUNTY COUNCIL OF JONKOPING
Husargatan 4
SE 551 11-Jonkoping (SE)
Tel: +46/36/32.40.00;+46/36/11.66
E-mail: mickan@juventum.nu;mickan_thor@hotmail.com

AMERICAN FIELD SERVICE (AFS INTERKULTUR)
Nordre Fasanvej 111
2000-Frederiksberg (DK)
Tel: +45/3/832.23.03
E-mail: valby272@tiscali.dk

YOUTH ASSOCIATION FOR HABITAT AND AGENDA 21
Fulya Mh. Mevlut. Pehlivan Sk. Alisamiyen Apt. 8A/2
80309-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/542/602.77.89
Fax: +90/242/241.46.70
E-mail: tugbacansali@hotmail.com
UNITED RELIGIONS INITIATIVE, EGYPT COOPERATION CIRCLE
10 Shetwi St. Off Msr&Sudan St., Hadayek El Kobba
11331-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/834.30.44
Fax: +20/2/587.58.64
E-mail: mosaad@aucegypt.edu

INTERFAITH ENCOUNTER ASSOCIATION
17, Hameshoreret
96348-Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972/2/651.05.20
Fax: +972/2/651.05.57
E-mail: msyuda@phys.huji.ac.il

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANISATION - PYO
Jabal El Arab Str. Wata Elmoousaitbeh
PO box 14-5287-Watta Elmoousaitbeh (LB)
Tel: +961/3/83.00.84
Fax: +961/1/30.12.31
E-mail: nasrizad@hotmail.com

YOUTH IN ACTION
Am Kurpark 5a
53177-Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49/179/88.58.98
Fax: +49/228/22.50.70
E-mail: kristinavp@yahoo.de

COMITE CULTUREL LOCAL DE RADES
Maison du peuple bp 70
2040-Rades (TN)
Tel: +216/71/44.36.31 ; +216/98/31.35.02
Fax: +216/71/44.26.77
E-mail: Mebarek_chouchene@yahoo.fr

PANORAMA CENTER, THE PALESTINIAN CENTER FOR THE DISSIMENATION OF DEMOCRACY AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT JERUSALEM BRANCH
Ibn batuta Street, 3rd floor, East Jerusalem
10520-Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/234.51.23
Fax: +972/2/628.11.51
E-mail: rawan_natsheh@yahoo.com

YOUTH INFORMATION CENTRE, MUNICIPALITY OF KILKIS
5 Ethnikis Antistaseos str
61100-Kilkis (GR)
Tel: +30/2310/82.06.57
E-mail: maria_grece2000@yahoo.com

ASOCIACIÓN CULTURAL GRUÑIDOS SALVAJES
Plaza del Campillo Mundo Nuevo 2, 1er pta 12
28005-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34/91/527.07.04
Fax: +34/91/530.50.91
E-mail: gruidosalvajes@yahoo.es

WASLALA
C/ Caures 18
28100-Alcobendas (ES)
Tel: +34/65/50.11.552
E-mail: yukimarquez@yahoo.es

Project Reference: 117263-512-JO-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: MOUNT NEBO

Project Title: CrossBoarding Youth

The promoter is a local NGO active in promoting voluntary work among youngsters to develop the region socially and economically. Activities include cleaning campaigns, awareness workshops etc. This seminar 'CrossBoarding Youth' brings 44 participants to Amman (JO) to share experiences on youth mobility and its importance in the peace process. The programme also examines project management in intercultural groups and will allow the partners to create new projects for future cooperation in the region.

Grant: 33530 €
Venue: Amman (JO)

Contact Person:
AL HIARI Hadeel
University Street
11180 Amman (JO)
Fax: +962/65337295

Partners:
CEMEA DEL MEZZOGIORNO
Via Forte Braccio 1/A
00176-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/06/278.67.296
Fax: +39/06/278.01.110
E-mail: messori@replay.cemea.it

MEDIA FOR PEOPLE FOUNDATION
Vinceller u 2
4031-Debrecen (HU)
Tel: +367/03/11.57.60
Fax: +365/2/41.46.87
E-mail: toviskes.imre@mea.org.hu

EUROMED MOVEMENT (MALTA)
P.O.BOX 580
Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356/21/24.99.00
Fax: +356/21/24.42.04
E-mail: joe.mifsud@mlp.org.mt

ANGELUS SILESIUS HOUSE
Stysia 16 A
53-526-Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48/71/783.24.72
Fax: +48/71/783.24.72 - (103)
E-mail: voluntary@silesius.org.pl

ASSOCIACANO JUVENIL CISTUS
Apartado 28
2206-906-Tramagal (PT)
Tel: +351/241/89.03.42
E-mail: Filipe@cistus.pt

ASSOCIAÇÃO DE INTERVENÇÃO CULTURAL OBJECTOS PERDIDOS (AICOP)
Rua 1° de Maio nº46 1° dto C-Fala
3040 181-Coimbra (PT)
Tel: +351/93/930.78.92
E-mail: Edy@interacesso.pt

WINGS
Plavisko 79
034 01-Ruzomberok (SK)
Tel: +421/908/517.911
Fax: +421/44/431.44.69
E-mail: scheer@murk.sk
HALLSTAHAMMARS KOMMUN, IFO
Box 506
734 27-Hallstahammar (SE)
Tel: +46/220/247.08
Fax: +46/220/245.60
E-mail: boe44@compaqnet.se

ASSOCIATION DE VOLONTARIAT "TOUIZA" DE LA WILAYA D'ALGER
98, rue Debbih Cherif Alger Centre
16000-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/71/60.05.87
Fax: +213/21/71.75.66
E-mail: hfourali@hotmail.com

PEKIIN COMMUNITY CENTER
24914-Pekiin (IL)
Tel: +972/4/957.18.47
Fax: +972/4/957.18.69
E-mail: nnmar1@hotmail.com . pekin@matnasim.org.il

YOFI- YOUTH FORUM ISRAELI
Keren hayesod Str. POB 5206
77151-Ashdod (IL)
Tel: +972-544-861865
Fax: +972/88542031
E-mail: shabi@yofi.net; mshabi@hotmail.com

NATIONAL FORUM FOR YOUTH & CULTURE : JORDAN YOUTH
Zahran St. / Next NYIT Building. PO Box 140693
11814-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/77/34.84.67
Fax: +962/65/92.24.31
E-mail: Waleed.Alzyoud@jordanyouth.org

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE
Boulevard de l'Environnement
7034-Metline (TN)
Tel: +216/98/92.85.97
Fax: +216/72/53.41.22
E-mail: chaabouni_med@yahoo.fr

PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION
Al-Zahraa Street
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/2/298.13.13
Fax: +972/2/298.13.13
E-mail: Pyu2002@hotmail.com

PSO PSYCHOLOGISTS AND SOCIAL WORKERS ORGANISATION
Al-Najah university street PO Box 1034
Nablus (PS)
Tel: +972/59/76.67.66
Fax: +972/92/37.53.29
E-mail: iyadothman@yahoo.com

ASSOCIATION OF FRIENDSHIP AMONG NATIONS
Ippokratous 7
10679-Athens (GR)
Tel: +30/210/721.10.24
Fax: +30/210/721.10.24
E-mail: evan@teiath.gr

CENTRE D’ESTUDIS DE L’ESPLAI
Piç. Es Banc de S'Oli, 6 bxs.
07002-Palma De Mallorca (ES)
Tel: +34/619/73.59.57
Fax: +34/971/72.89.03
E-mail: tonipozo2004@yahoo.es
ASSOCIATION PISTES SOLIDAIRES
Montravail, Chemin des 4 vents
13770-Venelles (FR)
Tel: +33/6/07.50.92.33
Fax: +33/4/42.54.72.40
E-mail: oups-oups@club-internet.fr

Project Reference: 117973-512-JO-08-2004-R1
Beneficiary: UNITED GLOBE ASSOCIATION - JORDAN INTERFAITH ACTION CC

Project Title: Youth as Catalysts for a better "Culture and Traditions" Awareness

This contact making seminar brings 48 youth workers to Amman (JO) to provide a possibility to get new contacts to pursue Euro-Med activities, exchange experience and improve quality in exchanges organised. Applicant will also follow up to ensure that applications will be sent in by the project ideas developed. Participants are represented from 12 countries, 1BE, 1CZ, 1DZ, 4ES, 1HU, 8IT, 6JO, 5LT, 3MT, 3PL, 6TO and 9TR, mixing experienced with less experienced organisations. Concrete project proposals will be developed, mainly with focus on using art/traditions/culture as a common theme. Participants will be active through open space techniques, working groups and plenary sessions.

Grant: 31152 €
Venue: Amman (JO)

Contact Person:
ALABBADI Anas
Zahran st. P.Box 140693
11814 Amman (JO)
Fax: +962/6/592.24.31
E-mail: projects@jordanyouth.org

Partners:
KRISKRAS VZW
Astridaan 155
9000-Gent (BE)
Tel: +32/09/221.08.05
Fax: +32/09/221.49.29
E-mail: geert@kriskras.be

CSEAAM
Via XXI Agosto 42
189127-Reggio Calabria (IT)
Tel: +39/0965/89.02.04
Fax: +39/0965/89.02.04
E-mail: Csecaam3@libero.it

EUROGIOVANI - GRUPPO SPONTANEO PER IL VOLONTARIATO
Via Lago di Varano, 9 - Villa Adriana
00010-Roma - Tivoli (IT)
Tel: +39/0376/548.71.37
Fax: +39/0774/53.27.64
E-mail: eurogiovani@tiscalinet.it

NGO CISS ( COOPERATION INTERNATIONALE SUD SUD
Piazza S. Domenico, 12
80137-Napoli (IT)
Tel: +39/329/372.51.65
Fax: +39/082/387.46.68
E-mail: fidelia01@hotmail.com

UFFICIO SCAMBI INTERNAZIONALI-CITTÀ DI TORINO
Via Delle Orfane 20/22
10122-Torino (IT)
Tel: +39/011/442 49 47
Fax: +39/011/443 48 31

AIESEC VILNIUS
Sauletekio al. 9-9
LT-2040-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +370/6/868.21.70
Fax: +370/5/212.26.21
E-mail: agne.balkeviciute@mail.lt

LIETUVOS KOLPINGO DRAUGIJA
Raguvos 7
3000 LT-Kaunas (LT)
Tel: +370/6/866.04.64
Fax: +370/37/203.610
E-mail: lina@amkolping.lt
LITHUANIAN STUDENTS CORPORATION - NEO-LITHUANIA
Parodos 26
Kaunas (LT)
Tel: +370/611/378.70
E-mail: genija@one.lt

ASSOCIATION OF HUNGARIAN GIRL GUIDES
Balzac utca 21
1136-Budapest (HU)
Tel: +36/30/255.54.64
E-mail: zsofi.szlai@freemail.hu

EUROMED MOVEMENT (MALTA)
P.O. BOX 580
Valletta (MT)
Tel: +356/21/24.99.00
Fax: +356/21/24.42.04
E-mail: joe.mifsud@mlp.org.mt

INIZJAMED
325, Trig Tonna Barthet
STJ 14-Pembroke (MT)
Tel: +356/21/221.096
Fax: +356/21/344.914
E-mail: prissy@maltanet.net

EUROPEJSKIE CENTRUM MLODZIEZY
Golebia 24
31-007-Cracow (PL)
Tel: +48/60/457.94.21
Fax: +48/71/79.28.679
E-mail: wojcikmagda@gazeta.pl

SEMPER AVANTI (STOWARZYSZENIE)
pl. Sw. Macieja 5
50-244-Wroclaw (PL)
Tel: +48/60/457.94.21
Fax: +48/71/79.28.679
E-mail: avanti@indexin.com.pl

SFORUM 2000
Jeleni 15
119 08-Prague (CZ)
Tel: +44/7816/29.91.92
E-mail: katerina.klimova@centrum.cz

MT "ALTERNATIVA"
Nikola Petrov 39
5100-Gorna Oriahovica (BG)
Tel: +359/81/83.31.77
Fax: +359/81/86.02.03
E-mail: s_hristov@excite.com

BRASOV COUNTY FEDERATION OF YOUTH NGO'S
Lunga 130
2200-Brasov (RO)
Tel: +40/723/185.233
Fax: +40/268/313.026
E-mail: romulusoprica@yahoo.com

ASA
Rasimpasa Mahallesi, Recaizade Sikak, No 77/2
81300-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/505/291.04.28
E-mail: volkan_uslu_cem@hotmail.com

AURUPA ÖGREN LILER GENEL FORUMU
Cukurova Universitesi Kultur Mudurlugu Balcali
01130-Adana (TR)
BACLUB YOUTH TEAM
D.E.U.Tinaztepe Kampusu Isletme Fakultesi
35160-Izmir (TR)
Tel: +90/535/623.75.99
Fax: +90/232/453.50.67
E-mail: baclubyouth@yahoo.com

LOCAL AGENDA 21 BURSA YOUTH COUNCIL
Kulturpark ICI-Genclick EVI
16-Bursa (TR)
Tel: +90/505/358.86.94
Fax: +90/224/234.85.67
E-mail: togay_bgk@yahoo.com

MARMARA COMMUNITY
Marmara Community Klubu Goztepe Kampusu Kat .2, Kuyubasi
81040-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/533/811.72.49
E-mail: Naimozgur1980@yahoo.com

ANET NOOR
07, Lafayette Street
16000-Algiers (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/64.40.26
Fax: +213/21/64.40.26
E-mail: ongnoor@hotmail.com

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION AMMAN / YWCA AMMAN
Jebel Amman-Mithqal El Fayez Street P.B. 5014
11183-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/79/50.00.258
Fax: +962/6/461.68.91
E-mail: zabanehsg@state.gov

ARKAN YOUTH GROUP
Bait Hanina
51546-Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/59/76.89.18
Fax: +972/2/628.33.51
E-mail: arkan_ler@yahoo.com

PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION
Al-Zahraa Street
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/67/42.32.82
Fax: +972/2/98.13.13
E-mail: habboush125@hotmail.com

PANORAMA CENTER,THE PALESTINIAN CENTER FOR THE DISSIMENATION OF DEMOCRACY AND
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT JERUSALEM BRANCH
Ibn batuta Street,3rd floor, East Jerusalem
10520-Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/234.51.23
Fax: +972/2/628.11.51
E-mail: rawan_natsheh@yahoo.com

ASOCIACIÓN XARXA
Joan D’Austria 8
46160-Llíria (ES)
Tel: +34/96/279.02.02
Fax: +34/96/279.25.95
E-mail: xarxafor@infonegocio.com
ESPACIOS DEL HOMBRE
9 Rocinante St.
28034-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34/91/364.57.56
Fax: +34/91/397.16.22
E-mail: essaision@hotmail.com

Project Reference: 117996-512-JO-06-2004-R1
Beneficiary: UNITED GLOBE ASSOCIATION - JORDAN INTERFAITH ACTION CC

Project Title: Once Upon a Time in Euro-Med - Seminar  "Hercules meets Sindbad"

The participants of the seminar will discuss and share cultural and traditional stories from the different countries in order to discover the cultural experience that these stories reflect. The participants will also discuss using the traditional stories as an instrument to bring people together and creating future projects in this thematic framework. The working methods during the seminar are based on open space techniques.

Grant: 37583 €
Venue: Amman (JO)

Contact Person:
ALABBADI Anas
Swafeh, Ali Yahya Sarayrah St 32, 3rd F. Ap.5 PO Box 140693
11814 Amman (JO)
Fax: +962/6/582.42.07
E-mail: aabadi@uri.org

Partners:
ASSOCIAZIONE PER LA FORMAZIONE, GLI SCAMBI E LE ATTIVITÀ INTERCULTURALI
Viale Dei Colli Portuensi, 345 B2
00151-Rome (IT)
Tel: +39/065/37.03.32
Fax: +39/065/820.14.42
E-mail: s.vannelli@afsai.it

CSEAAM
Via XXI Agosto 42
189127-Reggio Calabria (IT)
Tel: +39/0965/89.02.04
E-mail: Cseaam3@libero.it

EUROGIOVANI - GRUPPO SPONTANEO PER IL VOLONTARIATO
via Lago di Varano 9
00010-Roma - Villa Adriana (IT)
Tel: +39/347/548.71.37
Fax: +39/0774/53.27.64
E-mail: eurogiovani@tiscalinet.it

UFFICIO SCAMBI INTERNAZIONALI-CITTÀ DI TORINO
Via Delle Orfane 20/22
10122-Torino (IT)
Tel: +39/011/442 49 47
Fax: +39/011/443 48 31

PANAGROTIKOS SYNDYSMOS CYPRUS
15 K. Matsu and Samou Str. Elvasti Built. n° 12
1687-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357/22/42.28.09
Fax: +357/22/42.33.58
E-mail: youngframers@panagrotikos.org.cy

AKZENTE SALZBURG
Glockengasse 4c
5020-Salzburg (AT)
Tel: +43/662/84.92.91-36
Fax: +43/662/84.92.91-16
E-mail: v.sommerauer@akzente.net

EUROPEJSKIE CENTRUM MLODZIEZY
Golebia 24
31-007-Cracow (PL)
Tel: +48/600/90.10.01
Fax: +48/12/422.63.06
E-mail: wojcikmagda@gazeta.pl
SOLJOVENS
R. Dr. Jose Antunes Vaz Serra 5
3020-127-Coimbra (PT)
Tel: +351/919/16.66.68
E-mail: miavargas@hotmail.com

OBCIANSKE ZDRUZENIE PRE EDUKACIU SABINOVA
Komenského 40
083 01-Sabinov (SK)
Tel: +421/902/29.60.75
Fax: +421/51/452.30.74
E-mail: zusz@centrum.sk

UNITED ASSOCIATION IN PARKSCHOOL
Vintergatan 17
891 38-Örnsköldsvik (SE)
Tel: +46/660/82.729
Fax: +46/660/88.356
E-mail: ruth-hornlund@hotmail.com

EDUCATION AND RESEARCH COMMUNITY
Bogazici university, Bebek
34342-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/536/717.04.51
Fax: +90/212/359.66.58
E-mail: akbıyık@boun.edu.tr

MARMARA COMMUNITY
Marmara Community Klubu Goztepe Kampusu Kat .2, Kuyubasi
81040-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/533/811.72.49
E-mail: Naimozgur1980@yahoo.com

ASSOCIATION DES ACTIVITES DE JEUNES BOUSSERAK FATMA
Rue Harchaoui salah
15000-Tizi Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/72/78.82.86
E-mail: Beloumi@hotmail.com

EGYPTIAN FUTURE YOUTH FOUNDATION
11 Sarofem street
61111-El Minia (EG)
Tel: +20/10/663.43.34
Fax: +20/86/34.39.53
E-mail: Ahmed_euromed@yahoo.com

LOGHAT AL ASR
Al-mokhayem El-daem St., Al-Azharani
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/12/386.21.13
E-mail: loghat_alasr@yahoo.com

UNITED RELIGIONS INITIATIVE,EGYPT COOPERATION CIRCLE
10 Shetwi St. Off Misr & Sudan St., Hadayek El Kobba
11331-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/834.30.44
Fax: +20/2/587.58.64
E-mail: Y_adel@hotmail.com

TAKING IT GLOBAL
Rue Aziza Othmana. Imm Zitouna. N° 14
1004-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/98/36.19.16
E-mail: rim_nour@yahoo.fr

JUST ONE ESTONIAN GROUP
Lembitu 14-27
10114-Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +372/55/60.56.57
E-mail: evely_reitalu@hotmail.com
YOUTH programme Projects with Mediterranean countries

NGO UNION R.A.A.A.M.
Süda 8 - 7a
10118-Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +372/56/68.58.80
E-mail: Mart.meos@mail.ee

ASOCIACION JUVENIL EL CONSUL
Aristófanes, 4 - 1º
29010-Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34/669/34.79.44
E-mail: ajconsul@hotmail.com

LA PEPA- PLATFORM FOR THE EXPRESSION AND PROMOTION OF ALTERNATIVES
C/ Ausiàs Marc 60
08010-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/68/695.07.37
Fax: +34/93/265.51.58
E-mail: Pilarin@moviments.net

SERVICIO VOLUNTARIO INTERNACIONAL - CATALUNYA
C/Carme 95 bajos 2 nda
08001-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/441.70.79
Fax: +34/93/441.70.18
E-mail: eva_veroli@yahoo.es

AVICENNE
MDA 13: 11 rue Caillaux
75013-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/6/20.88.47.57
E-mail: zaouifaiza@yahoo.fr

Project Reference: 119971-512-JO-09-2004-R3
**Beneficiary:** SECOURS POPULAIRE LIBANAIS - CENTRE DES ACTIVITÉS SCIENTIFIQUES ET TECHNIQUES

**Project Title:** Réseau euromed pour le développement durable

EuroMed network sustainable development is the seminar presented by Secours populaire Libanais (SPL) - centre des activités scientifiques et techniques - an association which addresses its ecological and sportive activities to children and young people. The seminar will gather 24 youth workers from LB, DE, ES, FR, SY, MA (4 from each country) in Tripoli. During the seminar the participants will exchange ideas and educational practices on how to develop innovative projects linked to sustainable development and respect for cultural diversity. The seminar is a starting point in the establishment of the Euromed network between these associations. With this seminar the promoter wants to stimulate the development of projects under Euro-Med youth programme as a tool to engage young people in sustainable development issues.

**Grant:** 12293 €

**Venue:** Tripoli (LB)

**Contact Person:**
AL ACHKAR Ghassan
Corniche El Mazraa imm. el saiid
Beirut (LB)
Fax: +961/1/31.47.08
E-mail: Khalilh2000@hotmail.com

**Partners:**
CLUB SCIENTIFIQUE DE L’ASSOCIATION BOUREGREG
avenue Sakia Al Hamra Bettana
Salé (MA)
Tel: +212/61.39.05.51
Fax: +212/37.83.22.68
E-mail: bellahcen@wanadoo.net.ma

UNION DE LA JEUNESSE DE LA RÉVOLUTION
Baramekah
3045-Damas (SY)
Tel: +963/11/212.37.86
Fax: +963/11/212.10.07
E-mail: syryouth@mail.sy

ARBEIT UND LEBEN DGB/VHS HAMBURG E.V
Besenbindershof 60
20097-Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +49/40/28.40.16.15
Fax: +49/40/28.40.16.16
E-mail: maike.merten@hamburg.arbeitundleben.de

ASSOCIATION CATALUNYA - LIBANO
Via Laietana,45 1er-1a
08003-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/93/30.26.204
Fax: +34/93/28.47.253
E-mail: catliban@martel.es

ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE DES PETITS DÉBROUILLARDS
La Halle aux Cuirs
75 930-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/01/40.05.84.42
Fax: +33/01/40.05.75.05
E-mail: l.larque@lespetitsdebrouillards.org

**Project Reference:** 117245-512-LB-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION KAMEH

Project Title: La situation de la jeunesse dans le pays euroméditerranéen

The project "La situation de la Jeunesse dans les pays Euroméditerranéens" is a study visit aiming to analyse the situation of youth in the Euro-Mediterranean countries. The visit will address the situation of Lebanese young people, and it will aim to create new contacts to develop a youth exchange in the future. The programme will include the meetings with local associations working socio-cultural and women's issues, workshops and discussion among the partners on future cooperation modalities.

Grant: 13038 €
Venue: Tyr (LB)

Contact Person:
TRABOULSY Imane
RUE DALLAA IMMEUBLE DANDACHLI 3ème étage
Saida (LB)
Fax: +961/7/722.449
E-mail: traboulsy_iman@yahoo.fr

Partners:
PLATE FORME JEUNESSE
Rue Vieille Eglise 5b
5670-Nismes (BE)
Tel: 32/477/65.31.14
Fax: +32/60/31.22.67
E-mail: virginie.somme@win.be

ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE CIVITAS SOLIS
Via Caprera 28
89044-Locri (IT)
Tel: +39/0964/23.27.91
E-mail: civitassolis@inwind.it

ASSOCIATION NATIONALE CULTURELLE & ECHANGES ENTRE JEUNES
B.P. N° 63 B Bordj Menaiel
35200-Boumerdes (DZ)
Tel: +213/24/88.83.83
Fax: +213/24/88.86.86
E-mail: Acej-Int@yahoo.fr

ASSOCIATION D'AMITIÉ DES VILLES JUMELÉES D'HAMMAMET
Mairie D'Hammamet
8050-Hammamet (TN)
Tel: +216/98/20.99.36
Fax: +216/72/27.91.51
E-mail: Guembri_medali@yahoo.fr

ASOCIACIÓN JUVENIL LA GALIA
R. Buitrago s/n
28739-Pinilla De Buitrago (ES)
Tel: +34/67/987.88.61
Fax: +34/91/497.47.99
E-mail: dforonda@cbm.uam.es

AVICENNE : ACTION DE VALORISATION INTERCULTURELLE POUR LA COOPERATION EUROMEDITERRANÉENNE
MDA 13 : 11 Rue Caillaux
75013-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/6/20.88.47.57
E-mail: faiza.zaoui@voila.fr

Project Reference: 117975-512-LB-04-2004-R1
Beneficiary: YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION

Project Title: Démocratie

The present project is a training course where the participants aim to achieve a common approach and understanding on the principles of democracy by exchanging ideas on the subject. The general idea is to increase creativity and innovation in future projects under Action 1 and 2 and to increase the core of intercultural learning activities and methods.

Grant: 23329 €
Venue: (LB)

Contact Person:
FILFILI Pierre
Delta center, 3rd Floor - Horsh Tabet, Sin el-Fil
11-5520 Beirut (LB)
Fax: +961/1/49.17.40
E-mail: ymca@ymca-leb.org.lb

Partners:
CEMEA DEL MEZZOGIORNO
Via Forte Braccio 1/A
00176-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/06/278.67.296
Fax: +39/06/278.01.110
E-mail: messori@replay.cemea.it

COOPERATIVA ALTREESTRADE
Padova (IT)
Tel: +39/3890/11.20.00
E-mail: francescrazamboni@katamail.com

NOVA PORTA
Talsu street 5
3101-Tukums (LV)
Tel: +371/9/403.332
Fax: +371/3/181.021
E-mail: kaspars@nvo.pro.lv

TERMINAL ONE YOUTH CENTRE
9, logan street, blantyre
G72 0NT-Glasgow (UK)
Tel: +44/1698/829.455
Fax: +44/1698/327.245
E-mail: Catherine.martin1@btinternet.com

ASSOCIATION "ETOILE CULTURELLE" D'AKBOU
BP30 Akbou Hopital
06200-Akbou (DZ)
Tel: +213/3/435.73.23
Fax: +213/3/435.86.61
E-mail: louliasalah@hotmail.com

TANMYA BELA HEDOD "DEVELOPMENT NO BORDERS"
2 El Margushi St, 6th area
11391-Nasr City Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/10/155.92.00
Fax: +20/2/670.17.27
E-mail: Shaaboksha@hotmail.com, Bela7odod@hotmail.com

Beneficiary: PROGRESSIVE YOUTH ORGANIZATION

Project Title: Euro-Med Training Course on EVS and Intercultural Learning

The project consists of a training course that would enable young workers and youth leaders active or interested in Euro-Mediterranean youth projects to deeply analyse the Action 2 of the YOUTH programme in order to develop intercultural learning and non-formal education with young people. The partners intend to have a better understanding about EVS, achieve closer co-operation and to initiate common projects in this field. The project is focused on developing a better understanding of EVS in order to improve the quality of future projects.

Grant: 23886 €
Venue: Beirut (LB)

Contact Person:
SHAYA Ziad
Jabal El Arab Street Wata Elmousietbeth P.O box 14 - 5287
11-2893 PSP bldg Beirut (LB)
Fax: +961/1/303.455
E-mail: youth@psp.org.lb

Partners:
AFSAI
Colli Portuensi 345-B2
00151-Rome (IT)
Tel: +39/06/537.03.32
Fax: +39/06/582.01.442
E-mail: maset@afsai.it

PUBLIC AGENCY OF TUKUMS REGION ‘SOCIAL ASSISTANCE COORDINATION CENTER
Tukums (LV)
Tel: +371/925.57.74
Fax: +371/318.10.21
E-mail: ieva@nvo.pro.lv

ASSOCIACAO TERRAS DO BAIXO GUADIANA
Rua de Timor Espaco Comercial
8970-064-Alcoulim (PT)
Tel: +351/281/546.285
Fax: +351/281/546.298
E-mail: geral@atbaixoguadiana.pt; filomenatbg@iol.pt

YOUTH SERVICE CENTER IN EKSJO
Kaserngatan 16
SE 575 80-Eksjo (SE)
Tel: +46/381/361.57
Fax: +46/381/361.59
E-mail: mickan.thor@eksjo.se

EGYPTIAN ORGANISATION FOR COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT
9 Ibn Affan Square
11231-Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/2/760.26.25 ; 760.41.25
Fax: +20/2/760.26.25 ; 760.41.25
E-mail: mageacd@soficom.com.eg

JUNIOR EGYPTIAN EUROPEAN PARTNERSHIP CHAMBER
46, Syria st., Mohandesin
12657-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/10/643.73.33
Fax: +20/2/345.37.87
E-mail: smilemary3@yahoo.com

THE QUEEN ZEIN AL SHARAF INSTITUTE FOR DEVELOPMENT (ZENID)
Al-Hashmi Al Shamali
230511-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/6/505.24.31
Fax: +962/6/505.24.35
E-mail: dina.j@zenid.org.jp
ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DE JEUNES MAGHRÉBINS
Parc Bir Tarraz
2040-Rades (TN)
Tel: +216/71/44.36.31
Fax: +216/71/44.26.77
E-mail: mebarek_chouchene@yahoo.fr

PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION
Al-Zahraa Street
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/2/289.37.47
Fax: +972/2/22.98.13.13
E-mail: pyu2002@hotmail.com

PROGRAMA PLAN JOVEN E INTERCAMBIOS JUVENILES. SERVICIO DE JUVENTUD. AYUNTAMIENTO DE MURCIA,
Avenida del Rocío s/n Palacio de los Deportes
30007-Murcia (ES)
Tel: +34/968/20.11.07
Fax: +34/968/23.66.63
E-mail: planjoven@ayto-murcia.es

CENTRE SOCIAL SAINT MAURONT-BELLEVUE
143, rue Félix Pyat BP3
13301-Marseille (FR)
Tel: +33/4/91.08.73.86
Fax: +33/4/91.21.51.26
E-mail: Hassinahamdad@hotmail.com

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION RENCONTRE MAROC

Project Title: L'apport de l'interculturalité dans les projets associatifs de jeunesse euroméditerranéens

The aims of the seminar are to examine the possibility of working together and to set up projects addressed to young people in Mediterranean area. The participants will discuss how to overcome the technical and administrative difficulties faced in developing a project with Mediterranean countries. Special attention will be paid to the development of youth activities under EuroMed Youth programme.

Grant: 14442 €
Venue: Fes (MA)

Contact Person:
SABIK Salaheddine
3, rue Asfi V.N Meknès
Meknès (MA)
Fax: +212/55/40.22.72
E-mail: Rencontre.maroc@voila.fr

Partners:
BUNDESARBEITSKREIS ARBEIT UND LEBEN
Hans-Böckler-Str. 39
40476-Düsseldorf (DE)
Tel: +49/211/4301.182
Fax: +49/211/4301.103
E-mail: mitton@arbeitundleben.de

ASSOCIATION DES JEUNES MÉDITERRANNÉES POUR LES ÉCHANGES CULTUREL
Résidence jeunesse 21 - la corniche - sousse
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: +216/98/98.39.48
Fax: +216/73/21.33.73
E-mail: mjckk@francite.com

ASSOCIATION RENCONTRE
36 rue Thiers
59140-Dunkerque (FR)
Tel: +33/3/28.24.98.46
Fax: +33/3/28.24.98.41
E-mail: abecquet@asso-rencontre.com

Project Reference: 117139-512-MA-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: **THAQAFAT ASSOCIATION**

**Project Title:** Building Understanding Between Islam and Other Religions

This study visit to Morocco is presented by Thaqafat association - a newly created organisation promoting the Moroccan culture and its openness to other cultures. 12 youth workers (2IE, 2DE, 2UK, 2TR, 2EG, 2MA) will be visiting different associations in order to set up contacts for future Euro-Med projects. This study visit will help the youth workers to exchange good practices and to get knowledge on youth policies in Morocco. The study visit will also include an overview of the multiculturalism, the religious diversity of Morocco and the daily life issues related to youth and religion.

**Grant:** 9895 €

**Venue:** (MA)

**Contact Person:**
CHERID'OUEZZAN Farah
Avenue Laalou, Derb Jirari, Zankat Hassani # 11, Medina
10101 Rabat (MA)
Fax: +212/37/20.23.67
E-mail: cccl@cccl-ma.com

**Partners:**

**E.I.L. EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING**
287 Worcester road
WR14 4NB-Malvern (UK)
Tel: +44/1684/56.25.77
Fax: +44/1684/56.22.12
E-mail: d.shaddick@eiluk.org

**EXPERIMENT IN INTERNATIONAL LIVING IN TURKEY**
Etiter, Nisbetiye Cad. N° 15 K:2
80630-Etiler Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/212/257.09.05
Fax: +90/212/257.04.01
E-mail: zeynep@experiment.org.tr

**EGYPTIAN ORGANISATION FOR COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT**
9 ibn Affan Square
11231-Giza (EG)
Tel: +202/760.41.25
E-mail: mageacd@soficom.com.eg

**EXPERIMENT E.V.**
Friesdorfer Str. 194a
53175-Bonn (DE)
Tel: +49/228/957.22.19
Fax: +49/228/35.82.82
E-mail: probst@experiment-ev.de

**EIL - EDUCATIONAL & CULTURAL TRAVEL**
1 Empress Place-Summerhill North
Cork (IE)
Tel: +353/21/455.15.35
Fax: +353/21/455.15.87
E-mail: kevin@eilireland.org

**Project Reference:** 117261-512-MA-01-2004-R0
The project ‘For a better follow-up and monitoring of EVS voluntary workers’ has been submitted by the organisation Moroccan Social Workshops’ (CSM). The seminar will take place in Rabat and will bring together 24 participants from FI(3), IT(3), ES(3), PT(3), MA(3), TN(3), TR(3), and DZ(3). CSM is a NGO that promotes voluntary service among the population and in particular among young Moroccans. The organisation operates in different areas: social activities, protection of the environment, school development, organisation of international workshops, training, etc. The proposed seminar will focus on the importance of good guidance and integration of the voluntary workers in their host project.

**Grant:** 15920 €  
**Venue:** Rabat (MA)

**Contact Person:**  
RAZIQ ABDERRAZAK  
BP456  
Rabat (MA)  
Fax: +212/37/69.89.50  
E-mail: csm@wanadoo.net.ma

**Partners:**  
**LEGAMBIENTE ONLUS**  
Via Salaria 403  
00199-Roma (IT)  
Tel: +39/068/626.83.26  
Fax: +39/068/626.83.19  
E-mail: p.maddonni@mail.legambiente.com

**D’ORFEU - ASSOCIAÇÃO CULTURAL**  
Rua Eng. Julio Portela 6  
3750-158-Agueda (PT)  
Tel: +351/234/60.31.64  
Fax: +351/234/60.48.42  
E-mail: dorfeu@dorfeu.com

**MAAILMANVAIHTO RY - ICYE FINLAND**  
Pitkänsillanranta 11  
00530-Helsinki (FI)  
Tel: +358/9/774.11.01  
Fax: +358/9/731.04.146  
E-mail: maailmanvaihto@maailmanvaihto.fi

**MARMARA COMMUNITY**  
Marmara Community Klubu Goztepe Kampusu Kat .2, Kuyubasi  
81040-Istanbul (TR)  
Tel: +90/533/811.72.49  
E-mail: Naimozgur1980@yahoo.com

**ASSOCIATION DE VOLONTARIAT "TOUIZA" DE LA WILAYA D'ALGER**  
18 Rue Abdelaziz Mouzaoui  
16027-Alger (DZ)  
Tel: +213/021/43.42.44  
Fax: +213/021/43.42.44  
E-mail: touizaanimation@hotmail.com

**ASSOCIATION TUNISIENNE D’ACTION VOLONTAIRE**  
Maison du R CD D - Avenue Mohamed V  
1100-Tunis (TN)  
Tel: +216/71.252.029  
Fax: +216/71.25.21.02  
E-mail: UTOJ@email.ati.tn
ASOCIACIÓN PARA LA INTEGRACIÓN Y PROGRESO DE LAS CULTURAS - PANDORA
Gran Vía, 71 - 2º
28013-Madrid (ES)
Tel: +34/91/758.97.32
Fax: +34/91/559.06.79
E-mail: aipc@aipc-pandora

Project Reference: 117974-512-MA-04-2004-R1
Beneficiary: L'ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE POUR LA COMMUNICATION ET LE DÉVELOPPEMENT

Project Title: Promotion des valeurs des droits humains et de la citoyenneté chez les jeunes.

The activity 'Promotion des valeurs des droits humains et de la citoyenneté chez les jeunes' is presented by the applicant organisation 'l'Association Culturelle pour la Communication et le Développement', a student organisation working in the social field. The 5 day seminar will gather 28 participants and youth leaders, coming from ES(4), FR(5), IT(1), BE(3), SE(1) and TN(2), DZ(4), MA(5), TO(1) and MT(2). The seminar shall promote dialogue and exchanges among the civil society and the local community on the theme of human rights and citizenship. Some conferences and debates will be organised on several themes: democracy and development, religions and secularity, role of the YOUTH programme in the Euro-Med process, etc.

Grant: 16490 €
Venue: Oujda (MA)

Contact Person:
HAMDI Tayeb
15 Avenue Afriqiya
92000 Larache (MA)
Fax: +212/37/26.42.21
E-mail: f.d@menara.ma

Partners:
JONG GROEN!
Sergeant Debruynestraat 78-82
1070-Brussels (BE)
Tel: +32/472/49.06.46
Fax: +32/2/290.91.17
E-mail: jokevandeputte@yahoo.com

MOUVEMENT DES JEUNES SOCIALISTES (MJS)
Bl. de l'Empereur, 15
1000-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/497.82.24.12
E-mail: tsouza@skynet.be

ALTERNATTIVA DEMOKRATIKA ZGHAZAGH - GREEN YOUTH MALTA
10, Manwel Dimech Street
Sliema (MT)
Tel: +356/21/22.12.81 ; +356/21/31.03.51
E-mail: ndebono@ba-malta.org

RASSEMBLEMENT ACTIONS JEUNESSE
25 rue Duc Decart BP 77 Port Said
16000-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/72.36.66
Fax: +213/21/72.36.66
E-mail: med.mechraoui@voila.fr

FIDELITE A LA DEMOCRATIE
18, Rue de la Meque, Apt 3, Hassan
10000-Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/61/197.204
Fax: +212/39/520.892
E-mail: tayebhamdi@yahoo.fr

UNION DES JEUNESSES MAGHREBINES
Bd Chouhada LOT : Talhaoui n°6
Oujda (MA)
Tel: +212/68/37.25.52
E-mail: U.J.M.MAROC@caramail.com

REDACTIVA
Diputacio 88, Pal 2
08015-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/678/78.34.20
Fax: +33/618/48.19.73
E-mail: alexhache@teline.es ; julien@gandabacha.com
AGISSONS SUR LA MONDIALISATION
Nord Pas-De-Calais (FR)
Tel: +33/6/23.04.30.67
E-mail: clemenceroger@wanadoo.fr

FÉDÉRATION NATIONAL LÉO LAGRANGE
Pantin (FR)
Tel: +33/14.810.65.65
Fax: +33/14.810.65.66
E-mail: Christophe.berardi@leolagrange.org

JEUNESSE DES DEMOCRATES MAROCAINS A L'ETRANGER
Maison des association,3 place Anatole France
93311-Le Pre Saint Gervais (FR)
Tel: +33/6/07.67.07.81
Fax: 33/1/49.42.73.71
E-mail: 0607670781@orange.fr

MOUVEMENT DES JEUNES SOCIALISTES
10 rue de Solférino
75007-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/45.56.79.99
Fax: +33/1/45.56.77.66

Beneficiary: FOUNDATION EL TALLER

Project Title: Young women's role in Euro-mediterranean communities

The promoter proposes a training course aiming at strengthening the capacities of youth in civil society through intercultural education and exchange on the crucial role of young women. The training will emphasise the value of gender equality in social harmony through conversations across cultures.

Grant: 23181 €
Venue: Tunis (TN)

Contact Person:
KUMAR Corinne
2, rue El Ghazali
1004 Tunis (TN)
Fax: +216/71/75.15.70
E-mail: eltaller@gnet.tn

Partners:
HUMANA GLOBAL-TRAINING AND EDUCATION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS
Rua Bernardim Ribeiro,51-2ºfrente
3000-069-Coimbra (PT)
Tel: +351/96/554.68.79
Fax: +351/23/970.52.78
E-mail: vanimag@humana-global.org

UNION OF LEBANESE DEMOCRATIC YOUTH
MAR - Elias
880-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/3/89.05.39
Fax: +961/1/30.55.08
E-mail: samirdiab@hotmail.com

PALESTINIAN YOUTH UNION
AL-Nozha ST.
1323-Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/2/288.13.13/4
Fax: +970/2/295.78.10
E-mail: Duaa_5@hotmail.com

HELLENIC ASSOCIATION OF YOUTH INFORMATICS
I.Fokianou 34-40
11635-Athina (GR)
Tel: +30/210/729.10.15
Fax: +30/210/729.10.15
E-mail: info@informatics.org.gr

Project Reference: 117138-512-TN-03-2004-R0
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE

Project Title: L'interculturel en action

The Association of the Friends of Youth and Culture Centre in Metline is a Tunisian organisation. Its aim is to provide support to the activities of this Centre, to develop cultural and sporting activities for young people and to foster their mobility. The promoter proposes the organisation of a training course called 'interculture in action' for 24 participants (3 FR, 3 GR, 1 IT, 2 DE, 1 BE, 2 PT, 6 TN, 2 DZ, 2 JO, 2 MA) in Monastir (TN). The aim is to train youth activity leaders and/or persons responsible for youth organisations in managing and animating intercultural groups in the Euro-Med context, leading to a global understanding of the notion of a youth project, thus contributing to the development of new youth projects.

Grant: 21511 €
Venue: Monastir (TN)

Contact Person:
DEMNI Ahmed
Boulevard de l'Environnement Metline
7034 Metline (TN)
Fax: +216/72/446.477
E-mail: Mjc.metline@planet.tn

Partners:
GROUPE CONTACT ET SENSIBILISATION
Rue de Liedekerke 134
1210-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/219.97.40
Fax: +32/2/219.97.40
E-mail: sonitr@sonitriki@hotmail.com

ASSOCIAÇÃO SÓJOVEM
Trav Joao de Deus S/N
4445475-Ermesinde (PT)
Tel: +351/91/640.11.43
Fax: +351/22/975.99.44
E-mail: romeu_maia@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE DES JEUNES HANDICAPES DE TIZI-OUZOU
17,Rue Bouiaziz Rezki
15000-Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/17/13.08.13
Fax: +213/26/22.22.75
E-mail: shk992002@yahoo.fr

JORDANIAN SPORT ACTIVITY CLUB
Acros Street of St George Church
Madaba (JO)
Tel: +96/27/959.15.575
Fax: +96/62/532.53.569

COMITE CULTUREL LOCAL DE MONASTIR
Complex Culturel
5000-Monastir (TN)
Tel: +216/73/46.26.65

LUCK
30 Rue Rosa Bonheur
33138-Lanton (FR)
Tel: +33/6/66.14.54.82
E-mail: buijtenhuijs@wanadoo.fr

Project Reference: 117239-512-TN-02-2004-R0
Beneficiary: DISTRICT LEO 414

Project Title: Bridging the Mediterranean.

During the feasibility visit the participants will meet with local organisations, will discuss more in depth various aspects related to the training courses, and will get a knowledge on the Tunisian youth work and youth policies. The results of the feasibility visit will disseminated in TN by press releases and among the partner organisations.

Grant: 3042 €
Venue: Tunis (TN)

Contact Person:
FOURATI Aktham
4 rue mosbah jarbou, el manar III
2092 Tunis (TN)
Fax: +216/71/88.75.87
E-mail: aktham2@mailcity.com

Partners:
JEC LIBAN
El Mir Str.
29-Zouk Mikael (LB)
Tel: +961/374.87.02
E-mail: francoisfarage@yahoo.com

BERLINER ARBEITSKREIS FÜR POLITISCHE BILDUNG (BAPOB) E.V.
Tempelherrenstrasse, 17
10961-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/44 31 78 81
Fax: +49/30/44 31 78 83
E-mail: kubelh@yahoo.com

UNE TERRE CULTURELLE (UTC)
7 rue auphan BP 81
13003-Marseille (FR)
Tel: +33/4/91.08.73.86
Fax: +33/4/91.21.51.26
E-mail: hassinahamdad@hotmail.com

Beneficiary: **BUREAU RÉGIONAL DES ANCIENS ET AMATEURS DES COLONIES DE VACANCES SOUSSE**

**Project Title:** Ensemble pour avenir meilleur

Ensemble pour avenir meilleur is a contact making seminar presented by a regional non-governmental association working in the domain of children and youth. The aim of the contact making seminar is to bring together partners from different countries and start the cooperation for future activities under Euro-Med youth programme. Partners from different Mediterranean basin countries will get to know each others’ activities and discuss concrete projects ideas. Based on the exchange of experiences among the partners involved the activity is design as a tool to improve the quality of projects under EuroMed youth programme.

**Grant:** 16751 €

**Venue:** Sousse (TN)

**Contact Person:**
OUNAÏES Salah
rue de Sbeïtla, n°5
4000 Sousse (TN)
Fax: +216/73/23.67.87
E-mail: MKAMOUN2003@yahoo.fr

**Partners:**

**VIVA - ASSOCIATION DE TOLÉRANCE INTERCULTURELLE ET ANTI-RACISME**
Frank Craebeckxlaan 22
2100-Deurne (BE)
Tel: +32/496/61.89.40
E-mail: Ibenhajen@hotmail.com

**FEDERAZIONE DELLE CHIESE EVANGELICHE IN ITALIA**
Via Firenze 38
00184-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/06/482.51.20
Fax: +39/06/482.87.28
E-mail: Volontariato@fcei.it

**YOUTH CENTRE VILLA ELBA**
C/o Villa Elba, Sannanannantie 60
67100-Kokkola (FI)
Tel: +358/6/831.34.00
Fax: +358/6/831.34.48
E-mail: catarina.silvander@kokkola.fi

**A-NET YOUTHFORUM**
Skolgatan 8
91534-Anätset (SE)
Tel: +46/70/346.92.09
E-mail: antet@youthforum.nu, tori@robertsfors.se

**ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET L'EPANOUISEMENT DE LA JEUNESSE ALGERIENNE (ACDEJA)**
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug Villa 12 Ben Aknoun
Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/91.10.56
Fax: +213/21/91.50.44
E-mail: acdeja@yahoo.fr

**ASSOCIATION SCIENTIFIQUE EL MOUSTAKBEL**
36 Rue Mohamed Khemisti MISSERGHIN
31180-Oran (DZ)
Tel: +213/71/25.78.13
Fax: +213/41/49.09.51
E-mail: benaida.mohamed@caramail.com

**SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (SDA)**
150 Gamal abd elnasser st. - sidi bishr bahary
Alexandrie (EG)
Tel: +20/12/359.23.95
Fax: +20/12/590.81.18
E-mail: Haytem_k@yahoo.com
YOUTH programme

Projects with Mediterranean countries

CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND PEACE-BUILDING
Makdessi Street Jabbour Building 4th floor
Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/1/744.546
Fax: +961/3/350.344
E-mail: info@ccrp.org

AMEL ASSOCIATION
Mussaiteh, Daoud Abu Shakra street 14
5561-Beirut (LB)
Tel: +961/784.00.52
Fax: +961/160.32.27
E-mail: pierrewanna@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DE JEUNES DE KEBILI
Maison de jeunes Kebili route de Touzeur
4200-Kebili (TN)
Tel: +216/98.211.879
Fax: +216/75.490.635
E-mail: abdallah21@bonjour.fr

BUREAU RÉGIONAL DES ANCIENS ET AMATEURS DES COLONIES DE VACANCES SOUSSE
rue de Sbeitla, n°5
4000-Sousse (TN)
Tel: +216/98/98.09.43
Fax: +216/73/23.67.87
E-mail: MKAMOUN2003@yahoo.fr

EUROPEAN YOUTH LINK
Sivota
46100-Sivota-Igoumenitsa (GR)
Tel: +30/69/456.002.00
Fax: +30/26/650.932.75
E-mail: casivota@otenet.gr

KINISI ETHELONTON SCI HELLAS
Akadimias 78 D & Kiafas 1
108 78-Athens (GR)
Tel: +30/210/777.15.13
Fax: +30/210/777.15.13
E-mail: asifakis@hol.gr

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DU CLUB D'ENFANTS DE BIR M'CHERGA

Project Title: Saving Water

The seminar aims at providing a platform for discussions among 24 youth leaders (6IT, 6ES, 6DZ, 6TN) on how to raise awareness among young people about environmental issues. The exchange of best practices among the partner organisations is the core of the seminar. With a special focus on water management in the Mediterranean basin the seminar will provide the participants with knowledge and useful tools for the future activities. The programme is mainly focused on group discussion on the topic "saving the water" and in developing awareness strategies. Other activities such as visits to various water sources will provide the participants with an opportunity to experience reality in Tunisia. Sessions on planning future activities under Euro-Med youth programme are foreseen.

Grant: 16602 €
Venue: Gammart (TN)

Contact Person:
LABIDI Jalel
AV. Bourguiba
1141 Bir M'Cherga (TN)
Fax: +216/72/679.305
E-mail: Jwfarah2001@yahoo.fr

Partners:
LEGAMBIENTE CIRCOLO VALLE JATO "CHICO MENDES" ONLUS
Via Pave 3
90047-Partinico (IT)
Tel: +39/368/.691.754
Fax: +39/091/.878.19.17
E-mail: scassogino@tiscalinet.it

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET L'EPANOUISSEMENT DE LA JEUNESSE ALGERIENNE (ACDEJA)
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug Villa 12 Ben Aknoun
-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/91.10.56
Fax: +213/21/91.50.44
E-mail: acdeja@yahoo.fr

ASOCIACION JUVENIL EL CONSUL
Aristófanes, 4 - 1º
29010-Malaga (ES)
Tel: +34/669/34.79.44
E-mail: ajconsul@wanadoo.es

Project Reference: 117982-512-TN-09-2004-R1
**Beneficiary:** ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DU CLUB D'ENFANTS DE BIR M'CHERGA

**Project Title:** Women’s Hand

During the seminar the youth leaders and young people will explore the possibility of setting up youth exchanges addressed to young rural women or youth exchanges focused on several thematic related to the role of the rural women in the society. Visits to different families in rural areas and different women associations will give a clear picture on the situation of the rural women and girls in Tunisia.

**Grant:** 15776 €

**Venue:** Hammamet (TN)

**Contact Person:**
ABIDI Jalel
AV. Hbib Bourguiba
1141 Mchergua (TN)
Fax: +216/72/679.305
E-mail: Jwfarah2001@yahoo.fr

**Partners:**

ASSOCIAZIONE ANABASIS
Via P. Borsellino 13
73020-Cursi (IT)
Tel: +39/339/835.75.58
Fax: +39/0836/33.20.16
E-mail: anabasis@libero.it

AQABA YOUTH FORUM
P.O Box 1200
77110-Aqaba (JO)
Tel: +962/79/56.00.551
Fax: +962/3/201.44.54
E-mail: shakkur@hotmail.com

ACT (AMITIE, COOPERATION, TOLERANCE)
13, Sidi, Hmama, Fès Jdid
30000-Fes (MA)
Tel: +212/61/58.08.59
E-mail: actmaroc@yahoo.fr, m.amouri@wafabank.co.ma

FUNDACIÓN CAUCE
Menéndez Pelayo 2, 1° oficina 6
47001-Valladolid (ES)
Tel: +34/620/081.288
Fax: +34/983/332.324
E-mail: roser@cece.es

SAVOIE JEUNESSE SANS FRONTIERES
106 Rue du Maroc
73100-Aix Les Bains (FR)
Tel: +33/4/79.88.33.05
Fax: +33/4/79.88.33.05
E-mail: SAVOIEJEUNESSESF@wanadoo.fr

**Project Reference:** 119984-512-TN-16-2004-R3
Les réseaux des jeunes en Méditerranée is a seminar that will bring together 36 participants from different countries: TN, DZ, MA, LB, JO, IT, ES, FR, PT, UK in Hammamet to discuss the concept and the necessity of establishing networks among young people from EU and Meda countries. Based on open space technology the seminar will offer the opportunity to the participants to discuss on different topics related to the concept of the network and will examine the possibility of creating a network among the associations involved. The establishment of a network among the partner organisations is envisaged as a follow up activity. The applicant is a NGO - part of commune of Hammamet - that aims at establishing cooperation between the city of Hammamet and other cities, based on bilateral cultural and economical benefit.

Grant: 19107 €
Venue: Hammamet (TN)

Contact Person: GUEMBRI Mohamed Ali
Mairie D'Hammamet
8050 Hammamet (TN)
Fax: +216/72/27.91.51
E-mail: Guembri_medali@yahoo.fr

Partners:
ASSOCIAZIONE CULTURALE CIVITAS SOLIS
Via Caprera 28
89044-Locri (IT)
Tel: +39/0964/23.27.91
E-mail: civitassolis@inwind.it

COMUNE DI S'ILARIO DELLO JONIO
Corso Umberto 1°
89040-S'Ilario Dello Jonio (IT)
Tel: +390964365006
Fax: +390964365412

ANIMA - PROJECTO DE FORMAÇÃO E COMUNICAÇÃO
R. De Camões 218, S/L.
4000 - 138-Porto (PT)
Tel: +351/934/25.70.22
Fax: +351/223/38.91.54
E-mail: josecaldas@hotmail.com

TREE OF LIFE CHARITY (N°326506)
3 Archer Road
SE 25 4JN-London (UK)
Tel: +44/208.405.83.81
E-mail: gedgadow@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE CADMOS
348 parc Ben Omar
16050-Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/2/28.18.77
Fax: +213/2/28.17.95
E-mail: Samira_negrouche@hotmail.com

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION AMMAN / YWCA AMMAN
Mithqal El Fayez Street
5014 11183-Ammam (JO)
Tel: +962/6/464.69.11 ; +962/79/508.70.71
Fax: +962/6/553.13.10
E-mail: Samahqk@yahoo.com

SECOURS POPULAIRE LIBANAIS
Nejme - Square - Immeuble Kassem 1er Etage
Saida (LB)
Tel: +961/3/97.52.21
E-mail: Imane_tr@hotmail.com
ACT (AMITIE, COOPERATION, TOLERANCE)
13, Sidi, Hmama, Fès Jdid
30000-Fes (MA)
Tel: +212/61/58.08.59
E-mail: actmaroc@yahoo.fr, m.amouri@wafabank.co.ma

VILLE D'HAMMAMET
Mairie d'Hammamet
8050-Hammamet (TN)
Tel: +216/98/33.25.33

ASOCIACION MUCHACHOS CIUDADESCUELA FORM.SOC.
avd. Dr. Fleming, 3
28912-Leganes (ES)
Tel: +34/1/606.59.97.67
Fax: +34/1/693.82.34
E-mail: cemusecretaria@eresmas.com

VILLE DE NEVERS
Nevers (FR)
Tel: +33/386.684.646
Fax: +33/386.68.46.12

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DE JEUNES MAGHRÉBINS

Project Title: L’art comme moyen d’intégration sociale des jeunes en difficultés

The training is intended for 24 youth workers who will get knowledge and improve skills on how to use artistic activities as tool for integration of young people facing social and professional difficulties. Through practical exercises during the training course the participants will acquire experience in artistic workshops such as animation, painting, dancing, handicraft etc. Through inputs from specialists, the participants will learn about the psychology of young people, needs analysis etc. The training will be based on the exchange of experience among the partners involved. As a result of the training course it is expected that the participants will use the knowledge and skills that they acquired during this training course. The promoter expects to publicise the activity through different information channels at local and national level.

Grant: 25658 €
Venue: Rades (TN)

Contact Person:
CHOUCHENE M’barek
Parc Bir Tarraz
2040 Rades (TN)
Fax: +216/71/44.26.77
E-mail: mebarek_chouchene@yahoo.fr

Partners:
COUNCIL OF LITHUANIAN YOUTH ORGANISATIONS/ LIETUVOS JAUNINIO ORGANIZACIJU TARYBA
Didzioji 8-5
2001-Vilnius (LT)
Tel: +370/65/95.98.59
Fax: +370/52/79.10.14
E-mail: kemas@lijot.lt

Richter - Youth Activity
Prins Hendrikklaan 19
1781 KA-Den Helder (NL)
Tel: +31/223/61.91.09
Fax: +31/223/61.72.06
E-mail: mathieu@richter-ya.com

Infoeck-Jugendinfo Tirol
Kaiser-Josef Strasse 1
6020-Innsbruck (AT)
Tel: +43/512/17.99
Fax: +43/512/58.55.66
E-mail: leo.kaserer@infoeck.at

Association Culturelle pour le Développement et l’Épanouissement de la Jeunesse Algérienne (ACDEJA)
Lotissement Sidi-Merzoug Villa 12 Ben Aknoun
Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/21/91.10.56
Fax: +213/21/91.50.44
E-mail: acdeja@yahoo.fr

Junior Egyptian EuroMed Partnership Chamber
46 Syria St, Mohandeseen
Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/20/01.30.03
Fax: +20/27/49.81.73
E-mail: Mohamed.adel-moustafa@vodafone.com

Youth Development Department
P.O. Box 54374
-Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/545/935.890
Fax: +972/2/234.33.54
E-mail: afnanm@hotmail.com
MEDIATION SOCIALE ET CULTURELLE - POLITIQUE DE LA VILLE D’ORLY
Centre administratif, 7 av Adrien Raynal
94310-Orly (FR)
Tel: +33/1/48.90.22.59
Fax: +33/1/48.90.20.80
E-mail: Azzedine.zoghbi@mairie-orly.fr

Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION DES AMIS DE LA MAISON DES JEUNES ET DE CULTURE DE METLINE

Project Title: The horizons of new Europe and the Mediterranean area

The aim of the contact making seminar is to create opportunities especially for the new member states to meet and hold discussions with partners in Meda countries. Through this activity new and qualitative projects under EuroMed youth programme are expected. The contact making seminar will enable the organisations to learn about each other and will facilitate discussions on future projects. The promoter envisages the production of a newsletter and its publication on a website, in addition to the production of a CD-rom of the results of the activity as well as information about the partner organisations involved.

Grant: 17609 €
Venue: Metline (TN)

Contact Person:
DEMNI Ahmed
Boulevard de l'Environnement Metline
7034 Metline (TN)
Fax: +216/72/446.477
E-mail: Mjc.metline@planet.tn

Partners:
C.N.T.I. - YOUTH PROMOTING PEACE
5, Promitheos Str, off 3
1065-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357/99/344.634
Fax: +357/22/873.821
E-mail: xencon@yahoo.com

INTER ACTIONS
16 rue fort wallis
2714-Luxembourg (LU)

"FEKETE SEREG" YOUTH ASSOSIATION
Petoft u.2
8291-Nagyyázsony (HU)
Tel: +36/88/264.772
Fax: +36/88/264.228
E-mail: karita@vazsonynet.hu

THE HEART TO HEART FOUNDATION
Niepodleglosci 13, 73-150
Lobez (PL)
Tel: +48/60/267.11.59
Fax: +48/91/397.43.73
E-mail: andrzej_zieba@go2.pl

DUHA PRAHA
Senovázné nám. 24
11 647-Praha (CZ)
Tel: +420/603/43.88.22
Fax: +420/261/21.20.54
E-mail: prokes@duha.cz; wxr@quick.cz

WINGS
Plavisko 79
034 01-Ruzomberok (SK)
Tel: +421/908/517.911
Fax: +421/44/431.44.69
E-mail: scheer@murk.sk

YOUTH EXCHANGE CLUB
Necatiy Caddesi 26/71
06400-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312.231.41.51
Fax: +90/312.230.12.04
E-mail: degisimkulup@yahoo.com
ASSOCIATION CONTACT JEUNES DE TIZI-OUZOU
600 logts bt D n°155 Nouvelle-Ville
15000-Tizi-Ouzou (DZ)
Tel: +213/71/37.14.23
Fax: +213/26/21.50.03
E-mail: mjsdjdz@yahoo.fr

ASSOCIATION CULTURELLE "NOISE"
Universite Douloud Dammeri
Alger (DZ)
Tel: +213/7/228.28.21
E-mail: erodblue@yahoo.fr

ASSOCIATION THIGHRI
Association Thighri Freha Tizi-Ouzou
15000-Freha (DZ)
Tel: +213/71/37.14.23
Fax: +213/26/21.50.03
E-mail: mjsdjdz@yahoo.fr

THE JUNIOR EGYPTIAN EURO MEDITERRANEAN PARTNERSHIP CHAMBER
46 Syria Street Al-Mohandeseen
202-Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/2/105.404.606
Fax: +20/2/760.83.05
E-mail: Tarek.AboaL-Hassan@vodafone.com.eg

THE JORDANIAN CENTER FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT (SHABAB)
P.O. BOX 540414
11937-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/79/240.824
Fax: +962/6/552.07.95
E-mail: fayrouzz@hotmail.com

ASSOCIATION LA COLOMBE BLANCHE POUR LA PROTECTION DES JEUNES HANDICAPÉES
Rue Melah bali BP 7542
93000-Tetouan (MA)
Tel: +212/66/10.95.09
Fax: +212/39/99.35.09
E-mail: Colombe@menara.ma

ASSOCIATION MAROCAINE POUR L'ÉDUCATION DE LA JEUNESSE - SECTION TANGER
Val Fleuri, rue la Tulipe N° 16 BIS
Tanger (MA)
Tel: +212/62/582.317
Fax: +212/39/33.16.17
E-mail: amejtanger@yahoo.fr

MAISON DES JEUNES MEUZEL JEMIL
rue Rachid Bachtobgi
7080- Meuzel Jemil (TN)
Tel: +97/210.358
E-mail: Boushaba_med@yahoo.fr

MAISON DES JEUNES UTIQUE
Maison des jeunes Utique
7060-Utique (TN)
Tel: +97/45/99.15
E-mail: salem.bouchen@voila.fr

EUROBRIDGE
Retke tee, 30
Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +372/693/57.21
E-mail: eurobridge@info.ee
TEGUSAD EESTI NOORED
Killustiku 10-7
11414-Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +372/556.16.00
Fax: +372/665.73.93
E-mail: marko@ten.ee

THIRST OF LIFE
Laanemere 19-33
13914-Tallinn (EE)
Tel: +372/5665.23.87
E-mail: maarja@iem.ee

VOCATIONAL CENTER
Ef Polemiston 103
73136-Chania (GR)
Tel: +30/2821/09.61.40
Fax: +30/2821/09.75.04
E-mail: knti@cha.forthnet.gr

PISTES SOLIDAIRES
13 hd Andre Bouis
83920-La Motte En Provence (FR)
Tel: +33/6607.60.92.33
Fax: +33/6494/601.539
E-mail: Oups-oups@club-internet.fr

TOGETHER
37, avenue Foch
57000-Metz (FR)
E-mail: togethersasl@wanadoo.fr

PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY WEST BANK AND GAZA STRIP, JERUZALEM EAST

Beneficiary: AL MUNTADA

Project Title: Scientific and technical culture in the heart of the Franco-Palestinian cooperation

Scientific and technical culture in the heart of the Franco-Palestinian cooperation is a practical training experience (job-shadowing) in Ramallah and Khan Younis (West Bank and Gaza Strip) involving two French participants from the partner organisation with similar profile to that of the promoter's. The partners will get to know each others' organisation and the pedagogical tools used, where after the summer activities will be introduced by the two participants in both regions, who will also contribute to the workshops during the summer camps. The last part of their stay will be devoted to evaluation and planning for future activities.

Grant: 1660 €
Venue: Ramallah, Khan Younis (PS)

Contact Person:
SOMIRY Nasser
El-Muhatta street
Khan Younis (PS)
Fax: +972/8/20.60.533
E-mail: muntada_gaza@yahoo.com

Partners:
ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE DES PETITS DÉBROUILLARDS
La Halle aux Cuirs
75 930-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/40.05.84.42
Fax: +33/1/40.05.75.05
E-mail: llarque@lespetitsdebrouillards.org

Project Reference: 117984-512-PS-01-2004-R1
Beneficiary: YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING

Project Title: Creative organizer Training - How to organize an International Exchange

The project focuses on training the young people in how to organize and manage international exchanges in the framework of YEU activities focusing on Intercultural Learning and Human Rights Education. The training is part of the YEU aim to expend and develop their network of cooperation in the Mediterranean region and it is also part of their training strategy launched in March 2002. The training is planned to take place on an annual basis.

Grant: 22838 €
Venue: CEULAJ Mollina (ES)

Contact Person:
DA SILVA Nuno
PO BOX 953
8001-911 Faro (PT)
Fax: +351/289/81.39.61
E-mail: silvamago@jackingprod.com

Partners:
YEU - ITALY - YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING ITALIA
Via Preti, 15 - Po Box 61
70056-Molfetta (Bari) (IT)
Tel: +39/328/486.35.37
Fax: +39/328/486.35.37
E-mail: president@yeuitalia.it

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING - CYPRUS
PO BOX 56 222
3317-Limassol (CY)
Tel: +357/99.35.02.90
E-mail: decpinaki@yahoo.com

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING (YEU) MALTA
Dar il-Hena, Triq il-Bard
QRM 04-Attard (MT)
Tel: +356/79/01.33.10
Fax: +356/23/61.86.90
E-mail: doreenbalzan@hsbc.com / doreen@waldonet.net.mt

ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DO ALGARVE
Rua Bombeiros Portugueses n° 4 - 1° Esq
8000-233-Faro (PT)
Tel: +351/966/20.59.69
Fax: +351/289/80.45.07
E-mail: k_fatshary@ackingprod.com

LONG TOWER YOUTH CLUB
Anne Street, Brandywell, Derry
BT48-Derry (UK)
Tel: +44/2781/35.86.28
Fax: +44/2781/26.40.12
E-mail: Stoned1001@hotmail.com

GENÇ ANLAYIS VE DEGISIM DERNEGI (GAD)
Mithatpasa cad. Inal Is Hani 31/1 Kizilay
06620-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/532/572.69.30
Fax: +90/312/435.88.01
E-mail: ukyo24@yahoo.com

TANMYA BELA HEDOD “DEVELOPMENT NO BORDERS”
2 El-Margoushi St. off Ibrahim nawarst,.el tefl, 6th
11391-Nasr Cairo (EG)
Tel: +202/12/386.21.73
Fax: +202/670.17.27
E-mail: Karimmawad3@yahoo.com
ASSOCIATION FOR ARAB YOUTH-BALADNA
12, hertzilia street
31996-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/852.30.35
Fax: +972/4/852.34.27
E-mail: info@baladnayouth.org

JEC LIBAN
El Mir Str.
29-Zouk Mikael (LB)
Tel: +961/374.87.02
E-mail: francoisfarage@yahoo.com

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNITY  E.V.
Lange Hecke 43
41462-Neuss (DE)
Tel: +49/177/333.57.11
Fax: +49/932/12.25.60
E-mail: YEU-mail@t-online.de

YEU TUNISIA
Route GREMDA KM 6 3062 Complexe N° 3 Sfax Tunisia
3062-Sfax (TN)
Tel: +216/98/64.25.55
Fax: +216/71/23.19.51
E-mail: mkacem@famex.org.tn

NAK GREECE
Despere 17
54621-Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +30/697/337.69.32
E-mail: Pnikole24@hotmail.com

OFICINA DE INFORMACION EUROPEA DEL JOVEN SEVILLANO
Plaza Monte Pirolo s/n - Edificio Hispano Aviación
41010-Sevilla (ES)
Tel: +34/954/50.56.84
Fax: +34/954/50.56.79
E-mail: oifeuropea.juventud@sevilla.org

*Project Reference: 117056-512-CE-02-2004-R0*
Beneficiary: EUROPEAN PLAY WORK ASSOCIATION E.P.A.

Project Title: "Saltare per Cambiare" "Jumping for change" - Euro Mediterranean training Course for Youth Work

E.P.A - European Play Work Association is an international network of community initiatives and associations and it aims to highlight, confront and challenge the problems of young people living in some of the most disadvantaged areas of Europe. The project is a 7 day training course bringing together 21 youth workers from 10 Mediterranean countries (LB2, TO2, TN2, MA2, TR2, GR2, PT2, ES2, UK2, IT3) in order to develop their youth work skills and methodology and to provide advanced insight into the YOUTH programme. The intention is to use E.P.A training methodologies of working, learning and playing together to ensure the sharing of experience and new knowledge. The participants of the training are youth workers who work in very poor communities, most of them have very limited knowledge of the YOUTH programme and the training will allow them to use the programme as their working tool in the future.

Grant: 19783 €
Venue: Palermo (IT)

Contact Person:
KIMMICH Christa Berta
Erzbergerstr.3
22765 Hamburg (DE)
Fax: +49/40/43.31.99
E-mail: epa@go-epa.org

Partners:
S.A.L.I.
Piazza Tavola Tonda, 19
90100-Palermo (IT)
Tel: +39/34/02.37.78.36
E-mail: enzaga@libero.it

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT CENTER
Ein El-Hilwek Camp the upper Street
Saida (LB)
Tel: +961/3/35.88.75
E-mail: skimaa@inco.com.lb

ASSOCIATION ESSALAM CITÉ PORTUGAISE EL JADIDA
24000-El Jadida (MA)
Tel: +212/23/35.36.07
E-mail: zila1@hotmail.com

ARsis - ASSOCIATION FOR THE SOCIAL SUPPORT OF YOUTH
Ptolemeon 35
54630-Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +30/2310/52.61.50
Fax: +30/2310/52.61.50
E-mail: infothes@arsis.gr

Project Reference: 117242-512-CE-09-2004-R0
Beneficiary: IFLRY

Project Title: Mediterranean Youth Action

IFLRY- International Federation of Liberal Youth is an international umbrella organisation of the liberal youth and student organisations around the world. Its main goal is to promote and represent the interests of youth on an international level. The project presents a contact making seminar entitled Mediterranean Youth Action taking place in Larnaca (CY) and it will host 24 participants from 9 countries of the EU and Mediterranean. The seminar will focus on strengthening the existing contacts and establishing new contacts among the participants in order to establish a basis for the future Youth Programme projects and to discuss common youth policies in the Mediterranean area. The working approach will be based on plenary discussions, speeches, panel presentations, games and working groups.

Grant: 12415 €
Venue: Larnaca (CY)

Contact Person:
KIRJAS Emil
Rue des Chartreux, 64
1000 Bruxelles (BE)
Fax: +32/2/502.41.22
E-mail: office@iflry.org

Partners:
FEDERATION DES ETUDIANTS LIBERAUX ASBL
Rue de Naples 39
1070-Brussels (BE)
Tel: +0476/28.83.30
Fax: +32/2/527.23.35
E-mail: renauduch@hotmail.com

FEDERAZIONE DEL GIOVANI LIBERALI ITALIANI
Via Laurina 20
00187-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/328/320.61.42
Fax: +39/0331/60.35.83
E-mail: pietro.paganini@liberali.it

NUOVA VIA
c/o Woano N° B 121, Via Baldo degli Holdi 76
00167-Rome (IT)
Tel: +39/338/153.40.88
Fax: +39/066/710.86.79
E-mail: lucianomobili@hotmail.com

UNITED DEMOCRATS YOUTH (ONED)
8, lasonos str.
1082-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357/22/81.36.58
Fax: +357/22/81.36.59
E-mail: eneoptol@cytanet.com

ARI MOVEMENT
Tahiraga Cesme Cad Ayazaga Tic Mer. B Blok Kat 7
80670-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/212/286.30.32
Fax: +90/212/286.30.36
E-mail: evrim@ari-tr.org

LIBERAL YOUTH ASSOCIATION
G.M.K Boulevard No: 108/17 Maltepe
06570-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/533/637.97.07 mobile
Fax: +90/312/230.80.03
E-mail: yaman_seval@yahoo.com
SHINUI - YOUTH WING
100 Hachsmonaim st.
61200-Tel-Aviv (IL)
Tel: +972/56/20.42.40
Fax: +972/25/66.63.76
E-mail: naoq@netvision.net.il

INITIATIVE POUR LA CITOYENNETÉ ET LE DÉVELOPPEMENT
7 rue Azrou Hassan
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/037/76.87.27
Fax: +212/037/76.87.46

PALESTINIAN YOUTH ASSOCIATION FOR LEADERSHIP AND RIGHTS ACTIVATION
Ar-Ram Main Road
East Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/343.428/9
Fax: +972/2/234.34.30
E-mail: hania_bitar@pyalara.org, salsamanz@hotmail.com

JOVENTUT NACIONALISTA DE CATALUNYA
Santa Teresa, 5
08012-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/610/47.45.37
Fax: +34/932/37.84.37
E-mail: roger.albinyana@lymec.org

JUVENTUDES LIBERALES DEL SIGLO XXI
Carrer de la Creu Coberta 85, 4° - 1a
08014-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/63/696.53.31
E-mail: enriquegomez@gmx.net

Project Reference: 117244-512-CE-08-2004-R0
Beneficiary: YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE

Project Title: The intercultural learning as a tool for a better inter-religious dialogue

The promoter is an international peace movement which has branches in several European countries. It aims at bringing together young people whose goal is a society of justice, peace and human solidarity. Its main activities are international work camps and youth exchanges, seminars and training courses as well as education in peace and development. The project presents a seminar entitled "The intercultural learning as a tool for a better inter-religious dialogue". The project is to be the third annual international YOUTH seminar held in Nazareth (IL) built on the successes of past seminars, whilst exploring new ways to strengthen intercultural cooperation and create constructive dialogue on the subject of religion in religious and secular circles. It will bring together 30 young people from BE2, FR2, DE2, HU2, ES3, AT2, IT2, TO3+2, IL4+2+2, EG2, in order to learn from and engage in discussion with experts on religions role in society from a variety of theoretical stand points.

Grant: 18581 €
Venue: Nazareth (IL)

Contact Person:
EVRARD Gisèle
Avenue du Parc Royal, n°3
1020 Bruxelles (BE)
Fax: +32/2/478.94.32
E-mail: info@yap.org

Partners:
JAVVA
3 Avenue du Parc Royal
1020-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/478.29.19
Fax: +32/2/478.03.74
E-mail: javva@javva.org

YAP - ITALIA
Via Marco Dino Rossi 12/G
00173-Roma (IT)
Tel: +39/06/721.01.20
Fax: +39/06/722.01.94
E-mail: yap@yap.it

VIA PACIS NEMZETKÖZI IFJÚSÁGI EGYESÜLET
Kinizsi u. 13
1092-Budapest (HU)
Tel: +36/1/215.42.28
Fax: +36/1/215.42.28
E-mail: viainfo@viapacis.ngo.hu

PERPETUUM MOBILE INTERNATIONAL
Straden (AT)
Tel: +43/650/2.11.55.49
E-mail: perpetuum@lycos.at

YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE UK
8, Gd Den Ridge
9040 9UU-Freshwater (Isle Of Wight) (UK)
Tel: +44/1933/75.25.57
Fax: +44/1933/75.69.00
E-mail: action@yap-uk.org

ASSOCIATION FOR ARAB YOUTH-BALADNA
12, hertzilia street
31996-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/825.30.35
Fax: +972/4/852.34.27
E-mail: nadem@baladnayouth.org
YOUTH programme
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YAP-GERMANY - CFD E.V
Rendeler Str. 9-11
60385-Frankfurt (DE)
Tel: +49/69/459.071
Fax: +49/69/461.213
E-mail: yap-cfd@t-online.de

INTERNATIONAL PALESTINIAN YOUTH LEAGUE
Jaffa street - Isra’a Building 5th floor
P.O. Box 618-Hebron (PS)
Tel: +972/2/222.91.31
Fax: +972/2/221.55.86
E-mail: adli@ipyl.org

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT DEPARTEMENT
Dahiet EL Barid - Jerusalem
-East Jerusalem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/234.33.52
Fax: +972/2/234.33.54
E-mail: Ydd_m@palnet.com

CASAS DE LA JUVENTUD
C/Soria 43
28100-Alcobendas (ES)
Tel: +34/91/663.66.60
Fax: +34/91/653.35.43
E-mail: Sve@eurojoven.org

WASLALA
C/ Caures 18
28100-Alcobendas (ES)
Tel: +34/916/61.86.31
Fax: +34/916/63.35.43
E-mail: alfredoo@wanadoo.es

SOLIDARITES JEUNESSES
10 rue du 8 mai 1945
75010-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/55.26.88.77
Fax: +33/1/53.26.03.23
E-mail: ltv@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Project Reference: 117962-512-CE-20-2004-R1
Beneficiary: YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING

Project Title: Learn Together Doing! - Experiencing Youth Work Practices

Youth for Exchange and Understanding (YEU) is a non-governmental youth organisation aims to foster closer cooperation and better understanding among young people around the world. They encourage exchange of information and experience between different cultures and societies. The organisation was founded in August 1986. This job shadowing project will bring one Tunisian youth worker to the YEU head office in Faro (PT) for three weeks. The project is titled Learn Together Doing! - Experiencing Youth Work Practices and it aims to develop organisational and administrative project management skills of the Tunisian youth worker who represents YEU Tunisia. The project will also contribute to the development of the entire Tunisian organisation through improved contacts and knowledge of youth work. The job shadower will participate in administrative and group work of the host organisation as well as in preparation for a World Youth Festival in Barcelona August 2004.

Grant: 1323 €
Venue: Faro (PT)

Contact Person:
DA SILVA Nuno
Rua dos Bombeiros Portugueses n°4 1º esquerdo
8000 Faro (PT)
Fax: +351/289/81.30.74
E-mail: ho@yeu-international.org

Partners:
YEU TUNISIA
11 rue Hédi NOUIRA Immeuble BTKD tour C 2ème étage
1001-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/22/92.40.24
Fax: +216/71/34.41.17
E-mail: rafik006@yahoo.fr

Project Reference: 118065-512-CE-13-2004-R1
Beneficiary: ASSOCIATION OF VOLUNTARY SERVICE ORGANISATIONS (AVSO)

Project Title: Forging new EVS Partnerships across the Euro-Med Region

The contact-making seminar entitled Forging new EVS Partnerships across the Euro-Med region is promoted by Association of Voluntary Service organisations (AVSO). AVSO is a European platform of NGOs that offer long-term international and national voluntary service opportunities. They provide support services for volunteer organisations including policy monitoring, training and partnership-building events, best practices and expertise. The activity gathers 51 participants. And to this end the project brings together existing, as well as new potential voluntary service organisations to meet and to exchange ideas and information. The main aim of the project is to increase the quality and quantity of voluntary service projects between European and Mediterranean countries.

Grant: 29500 €
Venue: Kusadase (Izmir) (TR)

Contact Person:
KARLOUKOVSKA Vessela
rue Joseph II , 174
1000 Bruxelles (BE)
Fax: +32/2/231.14.13
E-mail: info@avso.org

Partners:
TABITA
Veternicova 9
84105-Bratislava (SK)
Tel: +421/908/49.16.79
Fax: +421/265/31.56.79
E-mail: tabita@tabita.sk ; j_adameova@pobox.sk

GENÇTUR
Istiklal Cad, Zambac Sok 15/5 Taksim
34435-Istanbul (TR)
Tel: +90/212/249.25.31
Fax: +90/212/249.25.54
E-mail: workcamps.out@genctur.com

THE EGYPTIAN FEDERATION FOR SCOUTS AND GIRL GUIDES
5 Shanan st, from Galaa st.
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/10/531.02.45
E-mail: drscout@hotmail.com

AFS INTERKULTURELLE BEGEGNUNGEN E.V.
Friedensallee 48
22765-Hamburg (DE)
Tel: +49/4039.92.22.51
Fax: +49/4039.92.22.99
E-mail: sylvia.linneberg@afs.org

SOLIDARITES JEUNESSES
10 Rue du 8 Mai 1945
75010-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/55.26.88.77
Fax: +33/1/53.26.03.26
E-mail: secretariat.general@solidaritesjeunesses.org

Beneficiary: CCSVI - UNESCO HOUSE

Project Title: To the Roots of the olive tree: the importance of pre-departure and on arrival training sessions for successful euro-mediterranean exchanges.

The Coordinating Committee of International Voluntary Service, CCIVS, acts as a link to establish relations between member organisations and international organisations, such as EU, UN related organisations etc. CCIVS fosters the development of regional networks through the organisation of seminars, the production of publications, the promotion of voluntary service in new areas, and training for member organisations such as Youth Action for Peace (YAP), International Cultural Youth Exchange (ICYE), Service Civil International (SCI) etc. The seminar To the Roots of the olive tree: the importance of pre-departure and on arrival training sessions for successful euro-mediterranean exchanges", as the name indicates, will focus on the importance of the support activities of the voluntary service. The aim of the seminar is to contribute to the quality improvement of the voluntary service projects in the Mediterranean area through better training. More specifically, the project will develop participants' skills in running training sessions, including the exchange of experiences; the involvement of more organisations in the projects and opening up bilateral partnerships; exploring possibilities to involve young people with fewer opportunities, in particular rural youths; and exploring the North-South (problem) issues in a wider perspective.

Grant: 18150 €
Venue: Paris (FR)

Contact Person:
WARMENHOVEN Helmut
1, Rue Miollis Unesco House
75015 Paris (FR)
Fax: +33/1/42.73.05.21
E-mail: ccivs@unesco.org

Partners:
YOUTH ACTION FOR PEACE
Avenue du Parc Royal, n°3
1020-Bruxelles (BE)
Tel: +32/2/478.94.10
Fax: +32/2/478.94.32
E-mail: info@yap.org

SIW - NETHERLAND
Willemstraat 7
3511 RJ-Utrecht (NL)
Tel: +31/30/231.85.47
Fax: +31/30/234.34.65
E-mail: General@siw.nl

UNA EXCHANGE - UK
Temple of Peace - Cathays Park
CF10 3AP-Cardiff (UK)
Tel: +44/2920/22.30.88
Fax: +44/2920/12.15.40
E-mail: sampowell@unaexchange.org

GSM - YOUTH SERVICES CENTRE
Bayindir Sokak 45/9, Kizilay
06640-Ankara (TR)
Tel: +90/312/417.11.24
Fax: +90/312/425.81.92
E-mail: gsm@gsm-youth.org

EGYPTIAN ORGANISATION FOR COMPREHENSIVE DEVELOPMENT
9 Ibn Affan Square
11231-Giza (EG)
Tel: +20/2/760.26.25 : 760.41.25
E-mail: mageacd@soficom.com.eg

ASSOCIATION FOR ARAB YOUTH-BALADNA
12, hertzilia street
31996-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/825.30.35
Fax: +972/4/852.34.27
E-mail: nadem@baladnayouth.org
JEUNESSE ET COOPERATION
BP 19
46000-Safi (MA)
Tel: +212/61/56.83.47
Fax: -mail: koudah@caramail.com

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE OF THE ICYE FEDERATION
Große Hamburger Straße 30
10115-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/28.39.05.50
Fax: +49/30/28.39.05.52
E-mail: icye@icye.org

INTERNATIONAL PALESTINIAN YOUTH LEAGUE
Jaffa street - Isra’ a Building 5th floor
P.O. Box 618-Hebron (PS)
Tel: +972/2/222.91.31
Fax: +972/2/221.55.86
E-mail: adli@ipyl.org

CONCORDIA - FRANCE
1, rue de Metz
75010-Paris (FR)
Tel: +33/1/45.23.00.46
Fax: +33/1/47.70.68.27
E-mail: Concordia.international@wanadoo.fr

*Project Reference: 119933-512-CE-32-2004-R3*
Beneficiary: FEDERATION OF YOUNG EUROPEAN GREENS

Project Title: Crossing the Mediterranean - opening up the dialogue between young people on migration and refugees in and around "Fortress Europe" (part I)

This contact-making seminar gathers 30 participants and it is the first phase of a long-term project, which aims to create a Euro-Mediterranean network of youth organisations. This network will act as a platform for dialogue on migration and refugee issues in the Mediterranean region and through this issue-based network new youth projects will be developed.

Grant: 18645 €
Venue: Barcelona (ES)

Contact Person:
COERTJENS Maarten
European Parliament, ASP 08 G 138, Rue Wiertz 1047 Bruxelles (BE)
Fax: +32/2/284.92.73
E-mail: fyeg@europarl.eu.int

Partners:
JONG GROEN!
Sergeant Debruynestraat 78-82
1070-Brussels (BE)
Tel: +32/472/49.06.46
Fax: +32/2/290.91.17
E-mail: jokevandeputte@yahoo.com

CYPRUS YOUNG GREENS
169 Athalassas Avenue, off 301
2014-Nicosia (CY)
Tel: +357/99/46.34.68
E-mail: aristosnm@hotmail.com

ZÖLD FIALATOK (HUNGARIAN YOUNG GREENS)
Csanády utca street 25/B
1132-Budapest (HU)
Tel: +36/30/240.54.88
E-mail: borsfay@altuning.net

ALTERNATTIVA DEMOKRATIKA ZGHAZAGH - GREEN YOUTH MALTA
10, Manwel Dimech Street
Sliema (MT)
Tel: +356/99/42.53.93
Fax: +356/21/33.79.69
E-mail: Matthew@newsworlstd.com

YOUNG GREENS ENGLAND AND WALES
1a Waterloo Rd
N19 5NJ-London (UK)
Tel: +44/1792/51.15.97
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (SDA)
150 Gamal abd El Nasser st. - sidi bishr
21411-Alexandrie (EG)
Tel: +20/10/65.48.022
Fax: +20/35/90.81.18
E-mail: abdallah@takingitglobal.org

YOUTH COMMITTEE OF THE EGYPTIAN GREEN PARTY
82 Wadi elnil st Miet Oquoba Elmohandsien
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +202/304.49.06 ; 304.49.07
Fax: +202/304.49.08
E-mail: complains@egyptiangreens.com
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BALADNA ASSOCIATION FOR ARAB YOUTH
Hertzlyastreet 12
31996-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/852.30.35
Fax: +972/4/852.34.27
E-mail: nadem@baladnayouth.org

THE JORDANIAN YOUTH FORUM FOR CULTURE (SHABAB)
P.O Box 540414
11937-Amman (JO)
Tel: +962/79/524.08.24
Fax: +962/65/23.23.85
E-mail: fayrouzz@maktoob.com

ASSOCIATION TÉTOUAN ASMIR
Place du 9 avril
93000-Tétouan (MA)
Tel: +212/61/59.92.46
Fax: +212/39/70.20.05
E-mail: A_chaachoo@yahoo.es

COMMISSION DES JEUNES DU PARTI DES VERTS POUR LE DÉVELOPPEMENT
2 rue Zahla
10000-Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/61/10.85.48 ; +212/64/00.05.88
Fax: +212/37/70.07.37
E-mail: fatimaalaoui@voila.fr

FORUM DES JEUNES MAROCAINS POUR LE TROISIÈME MILLENNIAIRE
Avenue my al Hassan, 4 eme étage
Rabat (MA)
Tel: +212/61/10.85.88 ; +212/64/00.05.88
Fax: +212/37/70.07.37
E-mail: hicham.grine@caramail.com

GRUENE JUGEND
Hessische Strasse 10
10115-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/177/644.20.54
Fax: +49/30/27.59.40.96
E-mail: kuiper@gruene-jugend.de

FOUNDATION EL TALLER
2 Rue El Ghazali, El Menzah V
1004-Tunis (TN)
Tel: +216/71/75.37.38
Fax: +216/71/75.15.70
E-mail: philip.thigo@eltaller.org

YOUTH DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (PARC AFFILIATE)
Al-Maahed Street
Ramallah (PS)
Tel: +972/2/296.38.40
Fax: +972/2/296.38.50
E-mail: maha@pal-arc.org

JOVES D'ESQUERRA VERDA
C/Armengol 2-8
08003-Barcelona (ES)
Tel: +34/678/68.72.35
E-mail: eurtasun@ic-v.org

Beneficiary: IFS-EUROPE - INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF SETTLEMENTS AND NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRES-EUROPE

Project Title: Carving a tree for peace

This feasibility visit has as its aim to develop a youth exchange, which will use artistic expression as a means to explore issues such as cultural commonalities and differences, racism and tolerance, exclusion and solidarity, and other issues raised by young people. The visit will bring together 11 participants and an artist supporting the building of the youth exchange project - to discuss and develop the project idea and to explore how to work together, to finalise the project aims, including a work plan and a programme.

Grant: 2421 €
Venue: Jerusalem (IL)

Contact Person:
ONIFADE Daniel
13 Guthrie Street
EH1 1JG Edinburgh (UK)
Fax: +44/131/225 32 91
E-mail: florence@ifseurope.org.uk

Partners:
FOUNDATION FOR FAMILY AND COMMUNITY
Dózsa Gy. u 13.
7720-Pécsvárad (HU)
Tel: +36/72/31.75.50
E-mail: Valkol@dravanet.hu

GVANIM ASSOCIATION FOR EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
Hashaked 5, P.O Box 346
87013-Sderot (IL)
Tel: +972/8/662.02.24
Fax: +972/8/689.71.08
E-mail: ygalevi@netvision.net.il

MUNICIPALITY OF JERUSALEM
19 Jaffa str.
Jerusalem (IL)
Tel: +972/2/625.50.55
Fax: +972/2/624.94.30
E-mail: fkari@jerusalem.muni.il

AWO BEGEGUUNGSZENTRUM
Adalberlstr. 23 a
10997-Berlin (DE)
Tel: +49/30/69.53.56.12
Fax: +49/30/69.53.56.34
E-mail: ben.eberle@awoberlin.de

WI'AM CENTER FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION
Dr Gemnier st. (SOS) Al Karkafh
Bethlehem (PS)
Tel: +972/2/277.73.33
Fax: +972/2/277.05.13
E-mail: alaslah@planet.edu

EDUCAIDE
61 rue Ramey
75018-Paris (FR)
Tel: +90/542/426.70.99
E-mail: gozde.avci@educaide.org

Beneficiary: YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING

Project Title: Training Course Creative Organizer - "Organizing Youth Exchanges for a Culture of Peace"

The project focuses on training the young people to organise and manage international exchanges in the framework of YEU approach on Intercultural Learning and Human Rights Education with a special focus on the culture of peace. First part of the training is related to group dynamics, methodologies of intercultural learning and human rights education, and the 'culture of peace'. The second part uses outdoor education in relation to team building, cooperation and conflict transformation. This part focuses on project management aspects as well as local impact with emphasis on intercultural and religious dialogue among civilisations. The training is part of the organisation’s aim to expand and develop their cooperation network in the Mediterranean region and of their training strategy launched in March 2002. The training is planned to continue on annual basis.

Grant: 21143 €
Venue: CEULAJ Mollina (ES)

Contact Person:
DA SILVA Nuno
Rua dos Bombeiros Portugueses n°4 1° esquerdo
8000 Faro (PT)
Fax: +351/289/81.30.74
E-mail: ho@yeu-international.org

Partners:
YEU CYPRUS
PO box 56222
3317-Limassol (CY)
Tel: +357/99/350.290
E-mail: decpinaki@yahoo.com

YOUTH FOR EXCHANGE AND UNDERSTANDING (YEU) MALTA
Dar il-Hena, Triq il-Bard
QRM 04-Attard (MT)
Tel: +356/29/91.33.10
Fax: +356/23/61.96.90
E-mail: doreenbalzan@hsbc.com / doreen@waldonet.net.mt

ASSOCIAÇÃO RECREATIVA E CULTURAL DO ALGARVE
Rua Bombeiros Portugueses, nº 4 - 1° Esq/POB 953
8001-911-Faro (PT)
Tel: +351/918/42.21.08
E-mail: tisha_ne@hotmail.com, tisha@jackingprod.com

TANMYA BELA HEDOD "DEVELOPMENT NO BORDERS"
708 zahraa Madent Naser
Cairo (EG)
Tel: +20/10/332.02.42
Fax: +20/2/364.94.64
E-mail: Ahmos400@hotmail.com

BALADNA ASSOCIATION FOR ARAB YOUTH
Hertzlyastreet 12
31996-Haifa (IL)
Tel: +972/4/852.30.35
Fax: +972/4/852.34.27
E-mail: nadem@baladnayouth.org

JEC LIBAN
El Mir Str.
29-Zouk Mikael (LB)
Tel: +961/374.87.02
E-mail: francoisfarage@yahoo.com

YEU TUNISIA
Route GREMDA KM 6 3062 Complexe N° 3 Sfax Tunisia
3062-Sfax (TN)
Tel: +216/98/64.25.55
Fax: +216/71/23.19.51
E-mail: mkacem@famex.org.tn
NAK GREECE
Despere 17
54621-Thessaloniki (GR)
Tel: +30/697/337.69.32
E-mail: Pnikole24@hotmail.com
